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FORWARD
There is a saying,
“Religion is for people who are afraid of going to
Gehinnom/Hell;
Spirituality* is for those who have already been there!!”
This compendium of Teshuvos (Halachic Responsa) is being
published for both of the above groups:
1) For the second group, those who have “been there already”, and
are beginning now to find their path in spiritual recovery, this
compendium will provide them with Halachic and Hashkafic
guidance tailored to meet their specific needs. It covers the
spectrum of addictions: from food addiction to sexual addiction;
And the codependent syndromes/symptoms suffered by victims of
abuse (please see page 21 for description and definition of abuse as
used in our context!)
2) For the first group, this volume is also intended to serve a very
important function. Namely to acquaint them with the yearnings,
challenges and aspirations of the other group - this significant part
of the Jewish people that desire to serve and feel connected with
Hashem; but cannot do so in the context of what is erroneously
considered by most, as the required Halachic standards. My
experience of 16 years in this endeavor, has taught me that we,
* The term SPIRITUALITY as used in this aphorism and
throughout this volume is NOT identical with what is, in our
common terminology, described as RUCHNIYUS; AND
neither of them are synonymous with RELIGION.
This differentiation is a basic fundamental that needs to be
absorbed and grasped at a deep level, in order to
comprehend the “world of recovery”.
Please see pgs 118-148 for elaboration.
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as a community, who pride ourselves on being the normal,
mainstream flag-bearers of Torah and its Mesorah would do very
well to take a step back, as I personally was forced to do (see pgs
118-134), and see whether what we are really promoting is
authentic Torah Judaism and its values. Some of what is written in
this volume is very shocking to our preconceived value system.
This is because we perceive our Jewish Cultural Mores as being
identical with Halachic Torah Observance! However, the
intellectually honest reader will come to realize, as he
contemplates what is written within this volume that there is much
in our cultural mores that is considerably “off-the-mark”.
Indeed, the more appropriate question that should be asked is, “Is
the Judaism (Yidishkeit, Chareiidism, Yeshivishkeit, Chasidishe,
Heimishe) that presents itself to our eyes really a true
representation of what God has written in His Torah and stated in
His Oral Torah?” Or have distortions and misperceptions crept in
and now have become counterfeit axioms of a quasi new religion.
Rav SR Hirsch & Rav Yisroel Salanter in the 19th century and the
Chazon Ish in the past century all admonished to be very careful
not to confuse Jewish Culture with Torah Observance. Or as has
been wittingly remarked, “Please! Do not confuse Jews with
Judaism!”
To this end, I have included my source-material and crossreferences within the Teshuvos, so that the reader can study them
and ascertain for himself the veracity and acceptability of my
conclusions, guidance and recommended solutions;
OR alternatively the reader should be able to demonstrate where I
have erred. If indeed this is the case, I would greatly appreciate
a communication so that I may correct my error!
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INTRODUCTION
Is a person afflicted with Mental Illness considered a Choleh (sick)
by Halocho? In its more serious forms can Mental Illness be
considered a Choleh SheYesh Bo Sakana? (A life-threatening
disease?)
Does it fall under the rubric of Pikuach Nefesh? (Do we lay aside
most of the Torah’s laws in consideration of attending to the
medical needs of such an afflicted person?)
These questions are central to the contents of this volume. If one
answers the above questions in the affirmative; then the majority of
what follows will not be surprising to the reader who is
knowledgeable of the Halachic requirements and directives in
regards to medical needs. This work then is merely a simplified
ordering of practical Halachos and Hashkofos tailored specifically
for a specific area of illness and health.
To all too many within our community, however, and sad to say,
even among our esteemed rabbinic and lay leadership, these basic
premises are a matter of great confusion and consternation. The
reason for this conflict is also explored in a number of the chapters
within this volume (pgs 21, 45, 48, 118, 197-216, 238, 467-496).
This introduction is being written with this latter, very significant
portion of our people in mind. I am hopeful that our community
will be sufficiently open-minded to realize that we are dealing with
a very severe challenge to the very fabric of our Chareidi
community that needs to be addressed in a very informed and
enlightened manner. This volume seeks to expedite the
enlightening process so as to alleviate and mitigate so much
suffering among our people. The tragedy and travesty is that
most of this suffering is totally unnecessary would we just allow
ourselves to be educated in the causes, symptoms, remediation and
prevention of these maladies.
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In this vein, I am hopeful that the reader will consider and
contemplate these words of introduction.
So to return to our original questions:
Is a person afflicted with Mental Illness considered a Choleh by
Halocho? In its more serious forms can Mental Illness be
considered a Choleh SheYesh Bo Sakana? Does it fall under the
rubric of Pikuach Nefesh?
In Halocho we find 2 criteria for establishing what is considered
illness/life jeopardy and what is not:
Criterion #1: Those items explicitly stated by Chazal to fall into
any of these categories, is considered halachically as so doing
today as well, even if modern medical research disagrees! A
classic example of this is tearing (as in crying tears) with a bloody
discharge from the eye. The Halocho considers this Pikuach
Nefesh - sufficient grounds to set aside Shabbos Laws etc. to
rescue the patient (Shulchon Aruch 328:9 - see inset below) even
though modern medical science is incredulous as to the danger to
life posed by such a condition. In practical terms, Poskim tell us
that we nevertheless follow the Halocho and not current medical
science in regards to Shabbos (and other Torah Law) and this
medical condition.
Criterion #2: If current medical experts and research consider a
specific condition as being a serious illness and/or as life
threatening/jeopardizing, then Halocho recognizes the current
medical experts’ opinions and we set aside Shabbos Laws etc. to
rescue the patient. Please see the 2 excerpts from Shulchon Aruch
below. (The first is Hilchos Yom HaKippurim 618:1 et al; and the
second is from Hilchos Shabbos 328:10)
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Returning now to our original questions:
Is a person afflicted with Mental Illness considered a Choleh by
Halocho? In its more serious forms can Mental Illness be
considered a Choleh SheYesh Bo Sakana?
Does it fall under the rubric of Pikuach Nefesh?
Criterion #1- I believe the sources in Shearim Metzuyonim
b'Halocho (see below inset) give adequate sources that Halocho
indeed considers Mental Illness as falling into this category.
To realize this however, the uninitiated will need the following
clarification in regards to terminology: Chazal in their delineations
of Halocho utilized a term “Ruach Ro'oh” to describe a medical
condition. The symptoms described, therein, are identical in
symptomology with the condition described by Freud as
“Hysteria”. Currently, the Mental Health Field and its practitioners
have renamed Freud’s “Hysteria”. Today it is classified as Acute
Trauma Reaction or more commonly as PTSD (Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder). A little more investigation reveals as well, that
most of the Mental illnesses and conditions listed in the DSM
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(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychological
Association) have previous traumas in their etiology.
(Below are the quotes from the Shearim Metzuyonim b'Halocho,
Kitzur Shulchon Aruch chap #133 footnote #10 second paragraph,
and chap # 165 footnote #6)

Concerning criterion #2 – On pages 21 and 361, I have reproduced
correspondence that I have undertaken to enlighten leaders and lay
people of our community about the most current recent findings of
medical science research as to the severe nature of these Mental
Health conditions. The documentation quoted therein, clearly
demonstrates that criterion #2 is more than adequately met as well.
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Therefore, the answer to all of the questions posed at the beginning
of this introduction is indeed in the affirmative:
Is a person afflicted with Mental Illness considered a Choleh by
Halocho? YES!
In its more serious forms can Mental Illness be considered a
Choleh SheYesh Bo Sakana? YES!
Does it fall under the rubric of Pikuach Nefesh? YES!
------------------------------------------------Please note that the following 2 qualifications are in order:
1) Just as in the case of heart disease, diabetes or any other
potentially life-jeopardizing condition, whether or not at any
particular moment , we will set aside Torah Law (Chillul Shabbos
or eating Treif etc,), is completely dependent on the severity of the
symptoms at that particular moment. (See pgs 83-90 for
clarification)
I.E. - If the symptoms are severe, out of control, or we lack
certainty as to what is really going on, then the condition is
considered Pikuach Nefesh!
However, if the Choleh is under medical treatment and the
conditions are under control, then we deem the situation at that
moment not Pikuach Nefesh.
Of course, it is self understood, that the situation needs close
monitoring and slight changes in condition and or environment
might precipitate the escalation to a Pikuach Nefesh emergency at
a moment’s notice.
Mental Health issues are Halachically to be treated precisely the
same!
2) A corollary of the above:
Just as with physical medical conditions, were someone to have the
ability to “infect” someone with these conditions and would
attempt to do so, he would be classified in his attempt as a Rodef
(Attempting Murder), so too would this be so with an attempt to
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“infect” someone with mental illnesses that qualify as Pikuach
Nefesh. (See pgs 293 and 235 for a fuller discussion.)
------------------------------------------
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
12 Adar I, 5771
Dear Rav L., Shlita
The accompanying letter to the editor of the Yated Ne’eman (pg
361), I believe is self explanatory. Nevertheless I would like to
preface it with some words of introduction.
Although the letter specifically addresses the trauma damage
suffered by victims of sexual molestation, it is equally applicable
to all childhood traumas. I am attaching (pg 367) a research paper
(Dong 2003) published by the USA ‘Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention’ which describes the 10 Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs), their interconnectedness and their universal
capacity to cause severe enduring impairment.
Please note that of the more prominent ACEs are emotional abuse
and neglect. I have attached (pg 385) an excerpt “Invalidating
Family Experiences” which is from Marsha Linehan’s
groundbreaking research and book concerning ‘Borderline
Personality Disorder’ and falls under the categories of emotional
neglect/abuse.
For your convenience, I have also attached (pg 390) the research
paper (Anda 2006 - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)
that describes the extensive damage done to the brain as a result of
ACEs. In the winter of ‘10, a Harvard researcher provided me with
this synopsis:
On Wed, 6 Jan 2010 12:23:57 -0500 "Jim Hopper"
<hopper@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu> writes:
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Dear Rabbi,
This article from Bessel [van der Kolk] is from the late 1990s, and
rather dated. There’s increasing evidence that it is a vast
oversimplification, not only in terms of the more widespread
deficiencies in awareness and regulation of emotions and bodily
arousal, but also because it ignores the profound effects trauma
can have on what is referred to as the brain’s ‘reward’ circuitry.
This impairment of multiple brain circuitries involved in fear,
reward, and other fundamental aspects of organismic regulation
significantly disrupts the biological foundations of:
- meeting basic physiological needs like food/nutrition
- regulating states of physiological arousal, emotions and
impulses
- wanting and seeking constructed needs (eg for the latest mobile
phone) and objects of addiction (not only alcohol and drugs
but also pornography, gambling, etc.)
- wanting, seeking and being able to enjoy truly fulfilling goals
and experiences that promote genuine wellbeing, including
experiences of autonomy/freedom, competence and relatedness
- wanting, seeking and being able to enjoy spiritual needs,
including alignment of oneself with God’s law.
Another important aspect to keep in mind is that the extent of
dysregulation and/or impairment cannot be predicted with
precision because of many factors (besides those mentioned by
Bessel) that have been shown to modify the effect.
Among these are:
Ͳ social/relational context of the trauma - who the perpetrator
was; how others responded to the trauma;
Ͳ how important the meanings people assign to traumatic events
are, especially meanings about their worth and capacities as
human and moral beings (which are not merely disembodied
cognitions)
Jim
James W. Hopper, Ph.D. Behavioral Psychopharmacology
Research Laboratory,
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Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School and McLean
Hospital, Belmont, MA, and
Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine and Dentistry,
University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada
Likewise I have attached (pg 416) the article from “Science News”
referenced in the Yated letter and the research of “Yael Danielli”
(pg 429) concerning the “Intergenerational Transmission” of these
impairments.
The “Children of the Lager” (pg 451) by Mrs. Ruth Lichtenstein of
HaModia fully supports (unbeknownst to her) the above. Namely,
that greatly erratic behavior is present amongst the Jewish people
and nothing, or very little, substantive is being done to remediate
the problem.
Finally in summation I have attached the 3rd part of an essay (pg
480) which I wrote recently which summarizes the manifestations
of these impairments upon our contemporary Chareidi society.
(The last 4 pages are excerpts of more of HaModia’s reported
findings.)
(Finally, in case your curiosity was piqued as to the context and
content of the above-mentioned essay, I have attached (pg 467) it,
in its entirety, as well.)
I was prompted to bring this to your attention because recently, I
was contacted by a very prominent and competent Trauma
Therapist with whom I collaborate frequently. (Although not
Jewish, she is given top ratings by Echo, who refers Chareidi
people to her for services on a regular basis.) This therapist called
in concern about one of her clients whose husband had joined her
for a number of sessions. It is observably apparent to the therapist
and to the wife that the husband has some serious impairment(s) of
the above described nature and that they are impacting their
Sholom Bayis. However, he is in denial and has been totally
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unreceptive to entertain the possibility that any of the above
information is relevant or pertinent to him. It was reported that he
had consulted with you and that being unaware of the research
herein enclosed, you supported and encouraged his assertions and
opposition.
Perhaps you may realize of whom I am speaking and I would
caution that it would seem to me prudent not to reveal to him: 1)
that the therapist contacted me, or 2) of my own initiative to
contact you (the therapist and the wife are not aware that I have
undertaken this). I am concerned that if he finds out that he will not
allow his wife to continue in therapy with this very competent
therapist and prevent her from getting the much needed help she
needs to resolve her own issues.
I am available if you would like to discuss any details or questions
that you may have concerning these matters.
Sincerely yours,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
5 Adar II, 5771
11 March ‘11

Erev Shabbos P’ VaYikro

Dear Rebitzen Salomon,
Malky of the Bais Medrash Govoha community has been in
communication with me and has shared with me her conversations
with you and her letter to the Mashgiach, Shlit’a.
Her conversations omitted a critical, closely related topic. I am
enclosing a letter on this related topic that I recently sent to a Rov
in a different community. In it I outlined this other information that
he was totally unaware of, which had caused serious misguiding of
his Talmidim. To his great credit as a person of integrity, the
Rov conceded his error, reversed his counsel, and as a result
that couple is now on the way to receiving the proper therapy
and treatment.
Unfortunately, this particular Rov was not unique in his lack of
information on this topic and the consequent ill-advised counsel.
So as not to unduly burden the Mashgiach, Shlit’a, I have chosen
to approach you first. I hope you will read the enclosed letter and
agree that it is of great importance. I will gladly send the balance
of the support documentation referenced in the letter. (Out of
respect of, and courtesy to, the Mashgiach, the Rebitzen and their
overburdened schedules, I did not feel it appropriate to just send
them all the literature and documentation unannounced.)
Please feel free to contact me.
BiChvod Rav,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
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ADDICTION
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FOOD ADDICTION & SHABBOS SEUDOS (meals)
Shulchon Aruch (Orach Chaim 288:2 - see insert below ) states
that if food is injurious to someone, then he/she are exempt from
eating on Shabbos (Eating on Shabbos is supposed to be an aspect
of Oneg - enjoying the day, if it's not enjoyabl,e then one is
exempt).
The commentaries (Mishne Berura et al) point out that indeed, Not
only is one exempt; but since it is injurious, it is actually
prohibited from doing. (It is an outright violation of the Oneg
principle!)

Likewise on YomTov, the overarching principle underlying eating
is the fulfilment of the Mitzva of Simcha – rejoicing - and the
Mitzva of Oneg (Orach Chaim 529:1-3, Mishne Berura #4 &16). If
neither of them is being fulfilled because eating is injurious and/or
not enjoyable, then the above-stated principle concerning Shabbos
is equally applicable to Yom Tov as well.
-----------------------------------------On Fri, 20 May 2011 "R S" <r.s@.com> writes:
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
I had a little confusion come up regarding the halachic
requirements of my Lechem Mishna on Shabbos; I would greatly
appreciate if you are able to help me clarify.
Which meals am I obligated to wash HaMotzi for?
Is the measurement 7/8th of an ounce of matzo?
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Do I need to keep the matzo sholem for the bracha? (If so there
will be a problem of measuring out the matzo after making the
bracha – I guess then I could ask my sponsor if eating that extra
1/8th of an ounce will be ok)
With regards to Friday night and washing hamotzi, my sponsor
insists [that] I must eat my matzo together with my meal and have
no space of time between eating my matzo and my Friday night
dinner.
I can just push all my meals till later on, on Friday so that I can sit
down and wash and eat my meal once I’ve served everyone by
around 10:30 pm. However the following problem arises - when I
am struggling emotionally, I find it very difficult to change my
regular eating times which are breakfast at 8, lunch at 1 and dinner
at 6 to crazy hours like breakfast at 10:30 (I get up at 5am so it’s 5
and a half hours after I’ve started my day) and then lunch at 4pm
and dinner at 10:30pm – as Friday is my most challenging day of
the week - we have at least a dozen guests every Friday night and
juggling that with caring for the children... I worry that if my food
isn’t in its regular place and dealing with all these challenges I’ll
make mistakes with my food and I worry about breaking my
abstinence.
I feel more safe if I would just eat before bringing Shabbos in at
7pm, but then I run into the problem of having to wash
HaMotzi once Shabbos is in and I can’t do that if I’ve already
eaten my meal earlier on. So another solution would be to eat
straight after I light candles and say Kiddush (without drinking the
grape juice) and wash and eat Matzo and then eat whilst everyone
is davening- is that ok?
Many thanks
R. S.
--------------------------------------From: Rabbi Yehoshua [mailto:kaganoff@juno.com]
Sent: 20 May 2011 10:02
To: r.s@.com
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Subject: Re: lechem mishna and oa
Hi RS,
Based on the data that you reported above:
1) You are exempt (actually prohibited) from Lechem Mishna
(washing HaMotzi) on Friday night at this time of year (summer)
Orach Chaim (O.C.) 288:2
2) You are obligated by Torah Law, to eat your meals on Friday
exactly the same time as you do every other day of the week. O.C.
618:1
You are exempt (prohibited) from eating late Friday night when
you serve the others (except for what program and sponsor allow
you to do) O.C. 288:2
3) On Shabbos Day (Saturday), for whichever meals your sponsor
allows you to eat HaMotzi (Lechem Mishna & washing) you
should do so - O.C. 274: Mishne Berura (MB) #9- (up to 3 meals;
but only what and if your sponsor allows) O.C. 288:2
4) The amount of Matzo is 7/10ths of an ounce NOT 7/8ths. Based on calculations of “Moznei Tzedek” by Rabbi Dovid
Braunfeld with allowances for Cholim as per M.B. 486:1
5) The Matzo does NOT have to be Sholem O.C. 274: MB#2
OR
6) You can weigh the proper amount on a mechanical scale
AFTER the Brocho. (A mechanical, non-electronic scale is
permissible to be used on Shabbos and Yomtov) O.C. 306:7 &
M.B. #36
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
973.614.8446
-------------------------------------------------------------
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On Fri, 20 May 2011 "R S" <r.s@.com> writes:

One more question if that’s ok, what is my obligation with regards
to Kiddush Shabbos morning before breakfast? And lunch?
-----------------------------------------------From: Rabbi Yehoshua [mailto:kaganoff@juno.com]
Sent: 20 May 2011 14:41
To: r.s@.com
Subject: Re: lechem mishna and oa
I will assume that like others in program that you are allowed
unlimited amounts of tea (decaffeinated or regular) – for our
purposes here, only original tea will do, NOT herbal
1) Before Shabbos, BREW some tea. (Adding water to 'tea
essence' will not suffice). Heard from Rav Shimon Schwab, Ztz’l
2) Take 3 oz of this brewed tea in a goblet, becher etc and recite
the Kiddush text & Shehakol before eating your meal - Shiur of
Reviis - “Moznei Tzedek” by Rabbi Dovid Braunfeld
3) Whenever you daven is not relevant; OR even if you don't
daven at all (which is the custom of most busy Jewish Moms) = in
any event you should recite the Kiddush over brewed tea before
breakfast. O.C. 289:1 & Beur Halocho “Chovas”
If your program restricts you to only water, seltzer and watered
down tea or herbal = then just forget about Kiddush. O.C. 289:2
4) If another person above Bar/Bas Mitzvah is present, he/she can
make Kiddush on wine, schnapps, or beer on your behalf. You do
not need to ‘taste’ of what they made Kiddush upon (he/she would
need to do so) to be Yotzi with their Kiddush and consequently
you would not need the brewed tea. O.C. 273: MB # 26; O.C.
271:14 MB#71, Igros Moshe O.C. 2 #75
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff 973.614.8446
---------------------------------------------------
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On Fri, 20 May 2011 "R S" <r.s@.com> writes:

Sorry two more, you say I should only wash Shabbos day for what
my sponsor allows. She only allows what I absolutely must
according to Halacha – so which meals must I absolutely wash
according to Halacha Shabbos day?
Also scales work in 1/8th of ounces; I’m not sure how to work it
out. Do I convert the ounce to grams i.e. 1oz is 27g? And then
work out 7/10ths of 27g – math not being my forte at all – so is
that 27 divided by 10 times 7 which gives me 18.9 g? (I tried to get
it right Pesach time, but I think I messed up on the math).
Thank you again!
--------------------------------------------------------From: Rabbi Yehoshua [mailto:kaganoff@juno.com]
Sent: 20 May 2011 15:02
To: r.s@.com
Subject: Re: lechem mishna and oa
Shulchon Aruch (Orach Chaim 288:2) states that if food is
injurious to someone, then he/she are exempt from eating on
Shabbos (Eating on Shabbos is supposed to be an aspect of Oneg enjoying the day, if it's not enjoyable then one is exempt).
The commentaries (Mishne Berura et al) point out that indeed, Not
only is one exempt; but since it is injurious, it is actually prohibited
from doing. (It is an outright violation of the Oneg principle).
Based on this and the report of your situation, it would appear to
me that you are prohibited from "washing etc" on Shabbos at all. If
your sponsor deems that having the Matzo is safe for you, then the
first 2 meals of Shabbos have the priority.
What you are suggesting is correct. Convert to grams; divide by
10; multiply by 7.
Have A guten Shabbos
Sincerely, Rabbi Kaganoff
------------------------------------------------------
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From: Rabbi Yehoshua [mailto:kaganoff@juno.com]
Sent: 23 May 2011 02:34
To: r.s@.com
Dear RS,
Unfortunately my email "crashed" and I lost your last email
question. I will try to respond based on my memory but if it is offthe-mark, please rewrite your question. Either way, please confirm
that you received this.
1) Yes, you would be obligated to make Kiddush before eating
breakfast. O.C. 289:1, Beur Halocho “Chovas”; O.C. 89: 3 & 4
2) If you will be eating Matzo with the breakfast meal, then the
HaMotzi is an adequate substitute for the Kiddush and you do not
require any tea etc. O.C. 272:9
3) If you will NOT be eating Matzo with breakfast, Then it is
preferred to have 'brewed tea' for Kiddush. Aruch HaShulchon
272:14 & Igros Moshe O.C. 2 #75
I guess this would be something your sponsor will help you decide.
Does she prefer that you have Matzo with breakfast or allow you
the cup of tea?
4) Brewing? - You can take decaffeinated tea bag(s) and cook
them on the stove top before Shabbos and then use the broth (tea)
straight without dilution for Kiddush (3 oz goblet full) Heard from
Rav Shimon Schwab, Zatzal
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
973.614.8446
---------------------------------------------------------------
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On Thu, 14 Jul 2011 "SiL sil@.com> writes:

Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
(editor’s note – this correspondent is also prohibited from eating late on Friday
night, but instead is eating 3 Shabbos Seudos by day)

I normally daven before eating which would mean I could make
Kiddush over the Matzo with my breakfast. If I do make Kiddush
over the Matzo, Do I wash, say Kiddush and then make HaMotzei?
I personally find no problem eating the Matzo, so I don’t think it’s
injurious to my health – I just need to know what I do halachically,
and then my sponsor will allow it.
If it is better to eat a bit extra than the required amount of Matzo
and have it Shalem, then I could do that too.
I hope that is clear. Thank you for your time,
Sincerely, Sil
----------------------------------------------------Dear Sil,
The Kiddush that you need to recite in your situation (on Shabbos
Morning) is the Friday night text minus the “VaYechulu”
paragraph. You wash first and then recite Kiddush. Instead of
Birchas HaGofen, you insert Birchas HaMotzi. O.C. 271:8;
O.C.274 MB #9
Yes, if the extra bit of Matzo will not harm you, then a Shalem is
preferred. O.C. 274:1 MB #2
Also have a second Matzo in hand when reciting the HaMotzi so
will also fulfil "Lechem Mishne" (do not eat the second Matzo there is no requirement or need to do so.) O.C. 274:1
Sincerely, Rabbi Kaganoff
973.614.8446
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FOOD ADDICTION & THE PESACH SEDER
Nisan, 5771
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
(editor’s note – the responses are interspersed within the questions)

I have been given your name by a Food Addicts’ member. If you
could please advise me concerning the following, I would really
appreciate it, as I will need to inform my sponsor, prior to the
Seder, the exact amounts of what I will be eating.
Q. What is the smallest amount of Matzo I need to eat in order to
fulfil my obligation each time we eat Matzo during the Seder (e.g.
motzie matzo, afikomen etc), and are there any matzo ‘eatings’ that
I should refrain from?
A. You should eat one k'Zayit = .7 oz (weight) = 21 grams (Unless
your disease is severely virulent; in which case, you should make a
private personal consultation.) - Based on calculations of “Moznei
Tzedek” by Rabbi Dovid Braunfeld with allowances for Cholim as
per M.B. 486:1
And this .7 = seven tenths of an ounce, you should eat, all at once;
O.C. 475:1 MB #9; 475:6
See below for directions on when, within the Seder, this eating of
the matzo should take place;
The other eatings you are to refrain from! They are prohibited for
you to eat! O.C. 482 MB 6
(Unless your sponsor determines that your disease is not so
virulent and allows you to eat a second time; in which case you
would eat one k’Zayit for Motzie-Matzo and one for Afikomen).
O.C. 477: Shaar haTziyun #4
Also, ask your sponsor if you are permitted to use Whole Wheat
matzos. Oat Matzos are available and are generally preferred for
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people in “Food Program”. Some use Spelt Matzos which are also
available. The amount for all 3 remains the same as above Based
on calculations of “Moznei Tzedek” by Rabbi Dovid Braunfeld
with allowances for Cholim as per M.B. 486:1
Q. Does this mean both Sedorim?
A. Yes each Seder requires this amount and you eat matzo only
once each night unless otherwise permitted by your sponsor. (If
sponsor permits one night and not the other, then priority requires
that it be the first Seder (first night) (The first night is a Torah
requirement as opposed to the second night which is only a
Rabbinic requirement.)
Q. What is compulsory for me to eat? And how much? With
regards to the karpas, marror, charoses, etc and what should be left
out?
A. Only Maror could be required, and then only if your sponsor
permits. O.C. 473 MB 36 & 43
The amount is 1oz weight = 29 g Based on calculations of
“Moznei Tzedek” by Rabbi Dovid Braunfeld with allowances for
Cholim as per M.B. 486:1
Q. [editor’s note – this from a different correspondent] My sponsor
will allow me to have dilute grape juice and one k’Zayis of Matzo
for the Seder, but does not want me to delay my meal so late and
does not want me to add Maror at the Seder. If I eat my dinner
meal after candle lighting and have some romaine lettuce as part of
my salad would I be able to be Yotzei Achilas Maror and make a
Brocho at that time?
A. As long as you eat the "Maror" at least 10 minutes after sunset
(Shkiah) (in continental USA), you can make the Brocho of
Achilas Moror on a “Shiur” (ie one ounce - weight) of Romaine
lettuce.
(Maror before Matzo- OC 482:1 MB #3;
10 minutes after sunset – Igros Moshe OC 4 #62)
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Q. Can I also clarify the issue of the 4 cups of wine? Wine is not
acceptable by Program Standards.
A. You can use grape juice in any of the following ways:
1) Take 3 oz (88 cc) of red (purple) Concord grape juice and mix
with 9 oz (266 cc) of water. That will give you 12 oz (354 cc) of
mixture. Use for each of the 4 cups a 3 oz (88 cc) cup filled with 3
oz (88 cc) of the mixture. (Repeat this procedure for the second
Seder) O.C. 272:5 & 6, Beur Halocho ‘Mekadshin’
If your sponsor is not OK with suggestion#1 then:
2) Get 10 lbs (4 kilo) of any type of grapes and before Pesach
squeeze the grapes into juice. Strain and/or filter per your own
taste and preference. This juice should be used "straight" for the 4
cups. O.C. 272:2 (Make sure that you have 24 oz of juice before
Pesach starts. you will need 12 oz (354 cc) for the 1st Seder and 12
oz for the second Seder. if not enough, buy and squeeze more
grapes. (Squeezing may not be done on Yom Tov.)
If neither of these suggestions will pass muster with your sponsor,
then an oral consultation is in order. Perhaps you should use
Brewed tea instead. (see Shabbos Seudos chapter on “brewing”
tea. Pgs 32, 34)
Q. I am supposed to eat 3 meals a day and nothing in between
except for water and my meals should be spaced with 4 to 6 hours
intervals. I am supposed to eat my breakfast before 9, lunch
before 2 and dinner before 8. My sponsor will allow changes only
if necessary due to Halachic requirements. What should I be doing
with regards to the Seder and Shulchan Oruch? Should I wait until
Shulchan Oruch to eat dinner or should I eat before candle
lighting? (It seems that many Frum women in program eat a small
snack on late Friday nights and Yomim Tovim or Seder to enable
them to eat later without waiting so many hours between lunch and
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dinner without eating. However my sponsor has not allowed me to
do this.)
A. Eat before candle lighting OC 89:3&4 and eat the above Matzo
requirement for Afikomen (you will wash and make Netilas
Yodayim right before Afikomen; not when everyone else does
before Shulchon Oraich). O.C. 482:1 MB #6
The only other thing you will have during the Seder is the 4 cups
of dilute grape juice etc. (and water, of course, as per program
protocol)
If your sponsor allows you to eat Shulchon Oraich, then:
It is best to eat the ‘program food’ first, and then wash Netilas
Yodayim and eat the Matzo for Afikomen (reciting the brochos of
Motzei Matzo before eating it). O.C. 482:1 MB #6
If this is unduly uncomfortable, you may eat the Matzo with the
Brochos when everyone else is doing so, and then eat your meal.
O.C. 70 MB 23 end; O.C. 89:3&4 & MB 28 In this scenario you
will be exempt (and programmatically and Halachically
prohibited) from Afikomen. (Unless of course your sponsor has
permitted for you to eat Matzo twice.)
Please feel free to contact me if an explanation of the above
Halachic directives is deemed necessary or for any further
information or clarification. Or
If these guidelines are anticipated to be too difficult to fulfill.
----------------------------------------------
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OAT BRAN
From: <kaganoff@juno.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 2009 15:13:12 -0400
Subject: OAT BRAN - halachic update
I believe that this is some nice news for people in food program.
After recent conversations and communications with OU Kashrus
and the Star-K, the conclusion has been reached that the proper
Brochos on OAT BRAN (in America and Israel) is exactly the
same as Oatmeal or Oat flour.
Therefore:
1) If the OAT BRAN is cooked like oatmeal etc., then the proper
Brocho is Mezonos and the after Brocho, assuming that one ate a
k'Zayis, is Al HaMichyo.
2) If the OAT BRAN is mixed with water and baked the Brocho is
HaMotzi and the after Brocho is Bircas HaMozone; once again
assuming that one ate a k'Zayis.
(I believe that this will be a big boon:
a) For Shabbos and YomTov Seudos,
b) The requirement of Kiddush b'Mokom Seuda, and
c) Consequent Sholom Bayis, for many people in program.)
3) If OAT BRAN is mixed with other liquids (milk, yogurt, oil,
juice) or if other ingredients are mixed into the dough (similar to
cake or cookies) it falls under the category of "Pas Habo b'Kisnin"
and therefore:
3a) if eaten as a snack, the Brochos are the same as #1;
3b) but if eaten as a meal (K'vius Seuda) the Brochos are the same
as #2.
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4) However, if OAT BRAN is uncooked or just mixed into a
warm liquid, the Brochos remain SheHakol and Borei Nefoshos.
Please feel free to share this information freely with program
members.
5) Based on the above Psak, if one made a large enough dough of
Oat bran, it would also be obligated to have Challah taken from it.
6) Likewise, based on this Psak, technically, Matzos for Pesach
could be produced from it. The challenge now is to find a way to
get "Shmurah” Oat Bran and a Matzoh Bakery willing to produce
it. (At a somewhat reasonable price!)
The research and discussion that led to these conclusions can be
found beginning on page 67. Please feel free to share it with any of
your Rabonim or Poskim.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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OASAS Divrei Brocho v’Chizuk
My greetings of Shalom u’Beracha to the Orthodox Women in
food recovery - the attendees of the Shabaton and readers of this
newsletter. My heartfelt wishes for a most meaningful, fulfilling
and spiritually uplifting Shabbos and recovery experience.
Shabbos is the “Yom Menucha u’Kedusha” par excellence. The
Posuk in Shmos (31:13) tells us, Keep My Shabbosos……….
Because I, Hashem, make you holy. Clearly what is being stated is
that Shabbos has the capacity of investing us with Kedusha. It can
bring us a step closer to realizing our national mission and title
designation as Goy Kodosh – “v’Atem Tihyu Li Mamleches
Cohanim v’Goy Kodosh” “you will be for me a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation” (Shmos 19:6).
Indeed the Kuzari and other Seforim write that unfortunately due
to the deleterious effects of Golus the magnitude of our Kedusha
index is severely compromised.
However, I am encouraged through the growing popularity of 12
step recovery programs in our community, that we may realize a
reversal of this degrading state of affairs. This is because I
perceive those in recovery as the vanguard for the restoration of
Kedusha to the Jewish people.
Lest I be accused of exaggeration, let me explain my sentiments by
quoting excerpts of Rav S.R. Hirsch’s definition of Kedusha
(commentary VaYikro 19:2 – K’doshim Tihyu).
“Kedusha is a state of character. A person attaining this character
trait will have the propensity to be ready and willing to perform all
that is good; a person cannot attain this virtue unless his whole
being is steeped in morality…. ……………...for much work is
required of anyone seeking to attain this marvelous trait of
Kedusha.
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“Kedusha is attained through mastery over all of one’s powers and
faculties and over all temptations and inclinations associated with
them -- to be ready and willing to do God’s Will.
“Self-mastery is the highest art a (man) [person] can practice. Selfmastery does NOT mean neglecting, stunting, killing, or
destroying any of one’s powers or faculties. In and of themselves,
the powers and faculties – from the most spiritual to the most
sensual – that have been given to man are neither good nor bad.
They all have been given to us for exalted purposes – that we use
them to do God’s will on earth. The Torah sets for each of them a
positive purpose and negative limits. In the service of that purpose
and within those limits, all is holy and good. But where a person
strays from that purpose and exceeds those limits, coarseness and
evil begin.
“As in any other art, virtuosity in this, the highest moral art can be
attained only though practice – training one’s moral willpower to
master the inclinations of the heart. But this training is not to be
undertaken in the realm of the expressly forbidden, where any slip
would result in wrongdoing. Rather, moral resolve must be tested
and strengthened in the realm of the permitted. By learning to
overcome inclinations that are permitted but related to the
forbidden, one gains the power of self-mastery and thus makes all
his powers and faculties subservient to the fulfillment of God’s
will. Each person, according to his own unique qualities, should
work on his inner self; and he should train quietly, in a manner
known only to himself.”
(By the way, Rav Hirsch was niftar (1888) 50 years before the first
12 step program was founded (1935). I think this chronological
surprise speaks volumes of what authentic Torah really has to say
about Recovery.)
So to all of us in Recovery, my Brocho that we should continue to
strive to live up to these ideals and “Carry the Message” by
“Attraction not Promotion” for the betterment of our families, our
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people, and the world at large.
“Ve’Hyeh Brocho” (Brashis 12:2)
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
----------------------------------------
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An OA Member’s Letter to Her RAV
Subject:12 step program
Date: Sun, 06 Jun 2010 12:16:40 -0400
From: Zk<zk@.com>
R.E <Rabbi@.org>
To:
ʣʥʡʫʬ Rav E, ʠʨʩʬʹ,
I have heard from people about their perceptions of things they
claim that the Rav has said about 12 step programs, and would like
to share some observations that I have made and knowledge that I
have gained through being a member of more than one program.
“Step One” makes a statement that can easily be misinterpreted. It
states, “We admitted we are powerless over ________, that our
lives had become unmanageable.”
Some who have not actually participated in the program, or who
have not accurately understood its methods, may get the
impression that this means to suggest we are claiming lack of ʤʸʩʧʡ
[free choice]. However, this is a misunderstanding!
This statement means that we need to admit that through our ʤʸʩʧʡ
[free choice], we have chosen to allow harmful elements
(alcohol/drugs/harmful attitudes, etc.) to enter our beings. This
poor choice has chained us to bad behaviors, to become ʭʩʱʥʰʠ
[compulsive], and we realize that we now cannot overcome this
problem without ʠʩʮʹʣʠʺʲʩʩʱ [heavenly assistance].
The program constantly stresses the need for ʺʥʬʣʺʹʤ, or “leg
work.” Nevertheless, the fact that without Hashem’s help, ʺʥʬʣʺʹʤ
will be unsuccessful is emphasized as well.
I know that in my daily ʤʬʴʺ [prayers] I ask “ʣʡʲʺʹʤʬʥʰʸʶʩʺʠʳʥʫʥ
ʪʬ;” [God – please, rein in my coarse nature to serve you.] and I
also know that the Chofetz Chaim is said to have pleaded with
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Hashem before the ʹʣʷʯʥʸʠ [Holy Ark] for help in controlling his
anger—not because he denied the principles of ʺʥʬʣʺʹʤ and ʤʸʩʧʡ,
chas v’shalom, but because he recognized that he could not do it
alone. (My husband has suggested that perhaps the author of the 12
step program just needed a good editor to accurately convey his
point.)
I look at a 12 step program as a ʤʠʥʴʸ [treatment] for an illness not as Torah. Just as the man with a heart condition may need
bypass surgery in order to serve Hashem, I and those who have the
disease of addiction like me, in similar fashion need the “program”
to do so.
Some may indeed, regrettably, make the program into an ʦʲ
[idolatry], but this is no different as some who decide to turn
particular mitzvos into an ʦʲ [idolatry]. It’s not the subject that is
the problem; it is this particular individual’s approach to it that is!
The importance of consulting a Rav who is well-versed in the
fundamentals of 12 Steps—and understanding the principle “Take
what you need and leave the rest”—is crucial.
I admire Rav E for speaking out on even unpopular issues. It is a
wonderful goal to spur the Kehilla on to serious thought about the
matters that affect their lives. However, I would like to respectfully
note that it is very dangerous for those in early recovery to hear
that there are theological problems with the program –which there
aren’t. I strongly feel that any presentation of the 12 step program
must clarify that the program’s principles totally follow
mainstream Torah Hashkafos. Otherwise, those involved and/or in
need of 12 step programs may in response drop the program, and
may not live to think about these issues--especially those in
Narcotics Anonymous or Alcoholics Anonymous.
(Indeed, as a person who went into the program “kicking and
screaming,” I would have loved any excuse to drop it.) It is true
ʹʴʰʧʥʷʴ.[rescuing from life jeopardy]
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Just as an aside, my very close friend was amazed at the changes in
[ רוחניותspirituality] that have taken place in me during the last
five-and-a-half years that I’ve ‘worked the program’. She asked
her husband—a grandson of Rav Chatzkel, a [ מגיד שיעורTorah
professor] and a [ בעל מוסרMussar Ethicist] in his own right—
“How could such a change be developed from working a program
developed by [ גוייםnon-Jews]?” He answered that the בעלי מוסר
state that those who reach desperation (a.k.a. “rock bottom” in
program lingo) will find Hashem.
I feel secure in signing my name, as I am confident that my
anonymity will be protected.
May [ הקב"הThe blessed One] grant you continued [ הצלחהsuccess]
and gezunt [good health] in leading our community.
,בכבוד רב
Mrs. Z.
P.S.--Attached is an article Rabbi Kaganoff, שליט"א, gave me on
this topic. Pages 174-175 [pgs 172-174 of this compendium] speak
about the program’s concept of “powerlessness.”
-------------------------------------
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
5 Tishrei, 5772
3 October, ‘11

BS’D

Binah Magazines
207 Foster Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230
Dear Editor,
In Binah Vol. 5 # 248, you printed a few letters lauding the
existence of a program known as TLC. I am writing to respond to
some of the erroneous perceptions and information promoted by
these letters.
I believe it would be in order to give some introductory
background information about myself: I am Yeshivishe, Frumfrom-Birth and a Rov, who has been Paskening Shaalos re:
Shabbos, Taharas Hamishpocho, Kashrus, etc. for almost 30 years
(Washington Heights, Philadelphia, Passaic). My S’micha is
signed by Rav Yosef Breuer, ZTvK’L, Rav Shimon Schwab,
ZTvK’L and L’Havdil Bain Chaim l’Chaim the Novominsker
Rebbe, Shlita.
I have been involved with people in 12–step recovery and program
for 16 years. I began my association with the “Recovery
community” with much skepticism and asked many questions and
challenged many of their concepts and premises. Over this time
period, I have done much research into the compatibility of
“Program” with Yidishkeit. Suffice it to say at this point, that any
concerns that are raised by well-meaning people (and I certainly
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was one of the more vociferous critics) about 12 step programs are
simply just NOT shared by Normative Halocho. What Normative
Halocho teaches will be elaborated upon below, BUT there is one
overarching concept that I need to address first.
One of the most fundamental principles of Torah is Areivus - “Kol
Yisroel Areivim Zeh l’Zeh! I AM responsible for the welfare both spiritual and physical - of my Jewish brothers and sisters. This
is diametrically opposed to the prevailing attitude of our culture
“NIMBY” (Not In My Back Yard). For those who may be
unaware, NIMBY translates into, “just let me protect my own
Daled Amos, and let others suffer, whatever may happen!” The
Torah teaches the very opposite – that in attending to my own
needs, the impact of my actions on the welfare of my brethren
needs to be taken into account BEFORE I proceed. Moreover, in
our specific case the principle of Areivus is further reinforced by
the Mitzvos of “Hashevoso Lo” (returning lost property etc to the
rightful owner) and “Lo Sa’amod Al Dam Reacho” (It is prohibited
to standby idly and allow injury to befall another.) (Sanhedrin 73a)
A classic application of this Halocho would be the following:
If an elderly or sickly Jew is instructed by his doctor and Rov that
he needs to eat for health reasons on Yom Kippur. And the patient,
not out of malice but out of simplemindedness, refuses to eat
unless the Rov also eats, then the Rov would be required to eat in
order to induce the patient to save his own life. Rav Yaakov
Kaminetzky, Zatzal used this concept to explain the actions of Rav
Yisroel Salanter in that famed episode of his Kiddush on Yom
Kippur. And moreover, Rav Yaakov himself invoked this principle
when, as a Rov in Toronto, he acquiesced to an earlier (earlier than
would be acceptable by our standards) ending of the Yom Kippur
fast, out of consideration for those in the community who would be
in jeopardy by extending the fast.
With the inception of TLC, 3 and a half years ago, I pleaded with
the participants to consider the impact that their actions may have
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on their not so fortunate brethren. I posited then, “Indeed TLC
perhaps may help Jews in large metropolises but what of Jews who
are in smaller towns? Are you not invalidating 12 step recovery in
their eyes? This is so- even just for food addicts.
“Moreover the undermining of 12-Step recovery will surely carry
over to the programs of recovery from drugs and alcohol which is
certainly Cholim She’Yesh Bo Sakana!” and TLC is not offering
an alternative for them!
Grievously my prediction has come to fruition:
I am personally, and painfully, aware of alcoholics and drug
addicts in the Chareidi community of Monsey who have either
refused to engage in, or worse, have dropped out of their AA
(Alcoholics Anonymous) and NA (Narcotics Anonymous)
programs due to this lack of foresight. We cannot help them and
they are now doomed to die of their disease! This is only in
Monsey; who can project what has occurred elsewhere?
So unfortunately, even though some well-meaning, but shortsighted, people may consider the TLC activities as “Mili d’Mitzvo
v’Chasidus”; anyone with a little broader perspective and
understanding knows full well that it is an Aveira of jeopardizing
the lives of a significant segment of our community.
Space restraints due not allow me to demonstrate in great detail
that:
1) The overwhelming majority of the 12-Step Program and its
Spirituality fits very well with rigorous, well-researched and
knowledgeable Torah Observance. And
2) that the very small part that may not be fully acceptable at first
glance, does not override the considerations that for Refuas Choleh
[healing of the Sick] and Pikuach Nefesh [saving lives], Normative
Halocho directs us to be Maikel [lenient].
(Likewise, due to space constraints, I am unable to publish the
support documentation- Halachic and secular - for what I state in
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this letter. However, I will gladly provide it (pgs 83-190; 21; 361466 of this volume) and respond to any other sincere inquiries of
any interested reader.
However, I will elaborate below on the fallacies of some of the
more recurrent issues that are raised:
1) That to assert that compulsive overeating OR ANY
OTHER ADDICTION is just a bad habit (“Ta’avos”) is
contrary to the findings of the most current medical
research. MRI & CT studies have proven that there are
physiological changes in the brain function of these
afflicted people. They are truly Cholim [sick];
And moreover, in most cases, if left untreated, their
sickness will progress to the level of Choleh SheYesh Bo
Sakana. [Life-jeopardy]
2) That until this present date, there is and has not been any
alternative Refuah [treatment] for addictions - except 12Step programming. And that in the past all attempts to
“modify” the 12-step program have resulted in miserable
failure.
The above 2 points, I shared with Gedolei HaPoskim and they
responded to me that they found it very informative and
enlightening.
3) According to Shulchon Aruch the only occasion that we
put people’s life in jeopardy, “Yehoreg v’Al Yaavor”, is
for the 3 Aveiros Chamuros [Cardinal Sins]: Avoda Zora
[Idolatry], Gilui Arayos [Incest or Adultery], Shefichas
Domim [Murder]. I would ask of any critic to produce one
item of 12-Step program that falls into any of these
categories.
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Furthermore, please keep in mind, that the clear Psak is that
Yehoreg v’Al Yaavor even of these 3 categories does not
apply to Issurei d’Rabonon [rabbinic injunctions] or
Minhagim [proscribed by custom only] of these 3 Aveiros
Chamuros. (YD 195:16, 17 Ramoh and Biur HaGro #21)
Moreover, I would ask any skeptic to produce anything in
12-Step programs, significant enough that it would prohibit
even just a Choleh Kol Gufo She’Ain Bo Sakana [a
common sickness that has no life-jeopardy] person from
participating.
4) A vague, emotional assertion that the program is just
“Goyish” [not-Jewish] does not qualify to prohibit
participation. To impose Mili d’Chasidus [super piety] on
others when it will jeopardize their lives and/or well-being,
is castigated by Chazal as Chasidus Shel Shtus
[Foolishness]! (Sota 20a, 21b)
5) If we have witnessed wayward behavior in some people in
recovery; the fault is not in the 12-Step programming but in
our Chinuch system that does not follow the instructions of
Shlomo HaMelech, “Chanoch la’Naar Al Pi Darkoh
[Individualized educational programming].
We do not teach, in a manner specifically tailored to each
individual, the deeply meaningful spiritual experience that
should be intrinsic in all Mitzvah performance. Were we to
do so, and had we done so, these individuals would not be
so bitter towards Yidishkeit [Jewish religious]
Observances, that at their mere introduction to spirituality,
that they would abandon Kiyum HaMitzvos [fulfillment of
Torah Observance].
6) The essence of the 12-Steps, as Rabbi Twerski so
effectively demonstrates in his book "Self Improvement?
I'm Jewish!” is identical with a program based on Mussar.
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As a matter of fact, it has been quipped that 12-Steps is the
“Americanization of Mussar.”
7) The idea, that the 12-Steps is Christian, stems from:
(A) The mistaken assumption that step 5 is the ‘Catholic’
confession. - The Gemoro (Sota 32b) clearly says to the
contrary! The Gemoro states that one who brings a Korbon
Chatos [Sin Offering] needs to reveal his Aveira [Sin] to
the Cohein [Priest] and possibly to all present in the Bais
Hamikdosh [Temple]. And this is part and parcel of the
atonement process!
And Reb Elimelech of Lizansk includes it as mandatory in
his Tzetel Koton [“Short List” of daily character
inventory].
AND
(B) The regular use of the lord’s prayer. - This is a very
minor detail and not of essence to the program. Anyone
who does not want to say it can substitute any Jewish
Tefilla instead and is perfectly acceptable by program rules
and custom. Moreover, it is stated clearly in the 12 Step
literature (A.A. Big Book 3rd edition pages 10- 11) that
the founders of 12 Step recovery were M'vatel their
religions and specifically "Oso Ha'Ish".
The Halocho is quite clear that when that occurs, even
the "Getchka" [Idol] itself becomes permitted for usecertainly a benign prayer that contains no objectionable
content. (See pgs 150-160 for further elaboration.)
8) “Powerlessness” - An article was published about 15 years
ago. It adequately explains how terms and words used in
AA jargon have different meanings than the way they are
used by social workers and other mental health
professionals. One such word is “powerlessness” (see page
#174 of the article – pg 172 of this volume). Consequently,
unless a social worker or other mental health professional
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has especially studied and experienced 12-Step Recovery,
he or she are totally incapable of making any judgment call
concerning addictions and the recovery therefrom.
Moreover, articles from US News and World Report and
from
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/12/ff_dsmv/all/1

adequately describe the Ziyuf (counterfeit) nature upon
which Mental Health professionals have been operating.
Their attitudes and bases of information and treatment are
based on data that is far from rigorously honest and
therefore undependable and unreliable.
It appears quite clear that Rav Tzadok HaCohain. (Resisei
Layla, Pg 6a,b,c – pg 187 of this volume) and the Chazon
Ish (Igros # 2 - pgs 180 of this volume) are teaching the
same concept of “powerlessness” as in 12-Step Recovery that without Hashem’s help we are absolutely powerless to
accomplish anything.
9) The commonly used expression “Ain Dovor Omed Bifnei
HaRatzon [“when there’s a will; there’s a way”] is
NOWHERE to be found in Chazal. The closest is from the
Zohar P’ Terumah and there it coincides with 12-Step
Program. See pgs 189-190 The Ratzon [Will] being
referred to, that overpowers everything, is the Ratzon Elyon
[Divine Will]. And we need to be Machniya [humble] our
own ratzon [will] to the Elyon [Divine will]- and do so
b’Ahava (Attitude of Gratitude); to be Me’Orer [“arouse”]
the Ratzon Elyon to accomplish what He desires.
10) Among the letters quoted in the above referenced issue of
“Binah” is the statement, “Torah transmits Kedusha
[Holiness] only when it is transmitted thru pure conduits”
[and therefore it is prohibited to learn Torah from a Goy-non-Jew]. And quoted as a source reference is Yoreh Deah
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179:19. It is intimated that this Mekor [source] is the
support for this position.
However, I am sorry to say that the opposite is true. Not
only does the source reference that is quoted NOT support
this position; BUT most accurately and precisely, it
contradicts this assertion!
The Halocho in question states: “one who studies Torah
from an ‘Amgushi’ is Chayav Misa” (culpable of a death
penalty). Obviously the Shulchon Aruch is stating that it is
prohibited to do so; and the stating of the consequence is
intended to give us a sense as to the magnitude of the
prohibition. However to posit from this Halocho that one
can derive that “Torah transmits Kedusha only when it is
transmitted thru pure conduits” is woefully inaccurate, as I
shall presently demonstrate:
What is an “Amgushi”? The commentators to Shulchon
Aruch (Poskim) disagree:
The Shach, Gro (Vilna Gaon), and other later Acharonim
state that the category “Amgushi” only includes a
missionary (either Jewish or non-Jewish). This indeed is
also the simple, unforced rendition of the Talmud, Gemoro
Shabbos 75a, which is the origin of this Halocho.
The Bais Yosef, Levush and Darchei Teshuva include
within the Category of “Amgushi” (besides the missionary
above) also a Mechashef, a sorcerer, someone (Jewish or
non-Jewish), who is skilled in the ‘dark arts’ (a la Harry
Potter).
However, what is absolutely clear according to ALL
opinions is that there is nothing wrong with learning Torah
from a plain non-Jew. Otherwise, why isn’t this also stated
in Shulchon Aruch and Poskim? According to none of the
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Halachic authorities is he included in the “Amgushi”
classification NOR is it proscribed; even though he
certainly isn’t pure (by Torah standards). So “Torah
transmits Kedusha only when it is transmitted thru pure
conduits” is just, plain and simple, inaccurate.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
-----------------------------------------
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Brochos on
Whole Wheat and Oatmeal ‘Patties’
Dear Rabbi Kagnoff,
I wrote this E-mail about a week ago but as you told me, you
didn’t receive it. Please take a look. My main point is that you
need to have a dough which is made out of flour; without that it
cannot ever become Hamotzi. The fact that it is placed in the
oven, in and of itself won't give it the status ofʺʴ.
Hope to hear from you by E-mail,
Thanks again,
Moishe Yoselevitz
Shearim Seminary, Yerusholoyim
ʠʨʩʬʹʳʥʰʢʷʯʤʫʤʲʹʥʤʩ ʸʤʤʣʥʡʫʬ
ʩʬʺʥʰʲʬʭʫʺʧʸʨʬʲʹʠʸʮʺʥʣʥʤʬʬʫʭʣʥʷʩʰʥʶʸʤʫʸʡʥʭʥʬʹ
ʠʬʩʫʬʰʤʸʴʱʮʤʺʠʩʺʸʠʹʤʠʬʹʤʡʩʱʤʩʬʹʯʥʴʬʨʸʴʱʮʤʹʴʧʬʥ
ʩʺʹʷʡʥʩʺʬʠʹʤʰʤʴʫʲʩʸʥʡʲʩʠʬʸʹʷʺʤʬʡʩʥʧʮʹʩʢʸʺʹʩʺʩʶʸ
ʺʴʺʺʹʮʠʩʤʹʸʴʱʤʺʩʡʡʤʴʺʥʰʡʤʺʧʠʮʩʺʬʠʹʰʭʩʹʣʥʧʤʮʫʩʰʴʬ
ʠʬʲʲʭʩʬʡʷʮʬʰʤʤʸʡʧʤʮʭʩʹʰʠʹʩʬʤʸʩʡʱʤʥO.A.ʤʸʡʧʡ
ʭʩʡʩʩʧʹʲʥʣʩʹʺʡʹʡʤʸʥʮʧʸʺʥʩʤʤʬʠʹʤʥʧʮʷʩʰʩʮʤʮʫʬʥʫʠʬ
ʹʩʹʩʺʲʮʹʥ ʣ ʲʱʦʲʸʲʥʹʡʠʺʩʠʣʫʭʧʬʺʥʣʥʲʱʩʺʹʴʫʲʬʥʫʠʬ
ʠʩʶʥʮʤʤʺʫ
 ʸʡʣʯʥʴʩʹʧʮʷʮʤʩʥʹʲʤʶʮʬʥʫʠʬʺʧʠʺʥʶʲʩʺʹʭʤʬ
ʩʰʡʥʰʠʮʮʭʩʹʡʩʭʩʫʲʫʣ ʦ ʲʱʧʱʷʯʮʩʱʣʠʤʬʤʮʥʣʹʴʲʠ
 ʩʲʥʰʩʢʤʰʮʷʩʣʶʤʬʭʩʷʱʥʴʤʥʧʸʨʸʡʫʥʲʥʣʩʫʠʩʶʥʮʤʯʩʫʸʡʮʦʰʫʹʠ
ʭʩʮʡʯʺʥʠʺʥʸʹʬʥʯʩʩʧʯʩʨʩʧʺʧʷʬʠʩʤʤʩʰʹʤʤʶʲʤʯʫʠ ʸʦʲʩʬʠʵʩʶ
ʬʰʤʤʣʩʮʬʺʤʥʸʥʰʺʡʤʦʤʺʡʥʸʲʺʤʯʩʴʥʠʫʧʠʥʭʩʫʸʺʶʷʥʩʤʩʹʣʲ
ʴʲʮʮʡʪʸʡʬʤʬʩʺʩʰʲʥʬʰʤʺʡʥʸʲʺʤʬʲʭʩʫʸʡʮʤʮʩʺʥʠʤʬʠʹ
ʮʮʡʯʰʩʫʸʡʮʥʷʬʹʹʯʢʣʩʰʩʮʺʹʮʧʬʲʣ ʡ ʲʱʧʸ ʱʫʠʺʩʠʣʠʤ
ʯʩʨʩʧʩʰʩʲʸʢʡʭʩʹʮʺʹʮʹʯʥʩʫʠʤʴʡʪʸʡʬʤʬʩʺʸʮʠʠʬʹʭʲʨʤʥ
ʩʧʺʴ ʩʲ ʯʩʲʸʢʤʮʷʬʧʯʩʫʺʥʧʭʢʭʥʩʤʹʲʥʣʩʥʤʴʩʬʷʤʯʤʮʥʧʷʬʹ
 ʸʱʠʧʧʥʠʮʢʠʫ ʲʣʥʲʥʯʹʺʫʡʹʧʰʤʦʥ ʤʫʸʡʤʺʠʦʥʧʱʤʫʬʤ
ʥʠʺʴʬʤʦʡʹʧʰʠʬʣʰʲʬʭʬʥʠʮʮʡʪʸʡʮʫʢʷʴʱʡʹʨʷʰʹʧʱ
ʭʣʠʩʩʧʡʠʺʩʠʣʫʭʧʬʺʥʩʤʬʬʥʫʩʧʮʷʮʤʹʲʰʭʠʷʸʣʬʬʫʫʡʡʤʺʴ
ʯʥʹʠʸʤʩʠʰʺʥʠʩʶʥʮʤʪʸʡʬʩʣʫʭʩʠʰʺʹʹʭʹʤʰʥʮʹ ʠ ʲʱʡʮʬʬʫ
ʠʬʤʦʩʬʡʥʧʮʷʮʤʹʲʰʠʬʬʰʤʬʫʠʮʤʩʸʤʥʭʩʰʩʮ ʤʮʧʮʷʤʩʤʩʹ
ʷʸʣʣ ʣʰʡʥʰʩʠʤʦʭʢʥʤʡʲʤʬʩʬʡʮʤʹʲʰʹ ʦʤʩʠʰʺʥʭʧʬʺʥʩʤʬʬʥʫʩ
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ʤʬʩʬʡʤʹʲʰʭʠʩʥʬʺʧʮʷʡʳʠʣʣʥʲʥʠʬʥʺʥʯʩʨʩʧʥʭʩʮʺʡʥʸʲʺʤʥʤ
 ʧ ʲʱʧʱʷ ʱʡʠʺʩʠʦʫʤʫʸʥʠʤʡʲ
ʧʮʷʮʤʶʮʡʹʮʺʹʤʬʷʸʺʡʹʡʥʮʮʡʪʸʡʬʤʬʩʺʩʰʲʬʰʤʴʲʴʫʲ
ʸʠʹʬʲʪʸʡʬ ʶʣʥʲʥʺʡʹʺʣʥʲʱʩʣʩʠʶʥʩʠʬʩʰʹʤʬʫʠʮʡʣʯʥʴʩʹ
ʭʩʹʰʠʤʡʸʤʹʩʬʥʸʴʱʯʮʦʩʸʧʠʭʬʥʠʬʫʠʮʤʤʦʬʭʩʬʴʨʠʬʣʭʩʬʫʠʮ
ʬʰʤʬʫʠʮʬʲʺʡʹʺʣʥʲʱʭʩʲʡʥʷʡʤʶʸʠʡʭʢʥʩʠʡʭʢʤʸʡʧʡ
ʩʠʯʠʫʹʩʩʬʥʠʹʩʮʶʲʬʤʮʣʮʩʰʠʥʭʧʬʠʥʤʥʬʩʠʫ ʥʫʥʭʤʩʣʩʭʩʬʨʥʰʥ
ʬʲʺʥʰʲʬʺʫʮʹʷʡʠʫʥʠʩʢʥʱʤʷʮʥʲʬʣʸʥʩʠʬʩʰʠʹʥʠʭʣʩʶʮʤʰʡʤ
ʤʹʲʮʬʥʤʫʬʤʬʠʩʤʹʩʺʬʩʠʹ
ʣʥʫʫʡ
ʵʩʡʬʱʥʩʤʹʮ
ʭʩʬʹʥʸʩʭʩʸʲʹ

----------------------------------------------------Dear Rabbi Yoselevitz
Once again I want to thank you for your interest in this topic and
your willingness to bring this Halachic issue to my attention. At
the outset I need to apologize that I cannot respond to you in
L'shon HaKodesh - I do not have a Hebrew word processor; so I
hope that "talking in learning" in English will be OK.
My response will contain the following 4 points:
1) Chayei Odom's use of word Kemach is Lav Davka.
2) Even whole grains with Klipa (Bran), if during
processing stick together, Brocho is no longer
ha'odomo
3) The word used to describe the mixture of whole wheat kernels
and water when ready for baking is called "Mush" i.e. has
lumped together as a sticky mass.
4) Items not falling under the classification of Pas Habo’oh
b'Kisnin = differentiation in processing is the determining
factor that causes a change in Brocho:
I.e. Cooking (Bishul) = Mezonos; Baking (Afiya) = HaMotzi
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Now the details:
1) I reviewed the Chayei Odom that was quoted. It appears to me
that the thrust of his intent (the first Tnai) is that it must be
Chameishes Minei Dagan. The word ‘Kemach’ is not the main
thrust. It is incidental because that is generally (stamo d'milsa)
how one bakes.
Indeed, a proof of this is the end of the seif, in discussing if one of
these 6 tnayim are absent, the Chaya Odom himself refers us to
klal 54. In Klal 54 seif # 2, Chayei Odom lists the various
categories whereby the Chameishes Minei Dagan become
upgraded to a Brocho of Mezonos (instead of Ho'Adomo that was
discussed in seif # 1). In this categorization he equates
Halachically:
-1) grains that have had the bran removed and have stuck together
as a result of cooking
-2) those that have been split even if they don't stick together
-3) Kemach.
This would indicate that even the Chayai Odom in 42: 1 was not
insisting on flour=Kemach but was using it as the primary
example of processed grain.
This approach is the one presented by the Star-K on its website
concerning breakfast cereals which I have copied below. (I
have reddened the pertinent parts.) It may be that the Star-K
does not intend to learn this way in the Chayei Odom, however
it is their Halachic opinion which, if not also Pshat in the
Chayei Odom, would nevertheless be a rejection of your
reading of the Chayei Odom from normative Halocho.
2) Rav Moishe in OC 4 #45 clarifies the Teshuva that you quoted
from OC 1. He says that even if at the beginning, the grains are
whole with the Bran Klipos, nevertheless if after processing they
stick together, it is indicative that the grains have split open and as
a result the Brocho is Mezonos. (Rav Moshe is referring to a case
of bishul cooking, therefore because it is cooked, at most it can be
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Mezonos - see later #4 concerning baking)
3) The mixture in question in our discussion, has been described
before the baking as a "mush". Perhaps we would need to
observe it personally, but just from the verbal oral description,
the word "mush" indicates to me that grains are already sticking
together before baking. Perhaps they are only sticking because of
the dampness of the water on the surfaces, but that usually is not
what is meant by the term "mush". It usually conveys a
deterioration and disintegration of the original individual units.
4) The Shulchon Aruch 168: 13 discusses what is the defining
process that will decide whether the Brocho on Chameishes Minei
Dagan (excluding Pas BaBo’oh b'Kisnin) should be Mezonos or
Hamotzi. The Normative Halocho (Mechaber and Ramo) is that it
is baking vs. bishul:
If baked - the Brocho is HaMotzi,
If cooked - Mezonos.
(Mishne Berura s.k.#75 discusses variations of Sofek d'Oiraisa
based on the dissenting opinion that the defining parameter is
Blila Ava, but this isn't pertinent to our present discussion because
we are dealing with a Blila Ava "mush" that is baked.)
As I mentioned to you on the phone, I had not been previously
consulted about this "whole wheat 'mush' 'patty'", (1 had
previously only dealt with oat patties), but based on all of the
above, I believe that what the people in OA are doing is
Halachically acceptable.
Once again I want to thank you for your interest and your
willingness to bring this Halachic issue to my attention.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
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BROCHO ON WHEATSQUARES
From: yehoshua kaganoff <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: owestheim@badatz.org
Date: Thu, 26 Mar 200920:51 :54 -0400
Lichvod Rav Westheim, Shlita
Regarding the proper Brocho on the Paskesz product of Wheat Squares:
Thank you for describing to me their production processing, i.e.,
complete whole wheat kernels including their bran are placed between
two metal plates approximately 3/4 inch distant from each other and then
they are heated until they pop. Simultaneous to their popping they
become fused together to form the "pattycake"-like format as it appears
when it is marketed.
I had posited that this would be equivalent to a cooking process
"bishul" of whole wheat kernels until they completely
disintegrated and adhered to each other of which the MB 208:3
(end) states that the Brocho is Borei Minei Mezonos.
You countered that all of this discussion in the Shulchon Aruch and
Acharonim revolved about only a liquid based processing but a dry
process such as the puffing/popping of the grains as described above
would not engender any discussion or dispute and would unanimously be
Borei Pri Ho'Adomo.
I must respectfully disagree with you for the following reasons:
1) The source of this conversation is Shulchon Aruch Seif 4 where the
Mechaber equates raw wheat, roasted (puffed?) wheat, and cooked
(stewed) wheat. In all of these instances if the grain kernels are still
whole and complete the Brocho is Borei Pri Ho'Adomo. The original
source of these words of the Shulchon Aruch is Tosfos Brochos 37a D"H
HaKoses. Tosfos' language and format clearly indicate that they are
setting up two parallel examples of consuming edible complete whole
grain - i.e. Kloyos and Shlukos (roasted/popped and stewed). Tosfos
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initially states that because of the issues revolving around the appropriate
after brocho, they should be consumed only within a Seudah. Tosfos
then adds the addendum that if indeed “Nisma’achu” the grains - they
are totally and substantially disintegrated - then the Brochos are like
those of porridge - i.e. Borei Minei Mezonos and Al HaMichyo. The
language structure and formatting of Tosfos clearly indicates that the
“Nisma’achu” factor/dimension is equally applicable to both Sholuk or
Kloyos,
2) This manner of understanding Tosfos is how Rav Moishe in his
lengthy and punctiliously analytic Teshuva (Igros Moishe IV #44) states
as the Shitas Tosfos. (pg #76, first column. 2nd par. line 10) that BOTH
Kloyos AND wholewheat kernels are subject to the “Nisma’achu” factor
and the Brocho is Borei Minei Mezonos and AI HaMichya.
3) One should not counter argue that if the above is correct, then one
should recite Borei Minei Mezonos even on single "puffed" wheat. The
answer being: that in the course of Rav Moishe's analysis, he
demonstrates that the Shulchon Aruch is also including/incorporating
into the Nisma’achu factor, the dimension of Nisdabku as well – that
the position of the P'sak Din is that the grains in the finished product
besides Nisma’achu need to adhere/fuse together as well (see MB 208
#4, #6, #15).
4) Even though, - Rav Moishe as a result of his analysis in this
Teshuva states clearly (pg 78, column I, line #16) that he is reversing
his position from what he wrote in OC I #68 and he now disagrees
with the MB concerning the Brocho on cooked whole grains that
underwent Nisma’achu. He states that he currently holds that because
of the Sfeikos generated by the Machlokes HaShitos that he now
opines that the Brocho remains HaAdomo.
Nevertheless it is evident that a short while later he once again
reversed himself and concurs with his Psak In OC I #68. The proof that
this is so, is the dates on the two consecutive Teshuvos, The Teshuva
of his lengthy analysis (#44 quoted above) is dated 5737. The
relatively short following Teshuva #45 which is a clarification and
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corroboration of OC I #68 is dated 27 Tamuz, 5738.
I posit that from all of the above it would appear that the position of the
Shulchon Aruch and the Acharonim based on the summarization of
Mishne Berura and Rav Moishe Feinstein is that the proper Brochos on
the Paskesz WheatSquares would be Borei Minei Mezonos and AI
HaMichya.
Once again it has been a real pleasure to be able to share this
conversation with you. I anticipate that after some contemplation that
you will have a response. I am looking forward to hear from you.
Tizku I'Mitzvos Rabbos
B'Birchas Chag Kosher v'Sameach,
Respectfully.
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
------------------------------------------------------------
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OAT BRAN
From: Gersten, Eli
Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 2009 2:30 PM
To: Kaganoff, Yonatan
Your brother (from Passaic) sent Rabbi Belsky a letter (pg 71)
regarding oat bran: What is its bracha, whether it is chayav in
challah, and whether it can be used for matzah?
Rabbi Belsky read the whole letter and said he would need to think
about it. He did not have any problem per se with what he had
written but said that before saying a chidush, he wanted time to
think it over. I no longer have his e-mail address so can you please
forward this to him.
Rabbi Eli Gersten
Rabbinic Coordinator
212-613-8222-phone 212-613-0742-fax
Gerstene@ou.org
------------------------------------------------------------On Fri, 12 Jun 2009 12:26:22 -0400 "Rabbi Mordechai Frankel"
<halacha@star-k.org> writes:
Lichvod Rav Kaganoff shlit”a,
Your letter concerning the correct bracha on oat bran has made its
way to my desk. This issue has been raised by contemporary
Poskim. Rav Shternbuch (Teshuvos VeHanhogos 3:71) agrees
with your argument. It would seem that the Minchas Yitzchok
9:15 would also hold this way. However, the Shevet HaLevi 6:22
clearly rejects this, based on his reading of Teshuvos HaBach 107.
If any of these sources are not available to you, I would be happy
to e-mail a scan of the teshuvah.
Have a good Shabbos.
Rabbi Mordechai Frankel
The Institute of Halacha at the Star-K
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Phone: 410-484-4110 ext 238
Fax:
410-653-9294
halacha@star-k.org
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Forwarded Message ----From: kaganoff <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: halacha@star-k.org
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 2009 16:07:18 -0400
Subject: Re: bran
Thanks again for the Mareh Mekomos. I was able to access them
in 2 Botei Midrash. I have the following comments:
1) The Shevet Levi is talking about Wheat Bran, as is the Teshuvos
HaBach. Therefore we don't know that he will object to my thesis
(re: oat bran).
2) Rav Shternbuch is Maikel even on wheat bran (that is also
what he is referring to). This is even more radical than my thesis.
3) Dayan Weiss is also speaking about wheat bran; likewise more
radical than my Heter. But there is another difficulty with his
Teshuva. He is discussing Brocho of Mezonos etc on bran that is
uncooked. Yogurt is eaten cold, as well as 'compot' (Marak Peiros).
Clearly everyone agrees that uncooked flour (bran) is at most
Shehakol even if you mix it in with something else. v'Tzorich Iyun
Godol!
Thanks again for your help.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
-------------------------------------------------------------------- Forwarded Message ----From: <kaganoff@juno.com>
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 2009 15:13:12 -0400
Subject: OAT BRAN - halachic update
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I believe that this is some nice news for people in food program.
After recent conversations and communications with OU Kashrus
and the Star-K, the conclusion has been reached that the proper
Brochos on OAT BRAN (in America and Israel) is exactly the
same as Oatmeal or Oat flour. Therefore:
1) If the OAT BRAN is cooked like oatmeal etc., then the proper
Brocho is Mezonos and the after Brocho, assuming that one ate a
k'Zayis, is Al HaMichyo.
2) If the OAT BRAN is mixed with water and baked the Brocho is
HaMotzi and the after Brocho is Bircas HaMozone, once again
assuming that one ate a k'Zayis. (I believe that this will be a big
boon for Shabbos and YomTov Seudos, the requirement of
Kiddush b'Mokom Seuda, and consequent Sholom Bayis, for many
people in program.)
3) If mixed with other liquids (milk, yogurt, oil, juice) or if other
ingredients are mixed into the dough (similar to cake or cookies) it
falls under the category of "Pas Habo b'Kisnin" and therefore:
3a) if eaten as a snack, the Brochos are the same as #1;
3b) but if eaten as a meal (K'vius Seuda) the Brochos are the same
as #2.
4) However, if uncooked or just mixed into a warm liquid the
Brocho remains SheHakol and Borei Nefoshos.
Please feel free to share this information freely with program
members.
--------------------------------------------5) Based on the above Psak, if one made a large enough dough of
Oatbran, it would also be obligated to have Challah taken from it.
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6) Likewise Based on this Psak, technically, Matzos for Pesach
could be produced from it. The challenge now is to find a way to
get "Shmurah Oat Bran" and a Matzoh Bakery willing to produce
it. (at a somewhat reasonable price!)
I am happy to share the research and discussion that led to these
conclusions (pg s 71-74) with any of your Rabonim or Poskim.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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[Ed. Note - Identical correspondence concerning Oat Bran was sent to Rav
Belsky of OU Kashrus and Rav Heineman of the Star-K. For printing efficiency
the correspondence has been combined.]


RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com

É ÓÛÜÑÓËÒ ÅÔÚÇØÐ Ö ÄÏÇË
  Â ÊËÎÛËÙÓÎÔÃËÇÎÆÎÂÚÛË ÚÑÇÂÄÆÃÚÆËÃÚÇËÚÇÐÅÇÃÍÎ
Â ÊËÎÛÑÂÐÔÒËËÆÆÛÐ ÚÑÇÂÄÆÃÚÆÅÇÃÍÎ
ÆËÐÙÎÅÍÆÎÂÛÆÔËØÆÎËÜÂÃËÇÂÚÆÅÇÃÍÆÎÍÃÓ ÊÍÇÛÅÉÂ
Oat Bran ÐÏËÛÔÒÆÏËÎÍÂÐÑËÒÔÃ
ÉÐÙÏÔÑÓÚÇÐÜÃÇÚÔÜÛÄÐÖÜÔÅÂËÃÆ ÇÒËÂÛÆÅÕÇÓÎÆÃÃÃÓÅÒÜÑÐËÓÉ ÂÃ
 ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÚÙËÔÍÏÔÊÃÇÂÓÚÖÜÎËÍÂËÅÍÃÜËÈÍÃËÇÎÜÇÜÇÚÉÂÜÇÃÇÚÔÜÍÇÃÏËÒÅÎËÄÚ
ÜÙÇÎÉÐÆÈÚÃÅÇÆÎËÍÂÎËÇÂÚÇÒËÂÅËÅËÓÖÐÅËÔËÚÄËÚÄÐÑÓÚÇÐÅÇËÎÔÙÎÇÉÏÛÎ ÆÃÆÇ
ÇÙÓÅÒÜÏËËÉÆÕÍÃÑËËÔÏËÒÇÚÉÂÃÆÎÇÅÄ
ÚÂÇÃÐÍÏËÒËÅÆÃÚÆÅÇÔÇÆÒÇÛÂÚÆÍÚÃÇÆÎÉÜÛÚÖÆÑËÅÏËËÇÎÜÍÄÂÜÄÇÎÖÆÆÈÃÇ
ÉÐÆÎÉÅÂÖÃ
Î ÙÅËÂÐÅÂÃËÎÂ ËÒÜÐÅÏËÃÎÍÜÓËÔÃÑÇÍÒÆÛÇÚËÖÅÉËÚÍÆÎÛÓÓÅËÂÚÄÚÇÂËÃÃÇ
ÑÓÚÇÐÆÃÚÆÇÃÃÚÔÐÅËÐÎÛÇÚËÃÛËÙÎÛËÚËÚÃÅÖÔÛÚËÚÃÅÍÂÇÆÂÜÍÎÆÎ
ÏËÔÇÚÆÑËÂÛÜÐÉÐÂÎÂÏØÔÃÎÇÓÖÇÒËÂÏÉÎËÚÙËÂÑÓÚÇÐÑËÂÅÏÔÊÆÅÂØÇËÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÏÉÎËÚÙËÂÚËÖÛÇÒÐÐÏËÎÍÇÂÑÍÏËÔÇÚÏÂÅÉÍÇÐ ËÒÜÐÐÂÃÚÅÂÇÇÒÐÐÏËÎÍÇÂ
ËÇÎÜÅÃØÇËÍÂÃÛÚÖÔÙËÓÆÍÄÇÉÐÙÃÑÓÚÇÐÚÇÔËÛÆÆÐÚÙÉÎÒÆÎÆÃÃÇ
ÇÂÎËÂÇÒÐÐÏËÎÍÇÂÏÂÜÇÂËØÐÆÃ
ÑËÃÇÓÇÑÓÚÇÐÆÃÚÆÃÃÚÇÔÐÜÖÎÇÍÂÎÏÅÂËÒÃÌÚÅÛÏÇÙÐÃÇÑÐÈÃÇÎËÂÛÂØÇËÍÂÇ
ÚËÖÛÍ ÄËÚÐÄÎÑÓÚÇÐÜÖÇÂÑËÃÇÓÜÖÇÎËÖÂÅÚÂÃÜËÑÍÇÐÍÇÏÉÎËÚÙËÂÚËÖÛ
ÏÉÎËÚÙËÂ
ÏÔÊÅÇÐÃÖÆÒÛÐÆ ÖÃÏÃÐÚÑÍÇÂËÙÓÅÍÛÅËÌÛÐÔÐÛÐÆÚÇÂÍÎÑÍÇ
ËÐÅÚËÖÛÌÍÃÇÍÚÅËÇÆÇÎËÂÅÔÐÛÐÆÚÇÂÍÎÌÍÃ ÆÓËÚÔÇÆÓËÔÌÚÅÑËÂÛÚÇÊÖÆ
ÏËÃÎÍÜÓËÔÃÇÐÍÇ
ÜÖÃÆÇØÐÜØÐÂØÇËÑËÂÛ ÂÙÓÃÐÇÂÓÃÅÒÜÉÂÔÛÃÜÍÛÆÈÛÂØËÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÏÅÂËÒÃÎÜÎÍÂÒÇÒËÂÛÑÐÈÃÂÙÇÇÅÂÇÆÑÓÚÇÐÜÖÇÂÑËÃÇÓ
ÑÍÇcereal breakfastÚÉÇÓÎÚÃÇÔÙÇÛÃÏËÚÍÇÐÛÆÒÛ ÍÍÊÔÐÍÆÈÛÈÆÐÈÃÑÍÎÇ
ÚÔÛÃÏËÔËÅÇÐÂÃÚÅÂÇÎËÄÚÉÐÙÎÛÜÃÇÚÔÜËÎÃÅÃÎbranÐÉÐÙËÎÍÂÐÚÂÛ
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ÏÜÓÐÏËÂËÚÃÚÜÇËÏËÎÍÂÐÆÇÎÂÛ ÇÍÇÆÎÛÐÐÆÖÔÏËÒÇÐÐÆÏËÂÖÇÚÆÏÛÃÏËÃÚÜÃ
ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÑÃÎÉÐÙ
ÌËÚØÆËÆÑËÃÇÓÇÑÓÚÇÐÐÏËÛÔÒÆÏËÎÍÂÐÆÇÎÂÎÍÎÔÏÜÍÚÃÏÇËÆÍÛÆÂÚÒÆËÆÑÍÎ
ËÅËÇÃÜÂØÎÎÇÍËÏÅÂÇÆÎÉÃÏÜÓËÔÏËÃËËÉÑÍÇÎËÄÚÑÄÅÎÔÍÜÇÒÇÈÐÇÂÂËØÇÐÆÜÇËÆÎ
ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÆÐÛÎÇÆÚËÐÛÃÜËÖÂÒÏÂÆØÐÜÇØÐÎÇÜÃÇÉ
ÜÃÜÍÒÇÜÃÇÛÜÂÆÅÎÒÆÎÆÚËÜÓÇÒËÂÅËÙ ÓÂÉÔÆÃÂÃÐÄÂÎÔÃÃÜÍÛÆÈÇ
ÂÎÜÐÂÃÈÂÇÆÎËÍÂÆÌÚÅÃÏËÇÒËÛÆÇÎ ÒÆÏËÂÖÇÚÆÜÔÅÇÆËÒÖÎÆËÆÅÊËÛÜÜÒÛÃ
ÆÒÜÛÒÏÇËÆÍÎÃÂÎ ÙÇØÈÚ ÇÐÅÂÑÇÛÎÃ ÜÇÖËÎÙÆÑÓÚÇÐÇÑËÃÇÓÏÅÂËÒÃÇÎÍÂ
ÑËÅÆÆÒÜÛËÂÎËÐÐÇÜÇÂËØÐÆ









ÏËÙÅÇØËÜÇÒÙÓÐÏÂÆËÜÎÂÛÃËÛÖÒÇ
ÆÈÑÇÅÒÃÆ ÚÜÍÜÇÙÙÅÈÆÎÔÜÇÃÚÜÇÅÇÆÇ





ÇØËÚÔÐÇÇÅÃÍÐÇÅËÐÎÜ

ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ


Â ÊËÎÛËÙÓÎÔÃËÇÎÆÎÂÚÛË ÚÑÇÂÄÆÃÚÆÇÒËÚÇÐËÎÆÒÔÉ ÓÛÜÚËËÂ ÅÃÇ
ÜÂÓÒÚÖÐÇÒËÂÏÄÇÏÔÊÏÇÛÇÎÑËÂwheat bran ÛÑÇÖÎÊÆË Ô
ÕÇÄÆ
ÏÆËÜÃÜÍÛÜÇÚÃÓÆÕÇÄÆÜÂÓÒÚÖÐÜÐÂÃÏÂoat branÎÔÄÇÒÃÎÃÂ
ÏËÒÇÍÒ
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
Rosh Chodesh Adar, 5769
23 Feb, ‘09
Based on the accompanying Shakla v’Tarya (pgs 71-72), from
Tishrei through Shvat 5769, I conducted blind taste tests
comparing Oat meal and Oat Bran. I engaged the following
members of my community to assist with these tests:
2 Baale Bostas known for their discriminating sense of taste.
3 Mashgichim who work for different kashrus supervision
services. and
a professional chef.
I gave each one of them 3 ounces of Oatmeal and 3 ounces of Oat
Bran in clear plastic bags marked ”A” and “B”. The 2 samples
were ground to the same texture, albeit they had slightly different
coloration.
I asked each of them to prepare the samples exactly the same way,
informing them that one of the samples would require less liquid
mixed in, to achieve the same consistency.
I asked them to report to me on the difference in taste.
The results:
One Baale Bosta reported that the bran had a better flavor. “It has
a “nuttier taste.” The other was more bland.”
All the others reported that they did not find any difference in
taste at all. (One of the Mashgichim actually conducted the test
multiple times.)
2 of the testers eat oatmeal on a regular basis and therefore
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recognized the oatmeal, based on the familiarity of the texture and
consistency of the prepared product. Nevertheless they reported no
difference in taste between their ‘regular’ and the other (bran)
sample.
The Chef did volunteer the following information upon my initial
conversation to ask for her assistance, “Wheat bran is totally
insoluble fiber and therefore has no nutritional value for humans. It
is totally roughage. However, Oat Bran is water soluble and
therefore does have nutritional value for humans. It is not just
roughage.”
Based on these results and the Halachic discussion of above, I
would venture to conclude that:
1) the Brocho on Oat bran products would be Mezonos/HaMotzi.
2) A dough even if made exclusively from Oat Bran would be
Chayav in Challah etc.
3) And Oat Bran could be used, b’Shaas Hadchak situations, to
fulfill Mitzvas Matzah.
I respectfully request of the (OU Poskim) (the Star-K) to comment
(corroborate or refute) on my findings. My question is not just
theoretical. I am consulted on a regular basis by a section of the
population that for medical reasons is on a very restricted diet and
Oat Bran is a part of their limited diet.
Thank you in advance for your attention to my Shaaloh.
BiChvod Rav,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
See pages 67 and 72 for the responses.
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Oat Matzohs
From: yehoshua kaganoff <kaganoff@juno.com
To: owestheim@badatz.org
Date: Thu, 26 Mar 200920:51 :54 -0400
Lichvod Rav Westheim, Shlita
Once again I want to thank you for the recent middle of your night
call of this past week (19 mar. '09) and the pleasure of being able
to speak with you.
At the outset I need to apologize that I cannot respond to you in
L'shon HaKodesh - my Hebrew word processor is very
temperamental and limited; so I hope that "talking in learning" in
English will be OK.
My present missive has 2 parts: I - regarding Pesachim 48 and Oat
Matzos: II - concerning the Brocho on Paskesz WheatSquares (pg
64 of this volume)
I - Oat Matzos time limit :
In regards to your Teshuva that you so graciously shared with me
concerning the Chimutz time limitation of 18 minutes. Is it equally
applicable to oat flour? And what appears to be the maskono of the
Gemoro Pesachim 48a.
I would like to share my thoughts on the sugya, which we realized
when we spoke that they are corroboratory of your approach.
1) Rabenu Chananel (RC) adds words of commentary that appear
to have gone unnoticed. First he introduces the sugya "v'Af Al
Gav etc" which has no meaning unless the concluding phrase is
"Omar Rav, Kava Malugno'oh etc”.
Secondly RC adds "Zeh v'Zeh Shiuron Shoveh" if referring to
challa and matzo then these words are entirely superfluous
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because he repeats the same immediately afterwards. It is more
reasonable to understand that "Zeh v'Zeh" is referring to wheat
and barley of the earlier machlokes. According to this reading
it is not mere conjecture that Rav is being machriah the earlier
machlokes, but it is Rabenu Chananel's pirush in the Sugya!
2) From the machlokes of Rabi Yishmoel bno shel Rabi
Yochanan ben Broka (RYbsRYBB) and Rabi Noson Bshem
Rabi Elazar (RNbsRE), I believe we can derive a time shiur
for barley (oats) as well; as follows:
To help "Halt Kop'', as I proceed thru my analysis, at each step, I
will remark upon the conclusion as it is pertinent to our issue at
hand and at the end of the analysis I will summarize each and
compare in order to arrive at a (tentative) final overall conclusion.
1) (RYbsRYBB) states 2 kav wheat = 3 kav barley. The simple
interpretation is that barley takes longer to be machmitz than
wheat. Conclusion: this would be a non issue for oat matzoh
production - we adhere to 18 minute Zman as a matter of course.
2) (RNbsRE) holds the reverse 3 kav wheat = 2 kav barley.
Rashi and RC both explain that (RNbsRE) holds that barley is
machmitz faster.
Conclusion: if we pasken like (RNbsRE) this could be
problematic for oat matzoh production; But we would still need
to determine if there is a defined more rapid rate of chimutz for
barley within which we can still produce kosher matzos.
3) We will need 2 background items for our further discussion:
a - all Shitos in Rishonim hold that a certain volume of grain
(any kind) when ground into flour will produce a volume of
flour greater than the original volume of kernels. (Each grain
with a different ratio). please see Bais Yosef OC Siman 456
Rosh and Rashbo.
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b - At the time of Chazal, Matzos were produced by individuals at
home. see MB 456:7 a discussion as to whether this effects the
Halochoh LeMaaseh B'zman Hazeh. But no one disputes that this
was the common practice in the time of Chazal and that the
Gemoro's discussions revolve around that scenario.
4) RC explains (RYbsRYBB) NOT like simple interpretation
(above #1) but maintains that (RYbsRYBB) is talking about grain
kernels that when ground (2 kav wheat or 3 kav barley) convert to
approximately the same volume of flour. Moreover, the wheat
flour will be slightly more than the barley flour - even though
starting with a substantially smaller amount of kernels.
This that (RYbsRYBB) is talking about kernels is pretty much
Muchroch from the later discussion of the Gemoro of Chasichoso
and Maalyoso; but the greater increase of volume for wheat over
barley is RC's addition.
conclusion: barley has a slightly more rapid rate of chimutz - therefore
since the wheat has a limit of 18 minutes, the barley being slightly more
rapid, will be perhaps 15 minutes.
5) According to Rashi and RC, (RNbsRE) certainly holds that the chimutz
rate of barley is more rapid than wheat.
The question is, does (RNbsRE) agree or disagree with the grain to flour
volume changes attributed by RC to (RYbsRYBB) in #4,
If he does NOT agree; then (RNbsRE)'s shiurim are in flour not grain
kernels;
If he does agree; then his shiurim are in kernels like (RYbsRYBB)
Each possibility and its ramifications are explored below:
6) If (RNbsRE) disagrees; then 3 wheat =2 barley is referring to flour; 18
minutes is the rate for processing 3 kav wheat flour. Since he opines that
barley will become chometz at a faster rate therefore 2 kav is the limit on
barley e.g. it would appear that whereas the ratio is 3:2 or one third less;
wheat has an 18m limit; we would conclude that barley has a 12m limit.
(2/3 x 18= 12)
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conclusion: even L'Daas machmirim (RNbsRE) we have a time shiur
for barley - e.g. 2/3 the time limit for wheat - a stringency but certainly
workable!
7) If, however, (RNbsRE) agrees with the volumetric
conversions of (RYbsRYBB), then the following (steps #8-10)
calculations will become operative
8) (RYbsRYBB) opined that 2 kav of wheat will become, when ground,
slightly greater than 3 kav barley when ground. A kav is 4 log, therefore
3 kav barley = 12 log. After grinding these 3 Kav will become 12 plus
log (since we are not told the factor of increase of barley grain to flour).
The wheat however will experience a change in volume from 2 kav = 8
log to slightly more than 12 plus log as per RC’s explanation of
(RYbsRYBB) - an increase of more than 50%!
9) Accordingly if (RNbsRE) agrees with these volumetric changes, then 3
kav of wheat kernels will convert to more than 4.5 kav of flour = 18 log
(even if we assume that the change to Midos Tziporios took place at the
time of Rabi Yehuda HaNasi and these Tanaim who were 2 generations
prior to Rabi Yehuda HaNasi and were still operating under the Midos
Yerushalmiyos, the volume of flour in the Tziporios measurements converted from the Midos Yerusholmiyos quoted - would still be 15 log.
AND the time limit on this volume is 18 minutes!
Remark: to posit this volume/time ratio as appropriate for one person
appears to me quite absurd. Gemoro Pesachim 37a indicates that the
Lechem HaPonim which was a Tefach thick and consisted of twice the
Shiur Challa (2 Isaron =2 Omer = 10 log) was the domain of capability of
Kahanei Zerizei to produce as matzoh and not chometz. To say that the
common housewife could do the same with 15-18 log (1.5-2 times the
volume of the Lechem Haponim) is difficult to accept.
10) Alternatively we could posit that (RNbsRE) holds the 18 minute
time limit for his volume (slightly more than 8 log) of barley with the
more rapid rate of Chimutz. This would make him more maikel than
(RYbsRYBB) above #4.
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However, a difficulty that would arise from this position is that the 3
kav of wheat would be allowed more than 36 minutes for its time limit
of Chimutz.
11) I believe that all of the absurdities in steps #7-10 would leave us with
#6 as the most reasonable explanation of (RNbsRE)
And therefore in conclusion, we do have a Chimutz rate for barley (oats)
= 12 minutes if the Halocho is like (RNbsRE).
And If the Halocho is like (RYbsRYBB) then its rate is approximately 15
minutes (as per #4 above)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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RECOVERY
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As stated in the introduction of this compendium (pg 15),
according to Halocho people with Mental Illness, Victims of
Abuse, and those with Addictions and Eating Disorders all qualify
as Cholim.
Whether they qualify as Cholim SheYesh Bo Sakana or not, will
effect as to what extent and degree we set aside Torah and/or
Rabbinic law.
I developed the following chart of Halachic guidelines to assist in
the determination of the severity of symptoms and the concomitant
appropriate actions. Although specifically referring to Shabbos
Halochos (Orach Chaim 328), the directives therein apply to all
Torah Laws (see Yoreh Deah 155:3). There are some notable
exceptions (ibid), however, on a practical, L’Maaseh, level they
are rarely encountered - see pgs 51-52 for clarification.
GENERAL RULES
In general, any condition that is slightly doubtful that it may be life
threatening should be treated as Pikuah Nefesh. (see pgs 86-90).
On the contrary, one must be absolutely sure that it is NOT life
threatening in order to refrain from Chillul Shabbos!
Therefore:
Rule #1 - DO FIRST; ASK LATER !!
Rule #2 - WHEN IN DOUBT, DO !!!
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THE CARE OF INFANTS, THE SICK, OR INJURED ON SHABBOS
CASE:
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I.
CERTAIN
LIFE IN JEOPARDY
1) Any & All Direct Treatment
or
DOUBTFUL JEOPARDY
2) Anything that withholding thereof,
may cause deterioration of condition.
Definition: Not absolutely certain
(i.e., call relative for companionship.)
that delay in action will not cause
further deterioration of condition
3) Anything that will improve general
wellbeing that will enable to fight
IF IN DOUBT
(NO MATTER HOW SLIGHT),
injury or illness (i.e. turn out light to
enable sleep, cook fresh food)
DO FIRST
ASK QUESTIONS LATER!!!
4) If action is part of usual treatment,
but withholding it will not be
detrimental to patient, then Chillul
Shabbos should be avoided (i.e.
writing down medical information
or medications, registration in
hospital, etc.)
(sources on pgs 86 – 90)

II.
JEOPARDY TO LIMB ONL Y

1) Non-Jew can do
anything & everything

e.g. (a) Ear infection
2) Jew can do Rabbinic
prohibitions (e.g., a child that
is able to walk may be carried
or rolled in stroller thru medical
street.) OC 328:17 MB #57

(b) Nursemaid's Arm or
(c) Traumatic amputee at
facility.

3) If no Non-Jew available,
then a Jew can do a Torah prohibition in an unusual
backhanded fashion. (Rav
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach Zt’l
quoted in Shmiras Shabbos
K’Hilchoso 2nd edition pg 460 note17*)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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III
A. TOTAL ILLNESS
Sick enough to be in bed,
total body involved,
not just localized pain or
infection, e.g.,

(1) Non-Jew may do anything
(a) Cook fresh food
(b) Bring medications

(1) Fever
(c) Drive patient to doctor
(2) Flu
(3) Heavy Cold
(4) Extensive Pain
(a) Severe Tooth Ache
(b) Migrain

(2) May take medications
(Concerning injections,
ask a shailoh)
(3) Jew may do rabbinic prohibition
in an unusual backhanded
fashion.

OR
B. NEEDS OF A YOUNG CHILD
(Less than 8, 9, 10)

(4) If non-Jew is not available, Jew
may do even Torah prohibition in an
unusual backhanded manner only ( Rav
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach Zt’l quoted in
Shmiras Shabbos K’Hilchoso 2nd edition
pg 460 note17*)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IV MINOR ILLNESS. e.g.
(1) For MINOR illness, may ask a
non-Jew to do Rabbinic
(1) Sore Throat
prohibition.OC 307:5
(2) Bruise

(2) No Medicines OC 328:1

(3) Localized Infection

(3) No medicinal activities that 'are
obviously medicinal. e.g.,
gargling. OC 328:1

(4) Stuffy Nose
(5) Aches and Pains

(4) It is permitted to do activities
that are not medicinal in
OR
nature, even though that is
motivation. OC 328:37 e.g.,
V. HEALTHY PERSON DOING
(a) Schnapps for sore throat
THINGS TO IMPROVE OR
(b) Hot tea for sore throat
STRENGTHEN HIS HEALTH
(c) Oil to soften hands
(e.g., Exercise)
(d) Cold water on bruise
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Determination of Pikuach Nefesh Parameters
23 Sivan, 5769
15 june ‘09
Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
I'm sorry that there seems to be such confusion [about my previous
letter pg 293]. Let me see if I can clarify:
1) Sakonas Nefoshos and Pikuach Nefesh in regard to suspending
Isurei Torah (Chillul Shabbos, Ma’acholos Asuros, etc – in the
balance of this essay, I will be using Chillul Shabbos as a
paradigm. It is meant to include all other Torah prohibitions with
the exception of Avoda Zoro, Gilui Arayos, and Shfichas Domim)
always mean a life-threatening situation. The person is in danger of
dying- physical death.
If, however, we know for sure that he will not die, but only will
have his life functions severely compromised, this is not Sakonas
Nefoshos or Pikuach Nefesh. I believe this is universally accepted.
2) A Sofek of the above is treated the same as a certainty.
(Rambam, Shabbos 2:1; Shulchon Aruch OC 328 MB #17)
3) Even the slightest concern of #1 above is required to be treated
as if it’s the “real thing” (MB 328:16).
Quite To the contrary, I have to be absolutely certain (Shulchon
Aruch 328:4; “Makirim b'Birur” MB # 16) that there is absolutely
no possibility of Sakono in order to desist and refrain from Chillul
Shabbos!
4) But this is all theoretical. I know what I should or should not do;
but I'm still faced with a dilemma: I still don't know what does a
Sakono look like!
Obviously, if flood waters are about to drown someone and other
similar circumstances, everyone instinctively knows that this is a
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Sakono. However, most circumstances and situations are much
more subtle.
Therefore, Chazal in the Gemoro and Shulchon Aruch (328:
3,5,6,7,8,9) began the process of identification by listing events
and situations that definitely qualify as Sakonas Nefoshos;
And by extension anything that may be within the parameters of #2
or #3 above, of these identified conditions are also included
thereby.
Finally, Chazal state (328 #10) that the identification process is an
ongoing dynamic of keeping abreast of all the latest current
medical data. (See also MB 328 #15)
5) Are chest pains a Sakonas Nefesh?
A: Based on what current Medical science informs us (#4) and
following the before mentioned principles:
Paragraph #3 above needs to guide our actions (even though the
pains may just be indigestion or a muscle strain). We need to
conduct ourselves per Paragraph #3 until we are absolutely certain
that there is no Sakona or the Sakona has passed (In medical terms,
''the patient has been stabilized'').
Even after “stabilization”, those activities that are needed to
maintain the stabilization and induce full overcoming and
dissipation of the Sakona are mandated by Halocho.
6) If we suspect that a person may have been bitten by a
rattlesnake or symptoms of Swine flu develop, what shall we do?
The answer is the same as #5. Current medical science informs us
that a Sakonas Nefesh entity has possibly been introduced into the
victim’s system and Halocho requires us to conduct ourselves as
per Paragraph #3 above.
7) If we suspect that a person may have been exposed to an event
or substance that can lead to mental illness; or symptoms develop
that indicate the possible onset of mental illness, what shall we do?
Since current medical science informs us, that until a proper
assessment (“workup”) has been done, we are completely “in the
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dark” as to the extent of the affliction. That being the case and
since the realm of mental illness includes many conditions that
without intervention engender Sakonas Nefesh, the answer is the
same as in #5 and #6. That we are required to be concerned that a
Sakonas Nefesh entity has possibly been introduced into the
victim’s system and Halocho requires us to conduct ourselves as
per Paragraph #3 above.
8) Much of the rabbinical discussion concerning the classification
of mental health ailments is, most unfortunately, due to the history
of antagonism and lack of trust (not entirely unjustified on either
side (see my attached essay pg 467) and subsequent lack of very
open, honest, and trusted communication between the mental
health professionals and the rabbinical professionals. Even though
the situation is beginning to improve, in many cases, we, the
“Hamon Am” – the common layman, are still the victims of
backwards provincialism in both camps. (Please see my attached
letter. ibid.)
9) The classification of what is a Rodef, parallels the same criteria
as Paragraph #3 above. This is clearly stated by Chazal. (Rambam
Gneiva 9:10, Aruch HaShulchon CM 425:10; 358:17)
I hope that this has been helpful in clarifying the matter.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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Treatment – To what Extent?
23 Sivan, 5769
15 June ‘09
Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
II
Concerning the rabbinical discussions re: treatments
Concerning the Igros Moshe and Nishmas Avrohom that you
quoted, I concede that there are discussions.
However, I base my opinion on the conclusion of the Biur Halocho
OC 328:4 d''h Kol She'Regilim, where he has a lengthy analysis re:
ancillary treatment for the Choleh Sh’Yesh Bo Sakana - i.e. those
services that are not direct treatment but merely customary support
services or activities that make the Choleh more comfortable.
At the end, the Biur Halocho summarizes ''Even according to those
who prohibit these services; only in a scenario where we are
absolutely certain that desisting from these services will not
intensify the disease (and compromise the patient's capacity to
survive) [that is when they prohibit]. However if there is a
''Chshash'' (slight concern) that withholding the service will
weaken the patient and the disease will overtake him, then even the
Machmirim concur that we violate Shabbos (even for these
ancillary services) on the Choleh’s behalf.
“Moreover, even if our activity will just serve the purpose of
improving his general physical state (which will provide the
Choleh with added reserves of energy to fight the disease) we
should also not withhold this from him.”
I believe that the general guideline for Pikuach Nefesh (that when
in doubt we take a lenient stance) requires that we follow these
rulings of the Biur Halocho.
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So in response to Rav Shlomo Zalman’s rhetorical question, “Do
you mean to say that we can carry a newspaper where there is no
Eruv for the Choleh?”
I would respectfully respond, “Cavalierly, we certainly would not!
But if the Choleh requests it and denying his wish could cause him
distress and this distress could possibly compromise his already
frail condition even further, then of course we are rquired to do it.
Likewise if bringing the newspaper will ”lift his spirits” and give
him more energy with which to fight the disease, likewise the
answer is, “yes, we are required to do so”.
Please keep in mind the aphorism of Rav Chaim Soloveichik. I am
not being Maikel in Chillul Shabbos (Isurei Torah)! I am being
Machmir in Dinei Nefoshos!
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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“REHAB”
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Mitzvah Observance in a REHAB Facility
From: rabbi y. kaganoff <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: dfrazer@theaspenacademy.com
Date: Mon, 14 Jun 2004 23:49:05 -0400
Subject: kosher food and customs
Dear Danny,
It was an absolute pleasure speaking with you and Randy today. It
is hardly imaginable to find people so accommodating, caring and
understanding. As we suggested, I am following up with a written
communication to summarize and continue the discussion.
Once again, it is of utmost importance that the observance of
any religious laws and customs does not detract from the
therapeutic process. These activities should not be allowed to
"split" Naomi from the group discovery and recovery process.
Within that context, whatever accommodation can be made with
her and for her is greatly appreciated.
Kosher Laws:
1) Food Sources:
1. We eat only kosher animals (i.e. cows, sheep, goats) and
fowl (chicken, turkey, goose)
2. These animals and birds need to be appropriately ritually
slaughtered and processed before we can eat of their meat.
3. We only eat fish that have fins and scales.
4. Consequently, we do not consume any pig products - i.e.
pork, bacon, lard, ham etc; nor any seafood.
2) Meat and its products and dairy products are not cooked
together, nor consumed together.
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1. Consequently, we have separate utensils for dairy and meat.
2. There is also a neutral category called Pareve which
indicates that an item is neither meat nor dairy and
consequently can be consumed in conjunction with either
meat or dairy.
3) Because of the processing procedures of many products, we
utilize them only when under appropriate production supervision.
4) I will go thru the product/ingredient list that you sent me and I
will indicate those that can be used "off the shelf" and those that
require supervision. (please see below)
5) I will attempt to purchase and ship to you kosher substitutes for
Naomi's use.
Sabbath (Shabbos) Laws:
1. Our Shabbos begins with Sundown Friday and continues
until 40 minutes after sundown Saturday. Some therefore
have a custom to begin 20 minutes before Sundown on
Friday to round it off to an even 25 Hr period.
2. During this time period, we refrain from 39 major
categories of activities. Later this week, when I return
home, I will fax to you a listing of these activities. If
appropriate, perhaps Naomi can trade "duty-shifts" for a
different day of the week and thereby minimize her
profaning of the Shabbos.
3. With the ushering in of the Shabbos, Naomi may desire to
kindle some candles. She may also desire to recite a
Benediction over a cup of grape juice. (I hope to include
some with the shipment.) She may also want to do similarly
at the conclusion of Shabbos.
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The following items from the food list may be used "off the shelf"
without any special supervision:
flour, rice, oatmeal, lentils, cheerios (plain and honey nut), sun
dried raisins, peanuts or other nuts that are roasted with NO oil
added, brown sugar, Gatorade, milk, herbal teas, fresh fruit and
vegetables, onions, garlic, USDA grade A butter.
I will do my best to try and obtain suitable kosher supplies for the
other items. As we had discussed in our conversation, I will also
send non-dairy sour cream substitute as well as non-meat vegetable
burger (soy protein) that would be acceptable to mix with either
dairy or meat.
Once again I want to thank you for your wonderful commitment to
extend yourselves to accommodate our requests. But I want to
reiterate my comments in the second paragraph once again: it
is of utmost importance that the observance of any religious
laws and customs does not detract from the therapeutic
process. These activities should not be allowed to "split"
Naomi from the group discovery and recovery process.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Proposal for a “Jewish Rehab Facility”
From: kaganoff@juno.com>
To: t@yahoo.com
Date: Sun, 7 Aug 2005 06:14:24 -0400
Subject: Re: Jewish Aspen
Dear Dr. and Mrs. X,
In keeping with the exploratory nature of your inquiry, please keep
in mind that my response is also in the same tone.
In a certain sense you have come to the right address. Since I
started The Yatzkan Center from scratch, I will share with you
from my experience of what I believe to be the most cost effective
and efficient way to set up a "Jewish Aspen".
First a little background:
Yatzkan was designed for 70 beds - 35 boys, 35 girls in separate
wings of a hospital floor.
By Sept 10, ‘01, 4 months after we opened, we had 18 boys and 6
girls - a number of them well established in recovery. The annual
budget was $3 million - so your suggested number is not just a
drop in the bucket but a considerable amount. Because we were
still "ramping up" to capacity and had not reached the appropriate
provider/consumer ratio, that $3 million figure would have stayed
approximately the same until reaching our capacity.
On Sept 10 evening, we had a "soiree" for potential funders. 2 of
the kids presented (from behind a screen, of course) and they
"brought the house down" (I have tape recordings of their
presentations, as well as recordings by 2 other kids in Los Angeles
high schools a week later.)
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After bensching, Charley Kushner, a magnate friend of the Jonas's
approached me to tell me, "Rabbi Kaganoff, it will be easy to raise
the funds to support Yatzkan's work".
Sept 11 dawned and Osama changed all that!
Reflecting on all that transpired in the 2 years, from the initial
meeting with Jonas, Balter, Rabbi Dr. Twerski and myself, to the
infamous Sept 11, I have the following comments/suggestions for a
"Jewish Aspen".
1) Rather than our own freestanding facility, we should
"piggyback" upon an organization such as Aspen Education
Group. (Even though AEG is not the only organization providing
these services, I have gleaned from Tom Croke and others that they
are the "flagship" highest quality provider.) They already have the
infrastructure, staffing and successful programming in place to
help these kids therapeutically. We would need to coordinate with
them the possibility of forming a separate "Orthodox Jewish group
subdivision" where we would provide Kosher food, Jewish
spiritual staff and programming. We would also have to figure out
how to coordinate a progression of steps to reintroduce Shabbos
and Yom Tov observance, in small steps so that it will not
jeopardize these children's recovery. (Yet another reason, why we
would need to have non-Jewish staff - albeit sensitized to Jewish
values - to work with the kids while they are still in their Mechalel
Shabbos mode.)
Last summer, I was visited by 2 sales reps of AEG (I had just
referred 2 clients to their programs - SUWS of the Carolinas and
AAA, Loa) and we initiated these conversations. I was asked to
compose an initial letter of proposal to the CEO Elliot Sainer,
which I did and forwarded to the reps for their review and passing
up the chain of command. I do not know what ever happened to
this letter. I will attach a copy of the letter.
2) In addition, we would want to set up a not-for-profit "Friends of
Jewish Aspen". Let me explain:
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When we opened Yatzkan, we experienced a problem, which
Rabbi Twerski shared with me was a major problem in his
personal career in Psychiatry.
The Jewish people are a people of Chessed. That's an advantage
when they are giving. But it creates a tremendous problem when
they require services. There seems to be an expectation that those
that have the wherewithal to provide the services should do it
‘gratis’!
There is a lack of understanding that the providers also need to pay
their expenses - both institutionally and personally. So RDT
couldn't go into private practice and become financially solvent as
did most of his peers. Being probably the only Hasidic ultraOrthodox Psychiatrist in the '50's, he would have been inundated
by Chessed cases from around the globe. And he would not have
been able to refuse, under pain of being maligned and blacklisted
as uncaring and lacking in basic Jewish sensitivities. So he always
needed to remain employed by a clinic or hospital, earned a
mediocre salary and told all callers that he is an employee and they
had to make appointments with the facility – which, of course in
turn, informed the callers that there are fees for services etc.
We initially opened Yatzkan with a directive to ask for a
financially solvent fee with a sliding scale policy. When the word
got out that we had an asking fee, we got a "black eye" and Jonas
was being maligned as "what type of a benefactor is he anyway?"
We promptly changed course and began an open door policy, but
the damage had been done and the situation went from bad to
worse.
Hence my experience dictates that we piggyback onto an existing
facility e.g. AEG, but we should have a non-for-profit "Friends of
Jewish Aspen" that will 1) assess each individual case as to how
much each family should be expected to contribute and 2) do the
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necessary fundraising to provide the scholarships for the balance of
the providers' fees.
3) A most necessary ingredient in all of this, is to get an
organization such as MASK to commit that they will recommend
and refer clients to this program. Last time, this could not be
arranged and we subsequently had great difficulty getting clients.
If AEG sees that they will have a steady source of clients (and
income) from this "special needs" group, and it is
demonstrated that with a minimum of effort and expense it could
be arranged (which I initiated with AAA last summer in
conjunction with Naomi's arrival), I think they would be willing to
try a pilot program.
4) I believe that Parent/Clients of AEG are in the best position to
be involved to broker this: 1) Having been satisfied customers of
AEG (except for the lack of Yidishkeit component) you could both
make the proposal to AEG and also act in return as their
"marketers". 2) Parent/Clients would also hopefully be able to
communicate in "Mama Loshon" to other suffering parents to help
them make the decision to send their kids to the program. 3) And
possibly they could influence the "managers" of the ”Orthodox
'kids-at-risk' industry" that this is a program worthy of their
consideration and support.
Once again, I want to reiterate that this is only "brainstorming", in
keeping with the exploratory nature of your inquiry.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
---------------------------------------------------
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Some Halachic and
Hashkafic Challenges
for Those in (Early) Recovery
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Halachic and Hashkafic Challenges
for Those in (Early) Recovery
Many, if not most, of those entering into recovery, either from
abuse, trauma, and/or addictions find many Jewish rituals
extremely daunting to engage in.
The underlying “triggers” and simmering anger are discussed
elsewhere in this volume. (pgs 126, 224, 467)
The stress generated, even by just the anticipation of the expected
participation, can be so great that it threatens their very recovery
(and thereby becomes life-jeopardizing - Sakono).
In less extreme cases, these rituals remain considerable hurdles,
sometime even overwhelming, to surmount in order to reconnect
with the God of the Torah and their Jewish roots.
Three such areas are: 1) their guilt at being “at odds” with Hashem,
2) Pesach preparations and 3) Davening.
To this end, we are presenting guidelines that fully adhere to
Halocho and yet simplify these matters. This will allow the
recovering person a comfortable yet acceptable level of observance
that will attract and not alienate them.
It is hoped that through sustained recovery and a fuller grasp of the
meaningfulness of the Mitzvah, more of the genuine traditional
‘trappings’ can be slowly and gradually reintroduced.
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Anger at Hashem
From: <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: ni@bezeqint.net
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 2009 12:40:41 -0400
Subject: Re: [Nefeshil] Anger at Hashem
Dear Mrs. Therapist,
I have refrained from responding because I am basically an
"invited guest" on the Nefeshlist and for the most part the erudite
membership generally provides more than adequate responses.
However on this topic I believe there is a major authoritative
component that is not being cited.
The Gemoro in Bobo Basra 16b, Omar Rovo from here we learn
that "Ain Odom Nitpas b'Shaas Tzaaro". Rashi explains, "a person
is not held responsible for that which he speaks harshly [against
Hashem] as a result of his being subjected to pain and torment.
This is also the interpretation of Rabenu Gershom (Meor HaGola).
Albeit that Ramban (commentary to Chumash and Iyov) infers
from the language of the Gemoro that after the crisis has passed he
needs to atone for the inappropriate remarks, however the majority
of commentators (and original sources in the Midrash) disagree
with this position. The majority opinion (the Halocho) states that
the expression of what otherwise would be considered as
blasphemous, if it is expressed out of the pain of suffering, it is
completely disregarded by Hashem. It just didn't happen. No
atonement or apologies after the fact are necessary at all!
You are dealing with a woman who is in the throes of her pain and
suffering. In this scenario, even Ramban agrees that at this point in
time she is blameless and that is what Halachically (and
therapeutically) should be conveyed to her. Anything said or done
that would somehow make her feel guilty of her emotions would
fall under the Halacha of Onoas Dvorim (The Torah prohibition of
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verbally taunting or antagonizing another. as per the last Mishna in
the 4th Perek of Bovo Metziah.)
The above Gemoro and discussion is the basis of the aphorism of
the Berditchever Rebbi,
"You can be for God, or you can be against God; you just can't be
without God!"
A great resource on this topic is Rabbi Dr. Twerski's "I'd Like to
Call for Help, But I don't Know the Number" pg 104. He states,
"Being angry at God is not at all blasphemous. etc etc. (If you
cannot get a copy - indeed a worthwhile investment - I could
possibly scan and attach the pages)
I am also attaching an article from the Jewish Observer (Monthly
publication of Agudas Yisroel of America). p. 20 has a discussion
about anger towards Hashem. Once again the point is made that at
the time of distress; there is no liability or culpability accrued for
these natural normal emotions.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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Pesach Preparations
[Concerning the Seder see page 36]
Cleaning for Pesach, according to strict Halocho is NOT the ritual
of “Spring Cleaning”! Rather it is in preparation for the
performance of the Mitzvah of Bedikas & Biur Chometz – the
inspection for and removal of Chometz. (Ramo OC #433 end,
quoting from the ‘Mordechai’)
It is self evident that we only need to prepare for that which the
Mitzvah requires of us; not more add-ons. E.g. In preparation to
perform the Mitzvah of Mezuzah, I need to acquire a Mezuzah. I
do not need to acquire a couch, bedroom set, and/or dining room
set to be properly prepared to perform the Mitzvah of Mezuzah!
Jewish custom and mores notwithstanding!! (Devorim 13:1 Bal
Tosif; 4:2 Lo Tosifu – prohibitions against adding onto the
Mitzvos.)
Likewise, we only have to clean that which needs to be inspected!
The Halocho clearly lays out 3 distinct categories of locations;
each with its own inspection requirements. (An itemized household
list follows this brief review of the parameters.) As follows:
1) Only locations where there is a reasonable concern that
Chometz was brought into them require inspection; hence, no
preparatory cleaning is required for areas that do not have this
concern. (Ramo OC 433:11)
[Definition of “reasonable concern”: If a member of your
household - adult, child or pet - is wont to wander to
another location or area during mealtime, snack time or
food preparation time, then there is “reasonable concern”
that they may have done so absentmindedly with Chometz
in hand, and inadvertently left it behind.
If the household is fastidious insofar as 1) wandering is not
allowed at all, 2) certain locations are “absolutely off-
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limits” or 3) it is “far-fetched” to venture that Chometz
made its way to this location, then these are not areas of
“reasonable concern”!]
2) Even in areas that are under reasonable suspicion of Chometz
contamination, we are only required to search for Chometz that is
of a minimum size of a k’Zayis = the volume of 1 fluid ounce. (A
small ‘shot’ glass or half of a big ‘shot’ glass.) The only exception
is if there is a ‘visible significant crumb collection’ within a
utensil or piece of furniture. Then the concern is that the collection
could accrue to the k’Zayis. (Orach Chaim 442 MB #37 & Aruch
HaShulchon 442: 27, 28)
Anything smaller than these minimum sizes is, in and of itself,
null and void; and need not be reckoned with! (ibid)
Moreover, if I inspect as I clean, with intention to perform the
cleaning and inspection simultaneously, I will have thereby
rendered this category #2 location into a category #1 location; and
as long as I safeguard this area from recontamination, I need do
nothing more in this room. It is fully prepared for Pesach!
[Note: In order to qualify as a proper inspection, a high
illumination flashlight should be used during the
cleaning/inspection process.]
[Note: - one ‘undemanding’ area of the house should be left
uninspected until the night before Pesach. The Brocho on the
inspection, “Al Biur Chometz” can only be recited on this night.
By leaving one area uninspected, we cover “all our bases” and by
leaving till this night, an ‘undemanding’ area, we simplify our
lives!]
3) The third category of location is the Pesach food preparation
areas. This includes kitchen countertops, tabletops, sinks, cabinets
above these areas and the refrigerator. (Once again it is self-
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evident, that the kitchen floor is not included. We don’t prepare
food on the floor! The kitchen floor is a category #2 location.)
The concern in the food preparation area is that we don’t want our
Pesach food contaminated by Chometz “Crumbs”.
The simple means of addressing the concern of category #3 areas
is one of two (both are not necessary):
Either,
Render any “crumbs” inedible by soaking them with a detergent
solution. (I.e. washing the surfaces with a detergent!) (MB 447:97
end)
OR
Cover these food preparation areas with a waterproof, sturdy
covering. (Thick plastic sheeting, Styrofoam, Aluminum foil, etc).
- The areas beneath the covering now revert to category #2
locations.
Please do not forget the declaration of “Bitul Chometz”
(“Nullification of Chometz”)
[Note: Areas of category 2 or 3 that do not need to be accessed
over Pesach, should just be cordoned off and sold/rented to a nonjew. This obviates any need for cleaning and/or inspection.]
Although there is a familiar custom of some, NOT to sell Chometz
to a non-jew for over the Pesach-period, please be aware that
indeed, it is only a custom, and moreover it is not widespread.
Therefore, in keeping with the parameters of caring for Cholim as
delineated above (pgs 83-90), it is inappropriate to cause undue
distress to a Choleh by insisting on adherence to this custom.
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Itemized Household List
Coats—those washed or dry-cleaned and not yet worn
since, need not be checked;
- If one has the tendency of putting chometz in the
pockets then:
Coats that were not washed: Check only pockets of coats
that will be worn on Pesach. The others can just be left in
the closet.
Throw out the vacuum cleaner bag. (It has a collection of small
crumbs that accrue to a k’Zayis – MB 442:36; Sha’ar HaTziyun
442:60)
Bedrooms
If food is not brought into the room: See category #1
If food is brought into the room: (category #2)
Drawers— check thoroughly.
Closets—sweep, vacuum or check bottom
Beds— sweep, vacuum or check surface and underneath
Floors—vacuum, sweep/wash or check
Playroom (category #2)
Toys—wash or check those that will be used during
Pesach; put away the others where they will be
inaccessible over Pesach.
Games—check for Chometz those that will be used during Pesach;
put others away where they will be inaccessible over
Pesach.
Floors—vacuum, sweep/wash or check
Dining Room/Living Room (category #2)
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Table—check. If dirty, clean or wash well
Chairs—check. If significant crumb collection, then
clean/wash well.
Couch— check. If significant crumb collection, then
vacuum well and, if appropriate, wash
Floors—vacuum or sweep/wash
Kitchen (categories #2 and #3)
Sink (including faucets) — clean.
If stainless steel, kasher or cover completely.
If NOT stainless steel, cover completely.
Floor—sweep and wash
Countertops and Backsplashes—wash well OR cover with
waterproof, sturdy covering.
Microwave—sell; put away in rented/sold closet if possible
Toaster Oven—sell; put away in rented/sold closet if
possible
Refrigerator & — wash, saturating crevices well,
Freezer
OR
“line”/cover with a waterproof, sturdy covering.
Oven—self-cleaning = self-kashering. (follow
manufacturer’s maximum instructions)
If not self-cleaning, clean thoroughly with “caustic”
(poisonous) oven cleaner (including the door).
Repeat
application on stubborn spots. When cleaning is completed,
turn oven on “broil” or highest setting for 1 hour.
OR
Turn oven on broil or highest setting for 3-4 hours to
incinerate any chometz residue on oven surfaces.
(OC 442:9, MB # 42)
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Stove Top - Clean and cover stove top surface with foil.
Grates: replace, self-clean in oven (even at same
time),
OR
clean thoroughly with “caustic” (poisonous) oven cleaner.
Repeat application on stubborn spots.
Knobs – replace, scrub well, or cover.
Oven hoods or the bottom of microwaves/cabinets over stoves –
Wash well OR cover with waterproof, sturdy covering
Cabinets, Pantry and Drawers:
— those that will not be used during Pesach - tape closed
and sell/rent.
— Those that will be used during Pesach – Empty and wash
thoroughly OR check and line with a waterproof, sturdy
covering
Outsides of Cabinets BELOW food preparation areas –
check. If dirty, clean or wash well
------------------------------------------------------
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Tefilla Notes And Charts
1) On the following 2 pages are “Priority Charts” concerning the
parts of Tefilla – one for men and one for women. These are
intended to guide a person who cannot Daven the whole Tefilla on
how to choose what to say and what to skip.
Indeed some of the prioritization may be surprising at first glance.
There are 2 main reasons for this: 1) these charts follow the classic
Litvishe/Yeshivish hierarchy (sources upon request). I have also
created charts for Minhag Sefardi Tahor and Chabad-Lubavitch.
(They are available upon request.) 2) Other groups of Jews and
charts often ‘mix and match’ drawing on all 3 of the above
sources. (Sometimes under direction of rabbinic authority,
sometimes not – obviously this is something that will require
consultation with one’s personal Rov/Posek).
For my reasoning and sources please see the pages immediately
following the charts.

2) Please see Chaye Odom 24:31 for an abbreviated version of
Shmone Esrai (not ʥʰʰʩʡʤ Havineinu) that is acceptable all year
round. This has proven to be a very great boon for these “new”
re-beginners. It allows for an expedient overcoming of the
hurdle of reconnecting, while utilizing a traditional format.
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35,25,7,(6
if one arrives late to Shul or does not have enough time
Note: If davening ʸʥʡʩʶʡ, one should always try to begin ʤʸʹʲʤʰʥʮʹ with the ʸʥʡʩʶ

For Men:
Note: These "Skippings" are for occasional use only. Please consult your Rov/Posek if you
are experiencing difficulties on a more consistent basis.

 ʬʥʧʡʥʮʫʯʮʦʷʩʴʱʮʯʩʠʭʠʥʺʮʹʰʺʡʹʡ ʧʡʺʹʩʩʸʹʠʸʮʠʹʪʥʸʡ

1

ʷ ʤʣʥʺʬʸʥʮʦʮ

2

ʰ ʷ ʥʹʣʷʡʬʷʥʬʬʤ

3

ʧ ʮʷ ʭʩʮʹʤʯʮ ʤʺʠʥʬʬʤ

4

ʨ ʮʷʦ ʮʷʥ ʮʷ ʺʥʩʥʬʬʤʸʠʹ

5

ʳʥʱʤʣʲ ʤʲʹʥʩʥ ʮ ʭʩʤʺʸʩʹ

6

ʯʮʠʥʯʮʠʭʬʥʲʬʤ ʡ

7

ʭʩʦʲʭʩʮʡʣʲ ʣʩʥʣʪʸʡʩʥ

8

ʭʥʧʸʠʥʤʥ ʣʲʢʬʣʩʥ ʭʥʧʸʠʥʤʥ ʣʲʥʣʥʤ

9

ʬʥʧʣʤʸʮʦʣʩʷʥʱʴʸʠʹ 10
ʤʹʮʬʤʬʴʺʥʣʥʣʬʧʶʰʮʬʺʡʹʡ 11
ʺʡʹʩʸʥʮʦʮʸʠʹ 12
If while davening ʤʸʮʦʣʩʷʥʱʴ, more time becomes available, it is permitted to go
back, even though this is out of the normal order
For men, in Shacharis, generally the order of all Birchos Shma & Shmone Esrai
needs to be maintained, even at the expense of Tefilla B'Tzibur.
(However, Cholim, should consult whether this applies to them)
In Maariv, only the order of Birchos Shma needs to be maintained. Davening
Shmone Esrai with the Tzibur has priority over placing Shmone Esrai after Birchos
Shma. If one comes late, he should wait silently & Daven Shmone Esrai with the
Tzibur & say Shma & its Brochos afterward.
(Cholim, should consult whether this applies to them)
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35,25,7,(6
if one arrives late to Shul or does not have enough time
Note: If davening ʸʥʡʩʶʡ, one should always try to begin ʤʸʹʲʤʰʥʮʹ
with the ʸʥʡʩʶ
For Women:
ʤʸʹʲʤʰʥʮʹ
ʥʰʡʸʧʡʸʹʠʡʸʲʤʥʷʥʱʲʬ ʤʸʥʺʤʺʥʫʸʡ

2

ʬʠʸʹʩʥʮʲʬ ʣʲʩʥʫʹʬʯʺʰʸʹʠ ʸʥʶʰʩʷʬʠʭʩʣʩʺʬʩʨʰ ʸʧʹʤʺʥʫʸʡ

3

 ʬʥʧʡʥʮʫʯʮʦʷʩʴʱʮʯʩʠʭʠʥʺʮʹʰʺʡʹʡ ʧʡʺʹʩʩʸʹʠʸʮʠʹʪʥʸʡ

4

ʬʬʤʹʣʧʹʠʸʡʥʡʥʨʭʥʩʡʺʡʹʡʳʱʥʮ
ʤʫʥʰʧʡ

5

ʬʠʸʹʩʬʠʢʣʲʡʩʶʩʥʺʮʠ

6

ʲʮʹʺʠʩʸʷʣʯʥʹʠʸʷʥʱʴ

7

ʤʬʲʮʬʹʸʣʱʤʩʴʫʤʸʮʦʣʩʷʥʱʴʸʠʹ

8

ʯʥʩʶʬʠʡʥʧʶʰʮʬʩʸʹʠʥʰʩʬʲʭʩʬʤʺʺʸʩʮʠʡʥʨʭʥʩʡʬʬʤ

9

ʤʡʸʤʡʤʠʺʥʸʥʠʮʤʸʶʥʩʣʲʸʥʠʸʶʥʩ ʲʮʹʺʠʩʸʷʺʥʫʸʡʸʠʹ

10

ʲʮʹʩʷʥʱʴʸʠʹ

11

ʹʣʧʹʠʸʡʬʬʤ

12

(However, Cholim, should consult whether this applies to them)

If, while davening Birchos Shma and Pesukei d'Zimra, more time
becomes available, it is permitted to go back, even though this is out of
the normal order
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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1

Priorities Chart – reasoning, comments, sources and notes:

Cholim should consult whether this applies to them!!
Men’s priority hierarchy
1)

The placement of Mizmor LeSoda is based on Aruch Hashulchon (52:6)

2)

On Shabbos, skipping Nishmas & saying Yishtabach only:
Even though Mishne Berura (53:5) & Biur Halacha 281 both concur with
Chayei Adam; I opted for the opinion quoted in Shaarei Teshuva 281 & Kaf
Hachayim 281:7 because 1) Mishne Berura in 281 on Ramo of Ain Machzirim
says ‘even Nishmas’; this is not consistent with assertion of Chaya Adam that it
is "osur" to say Yishtabach without Nishmas. & 2) the din of saying "Pesukei
d'Zimra" with its Brochos (even minimally) in its appropriate place as an
introduction to Tefilla, would be negated in this scenario according to the
Chaya Adam & Mishne Berura.

3)

For men: Pesukei D'zimra Shelo K'sidran is a Plugtah between Igros Moshe
and Mishne Berura; Ishei Yisroel brings other Poskim who agree with and
expand upon the Shita of Igros Moshe.

4)

Men must be Somech Geula LeTefila in Shacharis. And K’sidran of Shma and
its Brochos and Shmone Esrai is more important than Tefilla B'Tzibur;
In Maariv, Somech Geula LeTefila is L'chatchila; but B'Dieved Shmone Esrai
B’Tzibur has priority; However, K’sidran of the Birchos Shma is still more
important and therefore is not altered for Shmone Esrai B’Tzibur. (The one
exception is the last Brocho – Boruch Hashem etc. - which can be skipped for
Shmone Esrai B’Tzibur.)

5)

According to Nusach Sefard, the "Yehi Khovod" paragraph, Mizmor Shir
L'Yom HaShabbos & Hashem Moloch have priority over the rest of the
additional Mizmorei Shabbos because it is included between Boruch She’amar
and Nishmas.

Differences in Minhag Sefardi Tahor and Chabad are due to the different Piskei Din
relevant to these issues as mentioned above in the introduction.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reasoning for women's priority hierarchy: (according to Mishne Berura et al)

Cholim should consult whether this applies to them!!
2)

Concerning Birchos HaTorah, there is a Plugtah if women are Chayovos
M’d'Oraisa; I have based my chart on the words from Rav Chaim Brisker,
quoted in Halichos Bas Yisroel and in Chidushei HaGriz (Hilchos Brochos
11:17end; pg 10), based on the concept of the Gemoro “Shelo Bairchu
BaTorah T’chila”

3)

Concerning Birchos HaShachar: The Mishne Berura (70:2) concludes from the
simple reading of the Shulchan Aruch (46:4) that women are Chayovos; the
Aruch Hashulchan also concurs that they are obligated.

4)

Concerning P’sukei d’Zimrah: The Mishne Berura (70:2) concludes from the
words of Rabi Akiva Eiger that women are obligated. The Rav Shulchon
Aruch's proof from the Magen Avrohom is inconclusive; The Aruch
HaShulchan states that they are exempt but does not give his reasoning.

5)

Concerning Musaf, there is a Plugtah in the Acharonim if women are
Chayovos.
Hallel on Chanukah is likewise a Plugtah – see Kuntros of Rav Shmuel Felder.

6)

Concerning Emes V’Yatziv: The Magen Avrohom states that women are
obligated; The Mishne Berura (70:2) concludes in the name of a majority of
Poskim that they are P’turos.

7)

All agree that women are P’turos from Krias Shma. The Shulchon Aruch
recommends that they recite the first Posuk for Kabolas Ol Malchus Shomayim.
L'chorah this would be fulfilled thru saying Emes v'Yatziv, as well, whose
recitation is obligatory according to Magen Avrohom.

9) Hallel on YomTov is a Mitzvo She’Hazman Gromo and women are certainly
P’turos. However, it is commendable to participate in joining Klal Yisroel in
thanksgiving and praise for the events commemorated by the Yom Tov.
Recitation of Tehillim and Oleinu is a Kiyum of Tefilla and Kabolas Ol.
(Additionally Tehillim emphasizes Hashgocho Protis which is the quintessence
of Kabolas Ol)
10) The reasoning why, in my opinion, the Brochos of Shma have priority over the
Pesukim of Shma is that the Brochos have a Kiyum of Tefilla and additionally,
Ahavah Rabba has the Ma’aloh similar to Birchos HaTorah, mentioned above,
and Yotzer Ohr is Kabolas Ol rejecting “Shtai Reshuyos”. The Pesukim,
however, are only a Kiyum of Krias Shma of which they are certainly Peturos.
Even Schar V'Onesh of the Second Parsha is addressed in Ahava Rabba &
Emes v’Yatziv.
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Indeed # 8,9,10, by virtue of the fact that they are Kiyumim of Tefilla (of which women
are chayovos), technically speaking, they should all precede even the first Posuk of
Shma! However since the recitation of the first Posuk is not overly time consuming and it
is recommended that women recite it, I have given it precedence.
12) Recitation of Hallel on Rosh Chodesh is merely a custom (Minhog)
13) Shelo K'sidran is permitted, B’dieved. (Mishne Berura 60:3). Therefore, if
more time becomes available, it is permitted to go back.
Differences in Minhag Sefardi Tahor and Chabad are due to the different Piskei Din
relevant to these issues as mentioned above in the introduction.
In general, each Chasidus and its Poskim strike a balance, each according to its own
Minhag, in a variety of different nuances, between the strictly Halachic Authorities & the
Kabala of the Zohar, Ari z'l & other Mekubalim (represented in the 3 sets of charts). It is
for this reason that it was difficult to create a chart or charts for each Chasidus.
Consequently, each Chasidishe Yid/Yidenne should consult with his/her Posek & modify
a chart accordingly.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Are the 12 Steps Kosher?
-----Original Message----From: kaganoff <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: co13@aol.com
Sent: Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:58 pm
Subject: Fw: RE: the 12 step programs
Lichvod Rav Twerski, shlit'a
Are you able to comment and clarify on the correspondence and its
conclusion?
The other Rabbi Kaganoff in the correspondence is my brother
Yirmiyohu in Neve Yaakov, Yerusholoyim.
Thank you very much.
A Guten Shabbos,
Mechabdo u'Maaritzo,
Yehoshua Kaganoff

)URPNDJDQRII>PDLOWRNDJDQRII#MXQRFRP@
6HQW:HGQHVGD\6HSWHPEHU30
7R\NDJDQRII#QHW
6XEMHFW)Z5HWKHVWHSSURJUDPV

Rabbi Twerski called me back on Sunday 17 Elul (6 sept).
The content of the conversation is below.
Sincerely, Yehoshua Kaganoff
"I was never in contact with Rav Elyashiv shlita. It was an
oversight on my part for leaving you with the impression that I
had.
The essence of the 12 steps, as I pointed out in my book "Self
Improvement? I'm Jewish", is identical with a program based on
Mussar.
However, anyone who has already made up his mind will not be
receptive to logical argument."
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The idea, which someone told to Rav Elyashiv, that the 12-steps is
Christian, stems from:
(1) The mistaken assumption that step 5 is the Catholic confession.
- The Gemoro (Sota 32b) clearly says to the contrary! And Reb
Elimelech of Lizansk includes it as mandatory in his “Tzetel
Koton”.
and
(2) The regular use of the Lord’s Prayer. - This is a very minor
detail and not of essence to the program. Anyone who does
not want to say it can substitute any Jewish Tefilla instead and is
perfectly acceptable by program rules and custom. Moreover, it is
stated clearly in the 12 Step literature that the founders were
M'vatel their religions and specifically "Oso Ha'Ish". The Halocho
is quite clear that when that occurs, even the "Getchka" itself
becomes permitted for use- certainly a benign prayer that contains
no objectionable content. [ed. Note – see pgs 150 for further elaboration]
Insofar as Internet pornography is concerned, I suggest referring to
www.guardureyes.com.
Twerski
[ed. note - More on the “Kosherness” of 12-Step Recovery see
Pgs 42-56]
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WHAT IS SPIRTUALITY?
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WHAT IS SPIRTUALITY?
The Edification of a Rabbi
A Rabbi’s Complaint:
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
7939 Dorcas Street
Philadelphia, PA 19111
215.742.8421
29 Cheshvon, 5757
11 November, '96
Dear Rabbi Twerski,
I am writing to seek guidance from you. I believe the issues I
will raise require a Psak from my Posek, but I believe that I should
have your input before I ask the Shaaloh.
In keeping with your suggestion in connection with my
pastoral relationship with alcoholics in my congregation, I have been
attending JACS meetings once a week here in Philadelphia. Besides
the education I receive from the experiences of the people in
recovery who attend and share, I also contribute almost weekly a
thought of Torah, usually on the Parsha (usually as a handout for
later review). The focus and purpose of my Divrei Torah is to either
impart some basic Judaism to these people who, for the most part,
have no idea of what Yidishkeit is all about, or more importantly to
show them how the 12 steps and spirituality is very much a part of
traditional "old-fashioned" Torah thought and observance. All of this
is done at the encouragement of the Rabbi who started the group.
(As an aside to the theme of this letter, but of equal
importance is my expression of Hakoras Hatov to you. I personally
have grown from the experience and I also am ‘working the STEPS’
as attempting recovery from addiction to the Yetzer Harah. Y'yasher
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Kochachem for your manifold illuminating books and your personal
help.)
The JACS meeting meets in the basement of a Conservative
Temple which in and of itself does not disturb me. (There are Piskei
Halacha concerning churches and other functions in Conservative
and Reform Temples and this is not worse). However because of my
input and guidance, many in attendance begin feeling an affinity for
Judaism etc. and have begun attending services at this Temple. The
Rabbi of the Temple is the one who started this JACS group and also
attends in a similar capacity - just that Judaism in his perspective is
presented as humanistic, social justice etc.
This leads to my first question. Am I not, de facto, assisting
these people from one self-deception into another? Spirituality is
defined as choosing to follow Hashem's will. To deceive oneself as
to the nature of Hashem's will is again an addiction - a spiritual
addiction - which is even more insidious than a hedonistic addiction.
Since the basis of all spirituality and recovery is absolute honesty,
my gut reaction is to speak out - gently, of course - and reveal that
God's will for Jews is very clearly enunciated in the Oral and Written
Torahs. To posit that they are not the Word of God is really another
form of denial as can easily be proven by attendance to a Discovery
Seminar of Aish Hatorah etc. or reading any number of books like
Uri Zohar's "My Friends We've Been Robbed".
Especially bothersome to me, is the knowledge that no matter
how hard these people strive for spirituality; their Jewish soul will
not be quieted of its yearning until it does receive the spiritual
nourishment that Mitzvos and Torah provide. I am not being honest
with them unless I share with them the truth.
On the other hand, I am reluctant to tell them for fear of
losing them. They are struggling to stay sober. Often times this very
struggle alone is a daily overwhelming fight. Will it be
counterproductive to reveal the whole truth? The question itself is
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frightening because if not now, then when? And if not, then I am
accomplice to a deception that is blasphemous negative spirituality!
The second issue is in regard to the JACS retreat.
I went to the recent JACS retreat. It really brought to the fore
the above turmoil that had been percolating in my head.
For Elisheva it was a wonderful experience. I also learned
from a number of the meetings and personal sessions that I had with
some of the attendees. I also feel that I was able to help some of the
people with information and counseling.
Elisheva came back raving about the spirituality. I personally
did not feel the experience spiritual at all. (Of course, I didn't tell her
that!)
The following were particularly distressing to me:
Women singing loudly with men present and women dancing
in close proximity and in public view of men without a Mechitza.
Both of these were at the Shabbos meals and at the Havdolo
ceremony. Also, men and women (not husband and wife) embracing
in front of the entire audience on the public stage, are to me not
Kosher spiritual experiences at all.
I was perturbed by the official policy of JACS that there is
"no correct way to worship". Unless I am from another planet we
know that this is not true.
Granted the source of my difficulties is my knowledge of
Halacha and Hashkafa, but are we not exhibiting Codependent
behavior by our tacit consent to this statement and these behaviors?
Please refer to the accompanying short essay that expresses
succinctly what is in my heart. It is by Shimon Apisdorf.
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Above all I was upset that the spirituality of Mitzvah
performance and Torah study were not further explored at the
Orthodox level for the Orthodox and for the non-religious at their
level.
The Orthodox Davening was, pardon me, very uninspiring.
Singing was at times spirited but what about the Words! What about
the sense of conversing with Hashem and being in His Presence? I
am aware that this may seem as an unfair demand. After all what
Shul in America really possesses this. But then again who in
American Jewry really understands spirituality. But we in the
program know and understand differently and therefore do promote
and seek spirituality.
It is my opinion that at a JACS Retreat, Orthodox
observances should not be business-as-usual but every effort should
be expended to demonstrate and teach how the Mitzvos and Torah
study can be spiritual in their Halachic context.
The davening should be uplifting. Those who understand
Shabbos in its traditional context should be allowed to lead the
Zemiros and other Mitzvah performances. Maybe your brother, Rav
Michel or someone of similar qualifications (Halacha, Avodah,
Kiruv) could be enlisted to coordinate this endeavor. I certainly will
give any assistance that is deemed appropriate.
Again the Shaaloh that I will place in front of the Posek will
be, "should I continue to participate in these functions as they
presently exist?" As I mentioned earlier, I would very much
appreciate your input on these matters before I ask the Shaaloh. Also,
if you are aware of a Posek who understands the world of recovery, I
feel it would be most appropriate to ask him the Shaaloh. I generally
ask my Shaalos to Rav Dovid Cohen of Brooklyn, who has
experience and sensitivity in Kiruv, mental health, and Avodah.
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As always, I am very grateful for your straightforward,
constructive counsel and guidance.
Respectfully,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
------------------------------------------------------------

Rabbi Twerski’s response begins on the next page:
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3rd night of Chanuka, 5757
Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
7939 Dorcas Street
Philadelphia, PA 19111
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff, ʩ ʰ:
Believe it or not, this is the first opportunity I have to respond to
your letter of 29 Cheshvon. After returning from Israel and South
Africa, and struggling with a 7 hour jet lag and catching up with a
huge backlog, I have been twice to New York, and also to Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta, Detroit, and Boston. If it were not
for Chanuka, I'd probably be somewhere else today.
This frenetic running around is due to my seeking support for a drug
treatment project I have started in Israel, and also to call attention
to my recently published book on spouse abuse in the Jewish
community. If you think there was denial about alcoholism or drugs,
it pales in comparison to the DENIAL about spouse abuse. Our
brethren rabbis wish to continue to ignore it. I contend that they
are in violation of a ʠʺʩʩʸʥʠʣ, ʭʬʲʺʤʬʬʫʥʺʠʬ.
Now to your letter. It is ironic that the problem exists because the
group meets in a conservative temple Is this perhaps because the
orthodox shul would not welcome them?
I see no problem with your stating what you believe to be G-d' s
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will. The steps leave it open as "G-d as I understand Him," and you
certainly have the right to clarify what orthodoxy explains as G-d's
will. I do not believe it will be counterproductive. You are not
condemning anyone, merely stating a position. They can accept it
or reject it as they wish.
This raises another issue. I believe we have an excellent entre to
people in recovery. At one retreat, there was some criticism about
orthodoxy's recalcitrance. I told the group this story:
A number of years ago, because of the lack of awareness of AA by
physicians, several of us decided to try and educate doctors. We
made a documentary about AA., by filming excerpts of talks by
various members, showing who comprises AA--lawyers,
executives, doctors, nurses, housewives. judges, laborers - a cross
section of the community. To preserve anonymity we bleeped out
all names. We showed this film to medical groups, giving a "before
and after" questionnaire, which demonstrated that their attitude
about AA was definitely changed for the better by this film.
We then received a call from World Headquarters that this was in
violation of the tradition preserving anonymity in the media. The
fact that we bleeped out the names did not help. We were told not
to use it again. The four of us who made this excellent film had
invested $4000 of our own money. Out of respect for the tradition,
this film was never shown again. (AA subsequently made a similar
film, using actors).
I told the group that we accepted this painful decision out of
respect for the AA traditions. We considered AA too valuable to be
tampered with, even if we did not agree with the ruling opinion. I
can ask at least that much for Jewish tradition. There was not a
single dissenting voice.
With all the people I have helped in recovery, I have never
imposed my opinion about Jewish observance. Why? Because the
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inordinate success of AA is based on attraction rather than
promotion. If you like what you see, you can come and get it.
While I am supportive of people who do kiruv, I have not been
assertive in this respect. If my observance of Torah is not adequate
to attract them, then I must work on myself.
There is a story about the Baal Shem Tov who once observed
someone violating Shaabos. The Baal Shem Tov taught that the
world is a mirror, and since we are generally blind to our own
defects, Hashem shows them to us in others. The defects we see in
others are our own. He therefore wept and did a thorough
"inventory" to see where he had violated Shabbos.
It disturbs me greatly to see people shouting "Shabbos" at drivers.
The Baal Shem too shouted "Shabbos", but at himself rather than
at others.
Just imagine. Shabbos is supposed to be ʠʡʤ ʭʬʥʲ ʯʩʲʮ. “ ʥʬʥʫʩʥ”
means that when Shabbos arrives, one puts the worries of the work
week totally aside. The work week has been closed and completed.
Shabbos is a spiritual experience where man and G-d are united as
bride and groom. If we glowed with the joy of Shabbos and
radiated the bliss of ʠʡʤʭʬʥʲ,
wouldn't people be running after us to learn our secret?) If those
who see me are not observant of Shabbos, I need to improve
myself rather than chastise them.
Here, too, there is a valuable lesson from the program. Abstinence
is not sobriety. Someone who has not had a drink for years but has
not made any characterologic changes is a "dry drunk." Families
will tell you that it is easier to live with an active drinker than with
a dry drunk.
Transgressing a negative prohibition of Torah is an ʤʸʩʡʲ. Failure
to perform a required mitzva is also an ʤʸʩʡʲ. When we avoid all
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the ʯʩʥʥʠʬ and fulfil all the ʤʹʲ's, we are essentially abstaining from
ʺʥʸʩʡʲ. Unless we make the requisite improvement in midos we are
the equivalent of a "dry drunk."
There are many fine observant people who have exemplary midos.
Unfortunately, we cannot deny that there are more than a few
people who observe glatt kosher and are dressed in the most frum
garb, but who are sorely lacking in midos. At the retreats, much of
the anger is directed at parents or others who were very rigid and
restrictive in their demands, but their midos did not keep pace with
their ritual observance.
I was the first orthodox rabbi to appear at a JACS retreat, and my
initial appearance almost caused an upheaval because of the
bitterness to orthodoxy. Fortunately, together with a few other well
chosen rabbis we were able to achieve a change of attitude. One
time an orthodox rabbi came who did not obey the instructions to
remain silent at his first retreat and just listen. He gave a sermon
according to rabbinics 101 which went over like a lead balloon.
Davening should be spiritual. Just how spiritual is the davening in
the average shul? I have davened in any number of shuls and
shtiiblach, and they rush through the davening at 100 mph. If, God
forbid, the baal-tefillah is a bit slower and the davening takes 35
minutes instead of the 30, it is simply intolerable.
But aren't we those who preach emunah and bitachon? We say that
every person must do some hishtadlus, but that it is not the degree
of hishtadlus that will determine his earnings. Then why the
frenetic pace? Why rush out of shul after 30 minutes to spend nine
hours in the business or office? If we do not practice what we
espouse, how can we expect others to respect our ways? I am not
referring to others, but to myself.
I believe we can get the message across to people in recovery that
the easy way is rarely the true way. All their lives they have been
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looking for the easy way, and when they hit rock-bottom they
realized it doesn't work. What are all the changes in Judaism if not
looking for an easy way? I think we have an opening here to argue
well for full Torah observance, unless of course, those who claim
to be totally Torah observant are also looking for easy ways. I
suspect this may be true, in which case we have no argument.
There is certainly much in JACS that can be improved, and I think
that with patience we can do it. I don't know that there is a posek
who can really address this. Sorry to say, some of them are the
equivalent of "dry drunks," meticulously observant and very
knowledgeable, but thoroughly unaware of what feelings are all
about, and how people can be paralyzed by emotions. Some may
be totally alienated from their own feelings.
Love to hear from you.
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On Mon, 6 Jun 2005 12:11:57 -0700 (PDT) >
Parent of a client, (with whom I had shared excerpts of Rabbi
Twerski’s above letter), writes:
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff
I didn't completely understand the Twersky letter excerpt.
Please explain further
Have a nice day.C. X.
I acquiesced to the request.
Please see pg 130 for the explanation.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff

-------------------------------------------------------------

The previous correspondence (pgs 118-127) was excerpted and
faxed to Rav Dovid Cohen, Shli’ta for Psak and guidance. His
response is on the next page.
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16 Jan, ‘97
8 Shvat 5757
Phone conversation with Rav Dovid Cohen, Shlit’a.
In response to Fax of 13 Jan, Rav Cohen said, “
1- “Wanted to call but overwhelmed with time constraints.
2- By all means! Be Mamshich! (Continue). You’re doing
Meshunadikeh (extraordinary) things
3- The Kiruv and Kiddush Hashem far outweigh your
discomfort. (The hesitation is Bottel (negated) compared to
the good.)
4- The fact that you’re uncomfortable is good. It is a good
Mehalech (approach)– Be uncomfortable and Be Mekarev
& Mekadesh Hashem.
5- I am Mekaneh (jealous of) your big piece of Leviyoson
(reward in world-to-come)
6- I want to be Meoded (encourage & motivate) you as much
as possible.”
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12 June, ’05, Erev Shevuos
Dear Mr. and Mrs. X,
In response to your request, I will explain (give a shiur upon!?)
Rabbi Twerski's letter [Pg 123-127 in this volume] (the original
excerpted text is in italics and smaller font, my comments in
regular and larger font):
3rd night of Chanukah
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
"......................................Here, too, there is a valuable lesson from the
program. Abstinence is not sobriety. Someone who has not had a drink
for years but has not made any characterologic changes is a "dry
drunk." Families will tell you that it is easier to live with an active
drinker than with a dry drunk"

In this Paragraph, RT is laying down a vital program principle.
Alcoholism (addictions) has 2 parts: the alcohol (abused
substance) and the "ism". It's the "ism" that's at the root and base
of the alcoholic's (addict's) problems. As the Big Book and the 12
& 12 book describe at length, it is the characterological changes
that are what recovery is all about, not just abstaining. Getting rid
of the substances without the characterological changes creates
much more difficult interpersonal relationships rather than
reconciling them.
"Transgressing a negative prohibition of Torah is an "Aveira". Failure
to perform a required mitzva is also an "Aveira". When we avoid all the
"Lavin" and fulfill all the ""Asseis", we are essentially abstaining from
"Aveiros". Unless we make the requisite improvement in midos, we are
the equivalent of a "dry drunk.""

Here RT, is alluding to a very important and basic premise in
Torah-observant Judaism. Throughout the ages (Vilna Gaon in
Even Shleima 1:1, Ramban on Devorim 22:6, Rambam in Mishne
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Torah very end of Korbonos:Temura and Teshuva 7:3, just to cite
a few sources) it has been emphasized that G-d's purpose in
providing us with the Mitzvos is not intended to be dry mechanical
activities. They are intended to encourage, cultivate and induce us
to make requisite characterological changes. The activity of the
Mitzva or the desistence from a prohibition are supposed to be
accompanied by a psychoemotional component that is supposed to
touch our inner being and refine it. The goal is that a contact with a
Torah observant Jew should inspire the other person to remark,
"What a refined, cultured and sensitive person (s)he is! (S)He is a
wonderful Human Being." (I can send you the original resource
materials by PDF file, upon which RT is premising his remarks.)
In his final sentence, he points out that (s)he who performs the
Mitzvos but does not engage in the characterological improvement
remains the equivalent of a "dry drunk"
"There are many fine observant people who have exemplary midos.
Unfortunately, we cannot deny that there are more than a few people
who observe glatt kosher and are dressed in the most frum garb, but who
are sorely lacking in midos. At the [JACS] retreats, much of the anger is
directed at parents or others who were very rigid and restrictive in their
demands, but their midos did not keep pace with their ritual
observance."

In this Paragraph, RT decries the mottled state of affairs that we
find in present day Orthodox world. Although the previous stated
overarching goals of Mitzva performance is recognizable in many
Torah Observant persons, nevertheless regretfully, being totally
honest with ourselves, we must concede that there is a significant
portion of Torah observant persons who have completely "missed
the point" about the overarching goals. They subsequently perform
the Mitzvos (and sometimes even with great fervor and
punctiliousness) in conjunction with very reprehensible Character
traits ("Midos"). (Please see Chazon Ish Emuna uBitachon C. 4
for great elaboration on this point).
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RT shared with me in this letter the empirical observation that
much of the anger and bitterness towards religious observance that
is to be found amongst recovering addicts (the "ism" of their
alcoholism) is a reaction to the dominance in their earlier lives of
people of the second type described above.
"I was the first orthodox rabbi to appear at a JACS retreat, and my
initial appearance almost caused an upheaval because of the bitterness
to orthodoxy. Fortunately, together with a few other well chosen rabbis
we were able to achieve a change of attitude. One time an orthodox
rabbi came, who did not obey the instructions to remain silent at his first
retreat and just listen. He gave a sermon according to rabbinics 101
which went over like a lead balloon."

Here RT shares from his personal experience, how he "Knows"
that the empirical observation stated earlier, is indeed a fact and
should be heeded absolutely, if someone wants to attempt to
influence the people in recovery to reconsider their opinion and
attitude of their native religion and its adherents. Since the Sine
Qua Non of recovery is Rigorous Honesty (Big Book Chap. 5), if
we ignore this warning, then they "see right through" us and our
facade and they consider us nothing but a sham!
"Davening should be spiritual. Just how spiritual is the davening in the
average shul? I have davened in any number of shuls and shtiiblach, and
they rush through the davening at lOO mph. If, G-d forbid, the baaltefillah is a bit slower and the davening takes 35 minutes instead of the
30, it is simply intolerable.
"But aren't we those who preach emunah and bitachon? We say that
every person must do some hishtadlus, but that it is not the degree of his
hishtadlus that will determine his earnings. Then why the frenetic pace?
Why rush out of shul after 30 minutes to spend nine hours in the business
or office? If we do not practice what we espouse, how can we expect
others to respect OUR ways? I am not referring to others, but to myself."

Here, in these 2 paragraphs, RT gives a concrete example of what
he has stated as only theory till now. An example that 1) is almost
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universal in the Orthodox world and can only be finessed by the
use of "denial" and 2) is a commonly heard gripe from people in
recovery. If we preach the belief in a very personal G-d, then why
is it that our prayers aren't an experience in communication? Why
is it that they feel more connected in prayer (the "Serenity Prayer"
or the "Lord's Prayer" with their higher power and with spirituality
in rooms of recovery with people in recovery? ("If we do not
practice what we espouse, how can we expect others to respect OUR
ways?)

In the last sentence (I am not referring to others, but to myself.), in the
tradition of Chasidic Rebbes, upon realizing that perhaps one has
spoken too harshly, albeit truthfully, in judgement of others and
indeed the matter requires proper airing for reassessment and
improvement, one refocuses the criticism on oneself so as not to
alienate the audience.
"I believe we can get the message across to people in recovery that the
easy way is rarely the true way. All their lives they have been looking for
the easy way, and when they hit rock-bottom they realized it doesn't
work. What are all the changes in Judaism if not looking for an easy
way? I think we have an opening here to argue well for full Torah
observance, unless of course, those who claim to be totally Torah
observant
are
also
looking for easy ways. I suspect this may be true, in which case we have
no argument....................."

Here RT makes 2 very profound conclusions. There is only one
way to influence the community in recovery. We, the Torah
Observant ourselves, need to "walk the walk". Then, when we
"talk to talk", it is perceived and received as something sincere,
honest and from the heart. It can then penetrate the hearts of the
others who are in recovery. If however, we only "talk the talk" but
our actions don't match, then we have no avenue to bridge the gap.
(RT alerts us that his observations and experience seem to indicate
that the latter is sadly the case. A clarion call to anyone, who wants
to address the problem, that he first needs to straighten up his own
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act, before he embarks.)
"..................Sorry to say, some of them [Rabbis, Rebbes, Teachers] are
the equivalent of "dry drunks," meticulously observant and very
knowledgeable, but thoroughly unaware of what feelings are all about,
and how people can be paralyzed by emotions. Some may be totally
alienated from their own feelings."
Sincerely,
Abraham J. Twerski

In this final paragraph, RT alerts me to the fact, that in the cadre of
people from whom we are supposed to seek guidance, there is
unfortunately, a great paucity of competency in this area.
Consequently, be on the alert when seeking guidance, that this
incomplete erudition and comprehension may lead to some very
ill-advised suggestions and responses. This only further magnifies
the sense of distance, alienation and isolation of the people in
recovery from their community of origin. These phenomena can be
attested to by both the people in recovery and Rabbis etc. who
have troubled themselves to "Walk the Walk" and not just "Talk
the Talk".
I hope this has been of help. As I have said, I believe it is critical
for us to recognize and integrate what Rabbi Twerski has revealed
to us here in order to facilitate Yocheved's recovery and return!
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
-------------------------------------------------------------
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ANIMALS AND ANGELS
SPIRITUALITY IN RECOVERY
Abraham J. Twerski, M.D.

HAZELDEN
About the pamphlet:
Must we be spiritual to recover from addiction? Where does spirituality
exist? How do we get there? Do we have to be religious in order to be
spiritual? This pamphlet answers these and many other questions in a
reassuring manner. Animals and Angels will be invaluable to anyone new to
recovery from an addiction or a compulsion.

About the author:
Abraham Twerski is founder and medical director of Gateway Rehabilitation
Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Twerski is a psychiatrist and has served as rabbi to a congregation in
Milwaukee. He is the author of It Happens to Doctors, Too; Self Discovery
in Recovery; and Addictive Thinking: Why Do We Lie to Ourselves? Why Do
Others Believe Us? - all published by Hazelden Educational Materials.
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Creating the Addict
Like many other diseases, alcoholism and other chemical
dependencies have several contributing factors. These are:
• Genetic
• Physiological
• Social
• Psychological
• Spiritual
The combination of these factors results in the disease of addiction,
much as the ingredients in a recipe result in a cake. No single
ingredient or even a few ingredients together are enough to make
the cake. All must be present in the proper proportions, combined,
and processed by baking to achieve the finished product. In the
same way, a combination offactors causes addictive disease.
Obviously. nothing can be done about our genetics. By the time we
nave the addiction, our choice of parents is long past. And the
physiological causes of addiction aren 't yet fully understood by
researchers, Those factors which are within our power to address
in recovery are the social and psychological sides of ourselves. as
well as our spirituality.
The spiritual factor is the one we will explore. As a topic in
recovery from addiction, spirituality receives a lot of attention.
That is because it is essential for every human being to have his or
her spiritual needs met.
Moving Toward Spirituality:
Working Steps One and Two
Sometimes people think of spirituality as religion. Consequently,
those who have no specific religion may think they are not spiritual
and can't accept the spiritual ideas of a Twelve Step program.
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Occasionally 1 meet someone who says: "Alcoholics Anonymous
is not for me. I've been to several meetings, and the program is
centered around God. I happen to be an atheist. Since I don't
believe in God, I can't join a program that is dependent on a belief
in God."
My response is: "You're mistaken. It isn't that you don't believe
there is a God. You do - the trouble is, you think you are God."
My suggestion to that person is to begin the first two of the Twelve
Steps' and not worry about involving God, since God isn't even
mentioned until the Third Step:
3. Made a decision to tum our will and our lives 'over to the care
of God as we understood Him.
Accepting the first two Steps represents a surrender of the delusion
of being all-powerful.
1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives
had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could
restore us to sanity.
Only after people relinquish the notion of their own omnipotence
are they even capable of reflecting on whether or not there might
be a God.
[The complete Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous appear at
the back of this pamphlet. Pg 148 of this compendium]
What Spirituality Embodies:
It's What Separates Us from Animals
Yet, spirituality is not the same as religion. And it is possible for a
person who doesn't believe in God to be spiritual. So obviously, we
must learn what spirituality is.
Human beings have the ability not only to resist biological drives,
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but to freely make choices that reflect moral values. This ability
comes from the human spirit within. I have no idea whether this
spirit is located in the heart, the brain, or elsewhere. I do know that
every human has spirit, and when he or she exercises the
individuality of this spirit, this person is spiritual. One person may
believe that this ability was given by God; another person who
doesn't believe in God may say this ability evolved with the
evolution of humankind. For the purposes of definition, it makes
no difference. That humans have this capacity is undeniable, and
making a choice based on personal values is spirituality.
The person who exercises this capacity to make a free moral
choice may not attend a church or synagogue, may not choose to
pray, may not perform any religious rituals, and may not believe in
God. Yet, he or she is capable of being spiritual.
Spirituality is freedom of personal moral choice. Since this
freedom is a feature of being human, it also defines humanity.
Spirituality, freedom, humanity. This is what makes each of us
unique.
A baby must grow, not only physically, but must also develop a
mature character over time. Failure to develop character would
result in an adult who is only a large baby. Although this occasionally happens, it was not meant to be. Character development in a
person is not an automatic change. While a young person absorbs
ideas and learns from parents, teachers, and friends, the ultimate
personality is up to the person. He or she is not the helpless,
automatic product of genes plus environment. A human being
bears a responsibility for making good choices. In this way,
humans are different from animals.
Only Humans Develop Diseases of Excess
There is yet another difference. Though many human illnesses can
also be found in animals, addictions and compulsions do not
develop in animals living in their natural.habitat.
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Animals don't become obese unless they are force fed. They don't
binge on food, induce vomiting, and binge all over again. This
behavior is specific to humans. Animals, too, have a sexual urge,
and they mate in response to it. But they don't become preoccupied
with sex. When their urge is gratified, they are sexually inactive
until the mating instinct returns. How different from humans!
An anolgy may help us understand diseases of excess. In
order to have a well-functioning body, we each require certain
vitamins, the most familiar being vitamins A, B, C, and D. Since
the human body can't manufacture these substances, they must be
obtained from outside sources.
Lack of specific vitamins will result in vitamin-deficiency
diseases. For example, lack of vitamin C results in scurvy, a
disease that was fatal to sailors long ago. Away from land for
months, they were deprived of fresh fruit or other natural sources
of vitamin C.
The only way to overcome scurvy is to have vitamin C. Nothing
else will do. What if the person with scurvy can't get vitamin C,
but tries to compensate by taking an extra-large dose of vitamin A?
Nothing will change. In fact, even massive doses of all other
vitamins combined - A, B complex, and D - will do nothing to cure
scurvy. Taking excessive amounts of other vitamins won't
compensate for the lack of a specific vitamin. We must have the
substance we specifically lack.
There are certain objects or actions that will satisfy other specific
biological needs. The response for hunger is food; for thirst, water;
for the sex instinct, mating; and for exhaustion, sleep.
Although we can't fulfill a drive with an inappropriate object or
action for long, it is possible to get a brief respite. For example, if I
am hungry and lack food, I may be able to fall asleep and be
spared the feeling of hunger until I awaken. Even a drink of water
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may give a short relief from hunger. But relieving a specific drive
with the wrong thing doesn't last long.
Humans and animals share some biological drives, such as hunger,
thirst, the sex urge, and exhaustion. The animal eats when hungry,
drinks when thirsty, mates when in heat, and sleeps when
exhausted, When the essential need is satisfied, the animal stops.
But We Need Something More
Humans differ from animals in that, beyond satisfying biological
drives, we need spirituality. Though the other drives have easily
identifiable requirements in order to be satisfied, it's not readily
apparent what satisfies the need for spirituality. It is intangible and
abstract.
When spiritual needs aren't gratified, people feel vaguely
discontented, just as when hunger and thirst are unsatisfied. People
know precisely what to do to overcome hunger and thirst. But in
the case of spirituality, this is not always true. If someone is
discontented because he or she lacks spirituality, it may not be
apparent how to ease the discomfort.
Lacking knowledge of spirituality, people use things that formerly
relieved distress: food, a sexual relationship, or perhaps more
money. Or they may anesthetize themselves with alcohol or other
drugs. All provide temporary relief, but the spiritual need is not
met, and the discontent will return and become consistently more
intense. The person then goes for more food or sex or a chemical
or money or whatever relieved the distress in the past. This is how
diseases of excess develop.
Different Ways of Reaching the Same Destination
Just what is this spirituality we require and without which we are
discontented? And how do we arrive at it? While I developed my
idea of spirituality through my religious studies, it doesn't require a
religious belief. To understand the various ways of developing
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spirituality, consider this:
•
•
•
•

I might reach Chicago by flying in from Pittsburgh
Another person might get to Chicago by driving from St. Louis
A third person might take the train from Los Angeles
Another person might hike in from Minneapolis

Regardless of the direction we come from or the means of
transportation, we all end up in the same place.
Animals, Angels, and Humans
My thoughts of spirituality were stimulated by some passages from
the Bible. I read the beautiful account of creation in Genesis,
where we are told (Gen. 1:3,9, 14,20.) how God created the world
and everything in it. "And God said, Let there be light: and there
was light. ... And God said, Let the waters under heaven be
gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear. . ..
And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to
divide the day from night. . .. And God said, Let the waters bring
forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life .... " and so on:
God alone creates everything until the last day of Creation, when
God says, "Let us make man .... "
Us? Who is this us? I wondered. Whose help was God enlisting?
How come God didn't seek help in creating the entire vast
universe, billions of light years in expanse? How come God did not
say, "Let us make mountains, or oceans, or whales, or
mammoths"? Why us only in regard to creation of man?
This set me to thinking. What is so unique about humanity that
even God sought help in this creation?
I began exploring the nature of humans. I believe that humankind
is only one of three types of conscious life, the other two being
animals and angels (if you believe the religious idea that angels
exist). How do these differ from one another. and what is it that
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defines humans?
Animals and Angels: Opposites, but Similar
Angels and animals are clearly different from each other. In fact,
they are polar opposites. Angels are said to be pure spirit, having
no physical substance and no tangible body. Animals are the
opposite. being totally substance: body without spirit.
Yet these two opposites share some things in common. First,
neither angels nor animals grow in character. I assume that angels
don't grow at all and remain whatever they were when created.
While animals do grow, their growth is restricted to the body; they
don't grow in character. Little elephants become big elephants. and
small alligators become big alligators.
Some animals do undergo a marked physical change, such as the
tadpole that becomes a frog, or the caterpillar that becomes a
colorful butterfly. But these are automatic transformations, programmed into the animal's genes. The animal does nothing to make
these changes happen. In fact, the animal is powerless to stop
them.
Do you think that a caterpillar ever, while crawling around on the
ground, looked up and. seeing a beautiful butterfly fluttering high
in the air, said, “That's my cousin, George. You've got to give it to
him, he certainly looks beautiful with those richly colored wings.
But I don't want any part of that. -I know myself too well. If I get
up there and try to fly, I'll get airsick. No siree! No wings for me.
I'm not going into any cocoon, and I'm not sprouting any wings. I
am keeping my shape and staying right here on the ground where I
feel secure.”
We all know this will never happen. Caterpillars don't become
butterflies by any voluntary effort. It all happens automatically.
At a particular stage in its existence, the caterpillar spins a cocoon
and emerges as a butterfly because it was programmed to do so.
So even those animals that do undergo change don't participate
voluntarily in causing that change.
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Angels and Animals
(and Sometimes Humans) Have No Choice
I believe that animals and angels share yet another similarity:
neither are free beings.
Angels are not free; they are emissaries of God and carry out God's
dictates.
Nor are animals free. Animals are dominated by internal drives. If
an animal is hungry, it must look for food. If it is thirsty, it must
search for water. If it has a sexual urge, it must look for a mate. No
animal ever thought, / am indeed very hungry, but I'm going to fast
today. Nor has any animal ever decided to resist a sexual urge and
chose to be celibate. Animals are not able to choose in this sense.
They are driven by biological drives and are compelled in their
behavior.
Isn't it possible for an animal to resist an urge? Yes, but only when
gratification would result in pain and suffering. Assume that a
coyote that hasn't eaten for a long time comes across a carcass in
the possession of a huge tiger. The coyote craves the food but will
stay away from the carcass, not because of any moral choice, but
because she knows the tiger will kill her. She denies herself
gratification of the hunger drive only out of fear of death.
Humans, too, may deny an impulse or urge out of fear of
punishment. The person who doesn't steal another's money or
possessions may do so only because of fear of getting caught and
punished. Whether the punishment is imprisonment, a financial
penalty, death, lashing, or social disapproval, it's all the same. To
refrain from gratifying an urge only out of fear of pumshment is
not only a human trait. Animals, too, behave this way. Such
restraint is not a free choice; it is abstinence caused by a drive to
avoid suffering, which overrides the biological urge to perform the
particular act.
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But Humans Have the Essence of Spirit: Free Choice
Free choice occurs only when there is no outside force causing a
person to either perform or refrain from an action. For example, a
person considers an extramarital relationship and is certain that
there is no possibility of being detected or suffering any punishment. If this person decides not to have the extramarital relationship based on a belief that it is morally wrong, he or she has made
a moral free choice. This is a free choice in its truest sense, and it
is uniquely human.
If this human being has the ability to resist biological drives and to
make free moral choices, what is it that gives the person this
capacity? Whatever it is, the capacity exists. I call the capacity
spirit.
We Can Now Understand Why We Despise Slavery
Slavery is not only cruel - it is dehumanizing. Throughout history
there have been various kinds of slavery, some more confining
than others. I believe there is no slavery so totally confining as
addiction. A human being becomes totally dominated by addiction
and loses the choice to use or abstain.
One recovering addict told me: "When I was into my addiction, I
had only one thought on my mind: Where am I going to get
cocaine? When I woke up in the morning, I didn't think of my job,
my parents, my wife, or even my child, all whom I loved dearly.
From the moment I opened my eyes, I was possessed by the
thought, Where can I get cocaine today?"
Whether the addiction is to cocaine, alcohol, heroin, Valium,
nicotine, or to any other drug, or for that matter, to eating or
gambling ... it is all the same. Addiction, by definition, is losing
free choice over behavior and being enslaved by the chemical or
other compulsion. The addict loses the ability to make choices
from the spirit.
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At an AA meeting, we are likely to hear a recovering person say:
"So far today I haven't taken a drink. If I do drink. today, it's
because I choose to do so. When I was in my active addiction, I
had no choice."
People regain the dignity of humanity when they exercise the
capacity of the spirit and escape from the slavery of addiction.
The Essence of Being Human: Progress, Not Perfection
We can now understand why the phrase in Genesis reads, "And
God said, Let us make man ... " Who was God talking to?
Why, to humanity itself!
God must have been saying: "Look here. I have created thousands
of angels and thousands of animals. All of these were created
complete. They do not have to become anything other than what I
created. Now I want to create a different type of being. Of course, I
could create you in a state of perfection just as I created all other
living things in their perfection, but that is not what I want. If I
create you perfect, you will be either another angel or another
animal, and I have enough of those already.
So, let US make man, you and I together.
I will give you the potential, and you develop it. I will give you a
spirit, and you use it to become spiritual, to become the being that
you are capable of becoming. I can make perfect beings by Myself,
but I need your participation to make a human being. So let US
make man."
Working On - Not Achieving - Spirituality
You may never arrive at a belief in God. But anyone can say, “I
don't want to be a slave to my impulses like an animal. I can
choose to live enslaved to my drives, to be at the mercy of my
addiction, or I can choose to live by my capacity for spirit. I can be
spiritual."
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It is important to understand that spirituality is a process - not a
goal. We can never say, "I have achieved spirituality," but rather,
"I am working on my spirituality." In fact, we have our spirituality
only as long as we continue to work at it. Once we feel we've
already achieved it, we are probably on our way to losing it.
Our spirituality, which we've defined as attaining mastery over
ourselves, can only begin when we realize and acknowledge how
powerless we really are. Of course, this is one important step in
recovery from addiction.
Winning Freedom
Spiritual growth does not always come easily. It might be likened
to the way a lobster grows physically.
It had never occurred to me to wonder how lobsters can grow until
I read an article that described the process. When a lobster feels
oppressed by its rigid, unyielding shell, it retreats to an underwater
crevice, sheds the shell, and grows a new one. When it grows to
the point that the new shell is too restrictive, the lobster repeats the
process and does so until it reaches its maximum size.
During the phase between shedding the shell and producing a new
one, the lobster is without protection. A strong current of water
could smash it against a rock, or it could be eaten by a predatory
fish. In other words, in order to grow, the lobster must risk its very
life.
In recovery, we are fortunate that we do not have to place our life
in jeopardy in order to grow. It is quite the opposite. If we don't
shed the confining shell of our addiction, we may not survive. And,
when we do win release, it is the beginning of our spiritual growth
- the end of being rigid and inflexible to growth enhancing ideas.
Our spirituality can supply the needs that define us as being unique
creations, different from both animals and angels, and, most
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significantly, human beings with freedom of moral choice.
---------------------------------------------------The Following is from “Self-Improvement? I’m Jewish!”
(pg 40)
Also by Rabbi Twerski
As set forth by Luzatto and other ethicists, the goal of the Jew is
attainment of spirituality. As I pointed out in my book I'd Like to
Call Jor Help, But I Don't Know the Number (Pharos Books,
1991). spirituality is comprtsed of all those features that are
uniquely human; i.e. that distinguish man from other forms of life.
These are: (1) greater intellect; (2) the capacity to learn from. the
history of the past; (3) the capacity to think about the purpose of
life; (4) the capacity to think of self-improvement; (5) the' capaclty
to make salutary changes in oneself; (6) the capacity to think about
future consequences of one's actions; (7) the capaciry to delay
gratification; and (8) the capacity to make truly free mora!
decisions. These eight features constitute generic spirituality. For
the Torah-observant person, the purpose of life is dictated by the
Torah, as explained in the writings of Luzatto, other ethicists. and
the Chassidic masters, and consists of achieving a oneness with
God (Deuteronomy 11 : 22).
The need for a spiritual guide cannot be overemphasized. Rabbi
Yisroel of Salant states that the most difficult disposition to
overcome is one which a person erroneously assumes to be the
Divine will. Other personal desires can more easily be set aside,
but if someone erroneously believes that what he is doing is for the
greater glory of G-d. this conviction is most difficult to thwart.
Virtually every work on ethics addresses the need for cheshbon
hanenesh, a thorough personal inventory……………
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THE TWELVE STEPS OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1.

We admitted we were powerless over alcohol- that our lives had
become unmanageable.

2.

Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us
to sanity.

3.

Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God
as we understood Him.

4.

Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

5.

Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact
nature of our wrongs.

6.

Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of
character.

7.

Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

8.

Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to
make amends to them all.

9.

Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when
to do so would injure them or others.

10.

Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong
promptly admitted it.

11.

Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with God as we understood Him, praying only for
knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.

12.

Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we
tried La carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.

• The Twelve Steps are taken fro Alcoholics Anonymous. 3rd cd., published by A.A.
World Services. Inc., New York. N.Y .• 59-60. Reprinted with permission.
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Prayer at
12-Step Recovery
Meetings
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Prayer at AA Meetings – an Addict’s Perspective
I was the rabbi who posed the question to Rabbi X on the problem
of a Jew praying with the group at meetings of Alcoholics
Anonymous (spring ‘87). Usually, one of two prayers is recited: 1)
The Serenity Prayer or 2) The Lord’s Prayer. (ed. Note - texts attached
pg 153)

The response of Rabbi X was that the profound Christian
associations of the Lord’s Prayer- particularly because it is
ascribed to the founder of that faith (even though its contents have
nothing Christological) - “make its use unacceptable to Jews. It
would, therefore, be wrong for Jews to recite it even in a nonreligious setting, such as Alcoholics Anonymous.” He was much
less certain and very undecided in regards to the Serenity Prayer.
Rabbi X then advised: “As it is recited at the conclusion of the
meeting, there is really no reason to participate. One can stand in
silence, and I am sure this would be respected and understood.”
Of course, it would be respected and understood by members of
the group. Members of AA are accepting people. The credo of
AA and all 12 step programs is to be areligious. The “God of each
particular individual’s understanding” is one of the bedrock
foundations of the fellowship. Attempting to influence anybody’s
personal understanding of God or religious observances is totally
out of the pale and severely censured.
That was not the issue for me then. My concern was my own
feeling of guilt during my early days in the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous. Meetings were usually in church basements. That
was strange for me and left me feeling uncomfortable. Then, when
the meetings concluded with the group’s holding hands and
reciting The Lord’s Prayer, I just knew that I did not belong there.
But I was wrong! Very wrong!!
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What I have discovered, much to my surprise, is that not only has
participation not caused a dilution of my Judaism as I had first
feared, but much to the contrary, as strange as this may seem, (and
this is an absolute truth that is experienced by most), my
involvement in recovery has led me to a much more profound
relationship with and meticulous observance of my
Judaism/Yidishkeit
Now that I have been in the program of recovery a few years, I
doubt whether I would even ask the question. It is obvious to me
and others in recovery that complete commitment without
reservation to the program of Alcoholics Anonymous is vitally
necessary for us to stay healthy, clean and sober. So, I recite that
prayer at the conclusion (whichever one of the two happens to be
chosen by the group at that particular meeting) so as not to separate
myself from the group. It is helpful and necessary for my own
program of recovery.
One could easily point out Jewish parallels to The Lord’s Prayer in
older Jewish sources.
Analogies to the Kaddish and to
benedictions in the Shemoneh Esreh are obvious. So why did I
even ask the question in the first place? I should have heeded the
Yiddish aphorism, “Venn Mann Frekt, Es Iss Schoen Traif – When
one [has to] ask, it is already not kosher.” Also, whenever one
honestly asks a question, one should be prepared for a possible
negative answer. So why did I even ask the question? It was, I
believe, an expression of my own denial and my personal
resistance to recovery.
One of the primary symptoms of alcoholism is denial. This is a
disease that tells the alcoholic that he/she does not have it. Our
Jewish folk tradition plays into this denial. After all, is not
“Shikker is a goy – The drunkard is a Gentile?” And do we Jews
not learn to drink only on sacred occasions, so we learn discipline
in the use of alcohol? Immanuel Kant wrote in 1798 that Jews do
not get drunk because they “are exposed through their eccentricity
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and alleged chosenness to relax in their self-control.” We came to
believe these myths. So, though denial afflicts all alcoholics, it
afflicts us with a particular insidiousness.
Rabbi X gave his answer based on his best judgment and
scholarship. This is to be respected. But in honesty, it was not
really my concern then. I really was seeking an excuse not to go to
meetings. But Rabbi X could not have known this. My personal
experience since then in the AA’s Twelve-Step Program is to enter
fully and without intellectual reservations. Hence, I say The
Lord’s Prayer and I am comfortable doing so. The support of the
group has been so necessary for me that I will not place now any
obstacles in the way of my full participation. This is a matter of
trust. Others may prefer to stand silently. I do not. I know very
well that this is necessary for my own recovery.
Alcoholism is a disease that could be fatal for me. It is pikuach
nefesh. Like medicine that comes from traife sources, I am
permitted to use it to preserve my life.
Now that I have been in the AA program for several years, I am
comfortable with this solution. But early on, I felt fragile and such
a responsum was not helpful. So I urge Jews and others who are
entering these proven self-help programs for their own recovery to
suspend criticism until they have tried the program for a while.
Denial and early resistance to recovery afflicts all alcoholics. But
we Jews seem to come by it with a vengeance. Whatever the cause
of alcoholism, I have learned that it is “an equal-opportunity
disease.”
This responsum may have been based on sound Halachic
scholarship. But I hope that Rabbi X will reconsider it in the light
of what may be more vitally necessary to the recovering alcoholic
who is Jewish.
Peloni Almoni
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The Serenity Prayer:
God,
Please Grant me:
- The Serenity to Accept the Things I Cannot Change;
- The Courage to Change the Things I Can;
- And the Wisdom to Know the Difference.
---------------------------------The lord’s Prayer:
Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done
on earth, as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our wrongs
as we forgive those who have wronged us.
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil; For
Thine is
the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, forever,
amen.
------------------------------------------------------------------- Forwarded Message ---From: "B40AI82@aol.com" <B40AI82@aol.com>
To: b40ai82@aol.com
Sent: Thu, December 8, 2011 3:25:38 PM
Subject: Judaism and the Lord's Prayer AA Grapevine 1997
Judaism and the Lord's Prayer
AA Grapevine, January 1997
As a Jewish member of Alcoholics Anonymous, I've been concerned
about the fact that so many meetings end in the Lord's Prayer. While I
was willing to go to any lengths to get--and stay--sober, I was worried
about reciting a prayer that might in some way compromise my Jewish
identity.
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So I talked with my rabbi, who is knowledgeable not just about Jewish
affairs but also about the Twelve Steps. He is Orthodox and the leader of
an extremely large Jewish congregation. He does a lot of work visiting
treatment centers, and he knows a lot about AA. Probably more than I
do.
He explained to me that there is nothing in the Lord's Prayer--or in all of
the Twelve Steps, for that matter--that in any way contradicts anything in
traditional Judaism. He pointed out that many of the phrases in the Lord's
Prayer actually come from Jewish prayers in use two thousand years ago
and still current today. While the Lord's Prayer is used primarily by
Christians, its origins are firmly rooted in the Jewish prayer book.
Now, I'm no scholar (although I've written a few books about Judaism),
and I can't locate all of the phrases in Jewish liturgy off the top of my
head, but I know a few, and perhaps these will give some sense of how
the Lord's Prayer was assembled.
“Our Father who art in heaven” = Avinu ShebaShamiyim
That Hebrew phrase, Avinu ShebaShamiyim, has been used for millenia
to start prayers. The most recent use came in the Prayer for the State of
Israel, composed after the founding of Israel in 1948.
“Hallowed be Thy name” = Yiskadal v'Yiskadash Sh'may Rabbo
This Aramaic formulation is extremely familiar to Jews as the first line
of the Kaddish - the Mourner's Prayer and also the prayer that separates
sections of the Orthodox prayer service.
“Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven” =
ba'shamayim me'ma'al u'va' aretz mitachas.
This line from the "Aleinu" prayer, said at the conclusion of each prayer
service and in the important Mussaf service on Rosh HaShana (The
Jewish New Year) and on Yom Kippur, (the Jewish Day of Atonement),
translates as "in the heavens above and on the earth below."
“Give us this day our daily bread” = Hu Nosain Lechem l'Chol Basar.
This comes from the first paragraph of the Jewish Grace After Meals.
The meaning is that God gives bread to all beings.
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“And forgive us our trespasses” = She'tislach Lanu al Col Chatosainu
"Forgive us for all of our sins" reads this line, repeated many times in the
Yom Kippur prayers.
“For Thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory” = L'cha,
Adoshem, haGedula, v’HaGevura, v’haTiferes etc.
The Jewish phrase translates as "the greatness and the power and the
glory." This is a line recited in a Sabbath morning prayer just prior to the
reading of the Torah in the synagogue.
Forever and ever = L'dor va'dor
Literally, this means "from generation to generation."
Amen = Amen
Amen is actually a Hebrew word from the verb "to believe." In a prayer
or a room--or in a Jewish court of law--to answer "Amen" after a
statement is to say, "I believe this."
So you see that as a believing Jew, when I'm saying the Lord's Prayer,
I'm saying a compilation of excerpts of prayers that are a part of the
traditional Jewish prayer book.
I hope that this makes things more comfortable for other Jews.

---------------------------------------------------------
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
É ÓÛÜÊÃÛÉ ÚÂÃ Ö Ä
Â ÊËÎÛÑÆÂÙÅ ÚÑÇÂÄÆÃÚÆËÃÚÇËÚÇÐÅÇÃÍÎ
ÑËÒÔ ÎÔ ÏËÚÃÅ ÆÐÍ Æ ÚÜÍ ËÒÖÎ ÔËØÆÎ ÆÈÃ ËÒÒÆ ËÇÂÚÆ ÅÇÃÍÆ ÎÍÃ Ó ÊÍÇÛÅÉÂ
ÆËÐÙÎÅÍÇÏËËÔÇÃÛËÒÖÎÇËÎÔÇÒÚÃÅÒÛ 12-step meetingsÕÇÓÃÅÉËÃÆÎËÖÜÆ
ÕÚÇØÐ 
Ë ÔÂÖÚÜÐÇÌÎÇÆÛ ÂÐÏËÒÛÆÃÚÆËÒÖÎËÜÎÃÙÛÃÜÍÐÙÜÔÆ

12-step recovery
AA "Traditions" (By-Laws)ÐÙÜÔÆ

12-Steps of AAÎÔËÙÓÚÔÇÇÊ Å ÚÜÂÐÏËÚÃÅËÚÇÚËÃÙÜÔÆ

 ÂÎÍÛÅÉËÃÆÎËÖÜÆÎÔÆ ÚÜÍÜÅËÖÙËÜÒÃÆÂÎÆ ÚÜÍÐÆÎËÉÐÇÆÉËÎÓÜÛÙÃÃ 
 ÜÇÎÅÃÆÕÎÂÎËÅÃÆÎ ÇËÙÎÂÎÛËÂÑÇÇÍÐ
Â ÚÄÇÌ ÛÈ ÊÜÆÄÆÖ ÔÂ ÐÚÃÅ ÓÈ ÐÙÅ ËÐÔÇÚÄÂÎÜÇÉÖÎÆÈÂÎÆ
Í ÂÛÐÇÎÛÂÎÖÊÎÔÃÇÛÉÎÏ ÇÍÔÎÏÚÇÄËÒÂËÜÍÚÃÃÆÐÛÂÆÅÂÖËÅÔÅ ÒÆÚÇÂÍÎÇ
ËÔÃÅÍÍ ÄÎÎÖÜÐÆÔÛÇÜÇÂÃÙÚËÒÂÇÌÍÑËÃÇÌÍÑËÃÏËÛÇÔÏÆÛÆÐÏËÛÇÔÏÆÑÂÍ
Î ÒÆÜÇÙÜÔÆÃÚÂÇÃÐÅÍÎÂÚÛËËÙÇÎÂÎÎÎÖÜÐËÒÂÛÏËÒËÃÐÏÛÏËÅÐÇÔÆÎÍÇ
ÆÈÑÇÅÒÃÆ ÚÜÍÜÇÙÙÅÈÆÎÔÜÇÃÚÜÇÅÇÆÇ
ÇØËÚÔÐÇÇÅÃÍÐÇÅËÐÎÜ
ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
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Rav Cohen’s responses to my previous letter:

My return response follows:
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
É ÓÛÜÊÃÛÂ ËÆÚËÛÜÃÛÉÎÛÃ ÖÙ ÛÔ
Â ÊËÎÛÑÆÂÙÅ ÚÑÇÂÄÆÃÚÆËÃÚÇËÚÇÐÅÇÃÍÎ
ËÇÂÚÆÅÇÃÍÆÎÍÃÓ ÊÍÇÛÅÉÂ
ÎÔ Æ ÚÜÍ ÜÂÐ ÆÉËÎÓÇ ÆÎËÉÐ ÜÛÙÃÇ ÜÇÎØÒÜÆ ÎÛ ÏËÖÅ ÆÐÍ ÃÇÜÍÎ ËÎÔ ÆËÆ ÑÇÍÒÎ
ÛÚÉÆ ÑÐ ÌÎÐÆ ËÚÃÅ ÎÔ ÜÇÒÔÎÇ ÜÇÛÙÆÎÇ ÎÖÎÖÎ ÂÇÃÂÛ ËÒÂ ËÐÛ ÑÐÙÎÛ ÏËÚÃÅÆ
ÇÒËÐËÃÛÚÄÓÐÆÇ
ËÃÇÒËÉÂÎÛÏËÖÎÂÎÇÜÇÂÐÎÏÜÂÇÖÚÎÇÛÖÒÉÇÙËÖÎÔÄÇÒÅÒÛËÎÔÇÅËÛÆÛÔÂÆÐÎÃÂ
ÏÆËÎÔÚÃÇÔÛÆÎÇÄÓÏÔÎÛÂÃÇÚÎËÎÇÂÇÎËÖÂÇÜÇÃÃÚÎÔÄÇÒÕÂÛÚÐÂÆÎÑÜËÒÜÐÂÃÇ 
ÇÒØÚÂÃÛ ÏÇË ÏÇË ÎÛ ÜÇÚØÆ ÑÍÇ ÑÇÚÉÂÆ ÑÃÚÉ ÎÛ ÜÇËÛÖÒÆ ÜÇÂÙÜÖÚÆÆ ÏÇËÆ ÅÔ
ÜÐÂÃÛËÎËÜËÜÎÃÂÏÈÄÐÎËÒÅÛÉËÆÚÜÍÛÂÎÂÆÚÆÐÃÇÒÎÇÍÎÔÏÉÚË ÆÆÛÇÅÙÆ
ÂÇÆÑÍÛÅ ÔÖÎÒ
ËÅÍÃÆÚÜÍÑÐÈÎÇÊËÃÎÇËÇÎÃÎËÒÛÛÇÉÛËÜÎÇÍËÃÛÌËÂÚØÙÂÎÃÂ
ÔØÆ ÆÚÇÂÍÎ ÈÔ ÎÔ ÎÂÚÛË ÇÅÛÉÒ ÂÎÛ ÃÜÍÛ ÆÍ Ó ÃÉ ÉÂ ÐÄÂ ËÚÃÅÃ 
ÎÔÅÓÇËÐ ÇÍÇÏÛÎÑËÍÎÇÆÑËÂÎËÎÂÆÃÛËÛÚËÔ ÄËÈÔÐÇËÚÃÅÎÔÆÚÜÍÆÛÙÆÛ
ÂÜÎËÐÅÂÐÔÊÅÊÐÙÑÐËÓÛËÚ Å Ë ÚÇÊÃÂÃÇÐÍÇÂÃÛÚÇËÛÚÅÂÃËÎÂÂËÄÇÓÆÛÇÚËÖ
ÈÔÅÇÃÔÎÏÛÌÎÇÆÛÇÆÇÅÛÉËÛÂÅÛÉÏÇÛÐ
 ÂÍÆÂÚÒÂÆËÂÎÛÂÜÎËÐÅÂÐÔÊÛÆÒÇËÇÒËÃÚÎÛÇÜÊËÛÇÇÛÇÚËÖÚÇÊÂËÃÐÍÉÂÎÃÂ
ÂÎ ÜÇÐÇÙÐ ÚÂÛÐ ÏÛ ÏËÍÎÇÆ ÑËÂÇ ÇÍÇ ÎÃÂ ÇÍÇ ÎËÎÂ ÅÃÍÎÇ ÆÚÇÉÓÎ ÏÛ ÌÎÇÆ ÏÆÐ
ÇÂÂÇÆÂËÄÇÓÅÂÐÔÊÆÒÇËÇÒËÃÚËÖÎÎ ÍÔÂÅÛÉÏÇÛÐÏÛÎÌÎËÎÚÇÓÂÂÆËÛÇÒËØÐ
ÛÂÚÆÂÂÜÒÙÓÐÑÍÛÚÇÊÆÏÛÙËÓÐÇÑËÔÜËÂÚÐÏÇÛÐÇÂÏËÇÄÆÜÇÙÉÏÇÛÐ
ËÛÚÖÍÂÎÅÇÆÒÇËÇÒËÃÚÑÇÛÎÍ Â ÔÓÊÐÙÔÛÆÑÇÛÎÜÔÚÍÆÑÍÇ
 ÖÃÔÛÆÜÔÚÍÆÎÇÒËËÆ ËÅËÛÉÂÎÎÂÚÛËÛÆÛÐÜÇÚÄÂÎÔÃÆÃÜÍÛÇÆÈÅÅ ÔÖÎÒÇ
ÂËÄÇÓÆ
ÚÐÇÎÛÚÂÃÜÐÈ ÐÙ ÓÕÇÓÃÛÂ ÚÄÇÌÛÈÊËÚÃÅÐÛÆÜËÆÏÅÇÙÆÃÜÍÐÃËÜÒÇÇÍ 
ÇÒÎÔÇÅËÛÕÂÔÍÎÚÜÇÐ ÌËÆÎÂÂÎÇ ÂÐÜÓÏËÙÎÂÏÛÃ ÌÚÈÔÃÆËÆËÏËÙÎÂÑÇÛÎ
ÎÙÇØÈ ÖÐÚÄÆ ËÚÃÅ ÏÔ Â ÆÒÙÃ ÆÎÇÔ ÆÈÇ ÑÅËÅÃ ÎËÅÃÆÎ ÑÒÂÛ ÖÔÂ ÇÎÛÃ ËÇÄÆÛ
ÇÍÇÂÒËÅÐÚÇÓËÂÑËÂÏÐØÔÃÆÈÇÛÔÛ ÂÉÓÇÒÃÎÎÖÜÆÎÛ
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ÏÇÛÆÃÑËÂÛÕÂÛÏËÚÐÇÍÇÚÃÉÆÎËÖÜÆÉÓÇÒÏÂÎÃÂÏÛ Ð ÄÂÆËÚÃÅÎÔÎÃÂ 
ÂÎËÐÐÅÏÇÛÐËÚÍÒÆÏÔÂÎÛÛÍÇÇÐØÔÃÕÂÆÚÐÇÂÎÎÂÚÛËÑËÂÏÜÒÇÐÂÎÚÍËÒÈÐÚ
ÇËÚÃÅÚÍËÒÆËÆËÛÆÐÇÅÍÇÎÂÚÛËËÙÎÂÎÂÚÛËÆÕËÓÇËÛÍÂÎÏÂÏÜÒÇÐÂÎÆÈÉÓÇÒËÇÆ
ÆÎËÖÜ ÇÎËÖÂ ÆÈÃ ÂØË ÂÎÇ ÆÃÔÇÜ ÂÇÆÛ ÚÃÜÓÐ ÚÇÓÂÛ ÑÇËÍÇ ÇÅÃÎ ÜËÛÆÎ ÂÇÆÛ
  ÇÍÇÂÜËËÚÇÂÅ

ÂÜÎËÐÅÂÐÔÊÃÚÇÙÉÎÛËÇÇÚÇÓËÂÏÔÊÚÂËÃÂÎÎÃÂ
Ö Ô Â Î Ã Ë ÏËÚÃÅ  ÌËÙÎÂ ÆÎ ÑÍ ÆÛÔÜ ÂÎ ÏÇÛÐ ÂÇÆÛ ÚÜÇËÃ ÊÇÛÖG ÆÚÇÂÍÎ
Ñ ÃÐÚÆ
Ò Ù ÓÅ ËÍ ÇÍÇÈ ÔËÒÖÎÜÇÔÐÇÚÈÖÜÒÍÑËÔÜËÂÚÐÏÇÛÐÎ ËÇÂ
ÉÃÈÐËÃÄÎÃËÚÙÆÎÚÇÓÂÛÆØÙÇÐÎÆÐÇÅÛÏÇÛÐÎ ËÇÂ
 Ó É Â Â ÔÚÃ ÂÃÇÐÛ ÔÃÛ ÚÂÃ Ü ÇÛ ËÖÎ ÆÎËÖÜÃ ÏËÅË ÜÓËÚÖÇ ÆÃØÐ ÑËÔÍ Î Ë ÇÂ
ÊÖ
ÇÛÖÒÚÇÓÐÎÃËËÉÇËÎÔÛÈ ÔÅÇÆËËÚÈËÃÂÏËÐÔÊÆÇÎÂÎÍÐ ÂÃÕÂÑËÂÛÅ ÔÖÎÒÇ
ÛÂÚÇÑÚÍ Ä ÔÓÒÙ ÓÅ ËÂ ÐÚÙÓÖÑËÔÜËÂÚÐÃÛ
ÎÂÇÄÚÆËÅÂÍ ÍÙÓÆØÙÅËÂ ÚÄÇÂ ÐÚÃÚÂÇÃÐÇÄÆÒÐÙÚÃ ØÇËÍÇÏËÅËÜÓËÚÖÇ
ÄÆÒÐÛ ÍÇ ÑÒÃÚÅÚÇÓËÂÃÂÎÎÃÂÜÇÚËÃÔ ÄÅÂÅËÚÄÇÂÎÃÇÎËÖÂÂÇÆÚÇÃÔË
ÇÎËÖÂÆÒÍÓÏÇÙÐÃËÖÒÂËÚÜÎÔÐÜÛÐÅÂÜÎÐÚÐÇÎÅ Ã ÔÓÈÒÙ ÓÅËÂÐÚÃÔ ÔÇ
ÚÜÇÐÅÐÛÆÜÔÛÃ
Å ÒÎÔÄÇÒÇÎÂÎ ÙÇØÈÖ ÐÚÄÆËÚÃÅÑËÂÛÆÂÚÒÆËÆËÛÌËÂ
ÇÚÐÂ ÏÆ ÐÐ ÏËÚÐÇÍ ËÔ ÚÃÇÉÛ ÖÔÂÛ ÆÈ ÚÅÄÃ ÇÒËÂ lord's prayerÆ ËÚÆÛ
ÇÎÎÖÜËÛ ÇËÅËÐÎÜÎ Ç ÛË ÆÚÇÆ ÑÍÛ ÏËÐÔÖ Ã ÏÆÎÛ bibleÃ ÂËÅÆÃ ÂÇÆ ÑÍ  ÇÅÇÓËËÃ
ËÎÇÂÏÆËÒÇÐÆÛÆÐÇ ÏËÐÛÎÆÒÇÇÍÆÏÆÎÕÂÍÂÇ ÏËÐÛÃÛÇÒËÃÂÎÆÎËÖÜÆÈÉÓÇÒÃ
ÈÔÃËÊÃÏËÔÅÇËÎÉÃÏÇÍÔÑËÂÜÚÉÂÏËÒÇÇÍÜÐ
ÆÜËÆ ÇÜÒÇÇÍ ÂÐÜÓÐÇ ÉÎÄ Ë Ô ÚÃÇÉÛ ÕÂÅ ÛÇÛÉÎ ÑËÂ serenity prayerÆ ÎÔ ÕÂÇ
ÏËÇÄÇËÆÏÎÇÍ AAËÅÓËËÐËÚÆÛÇÎÊËÃÇÇÂËØÇÆ ÚÃÍÇÇÚËÃÉËÇÄÂÃÐ ÐÏÆÎÛÕÇÜËÛÎ
ÉËÄÛÐÆÏÎÇÔÂÚÇÃÃÇÒËÐÂÆÐ ÐÇ Organized Religion ÎÏËÖËÙÜÏËÅÄÒÜÐÇËÆÏÎÇÍÇ
ÅÄÒÏÜÇÅÄÒÜÆÇÏÜÇÚËÚÐÎÍËÚÉÂÇ ÜËÚÃÆÜÇØÚÂËÅÓËËÐÐÆÃÚÆÇËÆÛÇÐÍ ÇËÜÇËÚÃÎÔ
serenity prayer ÆËÛÂÚÆÏÚÖÓÌÇÜÎÇÓËÒÍÆÇÇÚËÃÔÆÏÆ Organized Religion

ÚÔÛ ËÃÚÃÚËÎÛÂÃËÇÎÜÆÎËÉÜÍÎÆÇØÐ ÏÇËÙÎ ÜÇÎËÖÜ ÆÇÎÂÃÛÐÜÛÆÎÔÄÇÒÃÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÉÇÙËÖÃÛ ÍÇÇÆÔËÚÖËÇÇÆÔÒÐË ËÐÆÎÇÉÎÛÇÜÂÇÖÚÎÎÃÂ Ç ÍÜÇÂÇ ÖÙÜÉ ÂÑÇËØÆ
ÛÖÒ
ÔÅËÇËÙÎÂÎÂÂÊÉÛÇÐØÔÃÔÅËÛÆÒÇËÇÂÚÙËÚÆÐÛÚËÖÆÒÇËÚÖÓÃÏËÙÇÓÖÆÎÔ 
ÏÅÚÒÇÃÍÛÇÆÒËÖÓÆËÜÍÚËÃÅÚËÂÇÆÌÍÎÇÜÎËÖÜÜÂÆÃÙÆÎÃÙËÂÎÛ
ÜÂÎÂÛËÇÇÆËÎÂÃÃÇÜÍÛÇÐÍÎÅÚÚÂËÃÇÇÎÑÛËÇÏÅÚÒÇÛÖÒÜÚØÃÆÒÇËÛÛËÂÚÅÖÃÇ
ÜÇÐÎÇÛÖÒ
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ÑËÅÆÜÂÇËÎÔÙËÅØÆÂÎÂÑÍÆÛÔÂÎÆÒÇËÇÂËÃÆ ÂÏËÚÇÖÍ ÉÐÙÆÅÍÃËËÉÃÇÒÃÚÃÇ
ÇÍÇÏËÙËÅØÆÜÂÎËØÐÂÇÆÛÏÛÍÇÆÎËØËÛÆÃÙÆÃÉÊÇÃÆËÆÇ
ÎÃÂ ÌÎÐÆ ËÒÖ ÜÇÒÔÎ ËÒÖ ÈËÔÆÎ ËÛÂÚ ËÐËÚÆ ÎÔ Æ ÚÜÍÐ ÆÉËÎÓÇ ÆÎËÉÐ ÛÙÃÂ ÅÇÔÇ
ÆÉËÎÓÆÇÜÂÇËÒÇÖÉÅÇÒËÐÔËÍÚØ
ÆÈÑÇÅÒÃÆ ÚÜÍÜÇÙÙÅÈÆÎÔÜÇÃÚÜÇÅÇÆÇ
ÇØËÚÔÐÇÇÅÃÍÐÇÅËÐÎÜ
ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
----------------------------------------------------------------
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KNEELING
Dear Rabbi,
I am having some difficulty proceeding in my recovery. My
sponsor (not Jewish) is telling me that I should get on my knees
(literally) and ask God to help me. I know that my mother always
told me, We Jews don’t get on our knees, certainly not to Daven
(pray) that way; that’s what the Goyim do!!” I know that she
would “turn over in her grave”; if she knew that I would consider
Davening on my knees.
So Rabbi, What’s the “real deal”? What does the Torah (Halacha)
really say about this? Can I Daven on my knees? Etc. Is what my
mother taught me another one of those Bubba Ma’aseh’s; or is
there some substance to it and if so, can you offer me a substitute
for my sponsor and my recovery?
As always, thanks for your help.
Charna B.
-----------------------------------------------Dear Mrs. B.
The great Halachic authority, Rav Yaakov Hagiz (early 1600’s), in
his famous work “Halachos Ketanos” poses this exact question.
His answer is surprising so below I will insert the exact text and
free translation. He, in essence, encourages it! Only, 1-community
leaders, 2-when praying on behalf of the community 3-in PUBLIC,
should refrain from doing so.
Below find the exact text and here is a free translation: “Indeed the
more humility demonstrated during Tefilla, the better; and
therefore it is very commendable to Daven on one’s knees.
However, a word of caution to community leaders! Just as we find
that other intense demonstrations of devotion such as Kida
(bringing the head to the floor from a standing position) and
Hishtachavoyo (Full prostration) should not be practiced by
community leaders when Davening for the community in public,
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unless they are certain that Hashem will respond to them
affirmatively, as experienced by Yehoshua ben Nun; so too this
restriction would apply to Davening while kneeling as well.”

This Halachic position is vigorously corroborated by yet another
Halachic authority, the Shemesh Tzedoko of the late 1600’s
(referenced in inset above and reproduced in inset below). This
latter Rav and Posek actually records the objections that he had
raised and that were refuted by the recognized Halachic authorities
of his time.
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So Mrs. B., it seems quite definite that your mother’s directions,
albeit well-meaning, were, nevertheless, since it is concerning, 1) a
“private citizen” 2) asking for one’s self, and 3) in private; were
overzealous and inaccurate; Or as you put it, another Bubba
Ma’aseh! So by all means, if your sponsor is directing you, for the
benefit of your continued recovery, to exercise greater humility
and beg Hashem literally “on your knees”, then do so! I know
many in recovery whom experienced wonderful epiphanies, when
so doing.
May you also be Zocheh!
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), the increasingly popular mutual-help
program for alcoholics, is often criticized for being just another
substitute addiction, emphasizing "powerlessness" to already
disenfranchised groups, being a religion or cult, adhering to a medical
model of disease instead of a strengths perspective, and other such areas
of concern to social workers. Many of these interpretations are based on
viewing AA as an alternative treatment model or a rational service
delivery model. This article addresses common critiques of AA by
offering a way of understanding it as a "normative narrative
community," where identity transformation takes place through the use
of metaphor and storytelling. The article suggests alternative meanings
of key metaphors, such as "powerlessness," describes areas of program
strength and potential barriers for social workers, and reviews current
research on AA effectiveness.
Key words: Alcoholics Anonymous; mutual-help groups; narrative

communities; referrals; self-help groups

The meaning of the term "Alcoholics Anonymous" (AA) varies, depending on how one
sees oneself in relation to this increasingly popular mutual-help program for alcoholics.
(The word "alcoholic" is used in this article to refer to someone dependent on alcohol,
consistent with its use in the AA program.) Social workers have variously described AA
as "a set of principles developed by alcohol-dependent men" (Nelson-Zlupko,
Kauffman, & Dore, 1995), "a very successful model 'for self-help groups" (Berkman,
1989, p. 63), and disempowering to women (Rhodes & Johnson, 1994).
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Some feminists (Kasl, 1992) have dismissed it as another white, middle-class male
organization that enjoins women to depend on "having a High Power, which is usually
described as an all-powerful male God" (p. 150) and to follow one specific journey to
recovery "as defined by privileged males" (p. 147). For other feminists, the meaning of
AA is quite different; Covington (1994) saw it as a "model for mutual-help programs"
within which "women can find the most powerful resources for healing" (p. 4). Some
researchers have concluded that "without question AA involvement has been associated
with vast numbers of alcohol-dependent individuals becoming abstinent for long
periods of time" (Emrick, 1987, p. 421), although others have questioned whether it is
even possible to assess the effectiveness of this organization in any kind of scientific
manner ("Treatment of Alcoholism," 1996). Perhaps the greatest meaning of AA, from
the vantage point of the individual sober member, is that "through its program he (she)
attained sobriety" (Kurtz, 1979, p. 157).
Social workers may need more information about Alcoholics Anonymous to determine
their own meanings and interpretations of the controversies surrounding this program.
Although related disciplines have published many articles to inform their members
about AA and about ways to use this organization to benefit their clients. a review of
the literature reveals little recent information on this topic in social work journals.
Sometimes the information that is offered is too limited. such as the statement in the
recent NASW News article (Landers, 1996) that "the traditional Alcoholics Anonymous
program, well-known as an effective recovery program for men, does not work as well
for women, according to experts in the treatment field" (p. 3). This statement, which
implies that AA is not very effective for women, does not identify the "experts" and
does not take into account the steadily increasing membership of women in AA. In
1992, women under 30 constituted an estimated 43 percent of AA members, and
women of all ages constituted an estimated 35 percent of members, compared with 30
percent in 1983 and 22 percent in 1968 (AA World Services, 1993).
This article addresses concerns about women and other criticisms social workers may
have of AA by reframing the meaning of AA from an alternative treatment or service
delivery model to an understanding of AA based on metaphor, using Rappaport's
(1993) concept of "normative narrative communities" (p. 239). The article describes
areas of program strength and potential barriers for social workers (and consequently
for their clients) and reviews the research findings on the efficacy of this program.
We chose to focus on Alcoholics Anonymous for two reasons. First. it is the prototype
for other mutual help groups that have adopted the 12 Steps and Traditions. And
second, it offers help for the least exotic and most prevalent (except nicotine) -but very
damaging- addiction. We draw from a variety of professional and personal experiences,
including work with paraprofessional helpers, refugee women, disenfranchised people,
and addicted individuals, and from years of sitting in many hundreds of AA meetings,
as well as from an increasing body of literature dedicated to a deeper understanding of
Alcoholics Anonymous. It should be understood that the authors do not and cannot
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speak for AA (AA literature on various topics can be obtained by writing to Alcoholics
Anonymous, Box 459, Grand Central Station, New York. NY 10163).

Thumbnail Sketch of Alcoholics Anonymous
Alcoholics Anonymous is an approach to recovery from alcoholism developed by and
for alcoholics around 1935, at a time when alcoholism was considered hopeless by the
medical profession and a moral failing by almost everyone. Bill Wilson and Dr. Bob
Smith, both late-stage alcoholics and desperate for an alternative, joined to create
anonymous support meetings that borrowed principles from the Oxford Group (a
nondenominational Christian movement) and created other principles important to the
recovery from alcoholism as they experienced it. Their ideas were eventually written in
a book so thick and bulky that the original volume of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA World
Services, 1939) was called "the Big Book." a title affectionately, and perhaps
metaphorically, used by AA members ever since, even though after several revisions it
is now a regular-sized book (Kurtz, 1979).
At the heart of the AA program are the following 12 principles "suggested" for
recovery, called the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous:
1.
2.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

We admitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives had become unmanageable.
Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we
understood Him.
Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
Admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being, the exact nature of our
wrongs.
Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.
Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to
them all.
Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so
would injure them or others.
Continued to take personal inventory and, when we were wrong, promptly admitted it.
Sought through prayer-and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God,
as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the
power to carry that out.
Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this
message to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs. (AA
World Services, 1976, pp. 59-60)

These are specific individual actions, spiritual in nature, and "guides to progress, not
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perfection" (AA World Services, 1976, p. 60). They were painstakingly designed by
fellow alcoholics to help a person obtain sobriety and make the spiritual transformation
necessary to create a sober life worth living. For the developing AA groups to survive
and function effectively, a set of principles called the 12 Traditions evolved to set forth
a working philosophy for this mutual help community. The foreword to the second
edition of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA World Services, 1955) explained the 12
Traditions as they apply to community:
No alcoholic man or woman could be excluded from our Society .... Our leaders might
serve but never govern .... Each group was to be autonomous and there was to be no
professional class of therapy .... There were to be no fees or dues .... There was to be
the least possible organization, even in our service centers .... Our public relations were
to be based upon attraction rather than promotion. . .. All members ought to be
anonymous at the level of press, radio, TV and films ... and in no circumstances should
we give endorsements. make alliances. or enter public controversies, (p. vii)
These 12 guidelines for a "nonorganization," although not so familiar as the 12 Steps,
have facilitated the creation and stability of more than 87,000 groups with more than
1.5 million members throughout the world at last count (AA World Services, 1993).
The program is recognized by many professionals as one of the most effective and userfriendly resources for helping alcoholics (Riordin & Walsh, 1994).
Attributes of the program important to many social workers include the lack of dues or
fees, its availability in small towns, and the fact that in medium to large cities the
program usually offers an array of options for a variety of groups (such as women,
veterans, elders, Native Americans, Hispanics, gay men, lesbians, newcomers, and even
a group for Grateful "Deadheads" called the "Wharf Rats" [Epstein & Sardiello, 1990 J).
Also, transportation for house-bound people or out-of-town visitors is frequently
arranged through voluntary help from members who are "on-call" for such
circumstances.

Realities of the Research Knowledge Base
In spite of methodological problems aggravated by the anonymous, voluntary, selfselection of AA membership, there is evidence to indicate that AA is a very useful
approach for alcoholics who are trying to stop drinking. Emrick's(1987) review of
surveys and outcome evaluations of AA alone or AA as an adjunct to professional
treatment indicated that 40 percent to 50 percent of alcoholics who maintain longterm,
active membership in AA have several years of total abstinence while involved; 60 percent to 68 percent improve, drinking less or not at all during AA participation. A metaanalysis by Emrick, Tonigan, Montgomery, and Little (1993) of 107 previously
published studies found that greater AA involvement could modestly predict reduced
alcohol consumption.
Involvement or active participation in AA processes (such as "working the 12
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Steps"), rather than just attendance at AA meetings, was related to positive
outcomes in these findings and supported in other studies (Montgomery, Miller,
& Tonigan, 1995; Snow, Prochaska, & Rossi, 1994).
Recent findings also suggest that length of AA attendance is correlated with
months of abstinence (McBride, 1991). Combined with formal treatment
programs, attendance at AA was found to be the only significant predictor of
length of sobriety in a 10-year follow-up study of male and female patients,
suggesting successful outcomes for people involved with both (Cross, Morgan,
Mooney, Martin, & Rapter, 1990). Other studies support the idea that AA is
beneficial as an adjunct to formal treatment and when used as a form of after
care (Alford, Koehler, & Leonard, 1991; Walsh et al., 1991).
These positive findings do not satisfy the skeptics. Major criticisms include the
large percentage of alcoholics who drop out of AA (according to AA's own
survey, 50 percent after three months) (Chappel, 1993; Galaif & Sussman,
1995); contradictory studies indicating that AA works no better than other approaches, including no treatment (Miller & Hester, 1986, Peele, 1992); and
findings that indicate no significant relationship between AA attendence and
outcomes (McLatchie & Lomp, 1988; Miller, Leckman, Delaney, & Tinkcorn,
1992). In addition, methodological problems endemic to research on AA lead
some researchers to dismiss such attempts as mere exercises in speculation
("Treatment," 1996). For example, despite years of research, no definitive
picture has emerged of the personal characteristics that can predict a positive or
negative outcome with AA (Tonigan & Hiller-Sturmhofel, 1994).
In the meantime, there is adequate (although not perfect) evidence to suggest
that many alcoholics who become involved in AA find something they can use
to improve their lives on a long-term basis (Chappel, 1993) and, consequently,
that social work professionals and their clients can benefit from more knowledge
of this potentially valuable resource. Emrick (1987), after his extensive review
of the findings from the empirical literature, concluded that although AA is not
for everyone (particularly not for those who just want to reduce their drinking),
"nevertheless, AA has been demonstrated to be associated with abstinence for
many alcohol-dependent individuals and thus the professional who comes in
contact with alcoholics should become familiar with AA and utilize this selfhelp resource whenever possible" (p.421).

Myths and Metaphors of Alcoholics Anonymous
Alcoholics Anonymous describes itself as a "simple program" that has only one
requirement for membership – “a desire to stop drinking" - and one primary
purpose -"to carry its message to the alcoholic who still suffers" (AA World
Services, 1976, pp. 58, 564). The apparent single-mindedness of this
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nonpolitical, selfsupporting program masks a remarkably subtle and, in some
ways, counterestablishment worldview that challenges dominant cultural
expectations regarding hierarchy, power, and models of helping. Because the
language of AA is the language of narrative and metaphor, it is easily
misunderstood outside the context of lived experience and of the meaningmaking of the membership as a whole. It is not surprising that AA is
miscomprehended and misinterpreted. Flores (1988) noted that many critics of
AA "fail to understand the subtleties of the AA program and often erroneously
attribute qualities and characteristics to the organization that are onedimensional, misleading, and even border on slanderous" (p, 203). AA has been
called a "cult," as well as "unscientific," "totalitarian," and "coercive" (Flores,
1988).
Common criticisms include the following:
•
that AA takes power away from groups that are already disenfranchised
(such as women)
•
that AA adheres to the medical model of disease, not a strengths
perspective of wellness
•
that the program is a substitute addiction
•
that AA requires total abstinence
•
that AA is a religion or cult with a suspiciously white, male, dominantculture, Christian God
•
that AA forces people to constantly degrade themselves by introducing themselves as alcoholics
•
that AA meetings are undependable because the meetings are run by
nonprofessionals.
Because a lack of information and understanding is the most important factor in social
workers' reluctance to refer clients to self-help groups (Kurtz & Chambon, 1987), these
criticisms require examination. What follows is an attempt to increase social workers'
understanding of the AA program that aims to avoid the pitfalls of what Wallace (1983)
called the unwary translator of AA who "may find himself banging away at the concrete
rather than flowing with the analogy" (p. 301).
Framing AA as a Narrative-Community, professional service providers who conceptualize their work as consisting of treatment, clients, and service models often understand
AA as an alternative treatment model. This understanding, according to Rappaport (I
993), is limited for gaining insight into what AA means to those who join. For a
different understanding, he proposed reframing the meaning of AA (and other mutual
help groups) in terms of a narrative perspective: "In its simplest form, the narrative
approach means understanding life to be experienced as a constructed story. The stories
that people tell and are told are powerful forms of communication to both others and
one's self. Stories order experience, give coherence and meaning to events and provide a
sense of history and of the future" (Rappaport, 1993, p.240).
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The stories are told in community, and these communities have powerful narratives
about change and about themselves and their members. In this sense AA can be seen as
a "normative structure in social experience" (Rappaport, 1993, p. 246). It is a "normative
structure" because it is more comparable to other voluntary associations of people 'living
lives," such as religious organizations, professional organizations, political parties, and
even families, than it is to a social services agency setting where clients come to receive
services from professional helpers. In the narrative framework, people joining AA are
not help seekers in search of treatment, but story tellers who through telling and
listening transform their lives. Personal stories become narratives that define a "caring
and sharing community of givers as well as receivers, with hope, and with a sense of
their own capacity for positive change" (Rappaport, 1993, p.245).
Consistent with postmodern thought, the narrative perspective embraces the idea that
personal reality is itself constructed, as in a life story, and therefore has the capacity to
be reconstructed throughout a person's life. In other words, as narrative therapists would
say, "people make meaning, meaning is not made for us" (Monk, Winslade, Crocket, &
Epston, 1997, p. 33). The AA community provides a safe harbor and a rich tradition of
stories one can use to reconstruct one's life story from that of a "hopeless alcoholic" to a
person with "experience, strength, and hope." Hearing things in the stories of others can
offer hope that one's own life can be changed. For example, Smith (1993) cited one
woman's experience in her early days in AA: "A man I met told me that if I didn't think I
belonged, I should hang around and I'd hear my story. Then a few weeks later, this girl
got up and as she spoke, it started to dawn on me. I was so engrossed .... Every word she
said I could relate to where I had come
from. Here was this woman with seven or eight years in the program telling my story
(p, 696)!"
Smith (1993) elaborated on the process of individual integration into the "social world"
of AA by describing how each step in the process of affiliation (attending meetings,
sharing "experience, strength, and hope" in meetings, getting a sponsor, working the 12
Steps of recovery, doing service work to help other alcoholics) enhances the person's
comfort level in forming new relationships with others. It makes it possible for them to
take some risks and experience small successes, enhances self-esteem, and leads to
further commitment to the community. Understanding AA in a narrative framework -as
a context where people tell stories about their lives within a community -implies a
conceptual shift from a rational (service delivery) model to a metaphorical (spiritual)
understanding. This shift to the metaphorical is the
framework for the following interpretations of the meanings of AA.
Metaphor of Powerlessness

"Giving in is the greatest form of control" is a koan (a mental puzzle used by
practicing Buddhists as meditation material to further enlightenment) created by
"solution-focused" therapists to help a practicing Buddhist client translate the
first step of AA into something consistent with her Buddhist beliefs (Berg &
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Miller, 1992, p. 5). It is also a good example of how the language of AA can be
understood as metaphorical. A parallel metaphor more familiar to Christians
might be, "to gain your life you must first lose it."
Step 1 of the 12 Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous – “We admitted we were
powerless over alcohol-that our lives had become unmanageable"-is the
foundation of recovery for alcoholics trying to get well through the AA program
(AA World Services, 1976; Chappel, 1992; Covington, 1994; Kurtz, 1979).
However, from a rational viewpoint, it is also the stumbling block for many
professionals concerned that AA pushes "powerlessness" on people who are
already powerless in the dominant culture. Wetzel ( 1991 ) voiced the following
concern regarding women: "The 12-step program reinforces one's belief in one's
powerlessness and the necessity to relinquish the self to a 'higher power'
(something most women have been doing all their lives in a secular sense)" (p.
23).
For someone who is not addicted to make sense of step I, it is helpful to view it
from inside the experience of addiction and to look at the miserable state of
affairs most women and men face when they first begin the road to recovery.
The lived experience of the alcoholic, as one woman observed, is “an endless
cycle of 'I'll do better tomorrow” and of course I was always drunk again by 9
o'clock that night" (Davis, 1996, p. 154). A study of recovering alcoholics
attending AA revealed an extremely high rate of psychological distress in the
first three months of recovery comparable to that of psychiatric inpatients
(DeSoto, O'Donnell, & DeSoto, 1989). The authors commented, "with a life
situation in disarray, suffering a protracted withdrawal syndrome, and
experiencing cognitive deficits, it is a challenge indeed for an alcoholic to
abstain from the drug that promises at least temporary relief” (p, 697).
The hard facts of being out of control with the addiction, no matter what one
tries to do, and recognizing that one's life is in shambles roughly translates to the
understanding of "powerlessness" that is the starting point in the AA program.
AA invites people who declare themselves eligible to survey their world and to
embrace the idea of step 1: "I am powerless over alcohol, and my life has
become unmanageable" (AA World Services, 1976, p. 59). In other words, step
1 says face the reality and give up the illusion that you are in control. If people
have doubts about their status, the Big Book suggests that they figure it out for
themselves, experientially: "Step over to the nearest barroom and try some
controlled drinking. Try to drink and stop abruptly. Try it more than once. It will
not take long for you to decide, if you are honest about it. It may be worth a bad
case of the jitters if you get a full knowledge of your condition" (AA World
Services, 1976, p. 31). The organization invites those who have "lost the power
of choice in drink" and have "a desire to stop drinking" to join the fellowship
(AA World Services, 1976, pp. 24, 58).
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Accepting the metaphor of powerlessness, and thereby accepting individual
limitations, goes against the dominant Western cultural message of "pulling
yourself up by the bootstraps," independence, competition, and will power.
Bateson (1972) suggested that AA provides a paradoxical metaphor (much like
the koan at the beginning of this section) in that "the experience of defeat not
only serves to convince the alcoholic that change is necessary; it is the first step
in that change .... To be defeated by the bottle and to know it is the first
'spiritual' experience" (p. 313). Kurtz (1979) interpreted this as a necessary step
for alcoholics to alter their views of themselves from omniscient to "not God":
"Every alcoholic's problem had first been, according to this insight, claiming
Godlike powers, especially that of' control.' But the alcoholic at least, the
message insists, is not in control, even of himself; and the first step toward
recovery from alcoholism must be admission and acceptance of this fact that is
so blatantly obvious to others but so tenaciously denied by the obsessive-compulsive
drinker" (p. 3).

AA's concept of
powerlessness is very different from the meanings of
powerlessness associated with
contemporary social and behavioral sciences.
The AA notion of powerlessness in the context of such group narratives transforms the
alcoholic's competitive stance with those who have tried to force him or her to stop
drinking into complementary relationships with other alcoholics who are in the same
boat, in the same meeting, and weaving and sharing similar stories of "experience,
strength, and hope." Therefore, powerlessness in this context is a metaphor of
connectedness, not isolation. Brown (1994) called AA' s concept of powerlessness a
"power from within model" instead of a "power over" model (p. 26). Similarly,
Riessman (1985) called it "self-help induced empowerment"; he stated that "when
people join together with others who have similar problems to deal with those problems
... they feel empowered; they are able to control some aspect of their lives. The help is
not given to them from the outside, from an expert, a professional, a politician" (p. 2).
AA's concept of powerlessness is very different from the meanings of powerlessness
associated with contemporary social and behavioral sciences, such as alienation, anomie,
victimization, oppression, discrimination, and poverty (Berkman, 1989). Understanding
this alternative meaning of powerlessness is helpful in resisting the temptation to
oversimplify and interpret AA language in terms of social science terminology instead
of the language of transformation.
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Metaphor of Disease
AA is often criticized for its support and promulgation of the "disease concept" of
alcoholism (Rhodes & Johnson, 1994; Riordan & Walsh, 1994), especially by some
social workers who adhere to the strengths perspective. These two concepts have been
presented as competing metaphors. The disease concept is negatively described as
emphasizing the pathological, not the healthy; physicians and clinicians assume an
expert role, clients are in denial and not responsible for their predicament, and recovery
goals are designed and directed by treatment staff. The strengths perspective is
optimistically portrayed as emphasizing wellness: helping relationships are
nonhierarchical and collaborative, and recovery goals are coconstructed by facilitators
and clients (Evans & Sullivan, 1990; Rapp, 1997).
Although these comparisons may not do justice to either metaphor, the discourse
continues to be fueled by the current interest in collaborative models of helping
(feminist, narrative, solution-focused, and motivational interviewing models) and
perhaps a desire to set these models apart from the medical model of helping. Further
obscuring the issue of alcoholism as disease is the general inability to agree on just what
"alcoholism" is, to achieve consensus on what constitutes "disease," or to agree on a
single theory that adequately describes the etiology of alcoholism (McNeece & DiNitto,
1994).
Apart from the controversy, the disease concept has provided a means of expanding the
diagnosis and treatment (and funding of treatment and research) of alcoholism and has
done a great service in relieving the burden of guilt from both alcoholics and their
family members (Burman, 1994).
In theory the AA program leaves the debate to the professionals; it treats the controversy
of alcoholism as disease simply as an "outside issue," following the principle of the 10th
Tradition of AA, which states, "Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinions on outside
issues; hence the AA name ought never to be drawn into public controversy" (AA World
Services, 1976, p. 564). Although the Big Book avoids the term "disease," it does use
the terms "malady," "illness," and "allergy"to suggest the hopelessness of the condition
of active alcoholism. Kurtz (1979), in his historical analysis, stated that Bill Wilson
(cofounder of AA) "always remained wary of referring to alcoholism as a 'disease'
because he wished to avoid the medical controversy over the existence or nonexistence of a specific 'disease-entity'" (p, 22). It is somewhat ironic that in
many current versions of the controversy, AA is linked firmly to the promulgation of the disease concept (for example, Burman, 1994; Rhodes & Johnson,
1994).
However, as Kurtz (1979) suggested, "the Alcoholics Anonymous
understanding of alcoholism begs for exploration within the insight that disease
can also be metaphor" (p. 200). Disease as metaphor has been prevalent
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throughout history, including leprosy as "sin," the black plague of decaying
Europe, the "white death" of tuberculosis in the slums of industrial cities, and
the malignancy of cancer in the postmodern era of uncontrolled growth and
greed. "Alcoholism" and "addiction" are similarly metaphors for modern-day
isolation and despair.
Many individual members of AA see "alcoholism" as a three-fold "disease"
involving spiritual, mental, and physical factors. This view implies a holistic
frame familiar to adherents of Native American traditions, Christian creationist
philosophy, and Buddhist meditation, among others. Modern isolation and
disconnectedness can be understood as arising from a foolish and doomed
attempt to separate these unified parts of the whole person. To be fully human
(and in the case of the alcoholic, to want to live sober), the physical, mental, and
especially spiritual parts must be integrated. AA members attempt to live out
this metaphor on a practical level by working on a spiritual program that attends
to the physical, mental, and spiritual needs of the alcoholic who still suffers.
Metaphors of Dependence, Independence, and Interdependence

Another major criticism of AA is that it promotes dependency in the alcoholic
by providing a substitute addiction or "crutch" (Walant, 1995). This is assumed
to be bad, because it goes against the modern idea that the cure for dependence
is absolute and total independence (Kurtz, 1979). Inherent in the metaphor of the
dominant culture is the notion of self-reliance. In contrast, the AA approach to
extreme dependence (alcoholism) is to embrace the metaphor of connectedness.
AA teaches that humans are limited and dependent on other humans. Connecting
with others through the fellowship of meetings, sponsors, and AA-sponsored
events are ways to strengthen one's identity, not shrink it. As one woman
remembered, "by the end of the meeting I knew I was at home. I belonged there.
Someone told their story and more than anything I felt connected to people
again that I hadn't done in so long" (Lundy, 1985, p. 137). According to Van
Den Bergh (1991), the opportunity for human connection may explain some of
the increase in participation in 12-step groups today: "Patriarchy engenders
isolation and anomie; recovery groups provide an antidote to the pain and angst
of believing one is alone. Individuals come together to share their 'experience,
strength and hope'; through that process a feeling of personal empowerment as
well as community affiliation is experienced" (p. 27).
The same criticisms about "creating dependence" are aimed at psychotherapy,
welfare assistance, certain religious communities, mothers, or any other entity
that offers a port in the storm of life. In spite of the dominant cultural suspicion
that there is "something undesirable about all dependence" (Riordan & Walsh,
1994, p. 352), levels of dependence usually shift naturally as a person becomes
more stable. In AA newcomers may spend entire days in meeting after meeting,
and it is routinely suggested that they attend "90 meetings in 90 days”. As the
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length of sobriety and stability increase, participation generally shifts to helping
others (making coffee, chairing meetings, sponsoring others). Many "old-timers"
with years of sobriety continue participating to provide sponsorship and support
for newcomers, and they depend on AA meetings to help them maintain their
spiritual program, not just their sobriety. Independence in the American sense of
"doing it alone" is not the goal; instead, the individual (isolated by alcoholism
and an array of negative social consequences) is taught in small steps how to
depend on others and how to allow others to depend on him or her.
One Day at a Time

The basic text of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA World Services, 1976) suggests
that "for those who are unable to drink moderately the question is how to stop altogether
.... We are assuming, of course, that the reader desires to stop" (p. 34). A fundamental
concept of the AA program is the need for self-assessment; its basis is the belief that all
alcoholics want to stop drinking precisely because their own experience and numerous
experiments tell them they can no longer control it once they start. The voluntariness of
this approach is often not emphasized by alcohol treatment programs, court systems,
licensing boards, and certain employers who require abstinence, drug testing, and
attendance at AA meetings. In contrast, AA members who begin working with other alcoholics are advised to "be careful not to brand him as an alcoholic .... Let him draw his
own conclusion" (AA World Services, 1976. p. 92). AA recommends their program only
to those who realize. as a result of their own self-assessment, that they can no longer
control their drinking.
However. abstinence (in the sense of "never drink again") was considered too unrealistic.
too absolute, and perhaps too frightening to the alcoholics who created the AA program.
Instead, they developed the idea of limited control, that is, not drinking "one day at a
time," instead of forever. According to Kurtz (1979), this message serves both to "protect
against grandiosity and to affirm the sense of individual worthwhileness so especially
important to the drinking alcoholic mired in self-hatred over his failure to achieve
absolute control over his drinking" (p, 105).
The concept of limited control and the embracing of human fallibility are other examples
of how the AA program stands apart from the dominant culture's obsessive drive for
perfection. Several AA slogans underscore the concept of limited control, such as
"progress not perfection," "easy does it," and "one day at a time." Recovery is seen as an
ongoing process, more in tune with the feminist principle of emphasizing "process not
product" (Van Den Bergh, 1991).
The AA premise of stopping drinking "one day at a time" is certainly not the only
approach to recovery. Other approaches and resources that have had some reported
positive outcomes include acupuncture. biofeedback, pharmacotherapy (such as methadone maintenance for heroin addiction and antabuse and
naltrexone for alcoholics), behavior modification. cognitive restructuring, and traditional
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Minnesota model treatment programs that range from intensive inpatient to outpatient
services and that are usually abstinence oriented. The problems, consequences, and social
context associated with alcoholism are so varied that a single treatment strategy is unwise
("Treatment," 1996). The AA program does not take a stand on various treatment
strategies. saying instead "upon therapy for the alcoholic himself, we surely have no
monopoly" (AA World Services. 1976.xxi).
In the addictions field, programs or research that suggest that an alcoholic can return to
"controlled drinking" are seen as diametrically opposed to the AA premise of stopping
drinking (McNeece & DiNitto, 1994; Riordan & Walsh, 1994). On one level of meaning,
it is not surprising that the idea of teaching an alcoholic controlled drinking strikes the
AA member as absurd, because in AA the alcoholic is self-defined as a person who
cannot control his or her drinking. For those who can control it (through whatever
means). the message is "our hats are off to him" (AA World Services. 1976 p. 31),
On another level of meaning. focusing on controlling drinking misses the point. According to AA, the alcoholic that has lost control does not just have a bad habit and does not
just need to stop drinking. That is only the first step in eliminating an "alcoholic" lifestyle
based on self-centeredness, immaturity. and spiritual bankruptcy (Flores, 1988; Kurtz,
1979) Because AA views the alcoholic as having a three-fold problem. involving
mental. spiritual. and physical suffering, eliminating drinking is only the first step,
although it is both necessary and essential, to begin the process of recovery.
Metaphor of a Higher Power
Lamb of God, Ancient Thing, Buddha, Yahweh, Love, Truth, Oneness, the Light, Mother
God, Mother Nature, God, the Thursday evening "Insanity to Serenity" AA meeting,
the Friday 7 AM "Eye-Opener" meeting: All of these terms and many others may
describe an AA member’s Higher Power. The encouragement to choose the nature of
this power is a freedom that underlies the spiritual nature of the AA program and
distinguishes it from an organized religious program. The emphasis is not on
what kind of Higher Power is embraced, but rather an acceptance of the idea of
human limitations and "a Power greater than ourselves." In AA meetings, this is
often expressed by a variation on step 2 (“Came to believe that a Power greater
than ourselves could restore us to sanity"): "We came, we came to, we came to
believe."
For some, the Higher Power is located within the self. For example, in
Covington (1994), Maureen described how important it was to let go of the
"ego" on the outside and seek the "bigger self” inside: "Developing a sense of
self is critical to my well-being .... There is a power in me that's greater than the
small self I've been accustomed to; it's larger than the way I've been trained to
think about who I am. It's my soul-self. In cooperating with it, I surrender to a
part of me that carries wisdom and truth. It brings me back into harmony and
balance with myself - that's what spirituality is for me" (p.35).
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Step 2 and Step 3 ("Made a decision to turn our will and our life over to the care
of God as we understood Him") (AA World Services, 1976, p. 59) are the spiritual
cornerstones of the AA program. These two steps suggest that alcoholics
connect with the healing energy (“grace," "Godness") of the world and within
themselves and become receptive to spiritual guidance, whether the source be
the wisdom of their AA group on staying sober or some other version of a power
greater than themselves. A literal reading of these two steps has been interpreted
by some feminists (Kasl, 1992) as sacrificing and martyring oneself for the sake
of others, notably men. However, as Clemmons (1991) noted, step 3 "does not
promote this kind of detrimental repression, but it does suggest that we must be
willing to let go of people and situations outside of our control. ... 'Letting go'
halts the alcoholic/addict's efforts to control the uncontrollable and focuses on
developing and listening to the true self” (p. 104). In other words, power is seen
not in relational terms with other people, but vis-a-vis the addiction. The power
of the alcohol or the "small self," as Maureen put it, is "let go" through the shift
to accepting a Higher Power.
AA is fundamentally a spiritual program (Kurtz, 1979). Many social workers
have difficulty with this position; as a profession, they have historically focused
rationally on the temporal conditions of clients and their environments,
excluding the spiritual. In that mindset it is easy to misconstrue AA's concept of
Higher Power as religion and the metaphor of "letting go" of "things we cannot
change" as passive dependence.
Storytelling as Metaphor
Many observers of AA fail to grasp the complex and metaphorical meanings of
common terms and practices as they are used by AA members. Wallace (1983)
noted that "the extended meanings that characterize the AA language system
will continue to elude external observers who remain at literal, concrete levels of
analysis and fail to consider the nature of symbolic communication and the
purposes it serves in complex social contexts and transactions" (p. 302). For
example, it is common practice (but not required) to introduce oneself in AA
meetings with one's name, followed by, "and I'm an alcoholic." As members
talk, they identify themselves by their first name only, not their profession, not
their family name, not where they live. The practice of anonymity is considered
by many AA members to be a spiritual necessity for recovery (Chappel, 1992).
This greeting has been interpreted by some critics to be a countertherapeutic
reinforcement of a negative label ("alcoholic")' but as Smith (1993) pointed out,
"it is understood by AA members that the word takes on a different and positive
meaning in the context of AA" (p. 702). Using Wallace's idea of illustrating how
a common AA slogan can have various meanings depending on the context, the
meaning of the "I'm Joe, and I'm an alcoholic" greeting in the context of an AA
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meeting could be any or all or none of the following:
I have faced the reality that I am an alcoholic and cannot control my
drinking.
2. I have suffered and caused others to suffer, just like you.
3. I don't buy in to the shame attached to this label by the outside world.
4. Even though I am an alcoholic and my natural state would be to be drinking, I'm
sober today and participating in this meeting to help my mental, spiritual, and
physical recovery.
5. Even though I'm not drinking today, there is a part of me that is immature and
self-centered, spiritually bankrupt, egotistical, superficial - that is, an "alcoholic
personality" that sometimes operates in the world in a "drunk mode" or "dry
drunk mode." I claim this part of myself instead of trying to hide my problems by
living under a superficial sheen of perfection.
6. I'm grateful to be an alcoholic because having this condition put me on a spiritual path that I never would have found otherwise.
i. I'm not unique, better than, worse off, or any different from any of the rest of you
in this meeting. We are here to confront a common problem and to help each
other.
1.

This list illustrates the extended meanings that can occur within the context of a particular
meeting, depending on the circumstances and histories of the individuals introducing themselves. Central to the meanings of AA phrases
and language is a redefinition of the experience of being an alcoholic. A "practicing
alcoholic" (one who is currently drinking) may be better understood in AA as practicing a
flawed way of life dominated by self-centeredness, superficiality in relationships with
others, and spiritual bankruptcy. The personal stories told in AA, "what we used to be like,
what happened, and what we are like now" (AA World Services, 1976, p. 58), are vehicles
for making sense of the chaos of the typical alcoholic's life by redefining it within this
logic. As Marion described the process in Maracle (1989),
“The more I went to meetings, the more I heard what other people said; I'd come
home and think about it. I'd reflect on my own life, far back, up close, when I started
drinking, what happened, how much of my life was related to alcohol, drinking. That's how
I began to connect the depression and the drinking. I began to connect information, to put
pieces together. I'd really LISTEN at meetings. HEAR what people said. And think about it
all. And about me. I got real serious about trying to understand.” (p. 154)
Thune's (I 977) analysis of AA from a phenomenological perspective argued that it is precisely because AA members are taught to reinterpret their alcoholic life stories as
spiritually bankrupt that they can give meaning to a past filled with degradation and chaos
and have hope for the creation of a different future. Thus, the AA approach to recovery,
which aims for a transformed life based on spiritual principles instead of "alcoholic"
strategies, is quite different from approaches to alcoholism as merely a disease or a bad
habit to be reformed. The alcoholic's deeply individual transformation, within the context of
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the narrative community, transcends the dichotomies of self-other, exemplifying the
embedded interdependence of these communities.

An Invitation
Rappaport (1993) posited that it is through the telling and listening of stories that
members of AA transform their lives; it thus is important for social workers to put
themselves in a position - that is, to go to a meeting - to hear these stories and observe the
context of the AA “narrative community" to understand it better. Attending one "open"
AA meeting may not be sufficient to get a good idea of the range of ways the AA program
is implemented. Montgomery and colleagues (1995) found a wide variation among AA
groups in terms of their social structure and characteristics, such as cohesiveness,
aggressiveness, and expressiveness. Visitors are invited to attend any meeting identified as
"open". “Closed” meetings are reserved for those who wish to stop drinking.
Information regarding meeting times and schedules (which change frequently can be
found in the yellow pages of the phone book under "Alcoholism" or in the classified ads in
the local newspaper. In larger towns, the volunteers (never paid staff) of the AA central
office for the area can provide the meeting schedule. Visitors and newcomers may be
asked to identify themselves by their first names only when they attend an open
meeting. As a respectful visitor, a social worker must honor this tradition (for further
descriptions of AA steps, traditions, and meetings, see Chappel, 1992; Riordan &
Walsh, 1994).

Conclusion
Much more could be said about the Alcoholics Anonymous process of recovery, but
this article is limited to introducing social workers to the organization as a narrative
community where identity transformation takes place through the telling of stories and
the identification of personal meanings of metaphors. Instead of viewing AA as an
alternative treatment model or a rational service delivery model. social workers are
invited to shift their understanding of AA to a metaphorical and transformative
(spiritual) framework. Making this shift is difficult for a profession that adheres to a
practice model of "regarding people as recipients of services" and the principle that "the
alternatives available to them are viewed as treatments or programs" (Rappaport, 1993,
p. 241). In addition, the reality ("always there and typically ignored," according to
Riessman, 1985, p. 2) is that the help given by our profession is embedded in the
context of paid services, whereas the help provided by mutual aid groups such as AA is
free of charge.
Although the habits of context and practice are very different between professional
social workers and members of AA, there is some common ground. Both systems
embrace empowerment, connectedness, and interdependence and, most important, the
principle that people can change, regardless of how oppressed they find themselves by
their circumstances. To better advise clients on their options, social workers are
encouraged to discover their own meanings in the similarities and differences between
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their professional practice and the mutual help offered by AA by experiencing first-hand the narrative community of AA and the hope it offers to many.
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ʯʥʶʸʤʩʰʴʡʣʮʥʲʸʡʣʯʩʠ
(Ain Dovor Omed BiFnei HaRatzon)

“When There’s a Will;
There’s a Way!!”

Is this Torah Ideology?
(See pages 48-56 for background)

Chazon Ish
Rav Tzadok HaCohain
Zohar HaKodesh
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THE “S”
ADDICTIONS
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The chart on the next page is from the basic primer on the
sexual addictions. The author is nationally renowned expert
Patrick Carnes, PhD, and the name of the book is “Out of
the Shadows – Understanding Sexual Addiction”
(published by Hazelden - pgs 66-67 of the 3rd edition).
This book is a must read for:
1) An understanding of the underlying dynamics of these
very denigrating addictions and
2) For the enlightenment and encouragement it provides for
the road to recovery. Hence, its title, “Out of the Shadows”!
In this regard, it is important, at this ÑÆÍÆ ÙÇÅØÃÚËÚÃÅÇÎÂÇ
juncture, to contemplate the following ÙËÅØÆÜÙÅØÇÚÖÓÃ
words of Rav Tzadok HaCohain:
Å ÐÜÇÂ
He, who has a tremendous
craving
for
physical
pleasures, should not despair
with the thoughts of how
despicable he is! Because,
quite to the contrary, [the
depths of his perceived
depravity is a clear indicator
that] he is a fully prepared
‘vessel’ for an all-powerful
love and desire for the
pursuit of absolute truth!
Etc. etc.

ÆÎÇÅÄ ÆÙÇÛÜ ÇÎ ÛËÛ ËÐ >Å Ð@
ÃÇÛÉÎ ÆÈÃ ÃØÔÜË ÎÂ ÕÇÄÆÜÇÂÜÎ
ÆÙÇÛÜ ÇÎ ÛËÛ ÂÇÆ ÏÇÄÖ ÆÐÍ
ÑÍÇÐ ËÎÍ ÂÇÆ ÂÃÚÅÂ ËÍ Í Í
ÜÛËÚÅ ÜÙÇÛÜÇ ÜÃÆÂ ÕÙÇÜÎ
ÂÃÓ ÂÇÆÆ ÇÐÉÒÛ ÇÐÍÇ ÜÐÂÆ
 Ã Ò ÆÍÇÓÃ  ËËÃÂÎ > ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇ@
ÆÐÅÒ ÏËÙËÅØ Î ÜÔÎÅ ÇÚÐÂ È ÔÇ
ÊÇÉÍ ÏËÔÛÚÇ ÚÆÍ Ú ÆØË ÏÆÎ
ÜÐÂÏÆËÒÛÙÚÚÙÛÇÒËÂÇÆÚÔÛÆ
ÆÐÇØÔ ÏÜÇÂÜÇ ÏÜÙÇÛÜ ÇÎÂ ËÍ
ÚÜÇËÃ

In my experience in this field, this prognosis of R’
Tzadok is PRECISELY AND ACCURATELY correct!
Soʧʬʶʤʥʤʬʲ!! “TAKE HEART!!”
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In regards to the “Cultural Standards” of Dr. Carnes’ chart below,
it is needless to say, that Halocho, Jewish Culture and Custom
consider all of the listed behaviors as unacceptable.
However, for the purposes of this Sefer, it is important to
recognize the Torah’s differentiation of these behaviors into their
different levels of severity (see pgs 83-90 and 51-52 for
elaboration).
LEVELS OF ADDICTION
LEVEL OF
ADDICTION
BEHAVIOR

CULTURAL
STANDARDS

LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES/
RISKS

VICTIM

PUBLIC
OPINION OF
ADDICTION

Figure 2.1

Level One

Level Two

Level Three

Masturbation, compulsive
relationships, pornography,
prostitution, and anonymous
sex

Exhibitionism,
voyeurism, indecent
phone calls, and
indecent liberties

Child
molestation,
incest, and rape

Depending on behavior,
activities are seen as acceptable
or tolerable. Some specific
behaviors such as prostitution
and homosexuality are sources
of controversy.

None of these
behaviors is
acceptable.

Each behavior
represents a
profound
violation of
cultural
boundaries.

Sanctions against those
behaviors, when illegal, are
ineffectively and randomly
enforced. Low priority for
enforcement officials generates
minimal risk for addict.

Behaviors are
regarded as nuisance
offenses. Risk is
involved since
offenders, when
observed, are actively
prosecuted.
There is always a
victim.

Extreme legal
consequences
create high- risk
situations for the
addict

These behaviors are perceived
as victimless crimes. However,
victimization and exploitation
are often components.
Public attitudes are
characterized by ambivalence
or dislike. For some behaviors
such as prostitution there is a
competing negative hero image
of glamorous decadence.
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Addict is perceived as
pathetic and sick but
harmless. Often these
behaviors are the
objects of jokes that
dismiss the pain of the
addict.

There is always a
victim.

Public becomes
outraged.
Perpetrators are
seen by many as
subhuman and
beyond help.

There are many practical Shaalos for those in SA/S-Anon
recovery. They cover the topics dealt with in Shulchon Aruch
Orach Chaim 240; Even HoEzer 25 & Yoreh Deah 295.
However, the Mishna admonishes:
ʠ ʩʳʣʤʢʩʢʧ ʤʹʬʹʡʺʥʩʸʲʡʯʩʹʸʥʣʯʩʠ
“A Teacher should not expound upon the laws of intimacy and
illicit relations in a forum of three or more students.”
The Gemoro explains: “2 students will perforce need to pay
attention to the Teacher’s explication and interpretation [and will
thereby receive accurate information]. However, in a forum of 3
or more students, if one of the students will engage the Teacher
with a question, the others in the meantime, will engage in their
‘own conversation and interpretations’ and unwittingly arrive at
erroneous conclusions!
“This is specifically problematic and uniquely of concern in
regards to sexual matters because it is “normal human nature” to
seek devious fallacious loopholes in this topic.”
To compound the hazard and difficulty, the Novominsker Rebbe,
Shlit’a, taught me more than 30 years ago, “Yehoshua, Zols Du
Vissen! The Shulchon Aruch did not present a graduated
hierarchy of Halochos. Often, he placed one Din that is Chayov
Kores (culpable with excision), another that is merely Mili
d’Chasidus (extreme piety) and everything else in between, side
by side, one seif next to the other, without any discrimination or
differentiation. It is the Achrayus (responsibility) of the Teacher,
or the one studying it on his own, to ascertain with clarity which
is which, so that a distortion of priorities and importance does
NOT occur!”
It is for these reasons, that it is deemed prudent and better
advised, to keep the responses to these Shaalos as Torah
She’B’al Peh (conveyed orally).
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However, Rabonim who would like to become acquainted with
these issues and would like to avail themselves of my research
and decisions should contact me to receive a written
compilation of these Halachic sources and my reasonings and
rulings.
Those who are afflicted with these diseases, and are not able or
not comfortable, to persuade their Rov to avail himself of the
offered compilation, and in the interim are in need of guidance
until they find a Rov who can guide them, may feel free to
contact me to receive Torah Sheb’al Peh guidance on these
issues.
These are most common recurring issues and Shaalos:
ϭ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
Ϯ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϯ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϰ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϱ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϲ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϳ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϴ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϵ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϬ͘ ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
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ϭϭ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϮ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϯ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϰ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϱ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϲ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϳ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϴ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϭϵ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ϮϬ͘ͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ

Interview with Binah Magazine
Understanding Root Causes
There is scarcely a rabbi in any Jewish community who has
not encountered internet addiction in his congregation,
although some are more advanced than others in their
experience and expertise in dealing with it. Rabbi Yehoshua
Kaganoff of Passaic, New Jersey, whose semicha was signed
by Rav Yoseph Breuer and Rav Shimon Schwab, zt’l, and,
lehavdil, the Novominsker Rebbe, shlita, is a posek of over
thirty years standing, and regularly deals with addicts who
turn to him for help. He also received specific training in
addiction from Dr. Abraham J. Twerski.
Rabbi Kaganoff shared with me an impressive body of
research from the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta,
Georgia (pgs 367 and 390 of this volume), as well as large
portions of his correspondence with Dr. James W. Hopper of
Harvard Medical School’s Department of Psychiatry (see pgs
21-22 of this volume). The research indicates a strong
correlation between ten categories of child abuse and the
development of addiction. All of these categories can
adversely affect the developing brain in ways that result in
emotional, social, and cognitive impairments, increasing the
risk for a variety of problems, including substance abuse,
depression, and suicide.
“Actual, measurable physiological changes occur in the brain,
which is proven by MRI brain scans,” he informs me.
“Practically speaking, what it means is that it’s not bad
middos or taivos (desires) that fuel an illicit addiction. These
people are cholim, sick, and if left untreated, they can
deteriorate into a situation of extreme sakanah, danger!
Therefore, it behooves us to reassess our responses and
attitudes in the arena of mental health and to understand what
fosters good mental health and what is contraindicated. Only
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by so doing, will we be able to receive truly proper Torah
guidance as to the proper prevention, and to receive the
appropriate care after adverse experiences have occurred.
Why should mental health be treated any differently than
our physical health?!”
He is very distressed by, and critical of, well-meaning but illinformed rabbanim who try to motivate addicts with mussar
and talk of teshuva. “You wouldn’t tell a person with a heart
condition to ‘just lower your blood pressure!’ You understand
that he’s sick, and needs treatment and/or medication.
“The evidence is overwhelming that when it comes to
addiction, mussar and even therapies that are rational and
cognitive-based do not work. That’s why the Twelve-Step
tenet of relinquishing control to a Higher Power is so crucial.
First, You have to stop the addictive acting out (“the using”),
and allow the mind to clear, before you can begin the process
of restructuring the impaired brain patterns.”
In the stark words of an addict in well-established recovery,
“The standard teshuva thing did me no good at all, simply
because it’s not structured for crazy people.”
----------------------------------
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An Internet SA’s Letter to Rabbi Menahel


ĨƚĞƌ Ă ƌĞĐĞŶƚ ŐĂƚŚĞƌŝŶŐ ŝŶ Ă ƉƌŽŵŝŶĞŶƚ ǇĞƐŚŝǀĂ ŚŝŐŚ ƐĐŚŽŽů͕
ĐŽŶǀĞŶĞĚ ƚŽ ĞĚƵĐĂƚĞ ƚŚĞ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ƉĞƌŝůƐ ŽĨ
ƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ͕ĂŵĞŵďĞƌŽĨƚŚĞƉĂƌĞŶƚďŽĚǇƉĞŶŶĞĚĂůĞƚƚĞƌƚŽ
ƚŚĞƉƌŝŶĐŝƉĂů͕ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĞǆĐĞƌƉƚĞĚďĞůŽǁ͗
ĞĂƌZĂďďŝy͕

/ ǁĂŶƚ ƚŽ ƐŚĂƌĞ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ŽĨ ŵǇ ŽǁŶ ƐƚŽƌǇ ǁŝƚŚ ǇŽƵ͕ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
ŚŽƉĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ǁŝůů͕ ŝŶ ƚƵƌŶ͕ ŚĞůƉ ǇŽƵ ŐƵŝĚĞ ƚŚĞ ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
ǇĞƐŚŝǀĂ͘ / ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ ĂĚĚŝĐƚĞĚ ƚŽ ƉŽƌŶŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ ĨŽƌ ŵǇ ĞŶƚŝƌĞ
ĂĚƵůƚůŝĨĞ͘dŚĞĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶƌĞĂůůǇƚŽŽŬŽĨĨŝŶĐŽůůĞŐĞĂŶĚ/ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ
ƚŚĂƚďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐĂĂ͛ĂůdĞƐŚƵǀĂĂŶĚŐŽŝŶŐƚŽǇĞƐŚŝǀĂǁŽƵůĚďĞ
ƚŚĞ ƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ͘ /ƚ ǁĂƐŶ͛ƚ͘ / ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ŐĞƚƚŝŶŐ ŵĂƌƌŝĞĚ ǁŽƵůĚ ďĞ
ƚŚĞ ƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ͘ /ƚ ǁĂƐŶ͛ƚ͘ / ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ƚŚĂƚ <ŽůůĞů ĂŶĚ ĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů
ǇĞĂƌƐŝŶǇĞƐŚŝǀĂǁŽƵůĚďĞƚŚĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ͘/ƚǁĂƐŶ͛ƚ͘ƚĂĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ
ƉŽŝŶƚ͕ / ŐĂǀĞ ƵƉ ŽŶ ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ Ă ƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ůŝǀĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ŵǇ
ĚŽƵďůĞ ůŝĨĞ ʹ ŽƵƚǁĂƌĚůǇ Ă ĞŶ dŽƌĂŚ͕ ŚƵƐďĂŶĚ͕ ĂŶĚ ĨĂƚŚĞƌ͖
ŝŶǁĂƌĚůǇ͕ĂůƵƐƚĂĚĚŝĐƚ

ŽŝŶĐŝĚĞŶƚĂůůǇ͕ / ŶŽƚŝĐĞĚ Ă ĐůŽƐĞ ĨƌŝĞŶĚ ǁŚŽ ŚĂĚ ůŽƐƚ ƐŽŵĞ
ǁĞŝŐŚƚ͘ tŚĞŶ / ĂƉƉƌŽǀŝŶŐůǇ ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚĞĚ͕ ŚĞ ƌĞƉůŝĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ŚĞ
ŚĂĚƐƚĂƌƚĞĚŐŽŝŶŐƚŽŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƐŽĨKǀĞƌĞĂƚĞƌƐŶŽŶǇŵŽƵƐ͘,Ğ
ŚĂĚ ƐƚƌƵŐŐůĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ŚŝƐ ǁĞŝŐŚƚ ŚŝƐ ĞŶƚŝƌĞ ůŝĨĞ ĂŶĚ ŚĂĚ ĚŽŶĞ
ĞǀĞƌǇ ĚŝĞƚ͕ ƐĞĞŶ ǀĂƌŝŽƵƐ ŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶŝƐƚƐ͕ ĞƚĐ͘  dŚĞŶ ŚĞ ĨŽƵŶĚ K
ĂŶĚƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐůŽƐŝŶŐǁĞŝŐŚƚ͘

,ĞĂƐŬĞĚŵĞŝĨ/͛ĚůŝŬĞƚŽĐŽŵĞĂůŽŶŐƚŽĂŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƚŽƐĞĞǁŚĂƚ
ŝƚ͛ƐĂůůĂďŽƵƚ͘/ǁĂƐŚĂƉƉǇƚŽĚŽƐŽ͘/ǁĂŶƚĞĚƚŽƐƵƉƉŽƌƚŚŝŵ
ĂŶĚ/ǁĂƐĐƵƌŝŽƵƐ͘/ǁĂƐďůŽǁŶĂǁĂǇʹƚŚĞǇŚĂĚĂƐƉĞĂŬĞƌ͕Ă
ŶŽŶͲ:ĞǁŝƐŚ ǁŽŵĂŶ ǁŚŽ ƚŽůĚ ŚĞƌ ƐƚŽƌǇ ŽĨ ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ ĨƌŽŵ ĨŽŽĚ
ĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ͘  dŚŝƐ ǁŽŵĂŶ ĐůĞĂƌůǇ ŚĂĚ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ʹ ƐŽŵĞ ĂƐƉĞĐƚ
ŽĨ ĐŚŝǇƵƐ͕ ƐŽŵĞ ĂƐƉĞĐƚ ŽĨ ƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂůŝƚǇ ƚŚĂƚ / ŚĂĚ ŶĞǀĞƌ ƐĞĞŶ
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ďĞĨŽƌĞ͘  ŶĚ ďĞĨŽƌĞ ŵǇ ĞǇĞƐ͕ ŵǇ ĨƌŝĞŶĚ͛Ɛ ďŽĚǇ ǁĂƐ ƐŚƌŝŶŬŝŶŐ
ĂŶĚŚŝƐŶĞƐŚĂŵĂǁĂƐŐƌŽǁŝŶŐ͘,ĞǁĂƐƌĞĂůůǇƐŚƚĞŝŐŝŶŐĂŶĚ/
ŬŶĞǁ͕ŝŶƐŝĚĞ͕ƚŚĂƚ/ǁĂƐĚĞĂĚ͘

dŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ă ĨƌƵŵ ŐƵǇ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐ͕ ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ / ĨĞůƚ / ĐŽƵůĚ
ƚƌƵƐƚ͘/ƚŽůĚŚŝŵ͗/ŵŝŐŚƚŚĂǀĞĂƉƌŽďůĞŵǁŝƚŚĨŽŽĚ͕ďƵƚ/ŚĂǀĞ
ďŝŐŐĞƌ ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ƚŚĂŶ Ă ƐĞĐŽŶĚ Žƌ ƚŚŝƌĚ ƉŝĞĐĞ ŽĨ ĐĂŬĞ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ
^ŚĂďďŽƐ ƚĂďůĞ͘ ,Ğ ƉƵƚ ŵĞ ŝŶ ƚŽƵĐŚ ǁŝƚŚ ŽŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
ůŽŶŐƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ĨƌƵŵ ŵĞŵďĞƌƐ ŽĨ ^ ;ƚŚĞ ďƌĂŶĐŚ ŽĨ
͞ŶŽŶǇŵŽƵƐ͟ ĚĞĂůŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚŝƐ ĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶͿ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞĞŬ /
ǁĞŶƚƚŽŵǇĨŝƌƐƚŵĞĞƚŝŶŐ͘
KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞƚŚŝŶŐƐƚŚĂƚƐƚƌƵĐŬŵĞĚĞĞƉůǇĂďŽƵƚ^ǁĂƐƚŚĞĨĂĐƚ
ƚŚĂƚ ŚĞƌĞ ǁĞƌĞ ƚŚĞƐĞ ŐĞŶƚŝůĞƐ ǁŚŽ ŚĂĚ Ă ǀĞƌǇ ĚĞĞƉ ĂŶĚ ƌĞĂů
ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉ ǁŝƚŚ 'ͲĚ͘ dŚĞǇ ƚĂůŬĞĚ ĂďŽƵƚ ŚŽǁ ƚŚĞǇ ƉƌĂǇĞĚ ƚŽ
'ͲĚ ǁŚĞŶ ƚŚĞǇ ǁĞƌĞ ǁĂůŬŝŶŐ ĚŽǁŶ ƚŚĞ ƐƚƌĞĞƚ ĂŶĚ ƐĂǁ Ă
ǁŽŵĂŶ ǁŚŽ ƚƌŝŐŐĞƌĞĚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ͘ dŚĞǇ ƉƌĂǇĞĚ ƚŽ ƚƵƌŶ
ƚŚĞŝƌǁŝůůĂŶĚƚŚĞŝƌůŝĨĞŽǀĞƌƚŽƚŚĞĐĂƌĞŽĨ'ͲĚ͘dŚĞǇƉƌĂǇĞĚƚŽ
'ͲĚ ƚŽ ƚĂŬĞ ĂǁĂǇ ƚŚĞ ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ ĚĞĨĞĐƚƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƉƌĞǀĞŶƚĞĚ ƚŚĞŵ
ĨƌŽŵ ďĞŝŶŐ ŐŽŽĚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŚŽ ŐŝǀĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƉĞĞƌƐ ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚ ŽĨ
ƚĂŬŝŶŐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŵ͘ŶĚƚŚĞǇƉƌĂǇĞĚƚŽ'ͲĚƚŽƐĂǀĞƚŚĞŵĨƌŽŵ
ƚŚĞŝƌĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ͕ŽŶĞĚĂǇ ĂƚĂƚŝŵĞ͘KŶĞŽĨƚŚĞŝƌƉŝƚŚǇƐĂǇŝŶŐƐ
ǁĂƐ͕͞tŝƚŚŽƵƚ'ͲĚ͕/ĐĂŶ͛ƚ͘tŝƚŚŽƵƚŵĞ͕'ͲĚǁŽŶ͛ƚ͘͟
&ƌĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ǇĞĂƌ͕ ƚŚĞ ŐƌŽƵƉ ŚĂƐ Ă ǁĞĞŬĞŶĚ
ĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶʹůŽƚƐŽĨŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƐ͕ƐƉĞĂŬĞƌƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘/ƚŚŝŶŬŝƚŝƐĨĂŝƌƚŽ
ƐĂǇ ƚŚĂƚ KƌƚŚŽĚŽǆ :ĞǁƐ ĂƌĞ ŽǀĞƌƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ
ĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ͘ dŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ŬŽƐŚĞƌ ĨŽŽĚ͕ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ Ă ŵŝŶǇĂŶ͘ dŚĞ
ŐĞŶƚŝůĞƐŬŶŽǁǁĞĐĂŶ͛ƚƵƐĞƚŚĞŵŝĐƌŽƉŚŽŶĞƐŽƌŐŝǀĞĚŽŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ
ŽŶ^ŚĂďďŽƐ͘ƐŽŶĞŵĞŵďĞƌũŽŬĞĚƚŽŵĞ͗͞tŚĞŶ/ĨŝƌƐƚĚƌŽǀĞ
ƵƉ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŚŽƚĞů͕ / ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ / ŵƵƐƚ ďĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ǁƌŽŶŐ ƉůĂĐĞ͙ŝƚ
ůŽŽŬĞĚůŝŬĞĂƌĂďďŝƐ͛ĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶ͘͟
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ŶĚ ŽĐĐĂƐŝŽŶĂůůǇ ƚŚĞ ĨƌƵŵ ĂĚĚŝĐƚƐ ŐĞƚ ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ ĨŽƌ Ă
^ŚĂďďĂƚŽŶ͘ Η/ƚ ŝƐ Ă ĚĞĞƉůǇ ŵŽǀŝŶŐ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͘Η dŚĞƌĞ ǁĞƌĞ
ƐŽŵĞǀĞƌǇŚĞŝŵŝƐŚĞƉĞŽƉůĞĂƚƚŚĞŵĞĞƚŝŶŐʹĂŶĚƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ŵĞŶŚĂĚďĞĞŶƚŽŐĞŚŝŶŽŵĂŶĚďĂĐŬ͘/ŚĞĂƌĚĂĐŚĂƐŝĚŝƐŚĞůĂĚǇ
ƐŚĂƌĞŚĞƌŐƵŝůƚ;ƉĞƌŚĂƉƐŚĞƌĞŶĂďůŝŶŐƚŚĞŚƵƐďĂŶĚĐĂƵƐĞĚƚŚĞŝƌ
ƐŽŶ͛ƐƉƌŽďůĞŵƐͿ͘/ŚĞĂƌĚŚĞƌŚƵƐďĂŶĚƐŚĂƌĞĂďŽƵƚŚŽǁŚĞůŝǀĞƐ
ǁŝƚŚ ĂŶĚ ƚĂŬĞƐ ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ĨĂĐƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ůŝƚƚůĞ
ƚƌƵƐƚŝŶƚŚĞŵĂƌƌŝĂŐĞ͘ŶĚǇĞƚƚŚŝƐŵĂƌƌŝĂŐĞĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌƐůŝŬĞŝƚ
ƐƵƌǀŝǀĞĂŶĚŐŽĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ͘

/ƐĂǁĂƌŽŽŵĨƵůůŽĨĨƌƵŵƉĞŽƉůĞƚĂůŬĨƌŽŵƚŚĞŚĞĂƌƚĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞ
ƉĂŝŶƚŚŝƐĚŝƐĞĂƐĞŚĂƐĐĂƵƐĞĚƚŚĞŵ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞŚŽƉĞƚŚĞǇŚĂǀĞĂƐ
ƚŚĞǇƐĞĞ,ĂƐŚĞŵƉĞƌĨŽƌŵŵŝƌĂĐůĞƐĨŽƌƚŚĞŵĞǀĞƌǇĚĂǇĂƐƚŚĞ
ŚƵƐďĂŶĚƐ ƌĞŵĂŝŶ ƐŽďĞƌ͘ tŚĞŶ ƚŚŝƐ ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐ ĞŶĚĞĚ͕ ĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞ
ĐůŽƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐ ďǇ ƉƌŽĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐ͕ ͞^ŚĞŵĂ zŝƐƌŽĞů͕ ,ĂƐŚĞŵ
ůŽŬĂŝŶƵ͕ ,ĂƐŚĞŵ ĐŚĂĚ͘͟ dŚƌŽƵŐŚ ŵǇ ƚĞĂƌƐ / ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ͕
͞DŽƐŚŝĂĐŚƐƵƌĞůǇŚĂƐƚŽĐŽŵĞĂƚƚŚŝƐǀĞƌǇŵŽŵĞŶƚ͘͟
dŚĞ/ŶƚĞƌŶĞƚŝƐƚŚĞƐǇŵƉƚŽŵŽĨƚŚĞĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ͕ŶŽƚƚŚĞĐĂƵƐĞ͘
dŚĞ ĐĂƵƐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĚŝƐĞĂƐĞ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŵĂŶǇ͕ ŵĂŶǇ :ĞǁƐ ƚŽĚĂǇ ͲͲ
ŵǇƐĞůĨ ǀĞƌǇ ŵƵĐŚ ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ ͲͲ ĚŽŶ͛ƚ ŚĂǀĞ Ă ƌĞĂů͕ ůŝǀŝŶŐ͕ ĚĂǇͲŝŶ͕
ĚĂǇͲŽƵƚ ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉ ǁŝƚŚ ,ĂƐŚĞŵ͘ tĞ ŵŝŐŚƚ ŚĂǀĞ ƌĞůŝŐŝŽŶ͕
ďƵƚǁĞĚŽŶ͛ƚŚĂǀĞ'ͲĚ͘/ŶƚŽƚŚĂƚǀĂĐƵƵŵʹĂƐƚŚĞƐƉĞĂŬĞƌƚŚŝƐ
ǇĞĂƌƌŝŐŚƚůǇŶŽƚĞĚʹƐƚĞƉƐƚŚĞ/ŶƚĞƌŶĞƚŽƌƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐĞůƐĞƚŚĂƚ
ĨĞĞůƐůŝŬĞůŝĨĞďƵƚƚƵƌŶƐŽƵƚƚŽďĞĚĞĂƚŚ͘
/ Ăŵ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƚĞůů ǇŽƵ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ŵŝŐŚƚ ƌĞƐŝƐƚ
ŚĞĂƌŝŶŐ͕ ďƵƚ / ƚŚŝŶŬ ŝƚ ŝƐ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽ ƐĂǇ ŝƚ ƐƚƌĂŝŐŚƚ͘ /Ĩ ǇŽƵ
ŚĂǀĞĂƐƚƵĚĞŶƚŝŶƚŚĞƐĐŚŽŽůƚŚĂƚŝƐĂĚĚŝĐƚĞĚ͕/ĚŽŶŽƚďĞůŝĞǀĞ
ƚŚĞǇĞƐŚŝǀĂŚĂƐƚŚĞƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐƚŽŚĞůƉƚŚĂƚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ͘DƵƐƐĂƌ͕ĂƐ
ǁĞƌĞůĂƚĞƚŽŝƚƚŽĚĂǇ͕ĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŚĂǀĞƚŚĞƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐƚŽŚĞůƉƚŚĂƚ
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ͘/ďĞůŝĞǀĞƚŚĂƚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚŶĞĞĚƐƐŽŵĞĨŽƌŵŽĨƚǁĞůǀĞƐƚĞƉ
ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞƌĂƉǇ͘ ;ŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞŶ͛ƚ ǇĞƚ
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ĂĚĚŝĐƚƐ ĂƌĞ Ăƚ ƌŝƐŬ ŽĨ ĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ ƵŶůĞƐƐ ƚŚĞŝƌ :ƵĚĂŝƐŵ ŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐ
ƚŚĞďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐƐŽĨĂƌĞĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉǁŝƚŚ,ĂƐŚĞŵ͘Ϳ
/ŬŶĞǁĂůŽƚŽĨǀĞƌǇĚĞĞƉ'ƌĂ͛Ɛ͕DĂŚĂƌĂůƐ͕ZĂǀdǌĂĚŽŬ͛Ɛ͕ĞƚĐŽŶ
ƚŚŝƐ ŝŶǇĂŶ͘ / ĐŽƵůĚ ŚĂǀĞ ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ Ă ƐĞĨĞƌ ŽŶ ŝƚ͘ dŚĞ ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ŝƐ
ƚŚĂƚ / Ăŵ ĂŶ ĂĚĚŝĐƚ ĂŶĚ ĂĚĚŝĐƚ͛Ɛ ĞĂƌƐ ĂƌĞ ƐƚƵĨĨĞĚ ƐŚƵƚ ǁŝƚŚ
ƐĞůĨŝƐŚŶĞƐƐ͘ / ĐŽƵůĚ ŶŽƚ ŚĞĂƌ ŽŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ďĂƐŝĐ ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐ ŽĨ
zŝĚĚŝƐŚŬĞŝƚ͕ ŶĂŵĞůǇ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŝƐ ŝƐ ŶŽƚ ǇŽƵƌ ǁŽƌůĚ ƚŽ ƚĂŬĞ ǁŚĂƚ
ǇŽƵ ĐĂŶ͕ ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ŝƚ ŝƐ ,ĂƐŚĞŵ͛Ɛ ǁŽƌůĚ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚĞ ǁŚĂƚ
,ĂƐŚĞŵŚĂƐĂƐŬĞĚǇŽƵƚŽĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚĞ͘
^ƚƌĂŶŐĞ ĂƐ ŝƚ ŵŝŐŚƚ ƐŽƵŶĚ͕ / ĐŽƵůĚ ŽŶůǇ ďĞŐŝŶ ƚŽ ŚĞĂƌ ƚŚŝƐ ŝŶ
ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƐ ŽĨ ^͘ /ƚ ŝƐ ĂůŵŽƐƚ ĂƐ ŝĨ ƚŚĞ ƚǁĞůǀĞ ƐƚĞƉ ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ
ƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƐ ĨŽƌ ŵĞ͕ ŝŶƚŽ ĂĚĚŝĐƚ ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ͕ ƚŚĞ ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂůƐ ŽĨ
ƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂůŝƚǇ͘tŝƚŚƚŚĂƚĨŽƵŶĚĂƚŝŽŶ͕/ĐĂŶƚŚĞŶƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐƚŽdŽƌĂŚ
ĂŶĚ DŝƚǌǀŽƐ͘ ;ZĂďďŝ dǁĞƌƐŬŝ ŚĂƐ ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ƌĞĂƐŽŶ
DƵƐƐĂƌ ĚŽĞƐŶ͛ƚ ǁŽƌŬ ŝŶ ŽƵƌ ƚŝŵĞƐ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ƌĂƌĞůǇ ŐƌĂƐƉ
DƵƐƐĂƌǁŝƚŚƚŚĞůŝĨĞĂŶĚĚĞĂƚŚŝŶƚĞŶƐŝƚǇŽĨĂŶĂĚĚŝĐƚǁŚŽŚĂƐ
ŚŝƚďŽƚƚŽŵĂŶĚŚĂƐŶŽĐŚŽŝĐĞďƵƚƚŽĨŝŶĚ'ͲĚŽƌĚŝĞ͘Ϳ
hŶƚŝů/ŚĂĚĂĐĞƌƚĂŝŶďĂƐŝĐƉƵƌŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŵŝĚĚŽƐŝŶ^͕ƚŚĞ
ŵŽƐƚĞůĞŵĞŶƚĂƌǇĂŶĚƐŝŵƉůĞĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdŽƌĂŚĐŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚďĞ
ĐŚĂů ;ƚĂŬĞ ŚŽůĚͿ ŽŶ ŵĞ͘ / ĐŽƵůĚ ƋƵŽƚĞ ƐŽƉŚŝƐƚŝĐĂƚĞĚ ůŽŵĚŽƐ
ĂŶĚ ĚĞĞƉ ŵĂĐŚƐŚĂǀĂ͖ / ŬĞƉƚ ŚĂůĂǀ zŝƐƌŽĞů ĂŶĚ ǁŽƌĞ Ă ďůĂĐŬ
ŚĂƚ͘ŶĚǇĞƚ͗/ǁĂƐĂĚĚŝĐƚĞĚƚŽůƵƐƚ͘dŚĞdŽƌĂŚŝƐŽŶůǇĐŚĂůŽŶ
Ă ŵĞŶƚƐĐŚ͘ ŶĚ ďĞĨŽƌĞ ^͕ / ǁĂƐ ǀĞƌǇ ĨĂƌ ĨƌŽŵ ďĞŝŶŐ Ă
ŵĞŶƚƐĐŚ͘
ĨƌŝĞŶĚŽĨŵŝŶĞŝŶƚŚĞ;^ͿƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƚŽůĚŵĞƚŚĂƚŚĞŽŶĐĞǁĞŶƚ
ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŵĂƐŚŐŝĂĐŚ ŽĨ KŚƌ ^ĂŵĞĂĐŚ ŝŶ DŽŶƐĞǇ͘ ͞ / ŚĂǀĞ ƚŚŝƐ
ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ;ĞǇĞƐ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ĨůŽŽƌͿ͙Ƶŵŵŵ͕ ǁĞůů͕ ǇŽƵ ƐĞĞ͙͘͟
ƉƉĂƌĞŶƚůǇƚŚĞDĂƐŚŐŝĂĐŚŽƉĞŶĞĚŚŝƐĚĞƐŬĚƌĂǁĞƌĂŶĚƉƵůůĞĚ
ŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ͞tŚŝƚĞ ŽŽŬ͟ ʹ ƚŚĞ ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂů ƚĞǆƚ ŽĨ ^ ĂŶĚ
ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚŚŝŵƚŽŐŽƚŽƚŚĞŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƐ͘
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ĞǇŽŶĚ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ŚĂǀĞ ĚŽŶĞ ĂůƌĞĂĚǇ ŝŶ ƚĞƌŵƐ ŽĨ ƌĂŝƐŝŶŐ
ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ŝŶ Ă ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚĨƵů ǁĂǇ͕ ǇŽƵ
ŶĞĞĚƚŽƐƚĂƌƚƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚǁŚĂƚƚŽĚŽǁŝƚŚĂĚĚŝĐƚĞĚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ
ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ǇĞƐŚŝǀĂ͘ / ĐĂŶ ƉƌŽŵŝƐĞ ǇŽƵ ĨƌŽŵ ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ
ƚŚĂƚ ŵƵƐƐĂƌ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ďĞƐƚ͕ ŵŽƐƚ ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞ ŵĂƐŚŐŝĐŚŝŵ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
ǁŽƌůĚŝƐůŝŬĞǁĂƚĞƌŽĨĨĂĚƵĐŬ͛ƐďĂĐŬ͘/ƚŝƐŶŽƚĐŚĂů͘
DǇ ŐƵĞƐƐ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƐĞ ďŽǇƐ ŶĞĞĚ Ă ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ ŐƌŽƵƉ ĨŽƌ
ƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ʹ ĨŽƌ ĨƌƵŵ ƚĞĞŶĂŐĞƌƐ͘ DĂǇďĞ ƐŽŵĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĨƌƵŵ
^͛Ɛ ŝŶ ƚŽǁŶ ǁŽƵůĚ ďĞ ǁŝůůŝŶŐ ƚŽ ŚĞůƉ͕ ŝĨ ŝƚ ĐŽƵůĚ ďĞ ĚŽŶĞ ŝŶ
ƐƵĐŚĂǁĂǇƚŚĂƚǁŽƵůĚŶ͛ƚĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐĞƚŚĞŝƌĂŶŽŶǇŵŝƚǇ͘Ƶƚ/͛ŵ
ŶŽƚƐƵƌĞʹƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶƐ ĂƌĞ ďĞǇŽŶĚŵǇĞǆƉĞƌƚŝƐĞ͘ƵƚǁŚĂƚ/Ăŵ
ƉƌĞƚƚǇƐƵƌĞŽĨ͕ŝƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŬŝĚƐĂƚzĞƐŚŝǀĂǁŚŽĂƌĞĂĚĚŝĐƚƐ
ĂŶĚ ŶĞĞĚ ŚĞůƉ ;ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ ƉůĞŶƚǇ ŽĨ ĨĂƚŚĞƌƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƐĐŚŽŽů
ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞ ĂĚĚŝĐƚƐ ǁŚŽ ŶĞĞĚ ŚĞůƉ ĂƐ ǁĞůůͿ͘ ŶĚ /͛ŵ ƉƌĞƚƚǇ ƐƵƌĞ
ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ďĞ ŵŽƌĞ ĂŶĚ ŵŽƌĞ ƐƵĐŚ ŬŝĚƐ ;ĂŶĚ
ĨĂƚŚĞƌƐͿ ĞǀĞƌǇ ĚĂǇ͘ DǇ ŐƵĞƐƐ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ĨƌƵŵ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŚŽ
ƐŚŽǁƵƉŶŽǁĂƚ^ĂƌĞƚŚĞƚŝƉŽĨƚŚĞŝĐĞďĞƌŐ͘
/ ǁŽƵůĚ ĂůƐŽ ŐŝǀĞ ƐŽŵĞ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ƚŽ ŚŽǁ ĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌƐ ĂƌĞ
ĂĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ăƚ zĞƐŚŝǀĂ ĂŵŽŶŐ ƚŚĞ ƌĞďďĞŝŵ͘ /͛ǀĞ ďĞĞŶ Ăƚ ^
ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐƐǁŝƚŚƌĞďďĞŝŵĨƌŽŵŽƚŚĞƌǇĞƐŚŝǀŽƐ͘/ǁŽƵůĚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ
ƚŚĞ ƐĂĨĞƚǇ ŽĨ ĂŶǇ ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ ǁŚĞƌĞ Ă ŵĂŶ ŚĂƐ ĂĐĐĞƐƐ ƚŽ Ă
ĐŽŵƉƵƚĞƌŝŶĂŶŽĨĨŝĐĞǁŚĞƌĞƚŚĞĚŽŽƌĐĂŶĐůŽƐĞ͕ƌĞŐĂƌĚůĞƐƐŽĨ
ĨŝůƚĞƌƐ͘/ĨŝƚŚĂƐŶ͛ƚŚĂƉƉĞŶĞĚǇĞƚĂƚzĞƐŚŝǀĂ͕ŝŶŵǇŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ͕ŝƚŝƐ
ŽŶůǇĂŵĂƚƚĞƌŽĨƚŝŵĞ͕ŝĨƉĞŽƉůĞŚĂǀĞƚŚĞŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ͘

/ǁŽƵůĚƌĞĂĐŚŽƵƚƚŽZĂďďŝǀƌĂŚĂŵdǁĞƌƐŬŝ͘,ĞŝƐƐƵƌƉƌŝƐŝŶŐůǇ
ĂĐĐĞƐƐŝďůĞĂŶĚŚĞŝƐƚŚĞZĂǀ,ĂDĂĐŚƐŚŝƌĨŽƌϭϮƐƚĞƉƌĞĐŽǀĞƌǇ
ŝŶƚŚĞdŽƌĂŚǁŽƌůĚ͘/ǁŽƵůĚĂůƐŽƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚƚŽǇŽƵƚǁŽďŽŽŬƐ͗
dŚĞtŚŝƚĞŽŽŬŽĨ^ĂŶĚWĂƚƌŝĐŬĂƌŶĞƐ͛KƵƚŽĨƚŚĞ^ŚĂĚŽǁƐ͘
/ŶƚŚĞŶĞǆƚǁĞĞŬŽƌƐŽ/͛ůůŐĞƚǇŽƵĂĐŽƉǇŽĨƚŚĞWĂƚƌŝĐŬĂƌŶĞƐ͛
ďŽŽŬ͘/ĨǇŽƵǁĂŶƚĂĐŽƉǇŽĨƚŚĞtŚŝƚĞŽŽŬĂƐǁĞůů͕ůĞƚZĂďďŝ
<ĂŐĂŶŽĨĨŬŶŽǁĂŶĚ/͛ůůŐĞƚǇŽƵŽŶĞ͘DǇƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŝƐƚŚĂƚ
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ƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŽƚŚĞƌƌĂďďŽŶŝŵŝŶƚŽǁŶ͕ǁŚŽŚĂǀĞƌĞĂĚƚŚĞĂƌŶĞƐ͛
ďŽŽŬĂŶĚ/ŚĂǀĞƐĞŶƚŝƚƚŽŵǇŽǁŶƌĂďďŽŶŝŵǁŚŽŚĂǀĞƌĞĂĚŝƚ͘
/ƚŝƐƚŚĞƉƌŝŵĞƌŽŶƐĞǆƵĂůĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ͘

Ɛ/ƐĂŝĚĂƚƚŚĞďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐŽĨŵǇůĞƚƚĞƌ͕/͛ŵĂďŝŐĂĚŵŝƌĞƌŽĨǇŽƵ
ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ zĞƐŚŝǀĂ͘ / ŚŽƉĞ ƚŚŝƐ ůĞƚƚĞƌ ŝƐ ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƐƉŝƌŝƚ ŝƚ
ǁĂƐǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ͕ĂƐĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĨŽƌǇŽƵƚŽŐŽĂŶŽƚŚĞƌƐƚĞƉŝŶ
ǇŽƵƌůĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉŽŶƚŚĞŝƐƐƵĞŽĨƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ͘DĂǇ,͛ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ
ƚŽŐŝǀĞǇŽƵĂŶĚƚŚĞǇĞƐŚŝǀĂƚŚĞƐŝǇĂƚƚĂĚ͛ƐŚŵĂǇĂŚƚŽƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƚ
ƚŚĞdŽƌĂŚƚŽƚŚŝƐƚƌŽƵďůĞĚŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ͘

zŽƵƌƐ͕
ŐƌĂƚĞĨƵů͕ƌĞĐŽǀĞƌŝŶŐƐĞǆĂŚŽůŝĐĂŶĚŐƌĂƚĞĨƵůƉĂƌĞŶƚ
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[Editor’s note: As a result of the below letter, an Asifa (gathering)
for Rabbonim was convened (summer ’11) in Lakewood. Rabbi Dr.
Avrohom J. Twerski presented some basic information concerning
addictions to this Asifa. This same summer the “Chosson Rebbes”
of BMG were also addressed on this same topic by another mental
health professional.]
S-ANON’s LETTER TO RAV MATISYOHU, Shlit’a

ʠ ʨʩʬʹʯʥʮʥʬʥʱʢ ʤʸʤʣʥʡʫʬ
The ʧʩʢʹʮ said in the biannual ʭʩʹʰʬ ʱʥʰʩʫ (appx 7 years
ago); ʭʤʩʰʩʲ ʺʠ ʤ ʡʷʤ ʸʩʠʮʹ ʣʲ ʯʩʮʥʱ ʺʷʦʧʡ ʬʫʤ". This concept
has been a tremendous source of ʷʥʦʩʧ that helps me deal with
my ʺʥʰʥʩʱʰ. But I would also like to apply this concept to the
fact that ʤ ʡʷʤ is blinding many Rabbonim in the areas of
mental and emotional health. I would like to be a ʧʩʬʹ of ʤ to
help open the eyes of the Rabbonim (“ʤʣʲʤʩʰʩʲ "), so that no
one else should suffer the way we did - seemingly
unnecessarily.
This letter is not in any way referring to the way the ʧʩʢʹʮ
deals with mental and emotional health, rather, it is a plea to
the ʧʩʢʹʮ to speak to the Rabbonim - if not all over, then at
least in Lakewood. The point of my letter is to ask theʧʩʢʹʮ to
make the Rabbonim aware that they should treat a mental or
emotional illness the same way they would treat a physical
illness.
Imagine a woman would come to a Rav saying that her
husband has ʤʬʧʮ ʲʰʲʩ at the beginning stages. Would the Rav
give the wife suggestions/advice about how she can cure the
illness? Or would the Rav send them straight to a doctor? If the
Rav would try to help them cure the illness on their own, the
disease would just spread, and the husband would deteriorate.
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Well, that's what happened to me! We caught my husband's
 ʺʥʩʸʲaddiction in the beginning stages. To make a long story
short, I was dealing with Rabbi X (Lakewood), Rabbi Y
(Another major Chareidi community), and Rebbetzin Z for 7
years, and I was terribly misguided (we thought my husband
could fight his ʲʸʤʸʶʩ). His addiction kept getting worse, and I
kept on telling and writing to the Rabbonim that my husband
was deteriorating in front of my eyes. We did not realize that
an addiction is a real disease, and the only way to help
addictions is through therapy and a 12-step program (heard
from R' Abraham J. Twerski and R' Yehoshua Kaganoff). Not
only did the rabbinical advice not help, but it enabled my
husband to continue in his addiction for many more years, and
caused a lot of damage to our entire family. I have 4 children
ʤ ʲʷ who were definitely affected.
Not only was my entire family in majorʤʰʫʱ , ʺʥʸʥʣʩʸʥʣʬ
ʭʩʧʶʰʧʶʰʬʥ, I was also in physical danger (of catching STD sexually transmitted diseases)! We are dealing with matters of
ʹʴʰʧʥʷʩʴ!
The same way a Rav would not even attempt to cure a
physical illness by giving the patient or the family members
advice; he should realize that a mental/emotional disease is
completely out of his range. The Rabbonim must learn to
recognize the signs of mental/emotional illness, and learn to
differentiate between people in need of rabbinical advice, and
people in need of a doctor.
ʤ ʡ my husband is in therapy and a 12-step program now,
and is on the road to recovery, and my [child] and I are also
going for therapy because of all the effects the addiction had
on us. But besides for dealing with the pain of the situation, I
am dealing with the pain of having suffered, seemingly,
unnecessarily (I am working on myself to recognize that
everything was ʨʸʲʹʠʡ and happened because that was ʤʯʥʶʸ)
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If even one person can learn from my mistakes and the
Rabbonim's mistakes, it would give me some ʤʮʧʰ.
I know the Rabbonim are there to help us, and most of
them are extremely well-meaning. May ʤ ʡʷʤ open our eyes,
and help the Rabbonim to help us.
Sincerely,
(I met with Rebbetzin Salomon in person and spoke to the
Rebbetzin on the phone a few times)
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S-ANON’s LETTER TO HER RABBONIM
ʣʥʡʫʬ Rabbi X, ʠʨʩʬʹ (A prominent Rav in another major
Chareidi community)
RabbiY, ʠʨʩʬʹ (A prominent Rav in Lakewood)
[editor’s note – separate letters were sent by Mrs. Anonymous to each Rav without
mentioning the other.]

I am the one whose husband has an addiction to Arayos.
We have a lot of ʡʥʨʤʺʸʫʤ for all the Rav has done for us
over the past 7 years. I want to stress, that I have absolutely
no  ʺʥʰʲʨ on the Rav. I would just like to explain our
situation, since I have more clarity and understanding now.
The reason that I'm writing this letter, is only to benefit
other people that might seek the Rav's advice and ʤʫʸʣʤ.
Right now, our entire family (except our baby) is suffering
from the effects of the addiction: I am emotionally unhealthy
because I suppressed my own needs, desires, and feelings for
many years, and my self-confidence decreased from the
abuse I got from my husband. Our 9 1/2 yr old needs a major
ʤʲʥʹʩ. S/He is going to therapy now, and it's a slow and
painful process, and the outcome is not guaranteed. Our 6
year old is extremely difficult and also needs help. Our 7 1/2
yr old is very codependent. Although I always thought
divorce would be the worst option, I am now realizing that if
ʭʥʬʹʥʱʧ my husband does not recover, then divorce would
be the best option. His addiction is destructive to our family.
We are clearly seeing the destruction it brought on all of us.
We hope and daven that we can repair the damage and only
get stronger from this.
Several months ago, my husband and I both joined the SA
& S-Anon (Sexaholics-Anonymous) support groups. We feel,
after all these years, we have finally come to the right place.
Yes, there are support groups for close relatives of addicts,
because we have a sickness called "Codependence" or "Co-
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addiction". The abridged definition of codependence:
Attempting and thinking that we can control the addiction,
taking responsibility for the addict, neglecting our own
needs, doing more than our share, suppressing our emotions,
being unassertive, and being a martyr. As the book says,
codependence is "a normal reaction to an abnormal
situation." I am a paradigm of codependence. Therefore, I
need the support groups to help me recover.
Let me explain in more detail: For many years, I tried to
control the addiction (based on the guidance I received) by:
constantly trying to make things easier for him and reduce
stressful situations for him, giving him unconditional love
and warmth, building his self esteem and showing him
respect, showing him that I wanted our intimate relationship,
always being physically available for him, not letting him
drive our car and chauffeuring him all day. But as I am
learning, all the aforementioned things did not help at all, and
instead they enabled him to continue his addiction. How?
Because by my taking responsibility for his behavior, he did
not have to suffer the consequences. And why didn't my
efforts help? Because we are powerless over the addiction.
There is no way an addict can overcome his addiction by
himself – the only way an addict can become sober is by
working a Twelve Step Program and joining support groups
(heard from Rabbi Abraham J. Twerski and Rabbi Yehoshua
Kaganoff). The ʣʥʱʩ is to realize we are powerless and only 'ʤ
can help us, and to take moral inventory and become honest
with ourselves. One of our slogans for the Co-Addicts, is "3
C's: You didn't Cause it, You can't Control it, and You can't
Cure it".
This has helped me to understand why the Rav's guidance
didn't help the addiction. For example, I was advised that it
would help if I would be physically available to my husband,
and even initiate the relationship. But most of the addiction
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specialists hold the opposite – that I should abstain until my
husband is completely sober. An addict has to be dealt with
in a tough way, and suffer consequences for his behavior.
Most of the time, an addict needs to be threatened in order to
pull his life together. In other words, Rabbi Kaganoff told me
that if I accept my husband unconditionally, he will not feel
the need to get his life together.
In any case, it's impossible to have a relationship with an
addict, unless he is sober. Therefore, whatever I had been
trying to work on to improve our relationship – being warm,
respecting him, making him feel good, being physically
available for him, and making ʺʩʡʭʥʬʹ my main focus, etc....
was all for nothing. I was trying to accomplish the
impossible. I was being told to create ʯʩʠʮʹʩ. Why? Because
an addict is not emotionally present, and is wrapped up in his
own fantasy world, unless he is completely sober.
Although the Rav meant well, and sincerely wanted to help
us improve our relationship, the Rav's advice really did the
opposite. How?
Addiction means self deception. The addict fools himself
to the point that he doesn't even realize he is lying. He has
distorted thinking. My husband was completely deluded.
He thought that I loved him, wanted him, desired him, and
accepted him unconditionally. And the fact that I was guided
to show him this, only helped him continue in his self
deception and delusion. An addict must be treated with
toughness, and must suffer the consequences of his behavior.
Also, our therapist – T M – who is a marriage counselor that
specializes in addiction is working with us to develop an
HONEST relationship. The Rav was telling me to show my
husband love, but that was not real. The only way we can
have a good relationship, is if it's real and honest – meaning
that we can both express our true feelings to each other.
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Also, our whole intimate relationship has been so traumatic
for me: I did things that were disgusting to me, against my will,
and for the wrong reasons. I never got any pleasure from it. It
became something that I dread, and have no interest or desire
for it. I need major professional help in this area.
Our entire family was/is in aʡʶʮ of ʺʥʹʴʰʺʰʫʱ. But besides
for the danger in ʺʥʩʰʧʥʸ, I must make the Rav aware that I was
also in physical danger – of  ʭʥʬʹʥ ʱʧ getting an STD
(Sexually Transmitted Disease). There are frum women in my
support group - in Lakewood - who actually did catch these
diseases. The danger is real! When we started dealing with
professionals, I was told to get myself tested for any of these
diseases. I should have been told this, right after we found out
that he was picking up prostitutes, because I was living for 4
years in danger without being tested!
My main point is: The same way a Rav would not even
attempt to try to cure a physically ill husband, and a Rav would
not give a wife advice how to cure her husband, a Rav cannot
cure or help a mental/emotional illness. I think that Rabbanim
must learn to recognize the difference between a situation that
requires rabbinical advice, and a situation requiring
Professional help. Rabbi Abraham J. Twerski told me he wrote
a book for Rabbanim.
Again, I would like to express my utmost ʡʥʨʤʺʸʫʤ for all
the time, advice, and  ʷʥʦʩʧ the Rav gave us over the past 7
years. We know the Rav only had our best interest in mind, and
the Rav's help was pure ʣʱʧ, and we really appreciate the Rav's
sincere caring and desire to help us. This letter is only for the
sake of others – that they should receive the correct guidance.
Sincerely,
Anonymous
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S-ANON’s 2

nd

LETTER TO HER RAV

ʣʥʡʫʬ Rabbi X, ʠʨʩʬʹ
The last letter I wrote to the Rav (over a year ago) was when I had
first joined the S-Anon support groups for the wives of Sexaholics.
B"H I am greatly enjoying and benefitting from the group and the
12-step Program we work. I am now in the Program for almost 1
and a half years, and I have B"H grown tremendously in my
emotional health, as well as my understanding of the dynamics of
my situation.
I know that in my previous letter I explained some important
concepts, but now, since I have come to a deeper level of
understanding, and (I hope) I am a bit older and wiser, I would like
to explain even further.
The difference between 1 and a half years ago and now, is that I
have learned to focus on myself, instead of my husband. In my
previous letter, I emphasized the fact that my behavior and the
guidance I had received, enabled my husband to continue his
addiction. Obviously, this is excruciatingly painful, because we
tried so hard to stop his addiction, while in reality we
accomplished the opposite.
But now that I am focusing on myself, I am realizing that my
behavior and the guidance I tried to follow, caused a lot of damage
to myself. Besides for the joint sexaholism that I have to recover
from, I also have to recover from the way I acted for many years.
Let me explain: Codependence means "controlling others and not
caring for yourself". Well, that is exactly what I did before I joined
S-Anon: I tried to control him (with not letting him drive the car,
with trying to "keep him busy in the bedroom" etc ... ), while
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neglecting myself. I neglected my needs, desires, and feelings. I
was a “caretaker” - my whole focus was on him, not on myself. It
was like I didn't count, my feelings didn't matter, my wants and
preferences didn't make a difference, and my needs were
unimportant.
I know the Rav tried explaining this to me, but I honestly, truly,
did not understand. The only way I was able to begin to
understand, was with the help of S-Anon. And that is why, in the
past year and a half, I have been able to change.
I am now learning that my needs, desires, and feelings are very
important, and should be taken into consideration. I am realizing
that being a martyr for the sake of controlling someone, does not
benefit anyone, and usually backfires. I am learning the importance
of taking care of myself.
I often think of this whole concept in terms of ʩʬʩʮʩʬʩʰʠʯʩʠʭʠ
ʩʰʠ ʤʮ ʩʮʶʲʬ ʩʰʠʹʫʥ. Our case was a living example of this
mishnah: I am proof of ʩʬ ʩʮ ʩʬ ʩʰʠ ʯʩʠ ʭʠ If I don't take care of
myself, who will? I really neglected myself. And [my husband]
was a proof of ʩʰʠʤʮʩʮʶʲʬʩʰʠʹʫʥ because an addict is completely
wrapped up in himself. Now, I am learning how to be for myself.
This goes even deeper: The root of codependence is low self
esteem / low self worth. I had a very low self worth, which caused
me to feel that my thoughts, feelings, needs, and desires were not
worth anything either. But now the Program is helping me realize
that I am worth it, and my feelings, needs, and desires are worth a
lot.
I would like to discuss one of the biggest tragedies of my situation:
I have not been to the mikveh in apprx 15 months. I know the
Rav probably finds this mind boggling, and the Rav is probably
wondering, "Doesn't that make it harder for him?" So let me
answer that question: Although it might be making it harder (even
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though some hold that it doesn't make a difference), it is not my
responsibility to go to the mikveh just to help him, if I would be
hurting myself. And now, according to the professionals we are
dealing with, I would definitely be hurting myself by going. And
in the long run, it will not benefit either of us.
Why would I be hurting myself ifI would go to the mikveh? Let me
explain: For many years, I used our intimate relationship as a tool
to control his addiction (In other words, if I would fulfill his needs,
he wouldn't have to go elsewhere to have his needs fulfilled).
Besides for the fact that this was a totally ineffective tool, because
it is impossible for me to control his addiction, this caused MAJOR
trauma for me.
Our intimate life became a horror story: The only emotions I felt
were dread, tension, pressure, guilt, fear, pain, frustration,
helplessness, desperation, and relief when it was over. We had
intimacy for all the wrong reasons. It was the complete opposite of
what it is supposed to be. I did 100% for him, and he did 0% for
me. He was not interested, he was not at all “present”, and he did
not participate physically or emotionally most of the time. I did
things that were absolutely disgusting and echeled (ed - revolting
to) me.
Before our abstinence, each time we were together I had a lump in
my throat from beginning to end, and sometimes it even turned
into tears. As soon as the bedroom door closed, all my negative
thoughts came tumbling and swirling into my head. Everything he
said or did, triggered a negative mental association or memory. So
with a huge lump in my throat, and trying to hold back tears, how
can I be an enjoyable partner to be with?
Whenever I even think about being together with him, I feel such a
tremendous sense of dread. I am at a point that I feel like I don't
want “intimacy”, I don't need it, and I can live my life just fine
without it.
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But aside from my issues, [my husband] has not been sober that
long. And when he was not sober there was nothing to even talk
about, because it is not possible to have a relationship with an
addict who is not sober.
Recently, since he's doing pretty well now, I decided to think about
going to the mikveh. I did not know how to approach my problems,
so I went for an evaluation to [a Frum world-renowned therapist],
who specializes in these issues. Her answer was clear and
unequivocal: I have suffered severe TRAUMA in my [intimacy]
life. I need specialized “Trauma Therapy”. I am not up to working
on anything sexual, before I reduce the trauma. So I am starting
treatment with an expert therapist IY"H, (Although not Jewish,
she is given top ratings by Echo, who refers Chareidi people to her
for services on a regular basis.), travelling 1 hour 15 minutes each
way, and paying $200 per session.
It is so painful to see the damaging results of my behavior and
attitude, that were based on the guidance I received (and my own
unhealthiness). There is no one else in my support group (out of
the 40) who suffered so much trauma in this area, because most of
them were fortunate to have joined S-Anon right away, when they
found out about their husbands' addiction. If I would have joined
S-Anon earlier, I would have known the 3 C's: I didn't Cause it, I
can't Control it, and I can't Cure it.
It is tragic that I wasted so many years, and I spent so much effort
- tears, toil and sweat - trying to do the impossible ... while
throwing myself away.
All I can do now, is work on my emunah that everything I went
through was meant to be. Also, I can daven and put in my
hishtadlus, to undo the damage and become healthy and whole.
And part of my healing is to spread awareness among Rabbanim,
so that others should get the proper help as soon as possible.
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The only way the Rav can help us now, is to daven for our entire
family:
My Husband, the son of Bubby
Me, the daughter of Bobbi
Anonymous 1 son/daughter of me
Anonymous 2 son/daughter of me
Anonymous 3 son/daughter of me
Anonymous 4 son/daughter of me
Sincerely,
Anonymous
---------------------------------------------------------------
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The Peleh Yoetz and the Shulchon Aruch
On Wed, 10 May 2006 05:51:50 -0700 (PDT)
tc@yahoo.com> writes:
The Rabbis that I consulted about my marital problems referred me
to a famous sefer, Peleh Yoetz p. 16, the section about relationship
between husband and wife. That’s why I’m just resigned to my lot!
"rabbi y. kaganoff" <kaganoff@juno.com> wrote:
Dear Mrs. T,
(None of my remarks below are intended to encourage you to seek
a divorce. In your earlier email you responded very articulately
why divorce would likely just make the situation worse, not
better.)
(I do want you to have, however, a clarity in the Halacha so that
your perspective (Hashkafa) of the situation is grounded on correct
Torah principles.)
I had a chance to look at the Pele Yoetz, yesterday after our phone
conference, and this morning. Unfortunately, the 2 paragraphs
where he discusses the wife's perspective and response to domestic
abuse, is in contradiction to what is stated in Shulchon Aruch.
(Shulchon Aruch Even HaEzer Siman #154 Se'if # 3 in the Ramo I am giving to you the exact source so that you can have someone
you trust read the Halacha for/to you.).
The Shulchon Aruch states that:
1) The woman shall file grievance with Bais Din.
2) Bais Din intercedes on her behalf with warnings, restraining
orders and even punitive measures to get the husband to desist
from his repulsive behavior.
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3) If all interventions are of no avail to correct the situation, Bais
Din coerces the husband to divorce his wife (and he is nevertheless
liable to pay the Kesubah contractual stipulations)
Therefore, the Pele Yoetz's words are not normative Halacha.
Moreover, the Hashkafa that is based on his words is also not
normative Hashkafas HaTorah.
I am absolutely astounded that such a respected work should
contain such a glaring variance from Halacha.
The only Limud Zechus that I can think of is that in the 1820's
when the Sefer was published, under the Ottoman Empire under
which the author lived:
1) Bais Din was not allowed sufficient judicial authority by the
secular authorities and
2) The repressive Ottoman regime and dominant oriental culture
viewed women as mere chattel of their husbands - a very unJewish non-Torah perspective.
Under such a milieu, the Pele Yoetz's words would make sense.
Since the repression and oppression are things that cannot be
changed, then the smart thing to do would be to make the best out
of a bad situation.
However, in today's world and circumstance the Pele Yoetz's
words are just very bad advice!
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
Addendum:
Adar, 5770, March, ’10- I discovered in the Peleh Yoetz under the
heading of “Hako'oh” the following:
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“It is appropriate for someone who has the capability, to intercede
on behalf of the abused wife; either to effect a cessation of the
abuse, or to facilitate a divorce (if that is her preference).This is a
“Mitzva Rabba” and should be pursued because it is a mitzvah of
great magnitude to rescue the oppressed from the hands of the
oppressor.”
This is in contradiction to what the Peleh Yoetz said earlier;
However by utilizing my above mentioned hypothesis, everything
would be resolved.
Rabbi Kaganoff

-----------------------------------
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Rambam Mishne Torah
Please find below a quote from Rambam’s Mishne Torah (end of
Hilchos Avodim -Laws Concerning Slavery) and a translation.
Observation:
If Torah law requires such a code of behavior towards a nonJewish slave, a fortiori, that at a minimum, these are its
expectations towards one’s spouse and children.
Indeed! Our sensibilities dictate even beyond this standard!
(And indeed this is what the Rambam codifies in Hilchos Ishus –
the Laws of Marriage 15:18-20 and Hilchos Mamrim – Laws of
Parenting 6:8 and the Shulchon Aruch in YD 240:19)
ʭʩʣʬʩʬʥʤʬʲʡʬ?ʥʺʹʠʬʥ ʷ ʭʩʣʡʲ ʬʤʳʥʱʭ ʡʮʸ

Rambam:
Even though, the technical Halocho is that one is allowed to
subjugate his non-Jewish slave with crushing ruthless harshness,
nevertheless, it is the moral ethical path and the manner in which
intelligent people conduct themselves to be merciful, pursue
fairness and be just.
“He [the master] should not be repressive with his yoke upon his
slave; nor should he afflict him.
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He should provide him with the same food and drink of which he
himself partakes. The wise men of earlier generations would give
to their slaves from every delicacy and food from which they
themselves ate. Moreover they would provide meals for their
slaves and food for their animals BEFORE they themselves would
sit down to eat. (These attitudes and behavior patterns are reflected
by the verse in Psalms 123:2.)
Likewise, he [the master] should not denigrate him by hand or by
word; the Torah has indentured him to servitude; NOT to
humiliation!
He [the master] should not scream nor rage at him but speak to
him calmly and attend to his grievances.
And so did the righteous Job commend his own behaviors when
called upon to defend himself.
Cruelty and brazenness are character traits of heathens who
worship idols!
The children of our patriarch Abraham, - the Israelites upon
whom, the Holy One, Blessed be He has bestowed the goodness of
the Torah and has commanded unto them righteous statutes and
laws, they are merciful upon all!
Indeed, concerning the characteristics of the Holy One, Blessed
be He, of which we are commanded to emulate, it states: His
Mercies are upon all!
The one, who conducts himself with mercy, will be rewarded
reciprocally that others will behave with mercy towards him. (This
is guaranteed to us by scripture)
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The Professionals’ Opinions


Lichvod Rav T, Shlita

5 Chanuka, 29 Kislev, 5772

Below please find a condensed concise summary of the query I
posed to NEFESH – the international Association of Orthodox
Mental Health professionals regarding the effects of parental abuse
on the children. Following my query is a collection of their
responses. I have excerpted the responses so as not to overburden
the Rav with unnecessary and redundant minutia and details. If the
Rav would prefer seeing the entire correspondence, I will gladly
share it in its entirety.
Bichvod Rav, A Lichtegen Chanuka,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
From: Z T
Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2011 7:19 AM
To: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org
Subject: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
I was asked by a Rabbi to post the query below on the Nefesh
listserve. I’m posting it anonymously, with some details omitted, to
avoid identifying the people involved in the case.
Although the Rabbi, (as perhaps many of us professionals as
well) has used the BPD nomenclature (as per Jerold
Kreisman’s book – 2004) to describe the symptoms and
situation, more current BPD research indicates that the
concomitant abusive behavior may not be attributable per se to
BPD, but rather to another (co-morbid) disorder. So according
to current research, although BPD, while harmful in other
ways to children, is not, ON ITS OWN, a predictor of abuse to
the kids.
However, in classical terms the abusive behavior is assumed to
be part and parcel of BPD and this indeed is the behavior
aspects about which the Rabbi is inquiring. He merely used
BPD as a common parlance identifier. (ed. Note please see pg
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233-234 for yet a third possibility.) In your response feel free to
use whatever nomenclature you are most comfortable with. With
this clarification in place, I believe that conceptually we will all be
on the “same page”
A freilechen Chanuka to all, Z T
-----------------------------------------------------------------To the distinguished members of the nefeshlist,
A Lichtigen Chanuka to you and yours.
……….and I am asking for Professional expertise to inform and
advise the verdict reaching process. I hope you will favor me with
your professional opinions.
I am dealing with a marriage in dissolution………………
Due to the volatility of his/her behavior, he/she has committed
criminal offenses; and were the wife/husband to press charges,
there is strong likelihood that he/she would be incarcerated……..
………………………….The criminal charges will also in all
likelihood end his/her career.
The Posek in charge of the case has taken the position that the 1)
loss of family income, 2) the negative effects of the children's
school peers taunting them about their father/mother's
incarceration and 3) the difficulties created vis-a-vis shiduchim for
the children if their dad/mom is incarcerated outweigh the
negativity of being raised by a BPD father/mother. He has
therefore prohibited the mother/father from pressing charges.
I am trying to get a sense of what Mental Health professionals feel
about this.
The question then in short is:
A. Is it better for young children to be reared by an abusive BPD
father/mother, when mother/father or other caring adult is basically
excluded from their daily lives; But at the same time they will have
financial and 'social' stability? OR
B. is it better for them to be reared by a warm, caring Dad/Mom, but
they will be impoverished and could possibly suffer from the
embarrassment and taunts of peers precipitated by the incarceration
of their Dad/Mom and the potential damage to their shiduchim?
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The responses begin here:
From: AC [mailto:ac@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, 23 December, 2011 06:45 AM
To: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
All of the issues the posek is concerned about are important for
psychological and physical wellbeing: parnasa, shidduchim and
social acceptance/appearance. In my professional opinion and
experience, though, even when grouped together, the above
mentioned issues pale in comparison to the importance of being
raised by a healthy loving parent. Being raised by the
father/mother, as he/she is described, will no doubt result in lifelong, severe and irreparable emotional, social and (most likely)
physical damage to these children. In addition, as these
children grow and (eventually) learn to realize that they were
left in this parent's care because of the psak of a Rav, the children
will most likely leave the frum world and reject yiddishkeit
altogether if not worse.
A C, LMHC, Psychotherapist
------------------------------------------------------------------From: GT [mailto:GT@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 10:52 PM
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] response to question from Rabbi
re:parent with BPD
I have both a personal answer to this and a professional one.
Start with the professional one. (social worker 30 years, Director
Clinic, Bnai Braq),
We care for a lot of young adults who have spent their childhoods
living with mentally ill parents. Many of these parents had BPD,
some had a dual diagnosis.
Without one single exception, the children are very badly damaged
from this emotionally.
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Emotional abuse is one of the most difficult things to prove in
court and therefore many cases never even went to court and the
children just suffered..
In some cases we have, with a lot of rehabilitation and by
removing the young adults (I mean 18 plus yrs ) been able to help
them to live independent healthy lives. But in the majority of cases
these people are severely damaged and have a mental health
diagnosis of their own. I believe their diagnosis is as a result of the
constant and ongoing trauma they experienced at the hands of their
parent.
We have also seen that the most damaging mental health diagnosis
to a child is a parent with a personality disorder.
Parents who have chronic schizophrenia or even severe depression
do not seem to damage their children as much as those with BPD.
The Israeli health ministry is currently doing research into the
effect of mental illness on a child - as we see so much of it.
So the vital factor for these children is the healthy parent- and the
children who live with the healthy parent have a much better
chance of not being ill themselves.
In severe cases it is futile to talk of shidduchim because the child
will not be well enough to marry and maintain a healthy
relationship.
I have written articles on the effects of separation of parents and
divorce - I will send them to you.
On a personal note - I am the child of a parent who was mentally
ill with a BPD. I was removed from my home at the age of 12. My
parents divorced and both my brother and I were granted custody
to the " healthy" parent. The " healthy " parent sent me back to live
with the sick one because they were worried about the sick parent.
The emotional trauma that I experienced has had a lifelong effect
on me.
I have been a social worker for 30 years and I know now that I
went into this field in order to try and make a difference. If I could
save just one child from experiencing what I experienced then I
knew it would be worth it. I would be willing to give evidence any
day against this mother having custody of the children. GT
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-------------------------------------------------------]
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 07:37 PM
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
Thank you for posting this, I am so heartened to see that a Rav is
taking the care to seek out the opinion of mental health
professionals in this very serious matter.
Many, many, many of my clients over the years have been the
children of borderline or narcissistic parents and they are truly
tortured souls. To me this question is the difference between
internal and external survival. Many children survive
impoverishment and grow up intact, and it is not an absolute given
here that the other parent cannot improve their financial status.
Unfortunately, children can also survive the incarceration of a
parent. I am not at all underestimating the devastating effect, but it
can be given over as "mommy made a mistake" or "totty was sick,
and now he is doing teshuva and getting help." Also, given our
legal system it is hardly a foregone conclusion that he/she will
serve jail time.
Most important here, however, is that these events are
EXTERNAL to the child. Whatever it is that happened, it wasn't
them! The greatest gift we can give our children is the gift of a
healthy inner core, i.e. a strong and trusting connection to their
B'tzelem Elokim. This is what builds resilience and a sense of self.
With this, we can survive anything. Borderline parents destroy
their children from the INSIDE out, and these children become
shattered vessels who hold deep beliefs that they are bad,
unworthy, unlovable, and can never trust anyone or anything again
INCLUDING a parent and a GOD who knowingly let them
continue to be abused. They will lose not only the most precious
thing about them which is their SELVES, they will also never
forgive their ineffectual parent (or God) for abandoning them to
this fate. He will lose them for sure…………………….I am
happy to speak this through further.
Hashem Yirachem. JS, LCSW
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: KX [mailto:K.X@chhc.org]
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 06:55 PM
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
I would say that the children are better off with the healthy parent
despite the drawbacks you mention.
My guess is that the BPD parent's behavior will get worse once the
healthy parent is out of the picture. The children will not have a
good parent available to them at all. We all know that parenting is
crucial to what kind of adult a child will become.
The BPD parent's behavior is described as criminal. It certainly
sounds abusive as well. Criminal and abusive behavior are crimes.
This must be reported to the authorities. If the healthy parent gets
custody I would bet s/he will be able to nurture these children
through the rough times of the split, legal proceedings, poverty,
taunting etc. If s/he is as good a parent as you say he is, the
children will grow up fine and get shidduchim when the time
comes. I am sure those in the community know what the BPD
parent is all about. The children are better off with healthy parent.
We need to focus on the children. I do not care about the parent's
career.
Can child support be ordered by the court?
KX, LCSW-R
----------------------------------------------------------From: nefeshint-bounces@list.nefesh.org [mailto:nefeshintbounces@list.nefesh.org] On Behalf Of NC
Sent: Friday, 23 December, 2011 03:21 AM
To: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
……………………………………………KX's remark is poignant
- if not sharp. A parent's career is important but this value is
trumped completely by the need to keep kids safe. They require an
innocent childhood - as much as they can be provided. This is a
truly high value. It is one of the wonderful things about the modern
world that we try to take the needs - albeit inadequately - of the
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weakest among us in mind.
NC, MD
----------------------------------------------------------------------From: QR [mailto:QR@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 11:42 PM
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
It would seem to me that the emotional and physical well being of
the children is of primary importance. I can't imagine how the
children are processing what is going on around them. Someone
has to take responsibility for them. …………….. Nonetheless, it
seems that pikuach nefesh is of concern here. (I am not a frequent
contributor to this listserv but when I hear of danger to children, I
can't help but express my concern.)
QR, LSW
-----------------------------------------------------------------------From: nefeshint-bounces@list.nefesh.org [mailto:nefeshintbounces@list.nefesh.org] On Behalf Of TZ
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 05:49 PM
To: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
…………………….As I hear the Rov's question, it is how to
balance the needs of the children between the stigma of a
stigmatized parent vs. ongoing abuse in a situation where there is
no protective onlooker (i.e. the father). Dr. Workenklein's answer
pretty much covers that. Psychologically speaking, if the children
continue to grow up in that environment -- they may get "good"
shidduchim, but what kind of marriages will they have? My
practice is full of such shidduch results, and it's a tragedy for the
next generation as well……………
TZ, Monsey
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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----- Forwarded Message ----From: SJ <SJ@gmail.com>
To: Rabbi Yehoshua <kaganoff@juno.com>
Date: Thu, 22 Dec 2011 22:02:46 -0500
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
Of course I do not know the children or the family in question, but
am familiar with typical child development and child trauma.
Based on the Rabbi Kaganoff's description, my concern is for the
developing personalities of the children.
Children are very dependent on the attitudes and behaviors of the
adults around them to define their own competence.
Children raised with parents who are supportive and caring,
typically develop secure attachments, defined as the ability to trust
themselves and others. Children raised by parents who are
verbally abusive i.e. critical, inconsistent and neglectful of basic
physical and emotional needs, run significant risk of becoming
young adults and adults who are unable to trust others and
constantly doubt their own abilities.
The concern about the children being stigmatized by the fact that
one parent is incarcerated is less likely to affect the core
personality traits of the children. Being raised by caring and
loving adults (even ones who have less financial success) is a far
more important criteria for emotional health. I believe that the
likelihood that the community in a frum environment will support
young children without one parent is good. Children who are
secure emotionally, can more easily tolerate teasing. Every child is
teased at some point in their lives. It is the secure child who is
capable of brushing it off, and this usually results in a quick end to
the teasing.
I would be more concerned about a shidduch for a child with an
abusive parent and their resultant personality traits than I would for
a child who has a "skeleton in the closet", but a healthy emotional
makeup.
SJ PhD, Developmental Psychology, School Psychologist
---------------------------------------------------------
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--------- Forwarded message ---------From: "OL, MD (mobile phone)" <doctorol@.rr.com>
To: Rabbi Yehoshua <kaganoff@juno.com>
Date: Wed, 21 Dec 2011 09:04:44 -0500
[the concerns about being reared by an abusive parent] are
reasonable and correct. The concerns about taunting and
shidduchim sound like nonsense. Abuse is a sofek nefashos at the
very least.
I can't "agree" or "concur" about a specific case where I have not
evaluated anyone myself. For example, the supposition that she is
abusive, that he would be a capable parent, etc., are all opinions
that I can't agree or disagree with as I have not evaluated anyone.
----------------------------------------------------------rom: nefeshint-bounces@list.nefesh.org
[mailto:nefeshint-bounces@list.nefesh.org] On Behalf Of KXD
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 07:01 PM
To: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
1. This may be a great opportunity to educate the rav about the
long-term effects of emotional and physical abuse on children.
Here are links to some articles:
http://tinyurl.com/c8zqooo
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3031095/
http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/2027.42/68420/2/10.1177_
088626098013
005002.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/2dkwzbw
KXD, Ph.D. Candidate,
------------------------------------From: KH[mailto:KH@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, 22 December, 2011 10:48 PM
Cc: nefeshint@list.nefesh.org;
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Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
There are two books I highly recommend 'So the witch won't eat
me ' and 'Surviving the borderline mother'. Both add to the Rov’s
expertise in seeing the quantifiable emotional cost of these
fractured harmful deniers of trust. Read as information, the books
gently or not so gently shake up basic premises and shatter beliefs
and axioms. Must reads for laymen and professionals. This is
surely pidyon shevuim.
KH, Phd
--------------------------------------From: LF [mailto:lf @gmail.com]
Sent: Sun, 5 Feb 2012 04:04:53 -0800 (PST)
Subject: Re: [Nefeshint] Request from a Rabbi for professional
opinions regarding potential BPD and the risk of child abuse
lf <lf@gmail.com> writes:
Unfortunately, I am from the same community as the family that is
being described. In spite of the efforts of the NefeshList moderator
to hide the identities, I recognize who they are. I am mentioning
this because in addition to your description, I will add my own
personal observations as to the nature of the dysfunction.
The impaired parent does NOT suffer from BPD; but worse! If I
was going to label a person engaging in abuse that is motivated for
a need for power, rather than to ward off insecurities, I would call
it "malignant narcissism" - in simple laymen’s’ terms, a plain case
of a Domestic Violence Dynamic.
In situations such as these, the only solution is to involve the
criminal justice system! There needs to be brought to bear a
power of a magnitude that can offset the impaired person’s
power mania.
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After s/he is within the criminal system then the judge could offer
him/her, the Jail Diversion Program which would get her/him
properly assessed and hopefully into appropriate treatment.
Additionally it is very important for the one doing the assessment
to really understand the difference in underlying personality
structure when it comes to actual abusive behaviors. The behaviors
themselves don't really explain the motivations, prognosis, and
treatment needs. I do recommend that the assessment be done by
someone who is very familiar with diagnosing various types of
personality organization levels and types, such as the group at
Cornell's Personality Disorders Institute. Many, many clinicians
are not schooled in that type of personality disorder
assessment.
Hope this helpsLF-, M.S., M.A., LPC
Professional Individual and Marital Counseling
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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HALACHIC PARAMETERS OF
DOMESTIC ABUSE AND MOLESTATION
[Ed note - This Teshuva already appears on page 86. It is being
repeated here to emphasize the concluding paragraph which is of
great import on our present topics]
23 Sivan, 5769
15 june ‘09
Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
I'm sorry that there seems to be such confusion [about my previous
letter pg 293]. Let me see if I can clarify:
1) Sakonas Nefoshos and Pikuach Nefesh in regard to suspending
Isurei Torah (Chillul Shabbos, Ma’acholos Asuros, etc – in the
balance of this essay, I will be using Chillul Shabbos as a
paradigm. It is meant to include all other Torah prohibitions with
the exception of Avoda Zoro, Gilui Arayos, and Shfichas Domim)
always mean a life-threatening situation. The person is in danger of
dying- physical death.
If, however, we know for sure that he will not die, but only will
have his life functions severely compromised, this is not Sakonas
Nefoshos or Pikuach Nefesh. I believe this is universally accepted.
2) A Sofek of the above is treated the same as a certainty.
(Rambam, Shabbos 2:1; Shulchon Aruch OC 328 MB #17)
3) Even the slightest concern of #1 above is required to be treated
as if it’s the “real thing” (MB 328:16).
Quite To the contrary, I have to be absolutely certain (Shulchon
Aruch 328:4; “Makirim b'Birur” MB # 16) that there is absolutely
no possibility of Sakono in order to desist and refrain from Chillul
Shabbos!
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4) But this is all theoretical. I know what I should or should not do;
but I'm still faced with a dilemma: I still don't know what does a
Sakono look like!
Obviously, if flood waters are about to drown someone and other
similar circumstances, everyone instinctively knows that this is a
Sakono. However, most circumstances and situations are much
more subtle.
Therefore, Chazal in the Gemoro and Shulchon Aruch (328:
3,5,6,7,8,9) began the process of identification by listing events
and situations that definitely qualify as Sakonas Nefoshos;
And by extension anything that may be within the parameters of #2
or #3 above, of these identified conditions are also included
thereby.
Finally, Chazal state (328 #10) that the identification process is an
ongoing dynamic of keeping abreast of all the latest current
medical data. (See also MB 328 #15)
5) Are chest pains a Sakonas Nefesh?
A: Based on what current Medical science informs us (#4) and
following the before mentioned principles:
Paragraph #3 above needs to guide our actions (even though the
pains may just be indigestion or a muscle strain). We need to
conduct ourselves per Paragraph #3 until we are absolutely certain
that there is no Sakona or the Sakona has passed (In medical terms,
''the patient has been stabilized'').
Even after “stabilization”, those activities that are needed to
maintain the stabilization and induce full overcoming and
dissipation of the Sakona are mandated by Halocho.
6) If we suspect that a person may have been bitten by a
rattlesnake or symptoms of Swine flu develop, what shall we do?
The answer is the same as #5. Current medical science informs us
that a Sakonas Nefesh entity has possibly been introduced into the
victim’s system and Halocho requires us to conduct ourselves as
per Paragraph #3 above.
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7) If we suspect that a person may have been exposed to an event
or substance that can lead to mental illness; or symptoms develop
that indicate the possible onset of mental illness, what shall we do?
Since current medical science informs us, that until a proper
assessment (“workup”) has been done, we are completely “in the
dark” as to the extent of the affliction. That being the case and
since the realm of mental illness includes many conditions that
without intervention engender Sakonas Nefesh, the answer is the
same as in #5 and #6. That we are required to be concerned that a
Sakonas Nefesh entity has possibly been introduced into the
victim’s system and Halocho requires us to conduct ourselves as
per Paragraph #3 above.
8) Much of the rabbinical discussion concerning the classification
of mental health ailments is, most unfortunately, due to the history
of antagonism and lack of trust (not entirely unjustified on either
side – see my attached essay pg 467) and subsequent lack of very
open, honest, and trusted communication between the mental
health professionals and the rabbinical professionals. Even though
the situation is beginning to improve, in many cases, we, the
“Hamon Am” – the common layman, are still the victims of
backwards provincialism in both camps. (Please see my attached
letter. ibid.)
9) The classification of what is a Rodef, parallels the same criteria
as Paragraph #3 above. This is clearly stated by Chazal. (Rambam
Gneiva 9:10, Aruch HaShulchon CM 425:10; 358:17)
I hope that this has been helpful in clarifying the matter.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff

-----------------------------------
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REPORTING ABUSE –
PERSONAL & RABBINIC RESPONSIBILITY
[Ed note - Even though the following teshuvos specifically address
sexual molestation they are equally applicable to domestic abuse (see pg
21]

kaganoff@juno.com>
Date: Wed, 05 Aug 2009 00:34:20 +0300
Kaganoff wrote:
Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
I assumed that you sent the link to me because you were interested
in hearing my responses. They are in bold and larger font.
Sincerely, Rabbi Kaganoff
-------------------------------------------------------On Mon, 27 Jul 2009 Daniel Eidensohn writes:
http://daattorah. blogspot .com/2009/07
abuse-questions-to-ask -your-local-rabbi .html
Q1. In a case where a father finds out that his son is being molested by a teacher
and this is corroborated by several of his classmates. The abuse has been going
on for a number of months. Thus, there is absolutely no question that the abuser
is active and the danger is present for the foreseeable future. Since in my
opinion I have clear and unequivocal evidence that the molesting is taking place
- can I go directly to the police. Or do I need rabbinic approval first?

A. In item #1 of my first Teshuva to the Moetzes, which you
posted on your Blog, I addressed this. The Maharam Mirzburk is
quoted as the definitive Halacha that it is a Mitzva to go directly
to "Arkuos" eg the police. Please refer there for the sources pgs
326-340
Q1b. -- Is there a difference whether the likelihood of another incident is
c1earcut and urgent or whether there is clearly time to consult rav?

A. The only time that one needs to consult a Rav first, is if it is
absolutely clear that it will not occur again. Also mentioned in the
above source material and pgs 326-340 and 83-84.
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Q2. A person reported Reuven as an abuser or attacked Reuven because he
reasonably thought Reuven was a rodef and needed to save Reuven's apparent
victim from harm and he hurt Reuven in the process. It was discovered that
Reuven was not, in fact, an abuser or rodef - is the person liable for damages?
For example I see a man and woman fighting and the woman is screaming. I go
over and warn the guy to stop but he tells me to mind my own business. The
woman seems to be in danger and the only way I can stop the attacker is by
taking a baseball bat and knocking him out. It turns out that they are married
and the wife sues me for hurting her husband.

A. According to all Poskim, he is definitely Potur (exempt).
("because he reasonably thought Reuven was a rodef'”) There is
no dispute on this. (See CM 380:3 from Boba Kama 117B and
Sanhedrin 74a.) This Psak is Gemoros Mefuroshos (explicitly
stated in the Talmud). A Takonas Chazal (special Rabbinic
dispensation) that suspends  ʭʬʥʲʬ ʣʲʥʮ ʭʣʠ (the otherwise
operative Torah principle that a person is always responsible for
tort damages- irrelevant of his intent!)
Q3. In a case where a rav said not to report a case of abuse and as a result the
child suffered severe physical and psychological damage - is there any liability
for either the rav or the person who listened to the rav?

A. Much to my chagrin, in the eyes of Halocho there would seem
to be no fiscal culpability. I guess Hashem wants to deal with this
Himself.
The Rav is in violation of at least 2 Mitzvos Aseh and at least 2 Lo
Saaseh. He may also incur upon himself an "Orur" - a Klolo
(curse). I will explain:
The Rav was guilty of a ʺʥʲʨʡ ʤʠʸʥʤ (Judicial error). From the
Shach CM #9 it would emerge that this is a ʤʰʹʮ ʸʡʣʡ ʤʲʨ (An
empirical informational error). The Shach’s proof from Sanhedrin
32a concerning Rabi Tarfon would seem to be an even closer fit to
our present discussion - after all Rabi Tarfon also was just
unaware of some “medical” information (*see pg 242 story of
Rabi Tarfon).
Even so it is of little consequence in regards to financial liability
for the Rav/Posek.
The operative Psak concerning rabbinic liability, whether it be ʤʲʨ
ʤʰʹʮ ʸʡʣʡ (An empirical informational error) or ʺʲʣʤ ʬʥʷʩʹʡ ʤʲʨ
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(mistaken judgment call) is that a:
1) ʤʧʮʥʮ (expert) that
2) has ʥʤʩʩʬʲ ʥʬʩʡʷ (public acceptance) or has ʺʥʹʸ (permission
from the Authorities to render decisions), is not culpable to pay
any damages.
The operative Halocho, in spite of many dissenting opinions is that
he is NOT considered even a ʩʮʸʢ “Garmi” (direct precipitator)
because he did not intend to cause damage.
Most Rabonim who pasken on these Sha’alos today, fall under the
rubric of ʭʩʧʮʥʮ (experts (see Oruch Hashulchon CM 25 # 1) and
ʥʤʩʩʬʲ ʥʬʩʡʷ (public acceptance) (see Oruch Hashulchon CM 25 #
7) and therefore would escape financial liability. (Even if you
could bring proof against the Aruch HaShulchon, the Rav could
exempt himself with ʩʬ ʭʩʷ (Halachic legal devise in monetary
matters where the defendant can avoid liability by stating that he
accepts as authoritative a minority opinion)
Even though the Chazon Ish (Igros #31) and the Gro (Mishlei 6,4
& 22,12) are very critical of Rabonim/Dayonim/Poskim who are
not well-informed in regards to the practical details of the question
brought before them and are not up to date on the current
scientific/ medical information, and as a result hand down
erroneous “Piskei Din” (verdicts); we would, nevertheless, be very
hard-pressed to thereby demote the status of contemporary
Rabonium to that of non-Mumche (non-expert). Even if we could
muster a cogent case to do so, they, nevertheless would, in all
likelihood, still be exempt, since in it is very unlikely that they will
actually have personally handed the child directly to the molester i.e. only ʣʩʡ ʯʺʰʥ ʠʹʰ (if the judge actually carries out the verdict
personally with his own hands) is he liable in this case (as per
Aruch HaShulchon CM 25 # 9).
The party who listened to the Rav, likewise, has no financial
liability. He is an ʱʰʥʠ (coerced – in this case morally and
ethically) having been misled by an authoritative person whom he
thought was knowledgeable!
However, The Rav is in violation of at least 2 Mitzvos Aseh (ʺʡʹʤ
ʤʣʩʡʠ – restoring a person’s loss- the child’s personal welfare and
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safety; and ʨʥʴʹʺʷʣʶʡ - judging correctly) and at least 2 Lo Saaseh
(ʪʩʲʸʭʣʬʲʬʲʣʮʲʺʠʬ- Do not stand by idly at the debilitation of
another; and ʨʴʹʮʡʬʥʥʲʥʹʲʺʠʬ do not judge unjustly!).
He may also incur upon himself an "Orur" - a Klolo:
If he is opposed to becoming educated and informed about these
matters (his attitude is contrary to the Gro and Chazon Ish above),
then the reasoning in the introduction (ʤʧʩʺʴ) to “Chofetz Chaim”
concerning the ʺʥʬʬʷ (curses) on Loshon Horo (gossip) would
equally apply here in our case. Namely  ʭʥʺʩ ʸʢ ʨʴʹʮ ʤʨʮ ʸʥʸʠ
ʤʰʮʬʠʥ – Cursed be he, who causes injustice to befall the
disadvantaged.
Q4. In a case where a person reasonably concluded that a child is being molested and a
rav told him not to report it - should the person report it anyway?

A. Of Course, he should ignore the rav and report it! The
Rav's directive is a ʤʰʹʮ ʸʡʣʡ ʤʲʨ (An empirical
informational error) of which the Halocho states ʥʰʩʣ ʸʦʧ –
defacto null and void; as if it never occurred.

From: Daniel Eidensohn <yadmoshe@012.net.il>
To: kaganoff <kaganoff@iuno.com>
Date: Wed, 05 Aug 2009 00:34:20 +0300
Subject: Re Daas Torah - Issues of Jewish Identity:
Abuse: Questions to ask your local rabbi

Thanks for your informed answers - I think this is the essence of the
issue.
Can I publish this? If so anonymously, or with your name attached?
-----------------------------------------------------------------
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* Story of Rabi Tarfon (Sanhedrin 33a):
“There was a story about Rabi Tarfon. A cow whose womb had
been surgically removed was brought before Rabi Tarfon. He
rendered the verdict that it was Not Kosher by virtue of this defect
(he reasoned that this defect would prove to be fatal within 12
months) and consequently fed the carcass to dogs. When reported
to the Rabbis in the Yavne Academy, they said that the cow was
Kosher! They cited as their reasoning the maxim of Tudus the
Doctor from Rome. Tudus taught his students, based on his
medical information, that all cows and pigs exported from
Alexandria, Egypt had their wombs removed. (Rashi explains that
Alexandrian cows and pigs were of very high quality and the
exporters didn’t want a competing supplier to be established
elsewhere. Therefore they castrated the females and “cornered the
market”.) Obviously, the exported animals survived; otherwise
there would be no market at all!
When Rabi Tarfon heard this new perspective, he exclaimed
[aloud to himself], “ʯʥʴʸʨ ʪʸʥʮʧ ʤʫʬʤ Tarfon, your donkey has
departed!!” What he tersely meant to say was that it would be
necessary for him to liquidate his means of transportation in order
to reimburse for the damages he had caused by his erroneous
decision. The Gemoro then launches into various refutations as to
why Rabi Tarfon was not liable even though he erred egregiously.
The cited reasons for exemption in the text above are all
derivations of the Gemoro’s discussion.
-----------------------------------------------
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Correspondence with a prominent Rosh Yeshiva concerning
selection of a Bais Din
On Mon, 3 Oct 2011 10:22:03 -0400
el<sem@gmail.com> writes:
Dear R Yehoshua,
Reishis Kol, a G’mar Chasima Tova and thanks for responding.
In response to the first part of your response I really can’t argue
based on any fact, although I disagree with your opinion. I think
I’m competent enough to comprehend a picture both the clear and
the subtle. Perhaps there is another reason for not revealing the
contents to me?
In reference to the second part, about going to Bes Din, I’m really
in a fog! Once again, does she want a get or not? If yes, the
procedure is you are Mazmin the Nitvah l’Din; Not so? The
husband has to sign a Shtar Birurin for the wife to ask for a get in
Bes Din?? Maybe I’m not familiar how the these things work.
Also, you mention “Bes Din of America”. Mi Hu Zeh?
Ve’Ayzehu?! Is this a Bes Din that is used by the Heimishe Oilom
(Bnei Torah etc.)? Also, since when does someone go to Bes Din
that they should decide if they should get divorced or not? I
thought, if anything, although your mind is made up for divorce,
the Bes Din tries to discourage it. That the decision to divorce is
based on prior counseling and guidance of both parties "together".
I would greatly appreciate clarification in all of the above.
B’Chol Hakovod, EL
----------------------------------------------From: Rabbi Yehoshua <kaganoff@juno.com>
To: SEM@gmail.com
Date: Wed, 5 Oct 2011 16:01:16 -0400
Dear Reb E,
Once again my apologies for the delay in responding and likewise
a G’mar Chasima Tova. I am attaching a letter of mine that will be
published in the Succos edition of Binah magazine. Besides the
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fact that it was the cause of this delayed response to you, its
contents, I believe, are also pertinent to our discussion.
1) Actually your first assertion is not the case at all. 2 analogies to
illustrate:
We wouldn't dream of asking a Ba'al haBos or a young Mesifta
Bochur, neither of which are holding in a Sugya - the first because
he hasn't reviewed it in 25 years the latter because he has never
learned the Sugya - to explicate a piece of Reb Boruch Ber! To ask
them to analyze it and present a lucid presentation of its contents
and add commentary and He’oros upon it, is simply ludicrous!
OR
We wouldn't ask a very distinguished professor of physics or
l'havdil, a Rosh Yeshiva, to interpret the results of an EKG of
someone experiencing chest pains!
In either of these cases the unlettered and unfamiliar person will
emphasize the unimportant and ignore the critical. If he
does 'happen' on the correct interpretation, it still has no authority.
It was just a matter of accidental coincidence. Responsible people,
simply, do not conduct their lives in this manner!
This is precisely the situation here as well. Without a familiarity
with the subject matter, the document at best would be
meaningless, at worst would cause severe misrepresentations,
distortions and misguided behaviors as in the above analogies.
Please note the bolded part of the below email written by an
intern in OHEL
From: Cha L <chal@gmail.com>
Date: July 17, 2011 12:21:19 PM EDT
To: Chaya <c@gmail.com>
After last week's events (ed. note – The Horrific murder of Leiby
Kletzky), Rov Dovid Cohen who is our posek here at Ohel, stated
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explicitly that as mandated reporters, therapists are required legally
and ethically to report all suspected abuse to the authorities
IMMEDIATELY--as the law requires--; the idea that we should
have to consult a rav about whether or not to call, when our
professional training and instincts tell us that something is amiss is
like hemming and hawing about whether to call Hatzolah. Crazy!
Anyway, the Rabbonim are well trained in Paskening Halacha,
they are not sufficiently trained and experienced in picking up on
abuse or recognizing its dynamics. I had a couple here a few
months ago who had been working on their marriage for FIVE
YEARS with a well respected and really smart Rov who just
wasn't able to detect in all those years what I (-a dumb intern
not particularly experienced at all--) was able to pick up on, in
5 lousy minutes. Big difference between a dysfunctional
marriage and an abusive marriage and hard to tell if u don't
know what to look 4 and what questions to ask. Had they gone
for the right help at the outset, 3 less kids would have been brought
into a toxic situation. Very tragic!
2) "ʯʥʴʸʨʪʸʥʮʧʤʫʬʤ" is a well known Gemoro (Sanhedrin 33a- see
pg 242). True, the Maskono of the Gemoro is that he was not
Chayav to pay damages, but R' Tarfon's lack of knowledge of
medical and/or scientific information, was nevertheless a classic
example of ʤʰʹʮ ʸʡʣʡ ʤʲʨ and it is the basis of the Shach's Psak
CM 25, s'k #9 (middle end) that anything that is "Poshut" falls into
this category and is ʥʰʩʣʸʦʧ.
Forgive me for saying, but just as you, Reb E, are not familiar with
the dynamics and details of domestic abuse, I am pained to say that
this is also the case for the overwhelming majority of Rosh
Yeshivos, Rabbonim and most grievously Dayonim and Botei Din.
There is only ONE Bais Din (Bes Din of America) here in the
States, that has troubled itself to familiarize itself with this
information.
However, just as you do not feel, at this point in time, that this lack
of knowledge is a ‘Chisaron’ in your ability to be sufficiently
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competent on the subject, that same sentiment is also shared by this
vast majority of Dayonim etc.
So we have a horrible paradox. The Halocho is: Toveah is
Mazmim to Bais Din #1 Nitva then has the right to say, "No, I
want Bais Din #2. And that's what needs to be done, according to
technical Halacha.
BUT in the present scenario described above, following this course
of action will transgress a different Isur as per CM 8:1 e.g. going to
a ʯʥʢʤ ʥʰʩʠʹ ʯʩʩʣ, because they are indeed unknowledgeable and
therefore incompetent.
Hence, my suggestion: that both sides mutually agree to go to the
only competent Bais Din here in the States. I can assure you that
everyone involved would much prefer that this matter be dealt with
in a competent Bais Din and not in secular court (with the
exception, of course, of the lawyers, who won't get their fees).
In response to your other queries:
Bes Din of America's reputation is widely recognized both here
and in Eretz Yisroel by all segments of our community.
In regards determination of divorce, only in Secular court and law
can one spouse unilaterally force a divorce. However please see
Even Ho’Ezer 154, that this is not the protocol of Bais Din. Bais
Din hears the Ta'anos of both the husband and wife and then
determines the proper course to take: counseling, coercion,
punitive actions, or Get etc.
BiChvod Rav, Yehoshua
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Abuse victim’s need for
“A Settling of the Account”
and/or an Apology
Dear Rabbi E,
After sending the below letter to you, I had opportunity to consult
with a very prominent Traumatologist/Trauma therapist trainer. I
shared with her the content of the letters and she edited them to
keep the contents (and me) up to date. I am therefore passing this
information on to you as well.
Sincerely, Rabbi Kaganoff
On Sun, 02 Aug 2009 21:00:23 -0400 "vbr" <vr@verizon.net>
writes:
Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
Attached are my comments on your letters (in italics). The
comments speak for themselves. One overriding comment is to
not "sell" EMDR as a short miracle cure. Many of the people you
have referred to me are definitely longer term clients.
I very much appreciate your taking on this extremely important
problem!
Best, V
-----------------------Dear Rabbi E,
I wanted to thank you for arranging and facilitating Mrs. D's
presentation in our community. The raising of awareness of this
issue in our community is of highest priority. Thank you.
Lack of awareness/denial is, however, only one third of the
problem that swirls around molestation. You may already be aware
of the other 2 thirds but I feel it is important to articulate them, just
in case you aren't informed.
1) I am attaching a letter to Yated (pg 361), which I penned and
they sanitized and then published, which addresses this aspect. The
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victims can many times be fully healed and although it is often
arduous, the newer trauma therapies shorten the time it takes to
process the issues fully and it becomes a gratifying experience for
the people involved.
The Mental Health profession needs to
realize that the most recent research indicates that cognitive
therapies DO NOT work for this acute abuse; BUT NONCOGNITIVE therapies which incorporate a mind/body approach
are very effective both immediately after the event, and even years
later. Please see the accompanying letter.
2) The assertion is frequently made that in order for the victim to
achieve proper healing, the perpetrator must be punished and
apologize and the community must be compassionate and
supportive. This was even recently reasserted by B.M. in a post.
It has been known for years (at least 8-15, for those who are
current in the field) that these are NOT critical elements in the
victims' recovery.
A compassionate and supportive community is definitely helpful,
but by no means required.
And perpetrators hardly ever are punished or apologize; and even
when this does happen it does little to soothe the victim. The
victim needs an internal healing which only non-cognitive
therapies can provide. And when effected, makes the perpetrators'
punishment or apology basically irrelevant. It is certainly helpful
for the perpetrator to acknowledge, apologize and, if possible,
atone. However, as you point out, this rarely happens and is not
necessary for the victim’s recovery.
Once again you should be wonderfully commended for all your
efforts in this endeavor.
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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ABUSE REPORTING – When do you become exempt?
Mon, 13 Jul 2009 11:55:21 +0300
Daniel Eidensohn <yadmoshe@012.net.il>writes:
http://daattorah.blogspot.com/2009/07/responsibility-absolved-ifcase-is.html
I need some sources regarding the question of whether a person is
absolved of responsibility by going to a rabbi or police.
For example, we know that a person is obligated to try and save
another from harm. If he sees another drowning or hears a plot
against him, he needs to either save him or have others save the
person.
When I discover a case of abuse and report this information to a
rabbi or the police - am I free from future obligation? Or should I
view that I have merely delegated the task to another but that the
primarily responsibility remains with me. This seems to be the
issue of a Shomer (watchman) who hands his job over to another
Shomer. If there is any damage, the first Shomer is responsible!
ʠʥʤʭʠʥʬʩʴʠʡʩʩʧʸʮʥʹʬʸʱʮʹʸʮʥʹ ʥʫʠʶʸʨʴʹʮʯʹʥʧ ʪʥʸʲʯʧʬʥʹ
ʯʮʩʤʮʠʬʪʠʩʤʤʲʥʡʹʡʩʬʯʮʩʤʮʺʠʤʩʬʸʮʠʣʸʫʹʸʮʥʹʬʸʱʮʥʭʰʧʸʮʥʹ
ʥʤʩʮʤʢʤʯʥʹʠʸʮʸʺʥʩʸʹʫʥʡʥʨʩʰʹʤʹʬʫʬʲʥʣʩʭʠʥʬʩʴʠʤʲʥʡʹʡʩʬ
ʪʫʩʴʬ ʣʩʷʴʮʤʷʸʴʩʫʣʸʮ ʸʥʨʴʤʧʩʮʠʬʥʣʩʷʴʮʤʩʰʴʬʸʮʥʹʬʸʱʮʹʸʮʥʹ
ʯʥʹʠʸʤʸʮʥʹʤʩʸʤʩʰʹʤʸʮʥʹʤʬʶʠʤʦʸʡʣʣʩʮʺʣʩʷʴʤʬʭʩʬʲʡʤʪʸʣʭʠ
ʯʥʹʠʸʤʹʯʥʢʫʥʺʸʩʮʹʨʲʩʮʭʠʬʡʠʥʺʸʩʮʹʨʲʮʩʠʬʹʠʥʤʥʭʬʹʬʮʸʥʨʴ
ʹʹʩʰʹʤʥʬʠʥʹʯʥʹʠʸʤʹʥʠʧʹʩʰʹʤʥʸʫʹʸʮʥʹʤʩʤ, ʯʥʹʠʸʤʠʥʤʲʹʥʴ
ʩʥʠʸʫʩʰʹʤʸʮʹʹʭʩʣʲʹʩʭʠʥʭʩʬʲʡʡʸʫʹʥʠʬʠʹʹʴʲʠʭʬʹʮʥ, ʸʨʴʰ
ʠʥʤʬʥʫʩʥʤʠʸʯʥʹʠʸʤʸʮʥʹʤʭʠʭʩʣʲʭʹʥʩʤʠʬʥʬʩʴʠʥʯʥʹʠʸʸʮʥʹ
 ʬʳʩʲʱʡʲʯʮʩʱʯʩʩʲʥ ʸʨʴʰʥʲʡʹʰʤʦʩʸʤʲʡʹʩʬ
Is that true in the case of an obligation to protect another person
from harm? In other words if I report a case of abuse, do I need to
do a follow up that the case is in fact being properly dealt with?
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Additionally, if I try once to help and fail - do I need to keep
trying?
---------------------------------------

Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
I want to follow up on your queries from 13 July.
I would like to present 3 points:
1) ʸʮʥʹʬ ʸʱʮʹ ʸʮʥʹ is not applicable here. (This is NOT an
application of the Halachic implications of an appointed watchman
transferring the object to another person without the owner’s
consent.)
2) It is a case of ʤʣʩʡʠʺʡʹʤ (returning a lost object)
3) And therefore, what are the parameters of Hashovas Aveida
ʤʣʩʡʠʺʡʹʤ and how would they apply in our context?
1) ʸʮʥʹʬ ʸʱʮʹ ʸʮʥʹ (Shomer SheMosar LeShomer)
(transferring between watchmen) would not seem to
be applicable here.
Either according to Abaye, that the reasoning is because ʩʰʥʶʸʯʩʠ
ʸʧʠʣʩʡʩʰʥʣʷʴʠʤʩʹ (“Ain Reztoni SheYehe Pikdoni b'Yad Acher
= Owner of object opines that he is unhappy that his object has
been transferred without his approval”) OR whether according to
Rovo that it is because of ʺʠ ʩʬʺʩʰʮʤʮʠʬʪʠʩʤʥʤʲʥʡʹʡʩʬʺʩʰʮʤʮ
("At M'Hemnis Li b'Shevuoh, v'Haich Lo M'Hemnis Li = I trust
the oath of Watchman #1 but NOT the oath of watchman #2"),
both reasons see that the underlying principle is a contractual
agreement (a ʣʥʡʲʹ shibud) that binds the Shomer (Watchman),
because of the contract undertaken, with the owner of the property.
In our situation there has occurred no contractual arrangement
between the victim and his erstwhile rescuer/interventionist.
Whether there is an Isur (Torah Prohibition) aspect of ʸʮʥʹʬʸʥʱʠ
 ʸʮʥʹʬ ʸʥʱʮʬ "Osur L'Shomer Limsor l'Shomer = a watchman is
prohibited by Torah Law to transfer the object to another
watchman without permission") is discussed in the Acharonim please see Aruch HaShulchon 291:45,46 and Pischei Choshen vol
2, 4:1:1). But even if there is an Isur aspect, it flows from being
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ʭʩʬʲʡ ʺʲʣ ʬʲ ʸʩʡʲʮ "Maavir Al Daas Baalim = transgressing the
will of the owner") - a Gezel/Gneiva (larceny/robbery) parameter
which would not be applicable in our scenario - in a strictly
Halocho legal sense. (Musar/ethical/moral considerations need to
be considered separately.)
The following sources and analysis, I believe, support this
position:
The position of the Rav Shulchon Aruch (Hilchos Aveida
uPikadon #32 quoted by Pischei Choshen, Aveida 6:4) and
Halacha Berura 5:12 (lost & found II, between footnote #7&8),
both hold that ʤʣʩʡʠ (“Aveida = a lost object being held for return”)
in all circumstances has no restriction of ʸʮʥʹʬʸʥʱʮʬʸʮʥʹʬʸʥʱʠ
(“Osur l'Shomer LiMsor l'Shomer”); the reasoning of Rav
Shulchon Aruch is, "Hashem made him a shomer; NOT the ʭʩʬʲʡ
(“Baalim = owner of object")
The source for the Rav Shulchon Aruch is most probably the
Rashbo (Teshuvos Vol 4 #254 quoted in Bais Yosef CM
235 immediately preceding note #10 of Darchei Moshe). The
Rashbo clearly states the principle that obligations of ʤʣʩʡʠʺʡʹʤ
(“Hashovas Aveida = returning lost objects”) operate
independently of ʸʮʥʹ ʩʰʩʣ (“Dinei Shomer = laws of
watchmen”). The Rav Shulchon Aruch, based on the 2 principles
in Hashovas Aveida of 1) ʸʮʺʹʮ Mishtamer (discussed below #3)
and 2) no necessity of ʭʩʬʲʡ ʺʲʣ (“Daas Baalim = owner’s
consent”), extends this to mean that another trustworthy person can
take over as Shomer.
The Machne Efraim (Shomrim #14, also quoted by Pischei
Choshen) understands and applies this Rashbo even in a case
where there is an actual ʠʶʴʧ (“Cheftzo = object”) and  ʡʥʩʧ
ʯʩʮʥʬʹʺ (“Chiyuv Tashlumin = obligation to pay”) in question. He
holds that a scenario is possible that 1) I could have your object in
my jurisdiction, 2) I am, nevertheless, totally exempt from any
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Shomer responsibility; but 3) nevertheless Hashovas Aveida
requires me to keep it ʸʮʺʹʮ ("Mishtamer = protected see below").
One could conjecture that, by extension, it would appear that
Machne Efraim, a fortiori, concurs with Rav Shulchon Aruch
that the Aveida object could be transferred to another Shomer; but
after reflection we realize that the 2 opinions are not interwoven.
Indeed in the unique scenario of the Machne Efraim he would hold
that there is no ʸʮʥʹ ʩʡʥʩʧ (“Chiyuvei Shomer = Halachic
obligations of watchmen”) and consequently it could also be
transferred to another Shomer but that does not necessarily mean
that he would agree in all other cases with the Rav Shulchon
Aruch's Chidush.
The only thing we can definitely extract from the Machne Efraim's
position is that he is in agreement with the Rashbo's principle that
obligations of Hashovas Aveida operate independently of Dinei
Shomer.
Likewise the Rav Shulchon Aruch does not agree with the Machne
Efraim. Even though he holds that another Shomer can be
appointed in the finder's stead, he does not agree to exemptions
from other Chiyuvei Shomer. This I believe is apparent from his
formulation of the Halocho in Hilchos Aveida uPikadon # 29
The Nesivos (CM 291:3) strongly disagrees with the whole
premise of the Machne Efraim. He maintains that it is absurd
to posit that your object is in my jurisdiction and concomitantly
there are no “Chiyuvei Shmira” - ie every object Aveida
situation, ipso facto, also incurs Shomrim obligations. It would
appear that the Nesivos not only disagrees with the Machne Efraim
but even with the Rav Shulchon Aruch as well for the same reason.
(However, The ʺʥʩʠʸ (“Raayos = proofs”) that the Nesivos adduces
from the Yerushalmi and Maharit are neutralized by the refutations
proffered by the Machne Efraim and ʷʧʶʩ ʯʩʲʺ ʥʹ (ʸʦʲʤʯʡʠ #78
anaf 2)
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Nevertheless, I believe that in a scenario of Hashovas Aveida that
does not pertain to a Cheftzo but is only a ʥʸʩʡʧʬ ʠʸʡʢʮ ʡʥʩʧ
(“Chiyuv m'Gavra l'Chaveiro = an obligation of one man to his
fellowman”) that the Nesivos will agree to the premise of the
Rashbo that obligations of Hashovas Aveida can be operative even
though there are no Dinei Shomer. I assert this based on the
discussion of the Nesivos himself, in regards to how the Mitzvo
obligation interplays with the Chiyuvei Shmira insofar as to
whether the ʳʱʥʩ ʸʣʤʨʥʸʴ (“Pruta d'Rav Yosef = a nominal profit
to an Aveida-watchman in that he is exempt from giving
Tzedoko”) applies to modify the status re: ʭʰʧ ʸʮʥʹ (“Shomer
Chinom = unpaid watchman”) or ʸʫʹ ʸʮʥʹ (“Shomer Sochor =
paid watchman”). I believe this indicates that even according to the
Nesivos the Mitzvo is operating independently; just it is superimposed upon the ʠʶʴʧʸʮʥʹ (“Shomer Cheftzo = watchman for an
object”) platform.
In summary:
Rashbo: - obligations of Hashovas Aveida operate independently
of Dinei Shomer.
Rav Shulchon Aruch: - by all Aveidos there is no restriction of 
Shomer SheMosar l'Shomer.
Machne Efraim: - Rashbo's principle exempts, in certain scenarios,
even ʯʩʮʥʬʹʺ ʩʡʥʩʧ (“Chiyuvei Tashlumin”) of an erstwhile
Shomer.
Nesivos: - Disagrees with Machne Efraim in scenario where there
is an actual ʠʶʴʧ (“Cheftzo= object”). However:
- He states no opinion re: Rav Shulchon Aruch's
Chidush
- No opinion stated in regards to Hashovas Aveida
Without a ʠʶʴʧ Cheftzo
Conclusion:
In a scenario ofʤʣʩʡʠʺʡʹʤ Hashovas Aveida that does not pertain
to a ʠʶʴʧ Cheftzo but is only a ʥʸʩʡʧʬ ʠʸʡʢʮ ʡʥʩʧ (“Chiyuv
m'Gavra l'Chaveiro”), Obligations of ʤʣʩʡʠ ʺʡʹʤ (“Hashovas
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Aveida”) operate even though there is no ʸʮʥʹ Shomer and no ʩʰʩʣ
ʸʮʥʹ Dinei Shomer
2) It IS a case of Hashovas Aveida!
While indeed the Gemoro Sanhedrin 73a, on its own, would seem
to be inconclusive as to whether according to its ʠʰʷʱʮ (“Maskono
= final conclusion”) rescuing from danger still falls under  ʺʡʹʤ
ʤʣʩʡʠ (Hashovas Aveida) or not, we could entertain 3 approaches:
A - that the whole Mitzvo and obligation derives from ʬʲʣʥʮʲʺʠʬ
ʪʩʲʸʭʣ (“Lo Saamod = obligation to rescue someone in danger”)
alone
B - that the basic Mitzvo derives from Hashovas Aveida. Just
certain aspects and details that intensify and magnify the obligation
are derived from Lo Saamod.
C - both Pesukim (obligating scriptural verses) are necessary;
neither one has a greater intrinsic revelation over the other, but
ʠʸʷʣʠʸʥʺʩʮ (“m'Yitura d'Kro = a seeming unneeded redundancy”)
is what gives rise to the full complement of rules. (This 3rd
approach is nevertheless still consistent with the premise that
Hashovas Aveida is still operable)
It appears to me that the overwhelming majority of Rishonim and
Poskim accept the second approach (B):
1) Ramban in Toras ho'Odom (quoted anonymously almost
verbatim by Tur YD 336)
2) Tur YD 336
3) Ritvo (in Chidushim) Y vomos 106a
4) Nemukei Yosef ibid quotes Ritvo and doesn't dispute
5) Meiri (Sanhedrin) Hashovas Aveida is the minimum obligation
and ʥʴʥʢ ʺʡʹʤ (Hashovas Gufo) is ʸʮʥʧʥ ʬʷ (“Kal voChomer = A
fortiori”) from ʥʰʥʮʮ (“Momono = a person’s property”).
6) Sm''a CM 426:1
7) Chochmas Shlomo 426
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8) Shulchon Aruch YD 336 seif 2&3 - the underlying principle
is ʥʺʡʹʤʥ V'Hasheivoso not ʣʮʲʺ ʠʬ Lo Saamod. see Shach, Taz
& Gro #7,12
9) Ran in Chidushei Sanhedrin ibid - (both Pesukim are necessary;
neither one has intrinsic revelation over other; just ʠʸʷʣ ʠʸʥʺʩʮ
m'Yitura d'Kro. (This is the 3rd approach mentioned above. As
also mentioned above, it is nevertheless consistent with the
premise that Hashovas Aveida is still operable)
The ʤʩʠʸ (“Raaya = proof”) that I had tersely alluded to in
my email of 5 weeks ago, is the fact, that concerning ʭʩʸʣʰ
Nedorim, the Mishna (Halocho) permits, in a ʸʣʥʮʥ ʸʩʣʮ
(“Madir/Mudar = personal oaths restricting interpersonal actions”)
situation, to nevertheless administer Refuah (Medical care) as long
as there is no external benefit other than that of providing the
Refuah itself.
The Rambam and Bartenura, both adduce ʥʬʺʥʡʹʤʥ (v'Hashevosa
Lo) as the source - not ʣʮʲʺ ʠʬ (Lo Saamod). The Tosfos
Yomtov's reticence would also indicate that he is in agreement.
(Granted that other Rishonim give a different reason for the Heter
(permission) for Refuah to be administered, but that's because a
more basic more global ʠʸʡʱ (“S’voro = reasoning”) is available not that they dispute the principle of the Rambam & Bartenura)
The Minchas Chinuch (Mitzvas Lo Saamod) draws attention to the
astounding oddity that in spite of the above quoted Rambam in
Pirush HaMishnayos, nowhere in Yad HaChazoko does he bring
ʥʴʥʢʺʣʩʡʠ (Aveidas Gufo) to be subsumed under Hashovas Aveida
ʤʣʩʡʠʺʡʹʤ!!
We, on our own, might even add that Rambam's complete
reticence in this regard in Rotzeach 1:7-end (especially #15) would
seem, ʥʹʥʸʩʴʫʠʮʺʱ (“Stama k'Pirusho = reticence as equivalent to
overt expression”), that he retracted from his position in Pirush
HaMishnayos and concludes with approach #A above!
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[Be that as it may, even if we take into account the ambiguity
of the Rambam's position, we cannot determine more than a ʷʴʱ
(“Sofeik = doubt”) as to what his final opinion is.]
Therefore, whereas the overwhelming majority of Rishonim
quoted above quite definitively state that Hashovas Gufo is
subsumed under Hashovas Aveida; in the final analysis, it would
appear to me that the normative Halocho is that indeed we are
dealing with Hashovas Aveida.
3) Now to return to your original question:
"When I discover a case of abuse and report this information to a
rabbi or the police - am I free from future obligation? Or should I
view that I have merely delegated the task to another but that the
primarily responsibility remains with me."
As discussed above, the obligation of Hashovas Aveida differs in
many details to those of Hashovas Gzeila/Gneiva and Shomrim.
The pertinent detail that most pertains to our discussion is that the
finder needs to restore it to a location where it is ʸʮʺʹʮ
Mishtamer'' (CM 267:1, 2).
The concept of ʸʮʺʹʮ ''Mishtamer'' is probably best
translated/interpreted by the word ''secured'' as in ''the house has
been secured'' or "security services'' which means protected and
safe.
This means that unless the Aveida is secured, ie that it is protected
and safeguarded the finder/discoverer has not fulfilled his
obligation of ʥʺʡʹʤʥ (v'Hasheivoso)!
Stating this in the reverse, “If the finder should ''return' the Aveida
to a place that is NOT ''Mishtamer'' he has not discharged his
obligation properly and is fully responsible as a ʲʹʥʴ (“Posheah =
negligence”) for any mishap (lost, damage or stolen) that may
occur!
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A second detail of Hashovas Aveida that also would be germane to
our discussion is the following: even if he returns the Aveida to a
location that is indeed “Mishtamer” and thereby fulfilled his
obligation, if, however, it should escape again from that  ʭʥʷʮ
ʸʮʺʹʮ (“Mokom Mishtamer = the secured location”), and the
jeopardy of losing it recurs, the finder is once again obligated to
retrieve and return it; and this is true even if reoccurs many times –
as Chazal state, ''even a hundred times!''
Translating these details of obligation into our scenario of abuse, I
believe that reporting the abuse to the police or Rabbi, would
exempt the reporter from further obligation only if the reporting
would reestablish full security (eg safety) for the victim(s). If the
involvement and oversight of these or any other authority or person
would restore safety, then indeed the responsibility and obligation
would pass to the new "Shomer" completely and the first party
would be totally exempt from further involvement.
Unfortunately, however, in our present milieu, in most cases, this
hardly occurs. In most instances a report, even to the police, at
most only initiates an investigation, (and I dare say that to a Rav
the results are even more disheartening) but the abuse goes on
unabated or even intensifies!
Even if the abuse would cease for a period of time after the report;
if it should begin again, the initial report would not exempt the
discovery of its reoccurrence from further reporting.
Therefore in summary, the original responsibility remains in
place on the original discoverer until the safety of the victim is
assured!!
[Please note: that Rashi's language, quoted on your blog, that
seems to derive from Lo Saamod that you are still obligated even
after "passing the baton" and others are acting on your behalf, I
believe is inconclusive. Even though it would dovetail nicely with
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my presentation above, I believe that the thrust of Rashi is
different. I believe that Rashi (like Meiri and Ran cited above) is
bothered by the following question, “where do you see from this
posuk more dimensions of obligation than from ʥʬ ʺʥʡʹʤʥ
v'Hasheivosa Lo?" Rashi proceeds to demonstrate this from the
language of the posuk itself. But Rashi does not mean to offer any
comment on whether your obligation continues even after the
appointment of qualified others.]
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff
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Kibud Av v'Em (Honoring and Respecting Parents)–
What are the obligations of children in divorce/separation
situations?
In distressed families, parental discord, separation and/or divorce,
reprehensibly the children are oft times caught in the crossfire. Let
us state very clearly that it is in the best interest of the children that
both sides leave the children out of the fray and that both parents,
grandparents, advisors, friends etc, speak about the other side in
only civil, respectful terms. This is what the Torah requires and
what is medically (Mental health) mandated!
Unfortunately, it is my experience that in our circles, this is hardly
ever the case. One side and sometimes even both sides engage in
backbiting and undermining the other side. Sometimes in this
confrontational milieu, Halocho is misrepresented in order to
“support” the claims to rights of one side. To this end, I am
including here a Teshuva on the topic of Kibud Av v’Em upon
which is based the following Piskei Din:
1) Not always is the father’s Kovod given priority! The
commonly heard phrase ʭʣʥʷ ʥʩʡʠ ʣʥʡʫ (“K’Vod Oviv
Kodem = father’s honor, needs, desires etc. have priority”)
is in many cases simply inaccurate! Examples, where
Mother has priority:
Ͳ Redeeming Mom from captivity.
Ͳ Giving Mom basic food necessities.
Ͳ Bringing Mom her clothing.
2) If parents are separated or divorced, then both parents are
on equal footing. According to Shulchon Aruch &
Acharonim, the child can then choose which he/she prefers
to serve (first or exclusively).
[According to The Netziv –this is not an absolute “freechoice”; But rather the intent of the Gemoro is that
whichever parent requires the service more, must be,
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according to Halocho, the child’s “choice”!. I explore in the
Teshuva whether the Netziv is interpreting the Shulchon
Aruch OR is he offering his own novel approach.]
All of the above, is assuming that neither of the parents is
guilty of abusive behavior or active addictions. These last
scenarios will be dealt with in the next section. (Custody in
Abuse Situations pg 271)

 ÏÂÇÃÂÅÇÃËÍÑËÒÔÃ
ÉËÒÐÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆÆÚÐÂÇÐÂÇÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆÚÐÇÂÂÃÂ ÂÎÑËÛÇÅËÙ 
ÙÓÖÒÑÍÇ ÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÏËÃËËÉÌÐÂÇÆÜÂÛÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÙÓÇÔÇÇÐÂÅÇÃÍ
ÆÈÐÇÜÇÜËÚÍ ÓÐÕÇÓÆÒÛÐÃÂØÐÒÑÇÛÎÆÇÜÇÂÇÅË ÔÓÐÚ ÓÅËÔÛÃ
ÏÅÇÙÇ ÕËÅÔÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍ ÆËÆËÛÌËÂ ÆÚÙÐÇÆÚÙÐÎÍÃÛ ÑÇÐÆÆËÖÃÆÐÇÛ
  ÇÐÂÅÇÃÍÎ

  ÂËÆÂÜÙËÓÖÂÜÎËÐÇÂÎÛËÜÂØÐÆÈÃËÒÇËÔÃÎÃÂ
ËÃÛÆ ÑÐ ÜÇÅÖÎ ÑËÒÔÎÛ ÎÛÚÆÐ ÏÛÃ ÂËÃÆÛ Ã Ë Ù Ó ÆÃÇÛÜ ËÉÜÖÃ Ô
ÜÐÅÇÙÇÐÂ
 ÜÐÅÇÙÇÐÂÜÇÓÍÇÑÇÈÐËÃÄÎÆÆÛÆÂÚÒÛÆËÎËÅÐÜÖÕËÓÇÆÇ

Å ËÃÛÆÙÅØ ÎÆÇÏËËÇÃÛÑÇËÅÖÜÇÍÎÆÐÏËÔÃÇÒÏËÚÃÅÆÇÎÂÅÂÇÆÊÇÛÖÇ
ÇÎËÖÂÇÇËÓÍÒÎÏËÅÚÇËÇÜÐÅÇÙÇÜÛÂ ÏËËÇÃÛÇÜÛÂÇÛËÂ ÙÓÖÒ ËÓÃÒÚ Ó
ÑÇËÅÖÑËÒÔÎÅÂÏËÐÔÊËÒÛÐÂÚÄÆÚÂËÃÇ ÇÎÏËÔÐÇÛÑËÂÆÜÇÅÖÎÂÎÉÇÇØ
ËÂÒÜËÃÇËÉÐÛ ÃÇÚÇÍÈÃÍÛÐÃÏËÎËÄÚÅÇÂÎËÂÛËÂÎÜÐÅÇÙÆÛÂÏËËÇÃÛ
Î ÛÚÆÐÆ ËÚÃÅÎ ÚÇÙÐÆ ÇÆÈÛ ÚÇÚÃÇ ÇÜÛÂ ÜÂ ÜÇÅÖÎ ÃËËÉ ÎÔÃÛ ÆÃÇÜÍ
 Î ÒÆ

ÛÙÃÎ ÇÂÃÛ ÆÛÂÇ ÛËÂÅ É ÔÓ ÂÒÚ ÓÐ ÃÇËÍ ÜÖÆ ÕËÓÇÆ ÆÈ ËÖÎÔÇ
ÆÛÂÆÑËÐËÅÙÐÜÇÓÍÛÙÃÎÑÍÇÆÛÂÆÑËÐËÅÙÐÑÇÈÐ
ÂÜËÂÅÂÆÇ ÜÐÅÇÙÇÐÂÜÇÜÛÎÇÂÎÇÍÂÎÆÐÇÐÂÎÇÇËÃÂÎÑËÂÏÂÂÎËÐÐ
ÏÔ  ÅÇÃËÍ ÎÛ  ÑÖÇÂÃ ÂÙÇÇÅ ÇÒËËÆ ÏÅÇÙ ÇËÃÂÛ ÏËÐ ËÒËÙÛÆ Î ÒÆ ÐÄÃ
 ÏËÂÐØÛÐÐÛÂÎÇÅÇÃËÍÏËÛÙÃÐÛÇÒËËÆÅÃÎ ÅÇË
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ÏÔÑÇÐÆÆÙËËÅÐÛÆÐÇ ÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÏËÃËËÉÇÐÂÇÂÇÆÅ  ÐÄÆËÇÊËÃÛ ÂØÇË
ÂÆÅÎËËÍËÎÎÍÇÂÎÅÇËÚÇÆÎÑÃËÅÇÃÔÛÎÍÃÏÅÇÙÅËÐÜÇËÃÂÜÇÚËÛÛÇÒÐÐ
 ÑËÐÅÇÙÆÎÜÇÚËÛÆÂÎËÐÐÇÏÂÆËÃÇËÉÅÂÃÇÊËÒÇÇÄÂÍËÂ
----------------------- ÉÓ Ó  ÂÔÚ ÜÇÃÇÛÜÃ ÏËÂÃÇÐÆ ÔÛÆ ËÚÃÅ ÎÔ ÄÔÎØ ÆÈ ËÖÎ ÎÃÂ 
ÇËÃÂÇÛËÅÙÑÃÆÚÐÂËÛÆÂÇÇØÆÉËÒÆÇÐÂÏÂÎ ÈÇ ËÙÓÜÖÃÏËÂÃÇÐÛ
 × ÃÛÜÇ ÇÃ ÎÍ  ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆ ËÚÃÅÐ ÜÇÐÇÙÐ ËÒÛÃ ÕÓÇË ÜËÃ ÂËÃÆÛ ÅËÖÙÐ
ÑËÂÛÕÓÇËÜËÃÏÛÃÂËÃÆÂÐÚÆÙÚ ÛËÅÙÚÐÂËÂÎÇ ÕËÅÔÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÛ
ÑÍÄÆÒÐÆ
ÏÇÛÎÔÃÎÑËÂÇËÐÅÑÇËÅÖÇÜÇÓÍÑÇÈÐÍÛËÅÙÜÚËÐÂÛÅÔÖÎÆÂÚÒÆÚÇÂÍÎÇ
ÎÔÔÎØÇÇËÃÂÜÅËÖÙÎÎÎÍÇÎÎÍÛÇÉÎÇÒÎÑËÂËÂÅÇÂÎËÐÐÇÆÈÃÆÐËÅÙÜÇÍÈ
ÏËÒÇÐÅÙÆ
ÆØÚÛ ÇÙÇÎËÉËÜÒÃÆÂÎÎÃÂ ÈÎÙÓÐÚ ËÓÃ ÑÉÎÛÆÌÇÚÔÆ ÆÛÙÆÑÍÇ
ËÉÜÐËÅÙÎÏÂÜÐËÅÙÑËÃÙÎÉÎ
ÅÇÃÍÅËÐÜÅÃÜÍÛËÖÊÂÉËÒÂ ËÙ ÓÜ ÖÂËÃÆÛÂÅÇÆËÃÔÅÇÒÆËÖÎÎÃÂ
ÚÐÇÂ ÇÒÃÛ ÇÚÔØÇ ÇÒÇËÈÃ ÏÇÛÐ ÂÇÆ ÃÂÆ ÜÅËÖÙÇ ÜÐÆ ÅÇÃÍÎ ÏÅÇÙ ËÉÆ
Î ÙÇÆÜÐÆÇÐÂÅÇÃÍÎËÉÆÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÛËÉÍÐÂÎËÐÐÇÇËËÉÃÛËÅÙ
ÎÛ ÇÜÛÂÅ ÏËÒÇÐÅÙÆ ÜÒÇÇÍÇ ÜÚÃÓ ÜÐÂÃ ÇÆÈ ËÎÇÂ ËÍÆÎ ÑÒËÜÂÅ ÂÜÛÆÇ
ÆÛËÂÚÔØÎÇÜÇÈÃÎÂÎÛÜÃËËÉÍÄÏÅÂ
ËÉÅÛÖÒÉÇÙËÖÎÆÐÇÅÆÚÇÂÍÎÛËÅÙËÔÆÜÐÛÒÑÇÙËÜÂÆÅÔØÑËËÅÔÐÐ
ÃÍÔÎÎÔÃÆÎÇÍËÌËÂÍÂÇÃ ØÇËÍÇ
Î ÒÆ ÂÔÚËÚÃÅÃÂÇÈÉÆÎÛÇÚÇÂËÃÚËÖÛËÜÂÂÎÆÈÇÒØÇÚËÜËÖÎÎÃÂ
ÜÇÛÔÎ ÎÎÍ ÃÇËÉ ÑËÂÅ ÂÇÆ ÎÎÍÆÇ ÂÔÚÅ ÑÇÅÒÐ ÎÎÍ ÂÇÈÉÆ ÉËÍÇÆ ÂÆÅ
ÅÇÃËÍÃÇËÉÛ ÐÄÆ ÜÒÇÇÍ ÇÒËËÆ ÇËÃÂ ÅÇÃÍÃ ÜÃËËÉ ÂËÆÛ ÑÇËÍ ÏÂÆ ÜÂÇÇØ
Î ÒÆÇÒËÚÃÅËÖÎÎÃÂ ÇËÃÂ ÆÎÔÃÅÃÍÎÆÃÇËÉÜÐÉÐËÚÐÄÎÆÔÙÖÇÆÇÐÂ
ÚÔØÅ ÛËÅÙ ËÃÄÎÅ ÂÔÚÅ ÑÇÅËÒÎ ÆÐÇÅ  ÛËÅÙ ÑËÒÔÃ ÏËÒÇÐÅÙÆ ËÚÃÅ ÑËÂ
ÏËÒÇÐÅÙÆ ËÚÐÂ ÚËÖÛ ÇÚÔØÎ ÂÎÛ  ÇËÎÔ ÆÇÇØÐ ÍÄ ÂËÆÛ ÂÇÆ ÎÔÃÅ
ÚÙËÔÐÂÆÅ ÑÇÃÛÉÆÃ ÚÔØÑËÂÂÆÂÔÚÅÑÇÅËÒÃÎÃÂ ÇÐÂÅÇÃÍÔÙÖÇÆÅ
 Ä ÔÎØÇÏÛÚÂÇÃÐÍÓËÍÑÇÚÓÉÜÐÉÐÚÇÊÖÑÃÆÑËÅÆ
ÅÇÃÍÃÆÛÂÜÃËËÉÑËËÅÔÆÜËÐÚÉÂÎÆÐÎÆÚÃÓÂÇÈÉÃÜÍ  ÆÚÔÆÅÇÔ
ÇÜÛÂ ÎÔ ÎÃÂÜÐ ÂÇÆ ÑÍÇ ÆÎÔÃ ÎÔ ÜÎÃÂÜÐ ÂËÆÛ ÏÇÛÐ ÚËÃÓÆÇ ÆÎÔÃ
 ÑËÛÇÚËÄÍÆÜËÐÆÑËÂÂÎËÐÐÇ
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ÏÇÛ ÑËÂ ÃÇÛ ÜÇÎÃÂ ÑËÂÛ ÑÇËÍÛÏËÚÊÖÒ ÏÆËÒÛÏÂÛ ÇÜÚÃÓ ËÖÎ ÂØË ÍÂ
ÑÇÅÒÃÔÎØÐ ÐÇÑËÛÇÚËÄÍÏÆËÒËÃÅÚÖÜÆÜËÐÆÄ ÆÍÃÅ ÒÆÂËÎÇÂÇ ÚÛÙ
 Ô ØÇÑËÅÆÆÒÜÛËÇÏÆÐ ÂÙÚÇÂÇËÚÇÆ ÃÜÜËÐÚÉÂÎÆËÆÏÂÂÔÚÅ

ÛËÛ ËÅÅÆÂ ÏËÎÃÂÜÐÛ Î ÒÆ ÂÇÈÉÆ ÜËÂÚ ÅÃÎÅ Å ÔÖÎÒ ÑÇËÔÆ ÚÉÂÇ
ÆÜËÐ ÑËÂÇ ÂÔÚÍ ÂÎÅÇ ÇÅÚÖË ÂÎ ÆÜËÐ ÚÉÂÅ ÜÇÚÉÂ ÜÇÖÓÇÒ ÜÇÉÍÇÆ
 ÑËÛÇÚËÄÍ
ÜÚÈÇÉ ÆËÉÜÎ ÏËÐÙÛÛÍ ÆØÚ ÕÅ  ÈÂ ÈÍÖ ÂÉ  ÏËËÉÆ ÚÛÄ ÖÔ  Â
 ÏËÛÅÉÑËÛÇÅËÙÏÇÛËÎÃÇÜÛÂÜÇËÆÎÆÛÂÆ
 ÍÉÂÚÃÙÆÑÇÙËÜÇÜÚËÐÛËÒËÒÔÎÎÇÍÆÜÚÇÃÙÃÃËËÉÎÔÃÑÍÇÃ
 ÇÜÚËÊÖÚÉÂÎÕÂÚÃÉÍÚÃÉÜÛÂÇ Ä

ÎÔ Â ÈÉÆ ÜËÂÚ ÎÔ ÇÒÙÖÜÓÆÛ ÇÐÍ ÄÇ Ã ÜÇËÂÚ ÎÔ ÚÇÙÉÎ ÛËÛ Ö ÔÂÇ
ÙÖÓÏÇÛÑËÂÏËËÉÆÚÛÄÆËÚÃÅ
---------------------------ÏÆËÒÛ ÅÇÃÍÛ ËÛÚÖÇ ÇÍÇ ÎÖÓ ÎÊÆ ÇÍÇ ÇÐÂ ÆÛÚÄÜÒ ÑËÛÇÅËÙÃ ÆÐÛ 3
 ÌËÎÔÆÇÇÛ
 ÅË ÔÓÔÛÃÙÓÖÑÍÇÏËÅÙËÆØÚËÛÏÆÐÆÈËÂÛ ÐÄÆÜÒÇÇÍÅÔËÚÍÆËÃÇ
 ÂÏËÅÙÆÎÑËÂÅ ÇÒËËÆÅ ÆÇÇÛÏÆËÒÛ ÃÏÉÇÚËÇÒËÃÚ ÛÇÚËÖÂËÃÆÍÄËÃÃÇ
ÆËÜÇÇÍÂÎÅ Ë ÃÆ ÔËÚÍÆÎÃÂ ÇÊÇÛÖÍÛÐÐÏÆËÒËÃÎÖÓÆÎÊÆÂÎÂ ËÒÛÎ
 Ë ÛÚÖÍÂÎÂ
ÆÈ ÑËÅÎÔÄÇÒÃÆÎÔÃÎÆÅÇÃÔÛÙÎÜÓËÛÆÛÇÚÄ ÎÛ ÑËÅÆÎÉËÜÐÚÇÙÉÎÛËÇ
ÏËÇÇÛÏÆËÒÛÎÛ
ÚÃÍÛ ÜÔÃÇÂ ÅÉË ÏËÚÅ ÏÒËÂ ÚÃÍÛ ÜÔÃ ÇÂ ÂÙÇÇÅ ÆÊËÄ ÜÎÃÙÃ ÏÂÆ
ÑËËÅÔÜÇÃÓÆÈËÂÐÐÐÅÂÎÂÛÚÄÜÆÎÏËÒÍÇÐÚÃÍÛÏÆËÒËÃÏÇÎÛÆ ÚÓÇÆ
 'ÂÜËÃÃÏËÚÄ
ÆÈÎÔÂÊËÎÛËÙÓÎÔÃËÇÎÆÎÂÚÛËÚ ÄÆËÜÎÂÛÇ
ÏÂÎÃÂÆÈÑËÒÔÎÆÎÆÛÇÚÄÑËÅËÂÅÇÇÅÉËÏËÚÄÑËÂÇÇÅÚÖÜÒÏÂÛËÎÚÐÂÇ
ÐÐÆÒÐÐÛÙÃËÏÂÆÊÓÇÍÇÎÂËÃÜÂÎÂÐÜÓÐÛ ËÖÎÔ ÕÂ ÅÉËÏËÚÅ
ÑËËÅÔÆÛÇÚÄÑËÅÆÎÑËÂÛÆÂÚÒ
ÐÃÎÆÐÎÛÙÛÉÃ ÂÇÆÇÂ ÊËÎÛÃ ÆËÚÄÆÜÚÃÓÑËÔÍ ÆËÂÚ ËÜÂØÐÈÉÂÇ
ÏËÎÔÃÃ ÆÎÂÛ ÏÔÊÐ ÆËÓÍÒ ÎÔ ÆÚËÐÛ ËÐÇÎÛÜ ËÃÇËÉÐ ÎÔÃÆ ÚÇÊÖÎ ÇØ
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Ö ÔÂÅÉËÏËÚÄÛÍÏËËÙÑËËÅÔÛÆÎÔÃÎÆÛÂÎÔÛËÛÅÇÃÔÛÆÃÇËÉÃËÇÎÜÅ
 ÛÚÄÜÆÎÏËÅÐÇÔÛ
 ÅËÙÓÜÖÃÂÃÇÐ ÃÓ ÓÑËÛÇÅËÙÅÙÖÃÎÛÚÆÐÃ Å ÒÚÙËÔÎÚÇÈÉÒ
ËÛÚÛÎÒÐÛ ÂÇÆ ËÃÆ ÎÔ ÇËÜÇËÛÇÙÇ ÇËÜÇÉÍÇÆÐ ÂÇ ÏÉÇÚË ÇÒËÃÚÍÔËÚÍÆ
ÏÉÇÚËÇÒÃÚÎÔÙÎÇÉ

ÌËÎÔÜÎÐÇÒËËÆÅËÛÚÕËÓÇÆÛ ÂÆÎÐÐÇÛÇÚËÖÜÂËÃÆÂËØÇÆÛÅÔÖÎÒÇ
 ÇÊËÐÛÆÏÉÇÚËÇÒÃÚÛ ÌËÎÔÆÇÛÏÆËÒÛÅÇÃÍÛ

ÜÇËÇÇÛÃÛ ÏÆËÒËÃ ÔËÚÍÐÏÇÛ ÑËÂÇÏÐØÔÅØÐËÚÐÄÎÏËÇÇÛÏÆËÒÛËÚËÖÎÅ
ÏÆËÒËÃÎÖÓÆÎËÊÐÑÍÎÇËÒÛÆÎÔ ÂÆÏËÅÙÆÎÑËÂÇËÒÛÆÍ ÂÆÆÇØÐÆÃÇËÉ
 ÎÇÊËÏËÎÂÆÇÏÆËÒËÃÇÃËÚËÏÆÇÛÐÐ

ÌËÎÔÛÅÇÃÔÛÑËÂÛÏËÚÃÅÆÛÇÚËÖÌËÒËÔÃÇÐÍÇÒËËÆ ÌËÎÔ ÕËÓÇÆË ÛÚÎÃÂ
ÆØÚËÛÆÈËÂÅÇÅÆØÚËÛÑÆÐÆÈËÂÏËÅÙËÂÎËÐÐÇ ËÒÛÆ ÑÐÚÜÇËÏÆÐ ÂÐ
 ×ÇÉÒÚÜÇËÍÆÂÚÒ ÇËÎÔ ËÂÅÇÚÜÇËÇÃ
ËÚÅÄÍËÇÆÂ ÇÂÅÇÃËÍËÃÇËÉÏÂÆÂÜÄÇÎÖÃÏËÙÎÇÉËÛÚÇËÚÆÈÚÇÂËÃËÖÎÇ
ÜÃÃÇËÎÔÏËÂÃÛÜÇÇØÐ ÃÚÅÄÃËÇÆÅ ÒÛÚÃÇÓË ÚÛÅÇÃÔÛËÚÅÄÇÂÆÇØÐ
ÏËÅÇÃÔÛÍÏËÚÃÅÎÛÏÚÅÄÛÚÃÇÓË ÛÚÜÉÂÜÃÃÏÆËÒÛÏÐËËÙËÑÍÎÇÜÉÂ
ÏËÚÃÅÆÇÚÂÃÜËÅÇÔÇÆÎËÉÜÇËÎÔ×ÇÉÒÚÜÇËÆÅÇÃÔÛÆÜÂÏËËÙËÑÍÎÇÇËÎÔÛ
 ÇÒËÒÖÎÇÎÂÆ

ÛÅÉÚÃÅÃ ËØÒÆÃÜÍÆÈÑÇÅÒÃÇ
ÑËÔÍÑËÛÇÔÛ ÇÒËËÆÅ ÇÍÇ ÎÖÓÎÊÆÅ ÐÄÆÛÚÖÐÙ ÆÅÛËÐÇÚÐÃÃËØÒÃÅ
ÆÐÎ ÚÜÇËÌÚÊØÒÛ ÇÐÂÇÂÇËÃÂ ÇÜÇÂÎÛËÇÇËØÆÜÂÑËÛÇÔÛÇÒËËÆÅÆÚÛÖ
ÇËÎÔÆÇØÛ
 ÏËÅÙË ÆØÚËÛ ÏÆÐ ÆÈËÂÛ  ËÃÍ ÂÎÅ ÛÚÖÎ Ã ËØÒÆ ÜÒÇÇÍ ÏÂ ÚÇÙÉÎ ÛËÇ
 Î ÒÍ
ËÚÃÅ ÑËÂÅ ÚÐÇÎ ÇÒËËÆ ÕÓÇË ÜËÃÆ ËÚÃÅ ÌÇÜÃ ÇÛÇÚËÖ ÓËÐÔÆÎ ÇÜÒÇÇÍ ÇÂ
ÕÂÂÎÂ ÇÊÇÛÖÍÛÐÐ ÆØÚËÛÏÆÐÆÈËÂÜÇÛÔÎÎÇÍËÛÂÊÆËÚÏÇÖÍ Ë ÃÆ
ÑËÚÅÆÒÓÃ ÇÐÍÇ ÑËÅÎ ÆÃÇÚÙ ÆÚÛÖ ÇÒËËÆ ÆÍÚÅÆ ÜÒÜÇÒ ÆÚÇÜÆ ÆÈÍ ÃØÐÃ
ËÒËÒÔÃÙÚÇÌÂÛÆÚÇÜÆÜÒÇÇÍÑËÂÛÊÇÛÖÆÚÇÂÍÎÅ ÛÐÐ ÆÚÛÖÑËÒÔÃÃÎ
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ÏÅÂÑËÃËÒËÒÔÃÕÂÂÎÂ ÆÚÛÖÑËÛÇÔ ÜÇÒËÖÓ ÃÍÂÅËÚÄÇÚËÃÉÎÏÅÂÑËÃ
 ÅÒÍÇÏÇÙÐÎÏÅÂÑËÃÎÛÙÎÉÏÄÇÃÛËÛÏÅÂÎ
 Ó ÉÂÃ ÛÇÃÎÆ ËÚÃÅÐ Ã ËØÒÆÎ ËÂÚ ÂËÃÆÎ ÆÂÚÒÛ ÚÃÇÓ ËÜËËÆ ÆÎËÉÜÐÇ
ÇËÚÃÅÃËÜÚÂÃÛÆÐÖÔ ÏÛ ÎÆÃÃÇÇÍÙÓÃÐÃ ÏËÂÃÇÐÛ É ÔÓÉÎ
 ÎÆÃÆÜËÛÇÙÐÇËÎÔÑÄÆÎ
ÇÂ ÇÐËËÙÎ ÑËËÅÔ ÎËÉÜÆ ÂÎ ÎÃÂ Â ÆÇØÐÃ ÃËËÉÜÒ ÙÚ ÏÂÅ ÛÇÃÎÆ ÜÔÅÅ
ÎÃÂ ÛÙÃ ÃËËÉÜÒÛ ÑÇÄÍ ÜÚÉÂ ÆÇØÐ ÃÇËÉ ÇËÎÔ ÂÃÇ ÇÐËËÙÎ ÇÐØÔ ÑËÍÆÎ
ÜÍÚØÒÆÆÇØÐÅÛÇÃÎÆ ÙÓÖÅ ÑËÎËÖÜÇÎÃÇÜÍÎ ÇÍÇÏËÎÛÚÇÖÆ ÂÐÛÙÃÜÒ
ÏÂ ÇÎËÖÂ ÆËÅËÅ ÛÙ ÜËÉÅÒÇ ÑËÎËÖÜÆ ÜÃËÜÍ ÇÒËËÆÅ ÜÐÅÇÙÆ ÂËÆ ÚÜÇË
ËÚÐÄÎÛ ÙÅÑÐÈÆÚÇÃÔËÍÉÂ
 ÌÚÃÉÆÍÈËÛÎËÃÛÃÂÊÉÏÅÂÎÏËÚÐÇÂÌËÂÅÆÐÛÎÆÃÃÇËÎÔÆÐÜÇ

ÏÆËÒÛÛÜÇÚÃÇÔÜÇÇØÐ ÃÍËÇÆÜÇÃËÚÔÑËÅÐÅÛÇÃÎÆÜÔÅÅÃÛËËÎÅÔÖÎÒÇ
ÏËÐËÆÐÍÎÔÑËÎËÖÜÎÇÊËÃÇÒËËÆÆÃÇÚÐÅÓÖÆÛËÏÆÐ ÂÃÇÂËÐÚÇËÎÔ
ÑËÔÍÇÇÎËÃÛÃÂÊÉÎÎÍÇÎÎÍÇÒËÂÇÆÈËÒÖÃÜËÉÅÒÆÈÅÛÇÃÎÆÚÃÇÓÑÍÎÇ 
  ÇÐØÔÜÂÚÜÇÓÅÉÉÆÎÔÔØÇ ÕÇÓÃÆÒÚÜØÆÔÛÃÜÍÆÈ

ÑÅËÅ ÂËÄÇÓÃ Ã ËØÒÆ ÜÚÃÓ ÂËÆ ÂËÆ ÛÇÃÎÆ ÜÚÃÓ ËÎÇÂÅ ÆÎËÉÜ ËÜÃÛÉÇ
ÑËÅÐ ÆÎÔ ËËÇÜÂÎ ÑËÍËÚØ ÛÇÃÎÆ ÑÇÅÒÃ ÆÐÛ ÂÃÚÅÂÇ ÏÆËÒËÃ ÎÖÓ ÎÊÆÅ
ËÜÃÛÉÇ ÂËÐÚ ÇËÎÔ ÜÇÇØÐ ËÜÛ ÛÐÐ ËÇÆ ÇÐÂ ÆÛÚÄÜÒÃ Í ÂÛÐ ÜÇÃÚÔ
 Ë ÃÆËÚÃÅÛÚÖÎÂÃÃ ËØÒÆÇÆÅÇÐË ÃÆÛÅÂÐÚÃÜÓÐÑÍËÒÖÐÅ

ÎÔÑÄÆÎ ÌËÎÔÆÇÇÛÏÆËÒÛÅÇÃÍÛ Ë ÛÚÖÃÇÛÍÔËÜÚÂËÃÛÆÐËÖÎÎÃÂ
ÏÉÇÚËÇÒÃÚÍÂÎÅÇË ÛÚÍË ÃÆÔËÚÍÆÆÐÎÅÎ ÛÚÆÐÆÜËÛÇÙÐÕÓÇËÜËÃÆ
ÛÐÐË ÛÚÑÇÛÎÙÇÅÙÅÐÏËÔÃÇÒÃ ËØÒÆËÚÃÅË ÛÚËÚÃÅÃËÜÚÂÃÛÆÐËÖÎÇ
Ã ËØÒÆ ÎÛ ÏÚÇÂËÃÍ Ë ÛÚÍ ÇÔËÚÍÆÃ Ë ÃÆ ÜÒÇÇÍ ÆËÆ ÑÍÇ ÉÚÖÇ ÚÇÜÖÍ
 Ô ÛÆÇË ÃÆÛÚÖÎÃ ËØÒÆÜÒÇÇÍÇ
------------------------------- ÛÅÉÅØÐÆÈÑÇÅËÒÎÔÑÇÅÎÇÂÃÛÔÐÛÐÛËÂÑÇÈÉÃÑÍÇËÚËÂÐÃÇ 4
ÇËÃÂÃÅ ÆÇØÐÃÙÓÇÔËÒËÅ ËÚÅÄÍÏËÚÃÅÎÛÏÚÅÄÅÔÐÛÐËÚËÂÐÆÑÇÛÎÐÅ
ÏÂÇ ÂÍÇËÎÔÏËÂÃÏÂ ËÚËÂÐÆÚÂÃÐÙËÒËÙÛÆÜÚÐÇÂÇÐÂÇËÒËÙÛÆÚÐÂ
  ÆÇØÐÆÎÔÚÇÃÔËÎÂÇÂÎÏÂÇ ÂÍÏÜÇÛÔÎÎÅÜÛË ÇÍÇÆÛÚÄÜÒ
ÏËÛÆÎÎÇÍËÛÂÒÇÇÄËÂÆÍÃÂÙÇÇÅÅÎÖÓÎÊÆÅ ÆÛÚÄÜÒÎÔ ÚÂËÃ ÂÇÈÉÃÑÍÇ
ÕËÅÔÆÛÔÜÎÂÇÃÛ ÂÍÏÆËÒÛÏËËÙÎÂÂÛÑÖÇÂÃÎÃÂ ÂÍÏÆËÒÛËÒÖÎ
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ÌÎÆÐÍ ÎËÎÔÃ ÆÂÚÐ ÇÒÇÛÎÇ ÆÛÔ ËÒÖÃ ÆÛÔ ÏËÉÇÅ ÑËÂ ÏËÚÐÇÂÛ ÇÐÍÇ
 ËÚËÂÐÆ
ÏÍÚØÎÍÏËÚÂÇÃÐÃÐÆÇÃËØÒÆÛÇÃÎÆËÚÃÅÆÚÇÂÍÎÅ ÔÎØ Â ÇÈÉÆ ËÚÃÅÇ
ÜÇÇØÐÆÐ ÜÉÂ ÎÛ ÜÇÖËÅÔ ÑËÛÖÉÐ ÂÎÂ ÂÅ ÑÇÄÍÃ ÆÛÔÜ ÎÂÇ ÃÛ Â ÎÅ
ÎÃÂ ÆÜÇÂÑËÛÇÔÇ ÇÍÇÜÇÍÚÊØÆÅØÐÇÂÜÇØËÉÒÅØÐÇÂ  ÇËÒÖÎÜÇÅÐÇÔÆ
 ÆÛÔÜÎÂÇÃÛÑÒËÚÐÂÂÎ
ÛÅËÉÛÇØÇÚËÜÇÂÎËÂÇ ÂÔÚÎÔÆËÎÆÛÙ Û ËÂÑÇÈÉÆ ÜÚÃÓËÖÎÔÅÇÔÇ
ÑÐÙÎÚÂÃÂÅÍÇÇÅÇÓËÎÆËÎÂÚËÃÓÂÎÂÔÚÛÇÊÇÛÖÃÚÐÇÎÎÇÍËÇÐØÔÃ
ËÂÐ ÆÛÔËÒÖÃÆÛÔÏËÉÇÅÑËÂ ÂÇÈÉÆÇÒÃÚÎÛÇÒÇÛÎÎÔ ÎÇÂÛÎÛËÅÇÔÇ
 ÇÆÇÂØÐÆÖËÂÇ ÇÜÒÇÇÍ
ÏËÉÓÖ  ÆÛÔËÂÆÐÆÛÔËÂÆÆËÐÎÇÂËÂÐ  ÐÄÅÂÒÛËÎÎÇÜÒÇÇÍÛÅÔÖÎÒÇ
ËØÐÙÅ ÇÂÎËÂ ÕËÅÔ ÆÛÔÜÎÂÇ ÃÛ  ÐÄÆ ÚÐÂÙ ÇÈ ÂËÛÇÙ ÎÎÄÃÅ ÊÒ
ÇÂ ÕÇÔÆ ÜÂÊÉÃ ÇÂ ÑÇÄÍ ÆÛÉÍÆÃ ÑËÛÔÆ Ã  ÑËÂÅ  ËØÐÜ ËÍËÆ ÐÄÆ
ÎÖÓÜÎÊÆÍÇÏÆËÒÛÏËËÙÎÚÛÖÂÚÅÄÃ ËÇÆÂÎËÐÐÇÉÃÈÐÆÛÂÚÃÏËÒËÎÐÛ
 Û ËÂÑÇÈÉÆÜÚÃÓËÖÎÑËËÄÇÓÅ

ÅØÐ ÏÂÆ ÑËÉÎÛÐÅ ÂÚÙÆ ËÇÃËÚ ËÎÃ ÂÐÙ ÑËÎÇÉÃ ÂÆÅ ÑËËÔÎ ÛË ÎÃÂ
ÆËÃÜËÂÅÜËÃÏÇÎÛÅÂÐÔÊÎÎÄÃÔÚÇØÐÜÚÆÊÅÆÛÔÑËÖËÅÔÐÆËÆÂÚÃÓÆ
ÉÇÎËÛÅ ÙÇÓÖÆ ÎÐÙÅ ÆÐÛ ÐÄÆ ÙËÓÐÇ ÆÛÔÜ ÎÂÇ ÃÛ ÑÒËÚÐÂ ÇËÆ ÂÎÇ
ÂÎÅÂÈÉÆÇÒÃÚÜÚÃÓÍÂÎÅÉËÚÍÐÆÈÆÚÇÂÍÎ ÆËÆËÛÌËÂÕËÅÔÏÂÆ
ÏÆËÒËÃ ÔËÚÍÆÎ ÑÇÃÛÉÇ ÚÃÅ  ÏÇÛ ÑËÂ ÍÂÂ ÆÛÔÆÉÇÅ ÆÛÔ ÑËÂ ÑÒËÚÐÂ
Î ÒÆÃËØÒÆËÚÃÅÍÇ
ÎÛ ÏËÆ ÑËÃ ÂÜÄÇÎÖÆ ÂÖÇÄ ÂËÆ ÇÜÚÃÓ ËÎÇÂÅ ÂÇÈÉÆ ÎÔ ÎÇÂÛÎ ÛË ÅÇÔÇ
ÇÒÃÚËÖÎÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆÏËÚÐÇÂÏÆËÒÛÇÆÛÚÄÜÒÃÅËÃÆÇ ÏÉÇÚËÇÒÃÚ ÆÐÎÛ
ÏÆËÚÃÅËÖÎÇ ÆÛÔÇÆÛÔÑËÃÆÚËÜÓËÇÆÂÖÇÄÆÈÛÛËÆÜÔÚÍÆÇÏÉÇÚË
ÂÎÅÚÐÂÙÇÔÛÆÄËÎÖÆÈÎÔÎÃÂÆÛÔÜÎÂÇÃÛÇÆÇÇÛÏÆËÒÛ ÐÄÆÙÓÖ
ÛÇÚËÖÍ ÇÂ ÑÃÆ ÆØÚËÛ ÇÐÍ ÑÆÐ ÂÃ ÏËÈÉÇÂ ÂÎÂ ÆÛÔÜ ÎÂÇ ÃÛ ÑÒËÚÐÂ
ÎÎÍÇÎÎÍÕËÅÔÜ ÂÇÛÎ ËËÙÂÎÎÃÂÃËØÒÆËÚÃÅÍÇÂÔ ÛÆËÚÃÅÃÊÇÛÖÆ
 ÆÏËÚÐÐÇÖÏÃÐÚÆÖÔÂÇÆÇÂÇÈÉÜÚÃÓÎÑÐÂÒÚÇÙÐËÜÂØÐÍÉÂÇ
ÙÓÔ ËÚÅÄÐ ÍÄ ÇÎÂ ÏËÒËÒÔ ÎÔ ÇÜÒÃÆÛ ÇÒÇÛÎÐ ÏÛ ÉÚÍÇÐ ÆÚÇÂÍÎÛ ÅË
 ÜÇÇØÐÃ
 ÜÚÉÂ  ÆÇØÐ ÛËÇ ÏËÐ ËÒÙÛÆ ÚÐÂ ÇËÃÂÃ ÐÄÆ ËÚÃÅ ÚÂËÃ ÄË ÆÃ ÂÆÅ
ÜÇÛÔÆÎÚÛÖÂÏÂÜÚÉÂÆÇØÐÃÇËÉÇËÎÔÏËËÙÚÃÍÛÇÒËËÆ ÇÛÇÚËÖÜÇÛÔÎ
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ÇÛÇÚËÖÆÇØÐËÒÖÃÆÇØÐÏËÎÊÃÐÑËÂÛÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÙÓÔÜËÇ ÇÍÇÏËÚÉÂËÔ
ÇÂ ÏËÎÇÉ ÚÇÙËÃ ÇÂ ÜÇØÐ ÜËÖÂ ÑÇÄÍ ÆÇØÐ ÜÇÛÔÎ ÏËÅÐÇÔ ÇÜÚÇÃÉÇ ÂÇÆÛ
ÃÇËÉÛÑÇËÍÐÛÜÔÅÆÎÔÆÎÇÔÆËÆÇÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆÇÎÚÐÂÇËÃÂÇ ÜÐÆÜËËÇÎ
ÎÊÃÜË ÍÂ ÎÃÂ  ÇËÃÂ ÜÇØÐÉËÒÆÎÇ ÇÃ ÌËÛÐÆÎÇÎÆËÆ ÏÅÙÜÚÉÂ ÆÇØÐ
ÜÇØÐÉËÒËÏËÚÉÂÑËÂÏÂ ÏÃÐÚÆÌËÛÐÐÇ  ÇÍÇÏËÎÊÃÐÑËÂÇÇËÃÂÜÇØÐ
ÔÐÛÐ ÆÇØÐÃ ÏËÃËËÉ ÌËÃÂÇ ÆÜÂÛ ÎÎÄÃ ÜÚÉÂÆ  ÆÇØÐÆÃ ÙÓÔÜËÇ ÇËÃÂ
ÜÅÐÇÔÆ ÜÚÉÂÆ ÆÇØÐÆ ËÒÖÃ ÇËÃÂ ÜÇØÐ ÏËÎÊÃÐ ÆÈ ÏÔÊ ÎÎÄÃ ÙÚÅ
ËÚÃÅÍÇ ÆÇØÐ ËÒÖÃ ÆÇØÐ ÏËÎÊÃÐ ÑËÂ ÆÈ  ÏÔÊ ËÎÃ  ÍÂÛÐ ÜÇÛÔÆÎ
 ÂÇÈÉÆ
ÑËÂÏÂ ÜÇÇØÐÚÂÛÃÅ ÑÇËÍÅÂÅÓÅ ÜÜÜÇÇØÐÎÔÏÃÐÚÆÌËÛÐÐÍÉÂÇ
ÍÉÂÇÆÇØÐÆÃÙÓÇÔÇ ÆËÎËÅ ÜÜÆ ÜÂÅÐÇÎÆ ÉËÒÐÆÇØÐÆÜÇÛÔÎÏËÚÉÂ
ÙÓÇÔÇ ÇÅÇÐËÎ ÉËÒÐÛ ÏÂÇ ÃÂ ÅÇÃËÍÃ ÃØÇËÍÅ ÚÃÇÓ ËÜËËÆ ÇÅÇÐËÎÎ ÚÈÇÉ
  ÙËÓÖÐÇÒËÂÇÂÇÂÃÍÐÜÜÎÇÅÄÅÑÎÐÙÂ ÇÂÅÇÃËÍÃ
ÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆÆÚÐÂÇÐÂÇÏËÐËÒËÙÛÆ ÚÐÂ ÇËÃÂÏÃÐÚÆÌËÛÐÐÅË ÆÃÇ
ÂÎÛÆÎËÉÜÐÏÃÐÚÆÙËËÅÇÆÎËÉÜÐÇËÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÙÓÔÜËÇÇÐÂÅÇÃÍÉËÒÐ
ÏÆËÒÛÛÍÂÎÂËÚÐÄÎÏÆÐ ÂÏÇÛÎÊÃÜËÂÎÛÆÐËÅÙËÒËÅÃÂÎÂÆÈÑËÅ ÂÒ
ÏÅÇÙÆÈËÂÑÇËÅÆÙÚÏËËÙÎÚÛÖÂ
ÆÇØÐËÒÖÃÆÇØÐÑËÎÊÃÐÑËÂËÚÐÄÎÎÊÃÜËÏÆÐ ÂÇÎËÂÅ
ÏËÐÍÉ ÇËÇÇØ ÂÎÂ ÇÒËÂ  ÇËÃÂ ÅÇÃÍÃ ÜÃËËÉ ÇÐÂÛ ÆÈÛ ÏÇÛÐ  ÏÔÊÆÇ
ËÚÃÅÍÇ  ÏÇÅËÙËÒËÅÃÔËÚÍÆÎÇÉÍÃÛËÑÍÎÇÜÇÛËÂ ÆÐÇÊÖÕÇÓÚÂÇÃÐÍ
ËÒÖÃÆÇØÐ ÑËÎÊÃÐÑËÂ ËÚÐÄÎ ÎÊÃÜËÏÂÎÃÂ ÈÍ ÓÎÂÛÏËËÉ ÜÃÂÅËÉ
 ÆÇØÐ

 ÏËËÙÇÐÇÙÐÃ ÎËÔÎ ÂÔÚÎÔÂÇÈÉÆÜËÛÇÙÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÇËÇÇØÏÇÙÐÃÛÚÐÇÎÑËÂÏÃÐÚÆËÚÃÅËÖÎÅÆÛÙÑËËÅÔÂ ÉÆ×ÇÚËÜÎÃÂ
 ÇÒÒËÂÍÏÂÆËÇÇËØÃÂÆ

ËÚÐÄÎÆÇØÐÎÇÊËÃÂÙÇÇÅÅÏÃÐÚÆÐÔÐÛÐÅÇÒËÚÇÂËÃÐÔÃÇÒ×ÇÉÒÚÃÅÅÇÔ
ÜÇÇØÐÆ ÃÐ ÂÏÇÛÎÊÃÜËÂÎÇÍÉÂÇÜÇÛÔÎÚÛÖÂÏÂÎÃÂ ÑËÎÊÃÐÑËÂ
ÂÚÄÆËÚÃÅÍÇ ÏÆËÒÛÇÐËËÙÜËÛËÅÍÑÐÈÚÉÂÎ ÂÏËÉÇÅÇ ËÐÅÚËÖÛËÂÅÇ
 Å ÍÙ ÓÐ Ú ÓÅ ËÃ
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ÚÃÍÇ ÇËÃÂÎ ÆÂÇÛÒ ÇÐÂÅ Ä ÆÍÃ ÚÇÙÉÎ ÛË ÂÇÈÉÇ ËÚËÂÐÆ ËÚÃÅ ËÖÎÇ 
ÍÄ ÇÆÇÇØÐ ÇËÃÂ ÇÜËËÛÔ ÌÇÜÇ ÏËÐ ÆÜÇÙÛÆÎ ÇÐÂ ÜÇØÐÃ ÑÃÆ ÎËÉÜÆ
ÜÂÙÛÆÃÇÃÆÌËÛÐËÇÆÇØÐÆÑÐÚÇÊÖÆÇØÐÃÙÓÇÔÆÈÃÏËÒÅÏÂÆÇÜÇÙÛÆÎ
ÜÚÛÎÆÅËÅÙÓÔÃÙËÓÖÆÎÆÍËÚØÆÜËÆÇÐÂÛÇÐÍÅÑÒËÚÐÂÇÂ ÇÐÂ
 ÑÃÆÃØÇËÍÆÎÔÃ
ÃÂÅÇÃËÍÜÇØÐÃÅÃË ÔÓÃÚÃÉÐÆÂËÃÆÂÆÅÆÈÃÙÖÓÑËÂÛÆÂÚÒÎÃÂ
ÚÛÖÂ ÇÂ ÂÐÚÆ ÜÖÓÇÆÍ ÇÂ  ÏËÚÉÂ ËÔ ÇÜÇÛÔÎ ÚÛÖÂÇ  ÜÚÃÇÔ ÆÇØÐÇ
ÆÇØÐÆ ÉËÒÐ ÇÙÐ ÅÐÎÒÅ ÂÚÄÆ ÚÇÂËÃ ÔÇ ÑÍ ÚÉÂ ÇÐØÔ ËÔ ÇÜÇÛÔÎ
ÇÐÂ ÅÇÃËÍ ÉËÒË ËÂÅÇ ÅÒÃ ÍÂÇ ÇËÃÂ ÅÇÃÍÃ ÙÓÇÔÇ ÍÉÂÎ ÇÂ ÏËÚÉÂÎ
 ÍÉÂÇÜÇÛÔÎÚÛÖÂÛ
ÚÃÉÐÆ ÃÜÍÛ ÜÚÃÇÔ ÆÇØÐ ÜÇÛÔÎ ÇËÒÖÎ ÆËÆ  ÎÛ ÑÚÅÄÃ ÑÇÅÎ ÛË ÐÐÇ
ÏÂÃÂÅÇÃËÍÏËÐËÅÙÐÐÐÇÜÚÉÂÆÇØÐÆÜÇÛÔÎÚÃÍÃËËÉÜÒÅÜÇÔÐÛÐÆÅ
ÚÃÍ ÎËÉÜÆ ÏÂ ÎÃÂ ÍÉÂ ÇÐØÔÃ ÂÇÆ  ÇÂ ÏËÚÉÂ ËÔ ÇÜÇÛÔÎ ÚÛÖÂ
ÛËÂÎËÐÐÍ ÂÇ  ÇÍÇ ÚÇÊÖÇ ÂÇÆ ÆÇØÐÃ ÙÓÇÔÚÃÍÜÚÉÂÆÆÇØÐÆÃ ÙÇÓÔÎ
ÌËÛÐÐÛ ÚÃÉÐÆ ÑÇÛÎ ÙÇÅÙÅ ÜÇÊÛÖÐ ÆÊÇÒ ÚÜÇËÇ ÎÒÆ ÇÒÜÚËÙÉÍ ÚÇÙÉÎ
ÜÇÊÛÖÐ Í Ä ÔÐÛÐ ÑÍÇ ÆÇØÐÃ ÙÓÇÔ ÏÔÊÐÇ ÎËÉÜÆ ÚÃÍÛ ÇÐÂ ÜÇÚËÛÃ
ËÚËÂÐÆÑÇÛÎ
ÑËÂ ÆÎÔÃ ÇËÃÂ ÅÇÃÍÃ ÜÃËËÉ ÂËÆÛ ÏÇÙÐÃÛ Î ÒÆ ÂÇÈÉÆ ËÚÃÅ ËÖÎ ÎÃÂ
ÆÔÙÖÇÆÃÂÆÜÂÇÇØÃ ÅËÐÇÕÍËÜÍÂÇ ÏÂÆÜÂÇØÔÇÐÛÎÎÎÍÇÎÎÍÆÇØÐ
 ÇËÃÂÅÃÍÎÙËÓÖÆÎÌËÚØÇÜÇÛÚËÚÃÅÃÙÓÇÔÃÇÛÑÃÆÇÏÂÆÜÇØÐ
'ÇÍÇÃ ÐÆÇÛÇÃÎÆÃËØÒÆÆËÎÔÄËÎÖÚÃÍÂÇÈÉÆÅÇÓËÛËÜÃÜÍÚÃÍÎÃÂ
 
ÂÆÅ ÄË Æ ÏËÚÐÐ ÇÖ ÏÃÐÚÆÍ ÆÍÎÆÆ ÔÇÃÙÎ ÑËÂÛ ÆÂÚÒ ÆÚÇÂÍÎÇ 
ÜÂÈ ÆÎËÉÜÐ  ÜÎÐ ÇÃÜÍ ÂÎ ËÚÆÛ  ÏÃÐÚÆ ÎÔ ÏËÙÎÇÉ ÔÛÆÇ ÚÇÊÆ
ÇËÇÇØÃÙÇÓÔÎÃËËÉ ÏÂÆÜÂÇÇØËÚÐÄÎÎÊÃÜËÇÎËÖÂÅ ÏËÚÃÇÓÏÆÅ ÜÚÐÇÂ
ÃÂÆÎÛ
ÅØÐÂÎÇÅÇÃÔÛËÚÅÄÜÂÖÐÇÎÂÏËÒËÅÇÅÐÎÏÆÅÎËÔÎÇÒÃÜÍÛÇÐÍÚÇÂËÃÆÇ
 ÆÇØÐËÐÇËÙËÚÅÄ

ÇÚÅÄÇ ÇÐÛ Ó ÐÉÇ ÇØ ÐÃÃ ÚÂÇÃÐÆ ÏËÎÔÃÃ ÆÚËÐÛ ÑËÅ ÑËÔÐ ÂÇÆÇ 
ÎÛ ÂÅËÚÄ ÅÇÃÔÛÆÅ ÂÜÐÅ ÂÚÖÓÇ ËÙÅÚÅ ËÚÙÐ ÑËÒÔÃ ÈØ ÐÃÃ ÚÂÇÃÐÍ
ÇÎ ÑËÂ ÆÔÛ ÆÜÇÂÃÛ ÖÔÂ ÏËÎÔÃÃ ÆÚËÐÛÎ ÇÆÇÇÛÐ ÜËÃÆ ÎÔÃÎ ÎÔÇÖÆ
ÏËÎÔÃÃÆÚËÐÛÏÔÊÐÚÇÊÖÐ ÐÎÊÃÜÐÇÆÛÔÐÎÆÍÂÎÐ
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ÇÃÚÎ ÅÃÔ ÆÛÇÔÛ ÜÇÍÂÎÐ ÎÍÃ ÃËËÉÛ ÑÃÃ Ô ÛÆÇ ÚÇÊÆ ÇÒËÃÆ ÑÍ ÇÐÍ
ÆÇØÐÜÇÃËËÉÜÆÇÏÇËÙÅØÐÂÎÇÅÇÃÔÛÜÇÃËËÉÜÆÚÅÄÃÇÃÇËÉÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÏÅÇÙÃÂÎÛÅÇÃÔÛÅ ÏÇÎÍÎÜÃÛÉÒ ÏÂÎÛ ÆËÇÇØÑËÂÆÐÎ ÚÂÃÜÐ ÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÌÐÂÇ ÆÜÂÛ ÑËÔÐÇÛ ËÐ ËÚÃÅ ÏÂÆ  ÅËÐÎÜÆ ËÚÃÅ ÃÂÆ  ÃÚÆ ËÚÃÅÅ
 ÂÃÂÅÇÃÍÃÏËÃËËÉ
ÆÈËÂÃÑÃÆÙÇÓÔËÑÍÎÇÏËÇÇÛÛÐÐÛÏËÅÇÃÔÛËÒÛÍËÇÆÆÛÚÄÜÒÏÂÃ ØÇËÍÇ
  Ã ËØÒÆÛÇÚËÖÍÇÂ ÆØÚËÛÑÆÐ
ÂÇÆÛ ÆÇØÐÃÏËÃËËÉÌËÃÂÇÆÜÂ ÕÂ ÜÚÃÓÍ Ä ÇÅÐÎÏÆÆÍÍÆÚÇÂÍÎÇ
 ÆÇØÐÃÙÓÇÔÚÅÄÐÂÎÇÏÅÇÙËÐÎÛÅÇÃÔÛÚÅÄÃ
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Who should have Custody in Abuse Situations?
[Ed. Note - This discussion disregards the ‘Rodef’(ʪʩʲʸʭʣʬʲʣʮʲʺʠʬ 
aspect of abuse; but just deals with the custody question from more
“mundane” perspectives - in itself very illuminating. However, as is
quite clear from the earlier Teshuva “ABUSE REPORTING – When
do you become exempt?” pg 251, and “The Professionals’ Opinions”
pg 224, once the ‘Rodef’ ʪʩʲʸʭʣʬʲʣʮʲʺʠʬ aspect is factored in, all
of the below issues pale in comparison and become of minor
significance!]

In May/Jun,’09: Rabbi Eidensohn wrote:
Q: Finally when the Rema or Rashba say that custody is
determined by what is best for the child -does that include
psychological or emotional factors? By and large the responsa
literature does not address psychological factors.
----------------------------------------18 Sivan, 5769 (10 Jun, ’09)
Rabbi Kaganoff responded:
A: Please see Aruch HaShulchon (YD 240:33) where he discusses
the issue of a parent being a ʲʹʸ (Rosho = evil person);
Or even if not a ʲʹʸ (Rosho) - but just afflicted with bad Midos,
sociopathological or addictive behaviors.
The Aruch HaShulchon’s Psak:
1) That if a parent qualifies as a Rosho - then there is NO Mitzva
of Kibud Av v'Em at all! (At the end 240:39, the Aruch
HaShulchon cites that this is the majority opinion of the Poskim
Rishonim; He also alludes to the analysis of the Vilna Gaon - Biur
HaGro 241:6 – who demonstrates that this opinion is irrefutably
proven to be upheld by the Gemoro.)
2) If the parent does not qualify as a Rosho, but falls into one of
the lesser categories above: then Aruch HaShulchon's ruling is that
the child should keep his/her distance from them!
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3) In which of the two above categories, would an “abusive parent”
be classified?
The source for category #1 cited above, is the Ramo (YD 240:18).
A parent who is a Rosho loses his/her privilege to receiving Kibud
Av v’Em, because the Gemoro (Yevomos 22b) declares that such a
parent is not ʪʩʮʲʤʹʲʮʤʹʥʲ (Oseh Ma’aseh Amecho = conducting
themselves in a proper Jewish manner”).
This ʪʩʮʲ ʤʹʲʮ ʤʹʥʲ  ʥʰʩʠ (Aino Oseh Ma’aseh Amecho) is
understood by the commentaries and Poskim (Chofetz Chaim 4:7
quoting from earlier sources in Be’er Mayim Chayim #30) as
engaging in behavior or acting in any manner that is clearly wellestablished to be contrary to Torah values and/or Un-Jewish.
Although a Rosho, is subsumed under this reasoning, by no means
is this reasoning limited to only a Rosho. This is abundantly clear
from Bova Metziah 48b. (Tosfos ibid is a minority opinion. Please
see Rif, Rosh, Rambam, Shulchon Aruch, Rashi, Nemukei Yosef,
and Meiri who all disagree. It is easily and reasonably posited that
in our scenario that even Tosfos concedes.)
Therefore, if we consider the words of the Rambam quoted on
page 222 of this compendium, and also comprehend the words of
Chazal: “ʭʩʣʱʧʩʬʮʥʢʥʭʩʰʹʩʩʡʤʥʭʩʰʮʧʸʤʥʦʤʮʥʠʡʹʩʭʩʰʮʩʱʤʹʬʹ
ʥʫʥ ʥʦ ʤʮʥʠʡ ʷʡʣʤʬ ʩʥʠʸ ʥʬʬʤ ʭʩʰʮʩʱ ʤʹʬʹ ʥʡ ʹʩʹ ʬʫ ʥʫʥ = The
Jewish People is conspicuous from other nations in their character
traits of Mercifulness, Humility and Charitableness. Those who
posess these character traits are worthy of being a part of this
nation…….. Yevomos 79a)”;
Then the answer to our question emerges with ease:
Abuse, in any and all of its forms, is the antithesis of ʭʩʰʮʧʸ
Mercifulness – a hallmark characteristic trait of the Jewish people.
An abusive person/parent is categorically not ʪʩʮʲʤʹʲʮʤʹʥʲ (Oseh
Ma’aseh Amecho)! And therefore, forfeits their privilege to
receive Kibud Av v’Em.
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Moreover, this would hold true even if we could muster a cogent
argument that the abuse is occurring against the abuser’s will, i.e.
he/she is compulsed to behave this way. Nevertheless, the behavior
in and of itself, classifies as ʪʩʮʲʤʹʲʮʤʹʥʲ ʥʰʩʠAino Oseh Masseh
Amecho even if the intentionality is lacking. As per the following:
The Chazon Ish (YD, Shechita: 2:18 & footnote) deals with a very
difficult Gemoro in Makos 8b. The Gemoro there is discussing the
parameters of a Kusi (also known as the Shomronim).
First some background:
1) The Kusim were a sect who descended from non-Jewish nations
who were forcibly converted. Although the Gemoro elsewhere
records the Machlokes Tanaim of whether their initial conversion
was ever halachically acceptable or not, it is clear that the Gemoro
in Makos is following the opinion that their conversion either was
initially acceptable or sometime subsequently they underwent a
proper conversion.
2) Be that as it may, The Gemoro records in numerous places that
in actuality from some time early in the Bayis Shaini, they rejected
the tenets of Torah Sheb’al Peh and consequently their
performance of Mitzvos was at great variance from mainstream
normative Judaism. This apostasy and behavior definitely qualifies
them for the title of Kofer = apostate.
Back to Makos 8b: The Gemoro quotes a Braisa that a Jew who
would kill a Kusi b’Shogeg goes to Golus. The Gemoro, however
clarifies that a Jew who curses this same Kusi is not culpable for
the prohibition of cursing because a Kusi is Aino Oseh Maaseh
Amecho.
The Chazon Ish is perplexed by this difference and posits that it is
anomalous and mutually contradictory. If the Kusi is Aino Oseh
Maaseh Amecho because of his apostasy, then he also falls into the
category of a Kofer. The rule concerning a Kofer is Moridin,
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namely the Torah obligates us eliminate them by death - either
directly or by indirect means.
Puzzles the Chazon Ish: if the Jew, given the opportunity, would
be obligated to put the Kusi to death, how is it conceivable that he
is culpable to go into Golus for killing him b”Shogeg?!
The Chazon Ish explicates this conundrum with the principle
enunciated by the Rambam (Hilchos Mamrim 3:2). Rambam
states that only the initial generation of apostates qualifies as
Kofrim of which we say Moridin. However, subsequent
generations are classified as Tinokos SheNishbu (= as if they were
children captured and raised amongst non-Jews), namely that they
are Anusim – coerced in their behavior and therefore they are not
culpable for their apostasy and Moridin does not apply to them.
Hence there is a Golus requirement for killing them b’Shogeg.
Still and all, they nevertheless remain Aino Oseh Maaseh Amecho
and therefore there is no culpability for cursing them.
Indeed, this is the only possibility of explaining this Gemoro (and
Halocho)!
The Halachic principle derived from this is that even though
someone may be an Anus (= coerced in their behavior),
nevertheless the behavior in and of itself, classifies as Aino Oseh
Masseh Amecho even if the intentionality is completely lacking.
This appears to be a ʺʧʸʫʥʮʤʩʠʸ (irrefutable proof)!
Its application to our topic is, of course, obvious.
Even if you will reject this last theses of mine, the Psak of the
Aruch HaShulchon (#2 above) more than adequately suffices!
I believe that these guidelines will most adequately take care of
custody determination when dealing with psychological and
emotional factors.
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[Please see further elaboration below as well]
------------------------In Nisan 5770, April, ’10, Rabbi Kaganoff added:
While recently learning Hilchos Nachalos, The following
additional, very direct sources surfaced:
1-CM 285:8 Ramo (end) brings 2 opinions re: the following
scenario:
If property is inherited by a child from an outside bequeather and
the father of the child-heir is still alive.
1st opinion (brought “Stam = as authoritative”) is Ritvo (ʺ ʥʹ
#162, brought by Bais Yosef CM 290:5) that the father is not
entrusted to manage the inheritance. He is no different than any
other ʡʥʸʷ (Korov = relative) and the dictum ʩʱʫʰʡʡʥʸʷʭʩʣʩʮʲʮʯʩʠ
ʯʨʷ (“Ain Maamidim Korov b'Nichsei Koton” = Bais Din does
NOT appoint an ‘inheriting’ relative to be the supervising overseer
of a child’s inheritance. – The Halocho is concerned that, over the
course of time, the status quo will be accepted and that the
‘supervising’ relative will claim that he is the rightful heir of the
property!” ) applies to the father as well.
Ritvo's language: “Just like Bais Din is obligated to be involved in
protecting the property of ʭʩʮʥʺʩ (“Yesomim = fatherless orphans”)
; And likewise they are obligated to protect the property of all
people, even if s/he is an adult, who do not have someone to “stick
up for them”. So too, in our case albeit the child-heir is NOT a
Yosom; nevertheless it is not in his best interest that the father
should manage the property.
(There are 2 exceptions: 1- if the owner acted in negligence; 2- we
don’t appoint ʱʥʴʥʸʨʥʴʠ (“Aputropus = custodian”) for the
''bearded”; but, in this last case, Bais Din would seek out a
different alternative –
However, neither exception is pertinent to our discussion)
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2nd opinion (Ramo’s “Yesh Omrim”) is R.Yehuda ben HaRosh
(Bais Yosef CM 290:9) that the father is different than other
K’rovim (inheriting relatives). Bais Din does not mix into the
affairs of the primary basic father/child relationship (even vis-a-vis
fiscal matters) unless father ''( אינו הולך בדרך טוביםAino Holech
b'Derech Tovim = Does not act appropriately”).
If, however, the father does not act appropriately, even R.Yehuda
ben HaRosh concurs that Bais Din is obligated to interfere on
behalf, and for the benefit, of the child.
Darchei Moshe CM 290:5&5* infers that this indeed is also the
Rosh’s own opinion.
The Ramo in his formulation of the Halocho is clearly Paskening
(“deciding”) like the Ritvo.
Consequently, the following very pertinent logical extension would
be unanimous of both opinions:
If for allegations of just a fiscal loss, Bais Din protects the interests
of the child and entrusts an “outsider” and not the parent; a fortiori,
for suspicion of personal injury to the child! (And psycho
emotional injury is also personal injury as explained and proven in
my other Teshuva pgs 326-340)
2- Teshuvas HaRosh 82:2 (brought by Darchei Moshe CM
290:5&5* and Bais Yosef CM 290:10 end) states that placement of
child is determined by 2 guidelines:
A – Chinuch (Rearing)–
For a boy, the father’s responsibility of Talmud Torah and
Shmiras haMitzvos (teaching Torah and Mitzvah performance) is
the overarching determinant and therefore physical custody should
be with the father
For a girl, MiDina d’Gemoro (Talmudic law) physical
custody is with the mother because of female chinuch (rearing)
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concerns – Tznius (modesty in behavior and dress) and other
feminine crafts.
B -“Koras Ruach (= gratifying fostering environment)” for the
child. The Rosh opines that in the absence of a mother, “Mistama
(= most probably)” a young girl prefers, for this reason, to be with
her father over the (maternal) grandfather.
But clearly Rosh is stating that the above is the “Mistama” (most
probable) fulfillment of the determinants. But if asked what the
absolute guideline is, the response is “what is better for the child in
regards to its Chinuch and Koras Ruach”. It is an application of the
principle of ʭʣʠʬ ʯʩʫʦ (“Zochin l’Odom = that without a clearly
started preference by the recipient/beneficiary, we conduct
ourselves by the assumption of what is in his/her best interests”).
So in normal regular cases, the father will be a better choice for
boys and the mother for girls, as per above.
However, if abuse exists then the non-abusing parent is most
certainly the better custodian, not only from the Koras Ruach
perspective; but even from a Chinuch perspective! (As is well
known, children learn much more profound and influential lessons
from the ‘modeled’ behavior of their parents/teachers, than what
they do from what is actually preached/taught at them.)
(Even though Maharshdam CM#308 questions the authenticity of
this Teshuvas HaRosh, nevertheless the normative Halocho is as
per the Darchei Moshe and Bais Yosef above)
3- Even Maharshdam CM #308 (whose opinion is NOT the
normative Halocho), who refutes and rejects positions of Ritvo and
R. Yehuda ben HaRosh cited above and takes a hard line, strict
construction, interpretation of Teshuvas HaRosh 87:1 and thereby
confers upon the father almost absolute (inviolate even by Bais
Din) fiscal dominion over his children. And does so even when
the parent /child relationship is hostile and acrimonious as per the
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adduced proof from Chovel b’Bno (Someone who batters his
child) of Bovo Kama 87b.
Nevertheless, he concedes (in a different Teshuva not published in
the compendium of his Teshuvos, but quoted by Peleh Yoetz under
the heading of Hako'oh and by Pischei Choshen (Vol. 5-Nezikin
pg41 #27 end) that in regards to physical injury to the child, even
though custody may be maintained by the father, the Bais Din
needs to be vigilantly monitoring the welfare of the child on an
ongoing basis. The Maharshdam asserts that in this case, “ʲʡʥʺʯʨʷ
ʥʬʯʩʷʷʦʰ (“Koton Toveah, Nizkokin Lo” = Bais Din convenes at the
plaint of a child”). – This is in considerable variance from the
general Bais Din protocol as per CM 96:1- ʯʨʷ ʺʰʲʨʬ ʯʩʷʷʦʰ ʯʩʠ
(“Ain Nizkokin l’Taanas Koton = Bais Din does NOT attend to the
plaint of a child”.)
The obvious corollary that follows from this exceptional guideline
of Maharshdam is:
If ‘monitoring’ the father’s behavior is anticipated to be
insufficient, Bais Din will remove the child from the father’s
custody, even according to Maharshdam.
-----------------------------------------------------------
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Molester/Pedophile
Teshuvos
1)
2)
3)
4)

RJJ Journal of Halacha
Moetzes of Agudas Yisroel of America
Halachic Parameters of Molestation
Edison Rosh Yeshiva
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To: RJJ Journal of Halacha
RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
Rabbi Alfred Cohen, Editor
RJJ Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society
5 Fox Lane
Spring Valley, NY 10977
Chol Hamoed Succos, 5771
Dear Rabbi Cohen,
I appreciate the voluminous amount of research and effort that you
invested in composing your recent article, “Judging Transgression
in the Absence of Witnesses”. However, I was considerably
dismayed over several fundamental omissions of very critical
dimensions that impact dramatically on the outcome
determinations and guidance that was necessary to convey to your
readership and others under their influence.
Probably the most effective and efficient means of demonstrating
the deficient aspects of the article is to critique the 3 case-studies
that you cited as examples on pages 45-47 of your article.
In regards to the first case, you state that you feel that the authority
figures acted in laudatory fashion.
Unfortunately, that is grossly incorrect. Nowhere is it mentioned
that in the initial confrontation (“the quiet, discreet one”) that the
rabbis in charge stipulated that the “rebbe” needed to submit to
specialized psychological testing and treatment and that his
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engagement in the treatment protocols needs to be corroborated
and verified. Nor was it mentioned that in the interim his
movements need to be constantly (electronically) monitored and
that the monitoring would only be discontinued after receiving a
“clean report” from the supervising therapist.
The “rabbis in charge” were completely unaware of the
compulsive, addictive nature of pedophility. Nor were they aware
of the extent of the injury and damage caused to the victim of
molestation.
Therefore, even though they may have (perhaps) protected the
children of the yeshiva, they did nothing to protect the children of
the community at large. As is well documented and known, a
pedophile’s verbal assurances are of absolutely no value; Nor are
threats of punishment! The disease (and indeed, a disease it is!) is a
compulsion that he cannot rationally control and it was only a
matter of time before he would victimize another child.
The rabbis in charge, either out of neglectful ignorance or
arrogance, ignored the medical scientific research on this condition
and blundered egregiously. They did not discharge their
responsibility of Lo Sa’amod Al Dam Re’echo. The subsequent
victim’s trauma (“….not abiding by the terms of the agreement.”)
is their full responsibility. “Kol Dmei Achicho Tzoakim Eilai!”.
Yodenu Shofchu es HaDom Hazeh!”
This is very precisely a case of “Holcho Chamorcho, Tarfon”.
And likewise the public denouncement thereafter, was also a
consequent miscarriage of justice. They never gave the perpetrator
a proper chance at therapy to modify his psychological issues
which underlie his disease. They basically set him up for failure
and the subsequent public degradation.
This is not laudatory at all!
Similarly in the case of the Hebrew school teacher that you cited as
case study #2, The Rosh Yeshiva perhaps protected the children in
school. How these same children were to be protected off school
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premises remains mystifying. The nature of the disease is that if
one avenue of sating the craving is denied, then the addict finds
another avenue to “soothe” the compulsion.
And exactly how was the Shul Rabbi going to protect the children
in the Shul? Was he to appoint (discreetly, of course) a shomer to
watch the teacher’s every action? Anyone who works in the field
of addictions knows that it is absurd and impossible to expect
another person to control externally the addict from engaging in his
“drug of choice”. And what about the children in the rest of
community? Again there was no interim electronic monitoring to
keep the community safe. And there was no mandated treatment
with corroboratable compliance to ascertain that the perpetrator
was engaged in the therapeutic process. All of these follies lay the
groundwork for a subsequent disaster to happen.
Your referencing and comparing of these first 2 cases to your third
case study of a Monsey butcher is a total non-sequitor. Even if we
suspect the butcher of the compulsion of Kleptomania, at most he
is endangering people’s money. The Maacholos Asuros factor is
clearly an “Ones Rachmono Patrei” on the part of the customers
and every responsible rov and rebbi will exonerate the consumers.
In no way does this compare to the severe emotional trauma and
physical damage caused by molestation! A molester is a true Rodef
in every sense of the word as borne out by the research.
Until such time as Rosh Yeshivos, Rabonim and Dayonim educate
themselves in the following areas:
1 – The compulsion dimension of Pedophilia; it is
not a case of yitzra b’yodo – that he can contain his “own
evil urgings”…..
2 – The extensive damage done to the victims….;
3 – That this is not a case of “judging transgression”; but
preventing profound injury by a public menace (Rodef)…
A parent or other responsible adult has no other recourse than to go
to the secular authorities and/or to the media, to protect his own
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children and those of others. And this is, indeed, mandated by
Halocho!
If you would like, for your convenience I can send to you the
corroboratory Teshuvos, Mareh Mekomos and resource material
that is available upon these matters.
I believe it behooves you to recall the article as being half
information and therefore inaccurate and misleading.
A Guten Moed v’Simchas HaChag
Sincerely,
Rabbi Kaganoff

----- Forwarded Message ----From: scohen@.com
To: kaganoff@juno.com
Date: Wed, 29 Sep 2010 10:06:20 -0400
Thank you for your letter. I would be happy to see any relevant
material on the subject have a wonderful Yom Tov. A. Cohen
ͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲͲ
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dŽ͗DŽĞƚǌĞƐ'ĞĚŽůĞŝdŽƌĂŚŽĨŐƵĚĂƐzŝƐƌŽĞůŽĨŵĞƌŝĐĂ
RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
ÏËÒÇÐÊ ÐÎÈ ÐÇÒÜÚÇÜÑÜÐÑÐÈÜÃÛÎ Ä
Ê ÓÛÜÑÇËÓ Ä
Â ÊËÎÛÎÂÚÛËÜÅÇÄÂÅÆÚÇÜÆËÎÇÅÄÜØÔÇÐÏËÒÇÂÄÆÏËÒÃÚÆËÜÇÃÚÇËÚÇÐÅÇÃÍÎ
ËÇÂÚÆÅÇÃÍÆÎÍÃÓ ÊÍÇÛÅÉÂ
ÎÔÆ ÚÜÍÜÂÐÆÉËÎÓÇÆÎËÉÐÜÛÙÃÇÜÇÎØÒÜÆÎÛÏËÖÅÆÐÍÃÇÜÍÎËÎÔÆËÆÑÇÍÒÎ
ÚÄÓÐÆÇÛÚÉÆÌÎÐÆËÚÃÅÎÔÜÇÒÔÎÇÜÇÛÙÆÎÇÎÖÎÖÎÂÇÃÂÛËÒÂËÐÛÑÐÙÎÛÏËÚÃÅÆ
ÇÒËÐËÃÛ
ËÃÇÒËÉÂÎÛÏËÖÎÂÎÇÜÇÂÐÎÏÜÂÇÖÚÎÇÛÖÒÉÇÙËÖÎÔÄÇÒÅÒÛËÎÔÇÅËÛÆÛÔÂÆÐÎÃÂ
ËÜÒÃÆÂÎÑÐÙÎÏÇÛÚÂÛÏËÚÃÅÆÎÎÄÃÇÌËÚØËÒÂÅÇÐÎÎÇÂËÆÆÚÇÜÇËÒÖÉÅÆÔÛÆÙÉÇÅÇ
ËÃÎÃÛÇËÉÇÐÃÛÃÇÙÔÆËÎÇÚËÛËËÛÆ ÚÜÍÐÛÙÃÎËÜÂÃÇÆÈÑËÒÔÃÏÍÜÂÚÇÆ
ÃÛÉÒÚÃÍÏËÚÉÂÜÇÍÆÎÎËÄÚÛËÐÛÐÐÚÆÐÆÍÎÆÎÂËÃÐÆ ÐÙ ÓÉ ÖÛÐ ÉÌ ÛÃ 
ÂÇÆÇÜÚÃÓËÂÅÇÃÇÜÇÛÙÇÆÇÛËÒÔËÏÂÇÎËÖÂÜÇÂÍÚÔÎÇÚÓÐÎÏÅÂÎÍÎÆÇØÐÇÕÅÇÚÍ
ÜÇÛÕÇÓÃÇËÚÃÅÂÃÇÆÐÐÚÆÐÑÇÛÎÐÉÚÍÇÐÑÍÇÈ ËÙÙ ÃÍ ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜ ÍËÇÆÅ
ÛÆÔÆÇÂËÃÆÑÍÇÆÛÐËÍÚÅÃÇÂËÃÆÇÇÚÓÐÎÆÇØÐÐ ÐÇÆÇÄÚÆËÏÂÇÎËÖÂÛÇËÚÆÐ
ÆÍÎÆÎ ÎÙÓÉÖÛ
ÏËÙÇÈËÒÆÏËÂÃÛÅÔÍ ÍÏÙËÈÐÛÔÇÅËÛÂÇÆÑÍËÂÅÇÜÇÅÎËÇÏËÅÎËÃÜÇÎËÎÔÅÅÒÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÜÇÐËÚÔÛÎÊÔÐÍÇÙÈÉÏÇÐÔÛÎ
Å ÓÛÜÜÃÊÃÂ ÊËÎÛÑÆÍÖ ÛÚ ÄÆÎÆÃÇÛÜÃÂ ÊËÎÛÃËÛËÎÂÚ ÄÆÆÚÇÆÑÍÇ
È ÊÅ Ë ÆÉØÇÚÂ ÖÏ ÃÐÚÆËÚÃÅÍ ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÎËØÆÂÎÇÔÒÐÒÇÎËØÆÎÇÅËÃÛËÛËÐÍ ÂÇ
ËÚÃÅÍÇÅÇÐÔÜÂÎÅÇÂÎÎÔÚÇÃÔÎÂÎÛÇÒÇÐÐÎÍÕÂÂËØÇÆÎÃËËÉÅÅ ÒÃÆÂÚÒÆÇ 
Ç ÒÚÜÓ ÓÉ ÂÃÇ Â ÔÓÈ ÒÙÅ ËÃÂ ÐÚ
ÚÇÃÔÎÂÎÛËÅÍÇÒÇÐÐÚÇÓÐÎÃËËÉÍ ÄÏÂÂÜÄÇÎÖÛËÆÛÔÜÎÂÇÃÛÃÚÃÔÃÅÕÂÇ
ÚËÐÉÆÎÌËÚØÅÆÂÚÒÅ ÒÃÐ Ð É ËÙ ÓÆÃÇÛÜËÍÚÅÇ ÅÙ ÓÈ ÒÙÅ ËÆÃÇÛÜËÉÜÖ
ÂÇÆÂÜËËÚÇÂÅÂÙËÖÓÅÂ
ÎÍÅÂÇÆÜÇÔÐÛÐÆÇÆÈÃÏËÚËÐÉÐÇÂËÃÐÛ Ç ÒÚÜÓ Ó É ÃÆÇ È ÖÛ Ó Û ÃËÚÆÃ
ËÚÃÅÂËÃÐÆÎËÉÜÐÛÂ ÔÚÃÂÇÆÑÍÇÛ ÃËÚÆËÚÃÅÇÂÚÂÎÛÏËÎËÙÐÛÏËÒÇÚÉÂÆ
Û ÃËÚÆËÚÃÅË ÔÏÆËÚÃÅÚÜÇÓÍ ÉÂÇÏËÙÖÜÓÐÆÇÏËÎËÙÐÆ
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Â ÖÕÇÓÏ ÃÐÚÃÚÂÇÃÐÍÆÛÔÜÎÂÇÃÛÃÅËÐÜÅ ÅÇÐÔÜÂÎÃÇÂÎÃÑÂÍÃÅÆÂÚÒÄ
ÂÙÇÇÅÂÇÆÅÇÐÔÜÂÎÎÛÇËÇÃËÚÎÍÅÄÔÑËÚÅÆÒÓ ÐÄÚÐÂÙÂÆÅÆÅÇÐÔÍ ÉØÇÚ
ÈÒÙ ÓÇËÚÆÐÃÂÇÆÑÍÇÇÒÇÐÐÂËØÇÆÎÇÒËËÆÚÉÂËÚÇÄÂÎ
ÚÇÔËÛÑËÂÑÍÎÇÆÈÃÛËÚÇÔËÛÆÈËÂÇÏÛÇËÚÆÐÑÇÛÎÇ
ÏÆËÖÅÇÚÅËÐÏËÅÎËÆÎËØÆÎËÅÍÇÒÇÐÐÚÇÓÐÎÃËËÉÎÂÚÛËÐ ÂÇ ÂÎÍÅ ÒÃÅÂØÇËÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÓÒÍÆÎÏËÃËËÇÉÐÛÇÔÚ ÓÑÛÅÆÜÐÇÚÜÆËÚÃÅÚÃÉÐÆÂËÃÆÉ Ð ÔÓÅÎÛ ÓÅËÃ 
ÑËÃÅÅÆÚÜÆÑÇÛÎÐÉÚÍÇÐÇÏÛÆÜÛÇÅÙËÒÖÐÎÛÇÐÜÚËÈÄÅÄÒÇÒËÜÅÙËÈÉÆÎÛÒÇÔÙÖÓÃ
ÑËÒÔÎÔÂÇÆÇÜÚËÈÄÇÎÛÇÐÆÜÔÚÖÆÏÂÙÚÇÌÂÛ ÔÇÜÓÒÚÖÎÍÅËÓÖÆÎÑËÃÕÇÄÆÛÒÇÔ
ÂÇÆÎÛÇÐÎÜËËØÎÂÎÛÂÇÆÆÐÛÅÆÚÜÃ ÔÏÔÊÆÇÏËÃËËÉÑËÂÇÚËÃÉÎÏÅÂÑËÃÛÑÇÐÐ
ÑËÔÍÂÃÚÅÂÎÛÇÐÆÈËÄÚÆÎÑËÂÇÚËÃÉÎÏÅÂÑËÃÑÇÐÐËÒËÒÔÃÑÍÎÇ ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜ ÑËÒÔÍ
ÑÍÜÇÛÔÎÚÇÓÐÇÕÅÇÚ
ÇÅÄÒÍÅÇÐÔÎÏËÃËËÉÏÛÆÛÇÅËÙÇÜÅÆÜÙÈÉÆÔÄÇÒÃÅÔ ÛÃÔÚÍÇÆÑÍÇÙËÓÐÍÖÔÂÇ
ÆÓÒÚÖÉÖÙÐÇÎËÖÂÇÕÇÄÃÛËÒÔËÏÂÇÎËÖÂ
ÇÒËÜÅÙËÈÉÆÎËÇÆÅÅÒÛÆÂÚÒÆÇ
ÂÇÆÚÇÍÈÃÍÛÐÅÂ
ÑÇÐÐÑËÒÔÙÚÇÒËÂÜÇÐËÚÔÛÎÇÂËÃÆÎÊÔÐÍÇÏÇÐÔÛÎÇÂËÃÐÛÅÔÍÍÏÅÂÙËÈÆÎÃ
ÇËÚÆÐÜÇÛÕÇÓÃÇËÚÃÅÂÃÇÆÐÐÚÆÐÃÂÇÆÑÍÇÂÇÆÜÇÛÖÒÂÎÂÇÚËÃÉÎÏÅÂÑËÃÛ
Î ÒÆ
ÃÎÃ ÂÇÆÖÃ ÂÏÆÅËÆÒÆÈÎÏËÛÄÒ ÏËÅÚÉÆÇÒÂÌËÂÏËÇÄÆÇÚÐÂËÆÐÅÇÔÇÄÇ
ÇÒÒËÂÍÑËÂÚÜÐÆÖÃÇÎËÖÂÇÒÉÒÂÎÃÂÔÇÅËÍ
ÎÔ ÂÎÏËÚÉÆÎÇÛÇÒÔÎÇÒÉÒÂÇÒÂÃÇÎËÂÇÒËËÆÅÌÇÖÆÏÎÇÔÆÆËÆÏÂÇÒËÐØÔÃÔÄÆÇ
ÇÚÐÂËÆÐÏÚÉÆÇÐËËÙËÏÂÕÇÄÃÇÑÇÐÐÃÛËÒÔËÛÚÈÇÄÆËÆÚÛÆÇÆÅÎËÇÂÅÎËÃÎÎËÔÛ
ÓÒÍËÎÏËÃËËÉÇÒÂÇËÆËÂÅÇÅÂËÆÂÊËÛÖÜÇÊÇÔÖÆËÒËÔÃÆÈÎÔÔ ÛÆÇÅÆÚÜÆÇÙÓÖËÇ
ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇ
ÏÛÆÎÇÎËÉÏÇÛÐÍ ÄÇÃÛËÂÎÂÏÛÆÛÇÅËÙÏÇÛÐÙÚÑÂÍÃÑËÂÅÚÜÇËÅÇÔÅ ÔÖÎÒÇ 
ÆÐÍÅÔÆÎÔÐÎÚÇÔËÛÛËÛÎ ÈÉÇÚÅÄÇÜÇÛÖÒÜÎØÆÂÇÆÛÏËÇÃÛÑÇËÅÖÃÇÎËÖÂÇÎ ÒÅÍÇ
Ð ÐÏÎÇÔÑÇÙËÜËÒÖÐÏÆËÐÅËÅÍÐÚÜËÏËËÇÃÛÆÜÂÑËÅÇÖÑËÂÂÆÅÂËØÇÆÎÏËÃËËÉÑÇÐÐ
ÚÜËÏËÅÇÖÇÃÏÛÆÎÇÎËÉÕÚÊØÆÃÑËÇÃÛÑÇËÅÖÃÅ ÅÙ ÓÃ ÒÚÅ ËÆÃÇÛÜËÉÜÖÃ ÔÎÂÒ
 ÂÎÔÆÒÇÈÏÔÆÒËÈÛÆÒÔÊÃÓÖÜÒÛ ÂÎÔÙÚÆËÆÏÛÆÎÇÎËÉÆÑÇÅËÒÆÐÛÇÏÆËÐÅÎÔ
ÇÂÔËÚÍË ÆÎÇÎËÉÇÂÚÇÃËØÅÂÙÉÇÅÏÇÛÐÂÐÔÊËÂÙÖÓÛËÆÐÛÑÍÇÅ ÒÃÍ ÇÍ
ÂÙÉÇÅÏÇÛÐÙÚÂÇÆÅ ÒÃÎÃÂ ÆÎÇÎËÉÃÕÂÑÒËÉÄÛÐÂÎÇËÃÚÄÎÂÎÅÏÇÛÐÂÐÔÊ
Í ÇÍÂÎÔÂÚÇÃËØÅ
ÎÖÊÎÜÃÛÎÎÉÎÈ ÆÐÈÃÇÚËÜÆÂÆÅÆÃËÂÏÇÛÐÑËÛÛÇÉÇÒËÂÆÐÎÚÜÇËÅÇÔÇ 
ÑËÂÆÐÎÇÂÐÎÔËÅÇÆËÎÑÍÓÜÏËÇÄÆÜÃËÂÅÏÇÛÐËÊÇÐÜÛÂÎÏÇÙÐÑËÂÛÍËÇÄÜÇÂÖÚÎ
Å ÒÃÆÈÃÑËÛÛÇÉ
ÂØËÑËÅÆÛÇÎÜÒÄÇÆÆÆØÔÇÒËÂÅÒÔÖÎÅÃÃÇÔÃÜËÏËÙÇÈËÒÆÇÎÂÛÜÒÜÒÆÆØÔÆÇ 
ÆÐÇÚÐ
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ÂÎÇÏËÚÂÛÒÆÇÚÓÇÇËÛËÅÍËÔÃÅÍÇËÇÂÚÍÛÇÒÔÎÏËÛÚÇÐÏÒËÂÇÅÃÉÍÃÑËÂËÚÆÛÂ
ÇÎÂÆÜÇÃÔÇÜÍÇÛÔË
ËÔÃÅÍÜÇÚËÙÉÆÇÜÇÛËÚÅÆÜÇÛÔÎÜÇÍÎÐÆÑÇËÛÚÇÉÍÆÅ ÃÎÑËÂÛÅÇÔÇÃ
ÑËÒÔÏËÒËÃÐÏËÒËËÅÆÑËÂÃÇÚÖÔÚÆÇÇÔÃÆÎËÉÐÜÛÙÃÃÇÎÇÅÄÆËÒÇÃÂÅÎÅÇÔÇÄ
ÑËÃÆÎÇÅÇÐÎÎÕÂÏËØÇÚÂÎÇÒËÒÇÃÂÅÎÎÎÍÌÚÅÃÇÙÈËÆÆÙÐÇÔ

ÎÃÂÌÎÐÆËÒÖÜÇÒÔÎËÒÖÈËÔÆÎËÛÂÚËÐËÚÆÎÔÆ ÚÜÍÐÆÉËÎÓÇÆÎËÉÐÛÙÃÂÅÇÔÇ
ÆÉËÎÓÆÏÍÜÂÇËÒÇÖÉÅÇÒËÐÔËÍÚØ
ÆÈÑÇÅÒÃÆ ÚÜÍÜÇÙÙÅÈÆÎÔÜÇÃÚÜÇÅÇÆÇ
ÏÍØËÚÔÐÇÏÍÅÃÍÐÏÍÅËÐÎÜ
ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
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Rabbi Yehoshua Kaganoff
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
Erev Shabbos Sidras B’Haaloscho
20 Sivan, 5769
Lichvod Roshei HaYeshivos, the Geonim, Shlit”a, The Moetzes
Gedolei HaTorah of Agudas Yisroel:
Acharei Drishas Sholom v’Chol Tuv, B’Chol HaKovod HaRui!
Please forgive my using my “Mama Loshon" in this letter. It
appears that because I used Loshon Kodesh in my original
correspondence, I was unable to express my intent clearly and was
misunderstood. I apologize for the consequent wasting of the
Roshei Yeshivos’ time that this caused.
I want to express my Hakoras Hatov to Rav Perlow and Rav
Kamenetsky for their forbearance and taking time from their very
busy schedules to respond to me in spite of the above clumsiness.
What I had intended in my original letter was to inquire as to the
Mokor for Roshei Yeshivos' position that the fiscal viability of
Mosdos has priority over Hatzolas Nefoshos of molestation
victims.
Please let me explain the motivation for my inquiry:
4 weeks prior to my letter, I was at a retreat for Jews in recovery
from addictions (and their families) who for the most part have
molestation as the origins of their disability/disease. (I have been a
“spiritual guide”/Mekarev of this community for 14 years.) In
anticipation of attending this retreat, I had wanted to be prepared
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properly to defend the position of the Roshei Yeshivos. For that
purpose, I had communicated and corresponded with R. Mordechai
Biser (fellow Passaic resident, who has been a Talmid and asks
Shaalos of me) of the Agudah staff, to learn all the various details.
(I would, respectfully, also like to inform the Roshei Yeshivos that
it is I, who "tipped off" the Agudah offices, through my
relationship with Reb Mordechai, about the picket/protest
demonstration that occurred on the day of the Agudah dinner and
also about the proposed letter writing campaign to Mayor
Bloomberg and full page ad in the NY Times that B"H did not
come to fruition.)
Over the years that I have been involved with the Recovery
Community, I have been able to forge trust and understanding to a
degree, that I am able to present some of the most difficult Torah
Halachos and Hashkofos to them in a way that they can accept
them. But experience has taught me that it cannot be done in a
dogmatic, authoritarian decree manner. It has to be done with a
step by step development of the Torah thinking from square one
onward. Because of their history of abuse at the hands of supposed
Mechanchim, Rabonim, or Moros, they are very suspicious of
anything that smacks of authoritarian decree. But equally so, they
are, very intelligent (“street smarts”) and are enamored by a
harmony of honesty, justice and fairness. Enlighten and
demonstrate to them that the ways of the Torah are exactly that,
(Mishpetei Hashem Emes Tzodku Yachdov, and Drocheha Darchei
Noam) and they become very committed and spiritual
(Ruchniusdik) Jews. Many become full Baalei Teshuva (Frumer
than they would have been, had the calamities never occurred) and
the overwhelming majority become more observant as a result of
these interactions.
I had hoped that after having a clear understanding of the Roshei
Yeshivos' position, I would be able to ‘digest’ it and ‘regurgitate’ it
in a way that would be palatable for them to accept.
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Alas, after my communications with R. Mordechai, I had
exhausted his reservoir and still did not have an approach that I
was comfortable with. My own research, during our conversations
and subsequently, led to findings that were still not in consonance
with my goal.
Hence, I turned to the Roshei Yeshiva for elucidation; as I had
attempted to convey, albeit clumsily, in my first letter.
So once again I am approaching the Roshei Yeshivos, humbly and
respectfully, to ask if they could please share with me the source in
classical Torah sources that guided their decision, so that I can
have a reasonable chance of defending and illuminating the
wisdom of the Torah in the eyes of the community in recovery and
their families.
(I have included a copy of my original letter for the convenience of
the Roshei Yeshivos. Items #2-4 are the ones that I continue to
grapple with. Item #1 was merely a starting point that is
universally accepted.)
My fear of being impudent is overwhelming me as I write the
following lines. Please forgive me if, based on my experience of
working with this community, I feel compelled Not to leave the
following unsaid:
Unfortunately the response by Rabbi Chaim Dovid Zwiebel,
published in The Jewish Week, in clarification and defense of the
Roshei Yeshivos position was not on target and therefore woefully
insufficient.
Sadly, I feel that this is where we are losing, if not lost already, the
public relations struggle.
A Rebbe of mine once told me, “In America, you can’t be against
Apple Pie and Motherhood.” In today’s milieu, we most
necessarily need to add, “You can’t be against protecting children
from molesters!” Even stronger, “You need to be actively
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promoting protection of children from molesters!” And we need to
be very vociferous and vigorously propose and aggressively act
upon a clearly stated agenda of what should be done and what we
are doing, and what we will do, to protect the children, regardless
of legislation one way or the other. This would give us credibility.
In the context of such an assertive proposal, we can avoid, ignore
or dispute involving liability of the Mosdos and figure out a way to
protect our Mosdos.
However, any degree of perceived lack of enthusiasm and
commitment to rectifying the prevailing situation will compromise
anything we say to be interpreted as self-serving and self-interest.
(Such was the language of Mr. Zwiebel’s letter i.e. ''encouraged
Mosdos '' etc.– this does not sound very strongly committed and
therefore not very convincing.)
Only we appreciate and understand how dear and vital the Mosdos
are to us. Just to protest that “the Markey Bill is no good” and to
throw back to the secularists the assignment to find a different
solution without having developed and vigorously pursued a viable
alternative, which takes the sting out of their Ta’ana that we do not
care, is woefully insufficient.
It could be that in New York State it is already too late. The
Markey Bill will become law and that the Midas Hadin will be
Mesucha k’Negdenu, Rachamono Litzlon. Perhaps Rachamei
Shomoyim will prevail and the shenanigans in the state senate will
delay or postpone passage of the Bill and give us a reprieve.
But whether we can still rescue the situation in New York State or
whether this is for other states to be forewarned, we need to be
much, much more proactive.
I do also respectfully offer my services (my experience in working
in this field and my suggestions on how to navigate this quagmire)
to the Roshei Yeshivos so that Kovod HaTorah in the eyes of the
public could possibly be enhanced and at least not be further
denigrated.
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I hope and pray that the Roshei Yeshivos will forgive my
impudence. The pain of so many victims and the Chillul Hashem
that is occurring in the public arena are what motivates me. V’Ain
Odom Nitfas Al Tzaaro.

Talmidchem, Mechabedchem u’Mokirchem,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
--------------------------------------------------------
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WƌĞůƵĚĞƚŽĚŝƐŽŶZŽƐŚzĞƐŚŝǀĂŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞŶĐĞ
Dear Rabbi Eidensohn,
In your recent email you wrote the following:
“My concern is in what sense is mental illness pikuach nefesh. If a
person's actions cause psychosis or depression does that make him
a rodef? If a molested person has trouble expressing emotion does
that mean that saving him from that state is pikuach nefesh? If a
molested person has a 20% greater likelihood of committing
suicide in 20 years - is that pikuach nefesh? Can I kill a person to
prevent him from causing some form of mental illness in another
person? Finally when the Rema or Rashba say that custody is
determined by what is best for the child - does that include
psychological or emotional factors? By and large the responsa
literature does not address psychological factors.”
Before responding directly to the queries that you posited, I believe
it would be helpful to clarify some Halachic parameters. This will
give some context for my responses.
Halachic Principle (HP) 1) Is the concept of Rodef applicable even
in a case of Gromo (Indirect causation in contrast to direct tort?
A: The Ohr Someach (Rotzeach 1:8), Achiezer (1:19), Galye
Maseches (YD 5) and Rivosh (# 238) all bring proof from the
Halachos of Mosur and Malshin that Rodef applies even in a
Gromo case. Ohr Someach and Achiezer also extend and prove
that this applies to all cases where the perpetrator is designated as a
Rotzeach; even though he is exempt from Misas Bes Din. see
below HP #5.
[Ohr Someach and Achiezer also cite a Rashbo (Bovo Kama 22b)
that seems to infer that there is no din of Rodef in a Gromo case.
However, Rashbo himself (ibid) expresses consternation in
understanding the Sugya and concludes "Adayin Tzoruch
Talmud". Moreover, Talmid of Rashbo learns the Sugya
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differently, as does Rosh and other Rishonim, in a way which
makes that Sugya inapplicable to the question of Rodef Gromo.
Conclusion: that Rashbo is at most a Daas Yochid on this issue and
Mesupok at that. We can comfortably conclude that Rashbo’s
commentary is not of concern in establishing normative Halacha.]
HP 2) What are obligations of intervention in case of Rodef?
A: The minimum intervention that is necessary to stop the
occurrence and save the life of the intended victim. If no other
alternative is available, then even taking the life of the Rodef is
required. But this is the action of last resort. Reporting to the
secular authorities depending on the prevailing circumstances may
fall into this last category. (Rambam Rotzeach 1:6-16 and
Shulchon Aruch CM 425 and 388.)
HP 3) If it is not a case of Rodef (just injury, but no life
endangerment), is there any obligation of intervention and if so
what are the parameters?
A: The minimum intervention that is necessary to stop the
occurrence and save the victim from being injured. If no other
alternative is available, even physical restraint or force may be
used to stop the crime (This is called L’Afrushei m’Isuroh - to stop
a person from doing an Aveira.) BUT it is prohibited to endanger
the perpetrator’s life. (Rambam Avodim 3:5 from B.K 28a;
Shulchon Aruch CM 388:7 Ramo and Gro #46)
[This is for a onetime event. In a case of a habitual attacker, he is
classified as a Rodef (CM 388 Shach #45]
HP 4) How clear does the danger need to be in order to invoke the
rule of Rodef?
A: To the contrary, there must be absolute clarity that there is no
life endangerment at all to the victim, in order to refrain from
acting under the rubric of Rodef. (see Rambam Gneiva 9:10 re:
Machteres which is a classic clear example of Rodef.) Even if such
clarity exists, we would nevertheless still be obligated under the
rubric of Afrushei m’Isuroh.
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(This is contrary to the Chakira posed by Chazon Yechezkel to
Tosefta 11:5. Based on the above Rambam, I see no room for any
doubt.)( Even according to opinion of Galya Maseches discussed
elsewhere, this proof remains in force; because if even by
Machteres which Galya Maseches opines is only reshus to
intervene; the rule of clarity is as above, Kal v’Chomer by a
regular Rodef which he opines is a Mitzva to intervene etc.)
HP 5) If treatment is available, does that minimize or mitigate the
determination of Rodef and if so, to what extent?
A: Sanhedrin 77b discusses the case where someone shoots an
arrow at an intended victim but the victim has medicaments that
can heal the wound. There are various variations on the case in the
Gemoro. Most Rishonim explain the Gemoro and its conclusion
that this availability is only a P’tur in the Misas Bes Din aspect,
which means that as a result of this loophole Bais Din will not
execute. However the perpetrator is still categorized as a Rotzeach.
Consequently, this will be the same as HP#1 and the rules of Rodef
would nevertheless still apply. (Ohr Someach and Achiezer ibid
say this explicitly. Ohr Someach also quotes from Ohr Zoruah that
concerning plain Mazik (simple damages with no endangerment to
life) that this is certainly the rule. I.e. that the damages need to be
paid for, as if there is no treatment available; and afterwards the
treatment is a separate obligation of Ripui.)
[There is a Machlokes on the intent of the Rambam Rotzeach 3:11,
who deletes the cases of medicaments that are cited in the Gemoro.
The commentaries are split. Some say that Rambam holds like the
other Rishonim just deleted it because it is included in other cases
already cited or because it is self evident. Others opine that the
Ramban explained the Gemoro differently and reached a different
conclusion. Be that as it may, it once again will not affect
normative Halacha; because in worst case scenario, Rambam
would be only Daas Yochid; and it is possible, according to the
first group of commentators, that he doesn’t even dissent!]
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HP 6) Is the determination of a Rodef situation something that
follows standardized parameters or is it subjective?
A: See Rambam (Rotzeach 3:1-7) and Aruch HaShulchon (CM
425:23, 24) that whether an event is considered a murderous attack
is very subjective. The following parameters are all calculated into
the determination: Strength of attacker, resilience and health state
of victim. Implement used in attack. Area of body penetrated etc.
A weak person, a sick person etc. who is attacker, how much force
was used etc. (The same guidelines are also applicable in all lesser
tort (Chovel) cases. CM 420:28)
HP 7) Is Mental illness considered Choleh SheYesh Bo Sakana
that falls under the rubric of Pikuach Nefesh?
A: I believe the sources in Shearim Metzuyonim b'Halacha (Kitzur
chap # 165 footnote #6 and chap #133 footnote #10 second
paragraph) give adequate sources that indeed Mental Illness does
fall into this category. [The terminology “Ruach Ro'oh” utilized
by Chazal is identical in symptomology as the condition of
Hysteria as described by Freud. Today we call Freud’s “Hysteria”
by a different name - i.e. Acute Trauma Reaction or PTSD. A little
research reveals that most of the Mental illnesses listed in the DSM
IV have trauma in their etiology.]
Of course a qualification is in order. Just as in heart disease,
diabetes etc after it has been contracted whether at any particular
moment is Pikuach Nefesh in regards to Chillul Shabbos or eating
Treif etc, is dependent on the severity of the symptoms at the
moment. If the Choleh is under medical treatment and the
conditions are under control then we deem the situation at that
moment not Pikuach Nefesh. However, were someone to have the
ability to “infect” someone with these conditions and would
attempt to do so, he would be classified in his attempt as a Rodef .
as per HP #5
HP 8) to be determined a Rodef, do we require intentionality on
part of perpetrator?
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A: see CM 525: Gro #11 that from Bovo Kama117b, it is clear that
we do not require intentionality; just a disregard of appropriate
protocol and behavior.
Another proof would be from Machteres itself. The thief's intent is
to fulfill his ‘need’ for someone else’s property (greed); however
since to fulfill his Taavoh (‘need’) he may “just have to eliminate”
someone standing in his way; that suffices to be classified as a
Rodef.
HP 9) Is a time delay in the onset of effects of the lethal act, a
consideration in the determination of Rotzeach/Rodef?
A: any length of time-elapse after the occurrence that brings to
death is irrelevant except in case of Eved Canaani at the hands of
his master, and then also only in limited application. (Rambam
Rotzeach 2:14 and Aruch HaShulchon CM 425:19)
So now to your questions:
1) “My concern is in what sense is mental illness pikuach
nefesh”.
A: Please see HP #7
2) If a person's actions cause psychosis or depression does that
make him a Rodef.
A: based on HP #1,4,5,6 above, even if the action just
could cause these conditions he would be classified as a
rodef. See also HP #8
3) If a molested person has trouble expressing emotion does
that mean that saving him from that state is pikuach nefesh?
A: Trouble expressing emotion is only the very “tip of the
iceberg” that is caused by molestation. A molester is a true
Rodef in every sense of the word
4) If a molested person has a 20% greater likelihood of
committing suicide in 20 years - is that pikuach nefesh?
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A: see previous answer
5) Can I kill a person to prevent him from causing some form
of mental illness in another person?
A: see HP # 2 above and my response to your second
question
6) Finally when the Rema or Rashba say that custody is
determined by what is best for the child - does that include
psychological or emotional factors? By and large the
responsa literature does not address psychological factors.
A: Please see Aruch HaShulchon YD 240:33 where he
discusses the concept of a parent being a Rosho;
or even if not a Rosho - but just with bad Midos ,
sociopathological or addictive behaviors.
The Psak: that if a parent qualifies as Rosho then there is
no Mitzva of Kibud Av v'Em
If the parent does not qualify as Rosho but falls into one of
the lesser categories above: then Aruch HaShulchon's
ruling is that the child should keep his/her distance from
them!
I believe that these guidelines will most adequately take
care of custody determination when dealing with
psychological and emotional issues.
Pinchos Yehoshua HaKohein
ϭϴ Sivan, 5769 (10 jun,’09)
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com
12 Elul, 5769
Lichvod Rav Eichenstein, shlit’a, Rosh Yeshiva of Rabenu Yaakov
Yosef - Edison
Kodem Kol, I want to apologize for using English. Unfortunately,
my handwriting is, for the most part, illegible and I was in the
middle of composing my response in Loshon Kodesh, when my
Hebrew computer program “crashed” and it is unclear when it will
be “up and running” again. So as not to delay my response
indefinitely, I am using what I have available. I ask for the Rosh
Yeshiva’s forbearance.
I also want to express my great Hakoras HaTov to the Rosh
Yeshiva for taking out the considerable time from his busy
schedule to review and critique my Teshuva. The insights and
additional Mareh Mekomos were very edifying and have benefitted
me in many ways. I also feel very fortunate that my son has the
Zechus of learning with, and has a Shaychus with K’vod Toraso
HaRom. May you be Zocheh to continue to be Marbitz Torah so
effectively!
1) Mahara’am Horwitz (Pesachim 2b)– I did not understand
the Ra’aya that the Rosh Yeshiva was trying to bring from
the Mahara’am Horwitz. Indeed at the end, he states that a
Sofek Rodef is not to be treated like a Vadai Rodef but he
is clearly only referring to the rules that apply to a Ben
Noach. Earlier, concerning a Yisroel, he says that Shfichas
Domim , both Sofek and Vadai, follow the same rule as all
other Mitzvos that they are overridden by Pikuach Nefesh
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as long as there isn’t opposition (in the case of Shfichas
Domim) by the Sevoro of “Mai Chozis etc.” (Which is the
underlying reasoning for the Halocho of “Ain Dochin
Nefesh m’Pnai Nefesh”).
He then continues, “K’gon Machteres” and, in my opinion,
he means precisely “K’gon” that this is only a well known
obvious example, but only an example nevertheless. The
same application of the rule equally applies to all cases
where indeed we have an adequate response and refutation
to “Mai Chozis”
Insofar as the Bo b’Machteres is either the Gorem; or in the
Ran’s terminology, “Hischil b’Meriva Techila”; or
according to the Rosh Yeshiva’s interpretation of “he is a
Ganov”; we have more than adequate reason to respond
“my blood is redder; because I didn’t cause, start or am not
guilty of the crime/circumstance!” and therefore Pikuach
Nefesh is Docheh even Shfichas Domim - even Sfeiko. I
do believe that this is the real intent of Mahara’am Horwitz
. In which case, he is in agreement with the Minchas
Chinuch.
2) Tosefta – Albeit that the Chazon Yechezkel explains the
Tosefta in his manner, Please see the Chasdei Dovid (new
printing) and the Minchas Bikurim who explain the Tosefta
in a completely different manner. Therefore it is impossible
to draw any Halachic conclusions from the Tosefta. If
anything, the Chasdei Dovid and the Minchas Bikurim are
in agreement with the Minchas Chinuch.
3) Ran – I was M’Dakdek the following: The Braisa (73a)
brings 3 cases: Drowning, attacked by a wild animal,
Listim (gangsters/mafiosi). The Chiyuv to rescue in all of
these cases is derived from “Lo Saamod”. My question:
what is the intent of these Listim?
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Are they only after property? If so, the cases of the Braisa
are incongruent.- Drowning and attack by wild animal are
certainly Sakonas Nefoshos! Are they coming to murder?
Then this is precisely the case of the Mishna and first
Braisa, and if so the Shakla v’Tarya of the Gemoro is
incomprehensible. So we are forced to say that the Listim
that we are dealing with in the Braisa, it is a Sofek as to
their intention: perhaps they are after property, perhaps
after Nefoshos. Upon this case, the Ran remarks that from
the Pesukim of Nitan l’Hatzilo b’Nafsho we would only
know that if it’s Borur re: Nefoshos then I am obligated to
rescue; but a Sofek would not be known. Comes the Posuk
of “Lo Saamod” etc.
Earlier in the same piece, the Ran brought Tosfos’ Kasha:
why do we need the posuk of Nitan l’Hatzilo , we already
know this from Machteres (v’Huko). He gives Tosfos’
answer in a more expanded form that Machteres only
teaches Reshus, but Nitan L’Hatzilo teaches that it is a
Mitzvo.
Now, returning to the end part of the Ran, I would ask, “Is
it reasonable to assume that the Chazoko that exists by
Machteres does NOT equally apply to Listim?” I believe
that they are one and the same. And therefore the Ran in his
conclusion is merely stating that there is no Mitzvo (from
Posuk of Nitan l’Hatzilo) to kill him; but “Lo Saamod”
obligates me to rescue him just as I am obligated to rescue
the Baal HaBayis from the Bo b’Machteres. Namely, that
even though it is just a Sofek it is certainly Reshus to kill
him if necessary. Therefore, the Ran also agrees with what
I wrote before in the name of Mahara’am Horwitz - that if
necessary, it is permitted to kill a Sofek Rodef, which for
all practical purposes coincides with the P’sak of my earlier
Teshuva.
The Reshus/Mitzvo differentiation is only semantics as to
the profundity of the degree of the obligation - as in
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“Mitzvo l’Gabai Chiyuv; Rershus Kori Lai”. NOT that
there is any practical difference in l’Maaseh.
4) This last exposition on the Ran, however, is only according
to that which is commonly accepted in the Yeshivos that
Tosfos, the Ran, and Rambam etc are indeed differentiating
between Machteres and Rodef. I personally do not believe
that this is the intent of any of the Rishonim. I believe the
entire conversation of the Ran and Tosfos, as well as the
purported Dikdukim in the L’shonos HaRambam are of a
different thrust and nature entirely. Please let me explain:
I discovered in the Pirush “Halacha l’Moshe” (in the new 5766 -publication called Meforshei Yad HaChazoko
l’HaRambam (Gneiva 9:7), quoting the Tosfos Yom
HaKipurim (Ba’al Kapos Temorim) on Yoma 82a, (pg 25
col 2 of traditional edition ) the following:
How can Tosfos differentiate and say that for others to kill
the Bo b’Machteres is only a Reshus, but a “true” Rodef is
a Chiyuv? The Gemoro (72b) itself says very specifically,
in its discussion of others being allowed/obligated to kill in
order to rescue, that the Bo b’Machters is a Rodef! The
Gemoro doesn’t say K’Rodef but Rodef. The two are
identical!
What Tosfos means is, “what would have been the status, if
we would not have had both pesukim?” but now that we do
have the full complement of Pesukim, in regards to
executing the Halachic requirements, they are the same.
I believe that the Ran’s intent is also the same. In the piece
of the Ran following ours, in regards the Gemoro’s
discussion comparing Lo Saamod and v’Hasheivoso Lo,
the Ran states that one verse does not intrinsically reveal
any more information than the other, but it is m’Yituro
d’Kro that exists between the 2, that adds the sought after
extra dimensions of the Halocho. It is my belief that
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likewise this is the theme of the Ran’s conversation in
regards to our Pesukim as well. Each question is addressing
the point, “why do we need so many Pesukim?” And the
responses are that with one Posuk alone we would have
learned out only the minimum (Reshus, Borur etc.) but
each additional Posuk allows me to include more
information and that the Pesukim in symphony all together,
reveal the one set of rules and parameters that apply in all
of the cases - Rodef, Sofek Rodef and Machteres . I base
this assertion on the following Dikdukim:
a. The Ran on the Mishna (72a) says, since the Mishna
brought the case of Machteres which is Chayov “Mishum
Rodef”, it now digresses and brings the other cases that
Matzilin Oso b’Nafsho. He says “Mishum Rodef”, – not
K’mo Rodef .
b. In the following piece, the Ran concludes, “ v’Hu
sh’Hischil b’Meriva Techila u’Bo b’Machteres Asohu
HaKosuv Rodef - NOT k’Rodef
c. Within the previous quoted expansion of Tosfos (73a),
the Ran says that the Bo b’Machteres is Chayov “l’Fi
SheHu Rodef”
The same holds true of the differences in the L’shonos
HaRambam. The following Meforshei Rambam, Avrohom
Yogel (Rotzeach 1:7), Machane Yehuda brought in Kovetz
Al Yad (Rotzeach 1:14), Halacha l’Moshe (Gneiva 9:7) (all
in Meforshei Yad HaChazoko l’HaRambam) all comment
on the Rambam’s system of distribution and assignment of
the 3 Mitzvos and their Pesukim among the variety of the
cases that he brings. Their conclusion is that after all the
Droshos, all of the Pesukim equally apply. I believe a
paradigm for this approach is the Rambam’s Loshon (also
quoted in Shulchon Aruch CM 388:10) when he formulates
the Din of Moser (Chovel u’Mazik 8:10). He begins with
Mutar and ends with Mitzvo, v’Kol HaKodem Zocho.
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All agree that it is a Mitzvo to kill a Moser. That is really
not so. The Mitzvo is to save the victim. If we need to
resort to killing the Moser then it is Mutar to do so and
M’meila it becomes the Kiyum Mitzvo because there is no
alternative. But it remains initially only Mutar because I
need to consider alternatives first. I believe that this is the
precise formulation that is to be applied to Machteres and
Rodef as well and thereby adequately resolves all the
nuances of Loshon.
The outcome of this position is as I stated in my earlier
Teshuvo, that all cases of Rodef, Sofek Rodef and
Machteres operate under one set of rules in Halocho
l’Maaseh. I.E. if it’s possible to rescue the victim and spare
the perpetrator’s life we are obligated to do so. If rescuing
the victim is only possible at the expenditure of the life of
the perpetrator, then we are obligated to kill the perpetrator.
In the bottom line, there is no situation where it is only a
“Reshus” (i.e. If I want to, I can; if I don’t want to, I don’t
have to) to kill the perpetrator. Either I am Mechuyov to
kill him or it is murder! Nor for that matter is there any
difference in profundity of degree of Chiyuv as in the
earlier approach. If no other alternative exists, I am
Mechuyov to kill him; if another alternative exists then
killing him constitutes murder.
I believe that a Ra’aya to either of these 2 approaches is the
fact that in Shulchon Aruch (CM 425, Mechaber, Ramo
and commentaries) we find no differentiation, Halocho
l’Maaseh, made between Rodef and Bo b’Machteres.
5) A Heoro that came to me while learning the Sugya.
According to the Rambam , who quotes Tanna Kamma of
Sifrei, the original Mitzvo source for Rodef is v’Hechzika
b’M’vushav v’Katzosa Es Kapo. A difficulty: What Sakono
is there in v’Hishlico Yodo etc? At most she is attempting
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to make the victim a P’tzuah Daka. The Beitzim (or the Gid
for that matter) are NOT Eivorim sh’Nafsho Shel Odom
T’luyim Bohem. They are not even one of the Treifos. So
what constitutes the Sakonas Nefesh? The only answer that
I could find was in a Pirush called Binas Hamikro (from the
Baal Otzar HaTefilos) but not substantiated from any
source reference in any way, is that the extreme pain could
cause death. (This is correct according to modern medicine,
as well.) If my position is correct that causation of a Sofek
of Pikuach Nefesh warrants implementation of the Rodef
Halochos then the question is resolved.
But if only a Vadai Rodef brings about the implementation
of these Halochos, The question remains where is the Vadai
Sakono here?
Until now I have been responding to the theoretical part of our
conversation. I would like to address now the more practical
aspects and applications:
6) The term Molester requires clarification. As it is used, in
the criminal and mental health sense it does not refer to a
one time occurrence. A molester is one who cultivates and
grooms his/her victim until he/she gains the confidence of
and sufficient control over the victim. Then they begin their
molestation and it is carried out with regularity. (“The
Routine of Abuse”)
Also, the molester can have more than one victim at a time
and is always looking for more “opportunities”.
The Shach (Choshen Mishpot 388 #45) quotes Maharam
m’Rizburk (also quoted Halocho l’Maaseh by Ramo and
Aruch Hashulchon) that someone who regularly and
repeatedly strikes another, or others, is a Rodef and all
means at disposal need to be implemented to save the
victim(s), even at the expenditure of the perpetrator’s life.
(Although Maharam m’Rizburk does not explicitly explain
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his reasoning, most likely it is another application of “Toh
Michmor” as per Bovo Kama 117a.) Accordingly, for the
majority of molesters we need not look for a Sakonas
Nefesh for the individual victim. Just the frequency and
regularity of repetition of the attacks and the fact that they
are constantly “shopping” for more victims, constitute a
determination of Rodef and a full application of its
Halochos.
7) As a basis for the balance of this Teshuva, (which
continues on page 316), I would like to share with the Rosh
Yeshiva the following material. The purpose of sharing this
is to demonstrate that the molestation events or even a
single event causes damage that begins a downward spiral
that inexorably leads, M’meila, on its own, to death. I have
underlined the pertinent parts that support this. Subsequent
data and research confirm that this is the overwhelming
majority of cases; (not just a Chazoko). [ed. note – at the
time this letter was composed (fall ’09), I based the
statements “inexorably” and “overwhelming majority” on
literature published in ’97, and believed it to be accurate.
In Winter ‘09-’10, Dr. James Hopper of Harvard modified
this misperception based on more current and precise
research. Consequently the word “inexorably” should be
replaced with “good probability”and “overwhelming
majority” should be replaced with “significant
percentage”. In fact, these modifications do not impact in
the slightest, the Halachic thrust and conclusions within
this letter, because we adequately demonstrate elsewhere
within this volume that a Sofek Rodef (“good
probability”,“significant percentage”) has the same
Halocho as a Vadai Rodef]
This (inevitability of this – ed. note – remove as per above)
downward spiral remains in place, unless interrupted by: 1)
proper treatment or 2) the victim taking his/her own life
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due to the unbearable psycho emotional pain or 3) the
victim going insane.
Dr. Judith Herman is one of the primary researchers in this field.
She is a world-renowned authority. I quote from her chapter on
Child abuse (from her book, “Trauma and Recovery”, considered
the primer for Trauma Therapy). I maintain that every Rav and
Posek needs to read this chapter before undertaking to issue any
opinion or P’sak Halocho on these matters.
Pg 97:
The author and incest survivor Sylvia Fraser recounts her journey
of discovery. In her wide array of symptoms , her fragmented
personality, her severe impairments and extraordinary strengths ,
Fraser typifies the experience of survivors.
She writes: “I have more convulsions as my body acts out other
scenarios, sometimes springing from nightmares, leaving my throat
ulcerated and my stomach nauseated. So powerful are these
contractions that sometimes I feel as if I were struggling for breath
against a slimy lichen clinging to my chest………in a more
superstitious society , I might have been diagnosed as a child
possessed by the devil……”
In earlier times, Fraser notes, she might well have been condemned
as a witch. In Freud’s time she would have been diagnosed as a
classic hysteric. Today she would be diagnosed with multiple
personality disorder. She reports numerous psychiatric symptoms,
which include hysterical seizures and psychogenic amnesia
beginning in childhood, anorexia etc. and [severe] depression. [this
last symptom should not be minimized. People suffering with this
will sit or lay in bed as if paralyzed and will not attend to any body
function, the most life-threatening of which, being no eating or
drinking – yk]
Pg 114:
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Eventually, often in the 3rd or 4th decade of life, the defensive
structure [for survival that was created in childhood] begins to
break down. The façade can no longer hold, and the underlying
fragmentation becomes manifest. When and if a breakdown occurs,
it can take symptomatic forms that mimic virtually every category
of psychiatric disorder. Survivors fear that they are going insane or
that they will have to die. Fraser describes the terror and danger of
coming face to face as an adult with the secrets of her childhood:
Did I truly wish to open the pandora’s box…………how would I
feel to discover that the prize, after 4 decades of tracing clues and
solving riddles, was the knowledge that [I had been] sexually
abused? Could I reconcile myself without bitterness to the amount
of my life’s energy that had gone into the cover-up of a crime….?
I believe many unexpected deaths occur when a person finishes
one phase of life and must become a different sort of person in
order to continue. The phoenix goes down into the fire with the
best intention of rising, then falters on the upswing. At that point of
transition, I came close to dying along with my other self.
----------------------------The following is an excerpted letter of mine which the Yated
published after Pesach. The comments in italics are corrections
and updates made by a very prominent traumotologist and Trauma
therapy trainer, to whom I refer the victims that come to me, in
order to match them up with suitable therapists.
28 Nisan, 5769/22 April, ‘09
Dear Rabbi Lipschutz,
I am sure that you have been inundated with letters in response to
your Editor’s View article “Lifting the Veil of Silence” in the 2
Nisan issue of Yated;
The troubling statements are underlined below:
“The overwhelming majority of survivors suffer in silence, unless
they are lucky enough to endure agonizing, arduous, expensive
therapy. However, even a lifetime of therapy doesn’t ensure that
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the victim can ever be fully healthy again. Not every young victim’s
psyche can be healed.”
However, depending on the many factors, trauma therapy can
often be prolonged but very much shortened by some of the new
therapies.
Trauma therapy is about 1) restoring a person’s sense of safety in
the world 2) reprocessing and desensitizing the traumatic event
and its resulting sequelae 3) creating a new template for living a
fulfilled life.
The factors which influence the length of therapy include the
developmental age at which the trauma (s) occurred; the severity
of the trauma; the resilience and resources of the client; the
client’s current circumstances; and the presence of concomitant
biological psychiatric disorders such as bi-polar disorder. If this
is a “single incident” trauma such as surviving a terrorist attack
or a car accident, it can usually be resolved very quickly. But, if we
are dealing with ongoing childhood sexual abuse in which the
client has developed a dissociative disorder, then the treatment
takes much longer, indeed it can take years if the person has
developed multiple personality disorder.
Trauma profoundly influences our neurophysiology on every level
from behavioral patterns in the brain to physical symptoms such as
fibro-myalgia and other chronic disorders. EMDR and the other
neurobiologically based therapies like Somatic Experiencing and
mindfulness address these issues in ways that have never been used
before in psychotherapy.
I would like to elaborate upon some of my above statements:
1- I have attached an article that published (Science News, Vol. 168
#10, Sept 3, 2005 pgs.155-163) the findings of the most current
medical research. MRI brain scan studies have proven that there
are physiological changes in the brain function of these afflicted
people. By the way I have shared, within the past year, with Rav
Yisroel Belsky, Shlita (Torah v’Daas, Camp Agudah, OU Kashrus)
and Rav Dovid Cohen, Shlita (G’vul Yaavetz, Brooklyn, Ohel,
Nefesh) this article and they responded to me that they found it
very informative and enlightening. The Halachic and Hashkafic
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consequence is that to assert that addictive behaviors are just bad
midos or Ta’avos is contrary to these findings and that, quite to the
contrary, those afflicted are truly Cholim; in most cases, if left
untreated SheYesh Bo Sakana.
2- Even more recently (November ’07), Dr. Bessel Van der Kolk
presented more updated research at a Nefesh Professional Training
to 130 attendees in Manhattan. His most salient point - that the
MRI research demonstrates that the part of the brain effected by
trauma is NOT amenable to rational or cognitive modification but
that ONLY non-cognitive therapies will be effective. Primary
among this genre of therapy that he recommended highly was
“EMDR”. I am attaching a short article describing this type of
therapy (www.emdr.com/briefdes.htm)
For the most part,
psychoanalytically based therapies are useless here.
On Sun, 02 Aug 2009 21:00:23 -0400 "vt"
<vt@verizon.net> writes:
> Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
Attached are my comments on your letters. The comments speak
for themselves. One overriding comment is to not "sell" EMDR as
a short miracle cure. Many of the people you have referred to me
are definitely longer term clients.
Unfortunately the overwhelming majority of Mental Health
professionals in the USA in general and NY metro area in
particular, are burdened in this area by misunderstanding and
resistance. This is due to the fact that the attitudes, protocols,
policies and training of the Mental Health field is predicated on
their “bible” – The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th Edition (“DSM IV”). The most critical problem is
that most of current research data and efficacious treatment
modalities for trauma and its aftermath postdate the publication of
the DSM IV which was in ’94.
Consequently, unless a mental health professional has especially
studied and experienced the most recent up-to-date research-based
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Trauma training and appropriate-therapy training, he or she are
totally incapable of making any judgment call or giving any
guidance concerning trauma and the recovery therefrom. This is
absolutely true. In fact, if someone is not trained in the current
trauma therapies they can at best maintain the status quo and at
worst be harmful.
-----------------------------------------[continuation of my Teshuva from pg 311]
Although Fraser and Herman are reporting about the
aftermath of numerous occasions of childhood sexual abuse
(or, as other literature demonstrates, other ongoing
abuse/severe neglect scenarios), I have seen and heard the
testimony of many, many survivors in which they report
that the same despairing despondency settles over them
after a onetime event of sexual violation.
The
overwhelming feelings of “I feel so dirty” “a piece of
trash” “I am unsalvageable” become obsessive. They state
that from that moment on, a “Battle for Survival” began. As
documented before, these are not “just feelings” but an
actual change in the physiology of the brain has occurred.
A measurable and verifiable life threatening injury, whose
resultant mortal development and course can be predicted.
8) Now to return to the Rosh Yeshiva’s Heoro regarding
“Ones” - that we see that m’Din Torah that this is merely a
case of damages but not a Sakono that precipitates
application of the Rodef rules.
I would like to respond with the following 3 counterpoints.
This could be another example of Nishtane HaTeva
A:
which Tosfos and M’Forshim posit in many other
instances. The Chazon Ish (Noshim 27:3) lists many
examples of physiological changes between what existed in
the times of Chazal/Tanach and our times. A most notable
parallel is his citing of Hakozas Hadam. “Earlier
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generations had excess blood that required “Letting” for
good health; today it is a Sakono to undergo this
procedure.”
This could, even more so, be applied to our situation.
Some very critical elements that come to bear in our
situation are: 1) the value of life and the will to live –which
is predicated on the convictions of 2) the value of self and
3) the right to survive and thrive. It is well recognized that
these basic attitudes and convictions have been severely
eroded in today’s world. The Chazon Ish (Emuna
u’Bitachon (4:12, 14) and Rav Wolbe describe and
document the malady of Shiflus HaNefesh in the general
population and how this impacts on Chinuch today.
When I was a child the rhyme “Sticks and stones can break
my bones, but names will never hurt me!” was a very
effective means of deflecting nasty remarks. For most of
the population at that time, good self –esteem was intact
and a little ditty of a reminder did the trick. NOT so today!
The words spoken by a peer can eat away at the soul of the
target and can cause all sorts of discomfort and even
dysfunction.
All the more so, for someone who has experienced a soulshattering interaction of sexual abuse. The above 3 critical
elements are severely impaired to the point of utter
negation and the despairing despondency described above
becomes overwhelming and obsessive.
However, I do not believe that we must resort to the
B:
use of Nishtane HaTeva to reconcile the apparent
inconsistency.
I believe that another excerpt of some recent
correspondence will once again be helpful.
(Traumatologist’s comments are in italics.)
The assertion is frequently made that in order for the victim to
achieve proper healing; the perpetrator must be punished (by
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whom? The law?) and apologize and the community must be
compassionate and supportive. This was even recently reasserted
by Asher Lipner, PhD in a post. It has been known for years (at
least 8-15, for those who are current in the field) that these are
NOT critical elements in the victims' recovery.
A compassionate and supportive community are definitely helpful,
but by no means required. Agreed.
And perpetrators hardly ever are punished or apologize; and even
when this does happen it does little to soothe the victim. The
victim needs an internal healing which only non-cognitive
therapies can provide. and when effected, makes the perpetrators'
punishment or apology basically irrelevant. It is certainly helpful
for the perpetrator to acknowledge, apologize and, if possible,
atone. However, as you point out, this rarely happens and is not
necessary for the victim’s recovery.
To summarize: there are 2 major components that can
neutralize the damage and arrest and even reverse the
advance of the downward spiral: a- the validation of a
compassionate and supportive community and b- the
perpetrator being punished. Until recently these were
thought to be absolute essential prerequisites for healing.
Now, it is understood that although not critical because of
the efficacy of the new therapies, nevertheless they are very
helpful. Either one of the components, on its own, can
make a difference in the coping capacity of the victim and
the 2 together can counteract very considerably the effects
of the damage.
Unfortunately in our time, instead of any of the above
greatly mitigating factors, there is, generally speaking, a
lack of validation that would promote and support healing
and the perpetrator isn’t made accountable. For the most
part, there are hardly any just deserts or punishments, and
almost never does he/she apologize or atone. The victim is
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left exploited and oppressed, the community reacts as if no
one cares; or even worse protects and defends the
perpetrator and the resultant bottom line is the victim is left
feeling like a veritable piece of trash. This outrageous
miscarriage of justice and the injustice of being abandoned
by family, friends and community just reinforces the initial
damage of the despairing despondency, “I am subhuman
and unworthy to survive”, to continue to develop in its
lethal course.
The Torah’s case of Ones and M’Fateh is within an entirely
different milieu than ours today. Community support for
the victim is present. Witnesses are available and testify;
Father (and Mother) is involved and protective. Overall
there is the rule of fair justice administered by Torah
Authority. Justice is served and proclaimed and wellknown. Victims know that they are not alone and justice
will be served. Therefore they do not despair.
So we need not resort to Nishtane HaTeva to reconcile the
seeming difference in assessment as to the severity of the
ramifications between the Torah’s description and what
occurs today. It is just another manifestation and part and
parcel of our Golus Tzoros.
C:

and finally, if we examine the punishment of the Me’Anes
as the Torah prescribes it, we may find that the punishment
fits the crime in such a way, that the situation is
transformed, by prescribing a Refuah that heals the
Sakonas Nefoshos, into Efshar l’Hatzilo b’Ofan Acher
which negates the Rodef aspect.
1. Rav SR Hirsch deduces an interesting insight on the
K’nas of the Me’Anes: By comparing the monetary
systems and the cost of living as described by the Mishna,
he demonstrates that the 50 Shekel of the K’nas will
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provide at least 8 years income. This is if it is not invested
as principle. Would it be invested as principle then it would
provide income for an entire lifetime. We can infer from
this insight that the Torah is anticipating that the result of
this attack will cause full lifelong impairment of the
possibility of holding adequate gainful employment or of
marrying and being provided for by a husband. At the very
least the Torah anticipates 8 years of such impairment. And
this is with the Torah justice system intact!
2. Moreover, the Me’Anes is Shoseh b’Atzitzo – he must
marry and remain married to his victim and treat her with
all the dignity and respect of the Torah and Kesuba
requirements, and nurture her back to health (mental and
physical) or live with the defect or any of its residual
effects. In effect he must very personally oversee her
healing from this devastating attack. Justice is served and
support and healing are provided in one fell swoop - what
better way to counteract and arrest the advance of this
insidious disease that he perpetrated.
I once again want to express my appreciation to the Rosh Yeshiva
for taking time from his busy schedule to engage with me in this
Shakla v’Tarya.
B’Birchas Kesiva v’Chasima Tova
With highest esteem,
Mechabdo, Mokiro, u’Ma’aritzo
Pinchos Yehoshua HaKohain
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com

 Ô ÛÜÜÃÊÂ Í
 ÜÇÐÛ Ö Æ

ÑÓËÅÔÅÕÓÇËÃÙÔËÇÒËÃÚÜÃËÛËÛÂÚÂ ÊËÎÛÑËËÊÛÒÍËËÂË ÚÄÆÅÇÃÍÎ

ÅÃËÍÏÆÃÛÏËËÒÛÆÇËÜÇÚÔÆÎÔÎÙÛÐÆÜÃÇÛÜÃËÜÂÃËÇÂÚÆÅÇÃÍÆÎÍÃÓ ÊÍÇÛÅÉÂ
Î ÒÆÏÍÜÃÇÛÜÚÇÉËÂÎÔÂÅËÖÙÏÇÛËÎÆËÆÂÎÛÆÒÐÂÒÇÔÅÜÔÇÅËÇËÜÇÂÆ ÚÜÍ
ÎÎÄÃÏËÚÃÅÆÜÍÚÔÆÃËÅÔÃÏÍÜÉÚÊÎÔÆÃÇÊËÒËÐÎÍÏÍÎËÒÂÙÈÉÇÐÙÚÂÃÚÅÂÇ
ÏÔÑÜÐÇÂÛÐÆÇÎÇÖËÊÆÇÏËÚÇÔËÛÆÜÅÄÆÇÜÒÍÆÃÅÂÐÓÇÐÔÆ ÚÜÍÛËÎÔÇÅËÛ
ÇÒËÂÜÔÍÛËÜÛÛÉÛÇÎÂËÚÃÅËÖÇÎËÉÃËÜÚÉÂËÒÂÕÂÜÐÂÃÇÌÇÚÃÇÎËÉÂÆËÏËÅËÐÎÜÆ
ËÒÛÇÎÂÛÎÎÄÃÙÚÇÜÚÉÂ ÓÐÃÇÎÂÛÜÎÂ Â ÓÐÃËÃÚÛÍËÚÆÛÆ ÚÜÍÎÔËÚÖÆÎÑÇÍÒÎ
ÈÂÆÙÇÓÔÆÜËÆ ÅÙÆÆÃËÛËÆÛÑÜÐÇÂÛÐÆÜÎÉÜÆÃÆ ÚÜÍËÒÖÎÆËÆÂÎÏËÃÇÍËÔÆ
ÚÇÔËÛÆÜÒÍÆÃÅÚÊÇÐÍÍÆËÆÂÎÆÃËÛËÛÂÚÆÆ ÚÜÍÇÚÚÇÓÑÃ ÖÃÏËÒËÒÔÆÑÜÇÂÃ
 ËÚÃÅÔËØÆÎÈÂËÜÓÒÍÒÑÍÎÇÏÇËÏÇË
ÂÎÑÍÎÇÇÛÍÔÆÃÏËÙÇÓÔÛÙ ÃÎÔÄÇÒÛÆÐÑÍÇÏËÚÇÅÆÚÛËËÎÂÃÙÚËÒÂÇÛÍÔÕÂÇ
Í ÉÂÇÚÜÇËÃÏËËÚÙËÔÅ ÔÖÎÒÛÆÐÆÚÇÙÆËÃÇÔÃÎËÉÜÂÂÎÂÑÇÛÂÚÑÇÛÂÚÎÔÃËÛÂ
ÆËËÖØÏÇÛËÎÑËÂÛÅËÄÂÛÂÚÐÑÍÇÚËËÛÇÂÒÜÇÏËÅËÚÊÐÍ ÍÂÎÏËÊÇÖÊÖÍ ÉÂÇÙ ÃÎ
ÛÅÙÃÇÜÅÇÃÔÜÔÛÃÆ ÚÜÍÎÔÅËÚÊÆÎËÒÇØÚÃÑËÂÛÆ ÚÜÍÜÂÐÃÇÚÙÃÏËÚÃÅÜÃÇÛÜÎ

ÑÒËÂÑÐØÔÎÛÍÜÇËÛÖÒÆÜÇËÔÖÇÜÆÏÄÛËÚÇÃËÅÃÙËÈÉÐËÒÅÇÔÇ Æ ÚÜÍÍ ÛÐÎÔ 
ÔÄÖÒÆÎÛÜËÎËÎÛÆÆÛÄÚÆÆÇ ÑÇÂÍÅÆÐÜÇËÂØÇÜÑÆÅÂÎÂÑÂÛÔÂÇÆÛ ÜÇÃÛÉÒ
Ë ÔÜÇÐÚÄÒÑÆÅÍ ÔÃÇ ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÜÇËÈËÖÜÇËÉÇÐÜÇËÔÖÇÜÛËÛÂËÃÆÛÆÐÕÂÇ
ÇÜËÛÇÙÆ ÚÜÍËÚÃÅÎÛÏÅÇÓËÃÇÎ ÍÔ ÔÄÖÒÆÎÛÜÇËÎËÎÛÆÜÇÛÄÚÆÆ
ÇÎÂÆÏËÔÇÜÔÜÆÆÛÔÐÃ ÜËÐÆÎËÅÍ ÆÛËÆÖËÂÆÒÇÛÂÚÆ
ÜÃÛÆÏËÎÎÉÐÆÈÎÎÄÃÇÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÇÃÛËÏÅÂÜÜÔÃÆÅÉÚÍÇÐÅ ÖÂÐÇËÐ
ÂÙÅÏÇÛÐÚÇÃÑÒËÔÇÐÛÂËÂÇ ÐÄÆÎ ÈÇÆÜÔÃÆÛÛÉÐÛÖÒÆÎÔÉÙÖÎËÅÍ
Ë ÛÚÖ ÜÎÅÆÎÔÒÒÎÃÂ Å ÃÐÜÇÛÚÎÇÊËÎØ ÂÇÉÃÇÛÐÆÈËÚÆÈËÚÈÆÇ ÜËÔÃËÐ
ÇÆÜÖÐË ÛÚÖ ËÈÇÄÐÂÃÆËÎÛËÃÛÐÇÂÓËÄËÂÆÃÃËÜËÅÚÛÖÂ ÜÔÃÒÙÇÒËÜÆÇ
ÜÇÛÚÎÇÊËÎØ ÂÇÉÃÇÛÐÆÈËÚÆÈËÚÈÆÆÈÃÕÂÇ ÂÍËÚØ ÏËÈÇÄÂÇÎÛÙÚÙÐÇ
ÜÔÃËÂÐÛÂÎÇ  ÜÇÐËÇÜÔÃËÂÐÛ ËÚËÂÐÆÇÏ ÃÐÚÆÑÇÛÎÂÇÆÑÍÇ Å ÃÐ
ÇËÎÔÕËÓÇÆÏÄ ÉÙ ÓÛ ÆÔÃÇÉ ÎÙ ÓÉ ÍÛÃ ÐÃÂÃÇÆÑÍÇ ÜÇÐËÂÐÛÇ
 Û ÔÏËÚÃÅ
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ʺʩʲʡʮ=Terrify (synonym-frighten) = to fill with extreme
terror;
Terror =an overwhelming impulse of fear, fright or dread
Trauma=) psychiatry a severe emotional shock having
a deep often lasting effect…..
(Standard College Dictionary)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------[Although this following paragraph was recently published by
Israel 21c - October 29, 2009), because it is awaiting peer review
and critiquing, I am basing the balance of the Teshuva on the
earlier, universally-accepted, findings that sexual abuse
(molestation) is on par with other traumas.@
“While American and European researchers have already found
that rape can cause severe psychotrauma, this new study builds on
existing literature. The main point of this research is that rape
victims are different from all other trauma victims. Even when
compared with the trauma of war, a serious car accident,
prolonged illness and the death of a loved one, the experience of
being raped appears to have a more lasting effect than all other
forms of psychotrauma, including terrorism, Israeli researchers
found in a recent study.
The research is now being prepared for publication in an
international peer-reviewed journal.”
--------------------------------------------------
Bessel A. van der Kolk, M.D.
Onno van der Hart, Ph.D.
Jennifer Burbridge, M.A.
Originally appeared in S. Hobfoll & M. de Vries (Eds.), Extreme
stress and communities: Impact and intervention (NATO Asi
Series. Series D, Behavioural and Social Sciences, Vol 80).
Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic. Note that this online version may
have minor differences from the published version.
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Trauma Clinic, 27 Babcock Street, Brookline, MA 02146,
Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School
Terrifying experiences that rupture people's sense of predictability
and invulnerability can profoundly alter the ways that they
subsequently deal with their emotions and with their
environment………………..
Over the past few years it has become increasingly evident that the
intensity of the initial somatic response to a potentially traumatic
experience is the most significant predictor of long term outcome.
If the stress is sufficiently overwhelming, the resulting trauma sets
up a conditional emotional response in which the body continues to
go into a fight, flight, or freeze responses at the least provocation:
traumatized people keep experiencing life as a continuation of the
trauma, and remain in a state of constant alert for its return. Many
traumatized people who have consciously put the trauma behind
them continue to experience anxiety and increased physical arousal
when exposed to situations that remind them of the trauma, or even
to unexpected events such as loud noises, and go into fight/flight
reactions, without necessarily being aware of the origin of these
extreme behaviors.
Though the biological underpinnings of response to trauma are
extremely complex, forty years of research on humans and other
mammals have demonstrated that trauma (particularly trauma
early in the life cycle) has long term effects on the neurochemical
response to stress, including the magnitude of the catecholamine
response, the duration and extent of the cortisol response, as well
as a number of other biological systems, such as the serotonin and
endogenous opioid system. (for an extensive review on the
psychobiology of trauma, see van der Kolk, 1994).
---------------------------------------------------------------------
On Wed, 6 Jan 2010 12:23:57 -0500 "Jim Hopper"
<hopper@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu> writes:
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Dear Rabbi Kaganoff,
This article from Bessel [van der Kolk] is from the late 1990s, and
rather dated. There’s increasing evidence that it is a vast
oversimplification, not only in terms of the more widespread
deficiencies in awareness and regulation of emotions and bodily
arousal, but also because it ignores the profound effects trauma can
have on what is referred to as the brain’s ‘reward’ circuitry.
This impairment of multiple brain circuitries involved in fear,
reward, and other fundamental aspects of organismic regulation
significantly disrupts the biological foundations of:
- meeting basic physiological needs like food/nutrition
- regulating states of physiological arousal, emotions and
impulses
- wanting and seeking constructed needs (for the latest mobile
phone) and objects of addiction (not only alcohol and drugs
but also pornography, gambling, etc.)
- wanting, seeking and being able to enjoy truly fulfilling goals
and experiences that promote genuine wellbeing, including
experiences of autonomy/freedom, competence and relatedness
- wanting, seeking and being able to enjoy spiritual needs,
including alignment of oneself with God’s law.
Another important aspect to keep in mind is that the extent of
dysregulation and/or impairment cannot be predicted with
precision because of many factors (besides those mentioned by
Bessel) that have been shown to modify the effect.
Among these are:
- social/relational context of the trauma - who perpetrator
was; how others responded to the trauma;
- how important the meanings people assign to traumatic events
are, especially meanings about their worth and capacities as
human and moral beings (which
are not merely disembodied
cognitions)
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Jim
James W. Hopper, Ph.D. Behavioral Psychopharmacology
Research Laboratory,
Department of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School and McLean
Hospital, Belmont, MA, and
Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine and Dentistry,
University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada
ÂÎÎÃÂÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃÆÜÔÃÆÃÛËÙÇÒËÜÃÂÙÇÇÅÅÂÜËËÚÃÆÜÒÇÇÍÅÜÇÉÅÎÑËÂÇ
ÂÜËËÚÃÆÊÙÒÍ ÄÏËÎÎÖÒÃÆÐÛÂÜËËÚÃÅÂÛËÚÃÂÆÅÑÍÇÒËÂËÂÅÇÅÎÇÅÄÃ
ÂÐÜÓÐÂÆÅÆÇÇÆÃÚÃËÅÂÜËËÚÃÆÛÂÎÂÆÒÍÓÃÆËÆË Í ÄÎÇÅÄÏÛÇÙÇÒËÜ
ÌËÂÅ ÃÐÜÇÛÚÎÇÊËÎÇÌÎÐÆÎÜÇÆÛÛËÜÇÉÖÎÑÍÎÇÊÔÐÜÇÉÛÎÎÇÍËÎÇÅÄÃ
ÎÎÍÜÇÆÛÎÑËÂÙÇÒËÜÃÛÆÇÇÆÃÂÜËËÚÃÆÚÃËÅÆÜÔÃÆÃÃ ØÇËÍÇÜÇÛÔÎÆÐÇ
Å ÃÐÇÍÎÐËÛÅÔÇÜÇÜÔËÃÐÇÐÉÒÎÇÇÃÎÎÔÚÃÅÎÎÇÍËËÒËÃËÒËÃÎÇÅÄÃÎÃÂÎÎÍÇ
 Û ÔÜÎÅÆÆÎÔÒÒÅÂÃÃÃÙÇÒËÜÃÇÎËÖÂ ÐÄÅÅ ÓÙÆÆËÆÑÍÇÜÇÛÔÎÌËÂ
ÇÒËËÆ ÂÒÅÐÇÂÌËÚØÂÎÇÆÎÇÍÃÅÏÇÛÐËÒÆÊÙÒËÍÆÎ Î ÈÇÑ ÚÆÚÂËÃÑÍÇ
ÏÆÃÛËÛÔÅÇËÇËÙÃÏÅÂÎÍÅ É ÍÈ ÔÐ ÆÇ Å ÔÓÉ ÍÛ ÓÉ ÂÃÚÂÇÃÐÍ
ÇÃÛËÆËÎËÅÆÜÔÃÆÑÊÙËÃÄÎÅÂËÅÆÃÚÃÅÆÛÚÇÖÐÂÎËÐÐÇÎ ÍÔ ÆÒÍÓ
ÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÆÒÍÓÇÃÛËÛÑÍÜËÎÇÅÄÃÇÎËÖÂÇÑÊÙÃÑÒËÚËËÂÅ ÅÒÃÇÆÒÍÓÏÇÛÐ
ÔÇÅËÅ ÒÃÇ  ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÇÃÎÎÔÚÃÅÎÇÇÐÉÒÎÏËÎÇÍËÛÅÐÇÂÌËÚØÎÇÅÄÃÛÂÎÂ
  ËÎÇÂÇËÂÆËÎÇÍÇÇËÎÔÏËÚÃÅÐÑËÂÛÕÂÊÔÐÍÇÏËÐÉÒÐÑËÂÛÇÒÒÇÃÂÅÎ
ÑËÃÆÜÔÃÆÆÜÃËÓÃÙÇÎËÉÏÇÛÑËÂÛÖÒÆÎÔÉÙÖÎÜÃÛÎÇÎËÉËÃÄÎÆÐÛÇ
ÇÎËØÆÎËÅÍÜÃÛÆÇËÎÔÏËÎÎÉÐÇÐØÔË ÔÑËÃÏÅÂËÅËÃÑËÃÂËÐÛÐÆËÎËÖÅÚÐ
ËÚÆÜÔÅÚÃÔÄÖÒÆÛÎÎÄÃÂÃÚÅÂÕÅÇÚËÒËÅËÃÄÎÛÆÜËÆÆÚÜÍÜÒÔÊÏÒÐÂ
ÂÇÆÂÎÂÇÖÅÇÚÎÇÂÇÙËÈÐÎÇÜËÔÃÐÆÃÛÉËËÂÎÑÍÎÇÇÙÈËÆÎÍÇÐØÔÎÏÚÇÄÂÇÆ
 ÇÐØÔÜÂÙËÈÐÆ
ÇÆËÂÂÆ Î ÈÅÅ ÍÑËÛÇÅËÙÃÇÂ ØÙ ÃÃ ÐÄÆËÚÃÅÂÇÆÇÈÆÒÔÊËÚÆ
ÇÆËÚÆÑËÙÈÒËÐÇÎÛÜËÃÄÎÑÍÇÜÇÚËÉÎÅÃÔÜÂËØËËÃÄÎÆÈÎÎÄÃÇ ÆËÛÖÒÂÜËÔÃÂ
ÆÐÛ ÂÜÖÓÇÜ ÂÜËËÚÃÃÚÂÇÃÐÅÍÛÅÃÃËËÉÇÏÅÂËÒËÅÃÚÇÊÖÇÂÐÚÄ
Æ ÚÜÍÜÒÔÊÙÇËÅÃÇÆÈÆÚÇÂÍÎÇ
ÂÎÕÅÇÚÅÂÒËÅËÔÇÃÙÎÛÚÂÃÜÒÚÃÍÂÆÅÆÒÔÊÆÎÛÇÚÃÇÛÂÖÇÄÇÆÈÐ Ð
ÇÒËÂÆËÛÖÒÂÜËÔÃÂÅÇÆÈÍ ÂÇÏÚÇÄÙËÖÓÐÂÎÂÏËÅËÃÚËÛËÙËÈÐÑÒËÔÃ
 ÂÐÚÄÂÎÂÇÒËÂÛÕÂÎÔÕÅÇÚËÚÅÄÐÇÙËÈÐÐÙÎÓÐ
ÎÃÂÇÅÄÃÃÇÂÇÖÇÄÃÔÄÒÂÎÛÍÙÚÚÇÊÖÇÒËÂÂÖÇÄÜËÔÃÐÃÕÂÅÚÜÇËÅÇÔÇ
Ï ÃÐÚÐÃ Î ÔÓÍ ÜÔ ÛÃÚÂÇÃÐÅÍÏËÅËÃÙËÈÐÎÍÍÃËËÉÇÃÔÄÒÇÂÇÃÈÉÂ
ÂÐÚÄÇÒËÂÑÍÎÇÔÄÖÒÆÃÏËÔÄÇÒÅ ÒÃÇÂ ØÙ ÃÐ Í Ü ÚÇÊÇ È ÆÃ ÖÎÃÇÉ
 ÏËÅËÃÆÜÔÃÆÂÎÂ
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 ÖÎÑËÃËÛÚÖÎÑËÃÅÇÃÈÉÂÇÂÔÄÒÃÛÚÂËÃÛ ÆÇ ÖÙ ÃÎÔÎÂÙÈÉËÑÇÈÉÃ ÔÇ
ÑÖÇÂÃÑËÃÇÃÈÉÂÇÂÔÄÒÂÎÛÍÂÐÚÄÆÎÛÇÜÇÆÐÚÇÂËÃÃÏÜÜÄÇÎÖÃÆÐÚÅË
ÂÎÂÂÐÚÄÇÒËÂÃÇÛÔ ÍÎÈÉÂÇÂÔÄÒÛÑÇËÍÚÐÎÛÑÖÇÂÃÑËÃÚÐÎÛ
ÑÇÈÉÆÎÛÇÚÇÂËÃÎÔÙÇÎÉËÑËÅÎÔÃÏÂÇÎËÖÂÇÂÇÆÆËÅËÅÆËÚËÄÆÜÔÃÆÆ
È ÍÙ ÓÍ ÜÔÐÓÆÙÓÖÚÃÍÍ ÖÔÂÆËÇÒÛÜÙÇÎÉÐÃÅÚÐÇÎÆØÚËÇÎÂÙÈÉË
ÇÈÉÂÛÑÇËÍÛ Ä ÎÙ ÓÛ ÆÔÃÆÍÎÆÎÂÃÇÆÇ ËÍÅÚÐÆÏÛÃÆÛÐËÍÚÅÏÛÃ
 ÂÐÚÄÇÒËÂÇÙËÈÐÏÇÛÐÃËËÉÂÇÆÛÌËÂÆÜÔÃÆÑÖÇÂÎÍÃ


Í Ä Â ØÙ Ã ÑËÙÈÒÃÑËÃÜÇÛÖÒÃÑËÃÅÇÒËËÆÅÇÒÒÇÅÒÃÔÄÇÒ ÂÊÚÖÅÇÔÇ
ÌËÚØÆÜÔÃÆÇÆÜÔÃÆÎÍÃÑÍÎÇÆÂØÇÜÆÆÜÇÂÎËÇÂÚÏÂÆÛÔÐÆÎÆËÎÑÒËÅÐÂ
ÆÃÑËÂÛÛËÇÅ ÖÂÐÇËÍÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃÆÃÛËÅÆÜÔÃÆÛËÛËÇÛËÅÅÐÇÂ
ÑËÂÙËÈÆÎËÅÍÃÇÎËÖÂÛÛËÇÂ ØÙ ÃÍÙËÈÆÎËÅÍÃÆÃÛËÂÎÂÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃ
 ÑÃÂÃÇÂËÎÍÃÑÒËÅÐÂÛÇÐÍÛÐÐÆÃ
ÏÅÂÂÇÆÏÂÆÔÄÖÒÆÎÛÇÜÇÍËÂÇÇÜÇÆÐÃÂÇÆÑÒËÅÐÂÆÐÙÎÉÅÊÇÛÖÇÚÇÚÃÇ
ÇÄÇÈËÐÖ ÔÇ ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÏËÐÛËÅËÃÓÓÇÄÇÂÂËÚÃÇÂÆÎÇÉÇÂÙÈÉÇÂÛÎÉ
ÎÃÇÉÄ ÖÉØÇÚÏ ÃÐÚ ÚÊÖËÇÂÃËËÉÜËÏÂÅ ÃÆÇÔËÚÍËÅÐÇÂÆËÚÃÅÚÂÛÇ
  É Í ÓÍ ÜÐ ÉÉ ËÆÂ Ö
ËÒÖÎÚÃÍÅ ÅÒÎÛÏËÔÇÜÔÜÆÆÛÔÐÃÏËÔÄÖÒÛÇÎÂÎÛÏÃÇÚÃÇÚÛÔÇÅËÆÒÆÇ
ÏËÚÉÂÏËÒÇÓÂÎÎÄÃACE (StudyÃÆÊÐÎÂÃÇÐÅÍÇ ÄÇÈËÐÆËÛÇÎÉÐÏÆÑÍ
ÌÚÔÆÜÇÒÊÙÎÜÃÛÉÒÆÜËÆËÎÇÂÛÆÔËÄÖÑÍÃÇÏÆËËÉÃÏÆÎÇÔÚËÂÛÇÎÂÑËÔÍ
ÚÜÇËÃÇÚÙÏÜÇÂÜËÔÃÐÆÑÍÃÇÎËÄÚÏÅÂÐÆÐÍËÖÏÙËÈÆÎÎÇÎÔÚÉÂËÃÄÎ
 ÛÖÒÏÖÅÚËÇÏÙËÈËÇËÛÔÐÛÎÇÅÄÚÜÇËÛÛÉÇ
ÕÅÇÚËÚÅÄÎÏËÂÃÚÃÍÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÆÃÛËÂÐÛÛÛÉÆÃÛËÛÎÍÂÎËÐÐÇ
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Objective: This study assesses the relationship of childhood sexual
abuse (CSA) to nine other categoriesof Adverse Childhood
Experiences (ACEs), including childhood abuse, neglect, and
multiple types ofhousehold dysfunction.
Conclusions: CSA is strongly associated with experiencing
multiple other forms of ACEs. The strengthof this association
appears to increase as the measures of severity of the CSA
increases. The understanding of the interrelatedness of CSA with
multiple ACEs should be considered in the design of studies,
treatment, and programs to prevent CSA as well as other forms of
ACEs. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Discussion
Our findings suggest that CSA rarely occurs as an isolated event
and clearly overlaps with other types of negative childhood
experiences. In our study, CSA was significantly associated with
experiencing each of the other nine ACEs. Our findings support
and expand on previous studies that have reported associations
between CSA and other types of childhood abuse, neglect, and
household dysfunction.
Biological plausibility of the reported effects of childhood
experiences is supported by recent findings from the neurosciences
suggesting that early life experiences, whether negative or positive,
contribute to the neurological development of children.
Specifically, child abuse, neglect and other stressors can adversely
affect the developing brain in ways that result in emotional, social,
and cognitive impairments, increasing the risk for substance abuse,
depression, suicide, and a variety of other problems (Bensley et al.,
2000; DeBellis et al., 1999; Perry, Pollard, Blakely, Baker, &
Vigilante, 1995; van der Kolk & Fisler, 1994).
Practitioners who treat sexually abused children should be aware
that the families of these victims need assessment for child abuse
and neglect, and forms of household dysfunction. This approach
could unite what are traditionally considered categorically different
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health and social disciplines. Specifically, improved coordination
of adult and pediatric health care and related social and legal
services may lead to earlier recognition, treatment and prevention
of CSA and numerous other types of ACEs.
In summary, adults who reported CSA were far more likely to have
suffered multiple other adverse experiences during childhood.
Thus, the tendency to focus on CSA alone in research studies about
the effects of abuse clearly needs to move in the direction of
assessing the other experiences that commonly co-occur with CSA.
This is important to consider when identifying and treating
children exposed to sexual abuse. Alternatively, children who have
been identified as being exposed to abuse, neglect, or household
dysfunction must also be screened for possible sexual abuse. The
strength of the relationships we report and the dose-response
relationship between exposure to CSA and the number ofACEs
further underscores this need. The common co-occurrence of CSA
with other adverse experiences and the cumulative negative impact
of multiple ACEs have important implications for the development
of health, social and legal systems which address the needs of CSA
survivors for therapy, support and redress theirvictimization.

 Ç ÆÉØÇÚÅ ÖÏ ÃÐÚ ÏËÚÇÊÖÏÎÇÍÛÇÍÆÛÆÚÛÔÍÆÈÛÆÈÎÎÄÃÑÇÔÊÎÑËÂÇ
ËÅÍÃÇÃÑËÂÏËÒÇÛÂÚÃÏÂÛ È ÆÏÛ ÏÃÐÚÂËÃÆÐÐÂÆÅÃ ÃËÚÅÑÒÃÚÍ
ÆÛÔÐÃÇËÎÔÇÛÙÆÇÃËËÉÑÇÚÉÂÆÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃÇÃÛËÑÇÚÉÂÆÎÛÃÙÚÜËÐÆÎ
Ï ÃÐÚÆÜÒÇÇÍÅÇØÚËÜÇÉ ÔÑËÚÅÆÒÓÃ ÐÄÆÜËÛÇÙÍÂÊËÛÖÛÆÔÃÇÉÙÇÚ
ÎÛÇËÛÔÐÇÃÊÎÛÇÜÇÛËÎÉÜÐÉÐÇÇÆÇÛËÎÉÆÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÏÂÇÎËÖÂÅÆÈÃ
 ÃËËÉÑÇÚÉÂÆÍ ÖÔÂÑÇÚÉÂÆ
ÂÎÇÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÏÆÃÇËÆÂÎÏËÒÇÛÂÚÃÇÆËÎÑÒËÅÐÂËÚÆÅÏÔÊÆÇÚÂËÃÇ
ÙÚÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃÇÃÛËÛÚÃÅÃÇÆÇÍÆÂÎÕÂÇÏÅÂËÅËÃÓÓÇÄÇÆÇÛÔ
ÂÇÆÑÍÃÇÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÃÇÆÍÆÇÛÎÉÏÅÂÂØÐÑÇÚÉÂÆÂÃÛÍÇÛÍÔÇÇÆÇÛËÎÉÆ
 ÃËËÉÜÐÇÇÜËÐÆÇÅÃÎ

Ð ÐÏËÜËÔÃÐÏÎÇÍÛÕÂÏËÚÉÂ ACEËÛÔÐÎÍËÚÆÛÂÇÆÛÍÅÒÃÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÏËÔÇÚÄÇÏËÜÇÉÖÇÏÆÎÅÃÎÂÐÚÄÑËÅÏÜÔÃÆÜÔÛÃÔÄÖÒÆÃÇÔÄÒÂÎÛÑÇËÍ
ËÅÍÃÇÃÑËÂÛÚÃÅÃÛÐÐÇÆÇÍÆÐÏÆÃÃËËÉÜÆÎÏÆËÛÇÔÎÏÜÇÍËËÜÛÆÜÒËÉÃÃ
ÇÜËÔÃÆÛÆÈÎÔÏÆËÚÆÙÈÒÆÇÜÇÂØÇÜÆÜÇËÚÉÂÎÇÔÑÍÎÇÇÆÇÛËÎÉÆÇÜËÐÆÎ
 ÇÐÚÄÙÚÛÇÎÂÎÔÂÎÇÏËÅËÃÇÙËÈÆÇ
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ÜÇÛËÎÉÜÐÉÐÛÖ ÔÂÇÃËËÉÆÂÇÆÇÃÔÄÒÇÇÃÈÉÂÛÜËÔÃÐÆÙÚÇÌÂÑÍÎÇ
Ö ÔÏ ÃÐÚÆËÚÃÅÍËÚÆ ÜËÐÆÎËÅÍ ÅÔÇÈÇÜÜÔÃÆÆÊÎÛÚÃÍÐÛÔÄÖÒÆ
ÚÂÛÇÆÂÚÜÆÇÏËÅÔÃÆËÆÇÎÑÍÃÇ ÃËËÉÜÐÇÆËÎÑÒËÅÐÂÉÙÇÚÆÛÔÐÇÛ ÆÔÆ
Ë ÛÚËÚÃÅÍ ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÆÈÂÖÚÜËÏÂÆÂÚÒÛÅÔÇÜÇÂÏËÛÃÇÉÆËÆÏËÂÒÜÆ
ÆÈÑËÂÎÃÂÅ ÃÃÆÜËÐÃËËÉÜÐÆËÆÜÐÏÂÅÄÎÜÇÃÇÜÍÐ Ê ËÂ ÍÜÇÐÛ
  ÇÒÒÇÅÒ
ËÂÅÇÇÎÂÍÏËÔÇÜÔÜÆÆÛÔÐÜÇÛÔÎÅÐÇÔÆËÂÅÇÅÂÎËÐÐÃÊËÆÚÂÃÜÐÎÃÂ
ÇËÚÅÄÎÍÃÇÎÕÅÇÚÑËÅ
ÇÒËÛÙÜÒÛÂËÛÇÙÆÎÔÉÇÇÚÐ×ÇÚËÜÇÒÎÛËËÍÆÎÑÒËÜÂÅÂÜÛÆÃÄÂÌÚÅÇ
ÛÛÉÅÃÛÇËÐÇÛÍÔÇÇËÛÇÃÐÃÆÙËÈÉÆÃ ÜËÐÆÎËÅÍ ÆÆÖËÂÅËÒÛÆÃÜÍÐÃ
  ÕÅÇÚÎÆÎÃËÛÉÐÆÂÇÆÂÇÆÆËÛÔÐÃÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÅÔÆÜÔÃÆ
 
ÏËÅÐÎÑËÂÇÆÚÇÙÔÇÂÇÆÛÇÅËÉÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÛÆ ÚÜÍËÚÃÅÃÜËÒÛÒÇÚÈÇÉÛÆÈ 
ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÃÇÚÑÍÇÅÐÎÂÎÅÅ ÔÖÎÒÕÅÇÚÙÖÓÅËØÐÜËÍËÆÚÂÛÎÇÒÐËÆ
Æ ÚÜÍËÚÃÅÍÂÎÅÂ ÚÄÆÆÍÎÆÎÙËÓÆÑÍÇÏÎÇÍÊÔÐÍÇ

ÚÇÙÐÆÛÏËÂÚËÚÖÓÏÛÃÄÐÓÐÂËÃÆÆÃËÒÄ ÎÆÕÇÓÜÇËÒÇÐËËÐÜÇÆÄÆÃÂÆÅ
ÇÂËÃÆÚÉÂÏËÂÚËÚÖÓÎ ÈÇÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÎÛ ÏÔÊÆÆÈ ÐÅÐÎÒÕÅÇÚÍÚÇÓÐÛ
ÕÅÇÚÂÚÙÒÚÇÃÅÃ ËÖÂÏËÃÍÇÍÅÃÇÔÅËÃÇÚËÃÉÚÓÇÐÆÇ ÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÅÂÒËÅ
ÇÚÓÐÇÄÚÇÆÎÇÎÂÍÇÆÄÚÆËÇÒÇÐÐÎÔÇÐØÔÏÅÂÅÇÐÔËÏÂÛÑÇËÍÏÔÊÆÆÈÐ
ÕÂÂÃÇÆÑÍÇ ÇÍÇÆËÊÐÛÂÒÆÍ Ú È ËÙ Ù ÃÃÑÒËÚÐÂÇ ÇÍÇÑÒËÒÜÅÇÒËËÆÇ
 Ä ÐÓÃ

ÚÃÜÓÐÂÎÅÆÐÛÙ ÃÃÏ ÂÚÆ ÖÎÔÚËÔÆ Ã ÐÙ Ó ÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÃÇ
ËÚÃÅÜÚÃÓÆÃËÛÇÙÇÎÛËÛÕÂÎÔÐ ÐÇÜÇÍÎÐÆÅÄÒÍÅÄÒÜËÇÅËÏËÚËËÅÇÆËÛ
ÑÖÇÂÛÖËÉÂÎÂÜÚÜÉÐÐÏËÚÃÅÆÚÇÙÐÛÂÚÃÓÆÐÈÈÂÎÍ ÖÔÂÏ ÂÚÆ
ÑÐÇÐØÔÏÇÙÒÎÂÃËÚÓÐÒÆÛ ÂÒÆÍ ÚÎ ÇÎÆÂÚÒÆËÆÂÐÛÇ ÇÒËËÆÅÚÉÂ
ÕÅÇÚÇÐÍÇÃËÛÉÆÑÍÎÔÇÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎÇÂÇÃËÂÐÛÌÍÌÇÜÐÇÚÇÓÐÆ
 Î ÍÔ ÇÄÚÆÇ
ÆÒËÂÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÛÏËÂÚËÚÖÓÇÄ ÐÓÇÐ ÄÆÍÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÕÂÂÎËÐÐÇ
 ÃÊËÆÇÒÐËÆÏËÅÐÎÇÂÇÆÃÂÑËÒÃÂÃÚÅÂÂÎÂÆËÐÚÄÎÛÇÅËÉÇÆÚÇÙÔ

ÅØÐÕËÓÇËÇÆÃÚËÏ ÇÍÔÆÛÇÒËËÆÅÏÛÙ ÃÃÚÇÓÐÃÎÄÚÇÐÆ ÖÆÆÈÜÐÇÔÎÇ
ÑËÂÇÇÃÃÎÍÆÓÛÐÚÇÓÐÆÇÎËÂÍÇÂÚÇÓÐÅÆËÎËÅÆËÚËÄÇÐÍËÇÆÑÍÎÇÇÐØÔ
Û ÂÚÃÂØÐÒÆÈÛÇÚËÖËÚÆÕÅÚÒÆÜÇÅÄÒÜÆÎÛÜÇÃÚÔÜÆÕÇÚËØÏÇÛÑÂÍ
ÜÚÜÉÐÎÚÇÓÐÜÇÍËËÛÏÇÛÛËÛÉÚÍÆÑËÂËÂÅÇÛ ÂÚÆËÖÎÇ È Í ÓÕÇÓ
ËÚÅÄÛÙÚÂËÆÆÚÇÙÔÜÚÜÉÐÛÇÜÊËÛÐÆËÂÚÏÇÛÑËÂÂÓËÄÌÅËÂÐÐ Ð
 ÏÆÏËÚÉÂÚÇÓÐ

ËÚÙËÐÚËÖÛÑÍÎÇÙÖÓÂÎÇÏËÚÃÅÆÚÇÚÃÛÇÃÜÍÛÑÇËÍÆ ÅÏÛ ÓÇÜÆËÚÃÅÐÇ
ÑÇÐÐÇÒËËÆ ÇÆÂÚÆÛÚÉÂÇÉÙËÛ ÇÃÜÍÑÍÇËÂÙÂÒÇÐÐÂ ÓÇÜÆËÚÃÅÚÇÓÐ
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ÜÇÛÖÒÃÇÒËËÆÜÇÚËÚÃÆÛÏÜÒÇÇÍÇÎËÂÇ ÕÓÇËËÙÇÐÒÃÂËÄÇÓÆ ÖÛÇÐÍÇ
ÕÂÍ ÂÇ ÇÆÂÚÆÛÚÉÂÇÆÄÚÆËÛ ÃÇÜÍÎÏÆÎÆËÆÛ ÂÚÆÎÛÇÛÇÚËÖÍÇ
 ÓÇÜËÎÇÂÇÇÄÚÆÎÚÜÇÐÛÆËÎÂÒÐÂÒÆÍ ÚÎÚÇÙÐÆÈËÂÎÑËËÅÔÏËÍËÚØ ÓÇÜÆÎ
 ÓÇÜËÚÃÓÛÚÐÇÎÂ ÂËÂÅÇÃÎÃÂÜÚÜÉÐÐÚÇÙÐÆÛÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÚÂÛÍ
 ÇÒÙÅÙÅÛÇÐÍÇÆÄÚÆËÛÃÇÜÍÎÏÆÎÆËÆÍ ÂÅÛ ÂÚÆÍ

ÄÚÃÒÊÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÏÛÃ Æ ØÙÜÇÂÕÇÓÂÚÜÃÎÈÇÄÆ ËÍÅÚÐÃÂÃÇÐÛÆÐÕÂÇ
ÆÈÑËÂÇ ÛÖÒÜÒÍÓËÅËÎÂÃÏËÐÔÖÆÃÚÆ ÙÚÃÜÍÂÆÅÇËÚÃÅÃÙÅÙÅÎÛË
ÇÖÇÄÜÂÑËÚÓËËÐÕÇÓÃÎÇ Û ÂÚÆÑÇÛÎ ÂÇÆÑÍÅËÐÜÅÛ ÂÚÆÜÇÔÐÛÐÍ
  ÇÍÇ ÇÜÇÂÏËÄÚÇÆÇ
Ã ÐÙÇÂ ÐÙ ÓÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÆÐÃÏËÂÃÇÐÆÃ ÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÜÇÃÇÛÜÃ ÔÅÇÔÇ
 ÂÆÌÎÆÐÃÃÉÍÂ ÐÙ ÓÃÚÇÓÐÑËÅÎÛÇÚÇÙÐÎÏËÍÎÆÐ ÄÏÆËÒËÃÛËÛ
ÃÇÚÙÆÐÛÅÛÖÒÆÜÂÄÇÚÆÇÂØÇÉÇÎÛÎÚÐÇÂÐÔÇÚÄÇÏËÅËÃÇÄÚÇÆÍÚÇÓÐÆÛ
ÂÇÆÅÃÜÍËÒÛÆÌÎÆÐÃÇÅÇÔÛ ÔÏËÇÄËÃÄÍ ÂÛÐÔÐÛËÂÎÉËÎÛÆÛËÂÅÇÎ
ÂÓÒÙÙÚÂÇÆÛÃÜÍÃ ÐÙ ÓÃÇÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÍÇËÎÔÂËÃÐÛÔÛÇÖÇÙËÈÐ
ÎÔÇÅËÐÎÜÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÆÆÐÛÇËÎÔÆÐÜÚÃÍÇÂÐÚÄÂÎÂÇÒËÂÂÆÅÑÒÃÚÅ
 ÇËÚÃÅÃÛÆÚËÜÓÆ
ÑÂÍÌËÚÂÆÎÑËÂÐ ÐÏËÒÖÇÂÆÐÍÃÃ ÚÏ ÚÆÐÆËÚÃÅÃÛËËÎÛËÛÕÂÇ
ÜÒÙÓÐÃÙËÓÆÎÑËÂÜÇÉÖÎÅÅ ÅÒÎÔÄÇÒÑÍÛÆÐÎÃÂÏËÔÄÇÒÏÒËÂÇÒÒÇÅÒÎÅ
ÏËÊÇÒÚÜÇËÜÐÂÃÇÚÇÓÐÎÚÇÙÐÆÇÆÐÔÚÍÆÏÇÛÄÚÃÒÊÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÎÛÇÜÔÅ
ÆÃÚÆ ÙÚÛÙËÖÓÐÑÍÎÇÜÚÜÉÐÐÇÚÇÙÐÛÇÐÛÃËÍÅÚÐÃÏËÂÃÇÐÛÏËÚÃÅÆ
 Û ÂÚÆ ÖÍÜÇËÅËÐÜÇÃÇÚÎÏËÍËÚØÑËÂÇÛÖÒÜÒÍÓËÅËÎÂÃ ÏËÐÔÖ

 ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÚÂÛÍÇÂÛ ÂÚÍÔÚÍÆÑËÂÏËÐÉÚÐÑËÂÇÆ ÅË ÛÚÖÐÑÍÇ

ÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÆÏÆËÚÆ ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÃÇÚÜÔÅÛÇÒËÂÚËÚÆÛÑËÒÐÎÂÇÃÒÇÛÍÔÇ
ÇÒËÂÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÛÌÎÆÐÅÉÎÄÚÃÒÊÇÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÕÂÇÏËÂÚËÚÖÓÇÄ ÐÓÐ ÄÆ
ÎÍÃ ØÇËÍÑÍÇÜÚÜÉÐÐÅÐÎÒÚÇÓÐÅÂÃÚÅÂÂÎÂÇÒÐËÆÏËÅËÐÎÑËÂÛÆÚÇÙÔ
ÂÃÐÅÐÎÒÃØÐÆÏÚÇÄÎÛÇÒËÅ ÇÍÇÇÐØÔÅËÐÔÐÏÅÂÑËÂÅÆÙÈÉÛËÛÏÇÙÐ
 ÇÜÇÐÍÕÅÇÚÇÆËÚÆÇÜÚÜÉÐÃ

É ÖÛ ÓÃ ÔÎÂÒÇÒÐËÆÜÇÒÃÎÃÂÂÎÂÆÚÇÙÔÆÒËÂÜÚÜÉÐÛÂ ÚÄÆÑËÃÆÑÍÇ
ÂÇÆÕÅÇÚÍ ÄÅ ÇÚÇÂËÃÃÂ ÚÄÆÎ ÈÇ ÇÍÇÏËÖÇËÈÃÙÓÇÔÛËÐÎÔÅ ÔÙ Ó
 ÇÍÆËÃÜËÂ ÃÃ ÔÑËÚÅÆÒÓÃÇÏÛÙ ÃÃÂÚÐÉÂËÆÆÃÛ ÐÍÑÇÇÍÜÐÑËÂÛÕÂÇ
ÂÒÃËÜÇÐÍÎÙÑÇÐÐË ÔÕÂÛÚÇÓÐÃÇÐÍÂÐÚÄÙÚÇÒËÂÛÕÂÇ ÇÍÇÛÂÚÂØË
Æ ÄÆÃÂ ÓÆ ÍÜ ËÓÔÇÂØÇËÍÇÜÚÜÉÐÑÍÇÚÇÓÐÇÐÍÂÛÛÉÙÚÇÒËÂÛÕÂÇ
ÕÅÇÚÜÇËÆÎÎÇÍËÍ ÄÛÛÉÙÚÕÂÛÚÇÙÐÎÂËÃÆÂ ÚÄÆÛËÚÆÎ ÍÔ Ã ÓÇ
ÏËÅÐÇÎÛÇÒÅÐÎÎ ÂØÇËÍÇ ÕËÓÇÆÅÇÔÇÜÚÜÉÐÏÄÇ ÃÇÚÇÓÐ ÂÜÇÚÇÙÐ ÃÐ
 ÆÚÇÙÔÆÒËÂÇÂÇÆÃÂÑËÒÃÅÇÒÐËÆ
Ð ÄÆÄ ÐÓÆÏËÂÚËÆ ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÇÎÂËÖÎÛÎ ÒÆÐÆÎÇÔÛÆËËÒÛÆÅÇÙÒ 
ËÚÆÜÚÜÉÐÐÇÚÇÙÐÚÇÓÐÅÇÅÐÎÛ È ÂÉ ÚÆÐÃÛ ÃÌÎÆÐÄÚÃÒÊÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÇ
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ÕÂÛÖÒÜÒÍÓÎÏËÂÃÇÎÂÚÛËÎÔÏËÐÉÚÐÑËÂÏËÇÄÆÛÆÐÕÂÛÇÛÚËÖÛÉÚÍÇÐ
ËÜËËÐÙ ÐÄÆÛÖ ÔÂÑÍÇÛÚËÖËÚÆÇÏØÉÎÅÄÒÍÎÂÚÛËÆÜÇÅÄÒÜÆÎÎÄÃÂÇÆ
ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÜÚÃÓÅÇÒËÃÆÏÆÅÆÈÐÉÚÍÇÐÇÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÏÇÛÐÂÇÆÂÚÃÓÆÅ
ÎÄÚÇÐÆËÉÊÛÆÆÓËÖÜÍÂÎÅÆÈÇ ÏÆ ÂÜÚÜÉÐÃÛÂÃÚÅÆÙÈÉÜÚÃÓÇ
ÑÊÙÙÈËÆÎÇÎÔÛÃØÐÎÍÎÎÇÍ ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜ ÛÏËÚÃÇÓÏÆÛÇÒËËÆÅ ÂËÄÇÓÃ
ÆÃÚËÕÅÇÚÆÛÑÖÇÂÃÙÚÂÎÛÖÒÜÒÍÓÎÛÆÛÙÚÜÇËÃØÐÎÃÉÚÜÆÎÇÎÅÄÜÆÎ
ÂÎÂÎ ÒÆÛ ÂÚÆÛÚËÖÛÇÐÍÇÕÅÚÒÆÜÇÅÄÒÜÆÜÇÃÚÔÜÆËÎÃÇÇÐØÔÅØÐ
ÑËÃÇÌÍÑËÃÇÜÚÜÉÐÃÇÐÍÑËÒÔÆÜÚÐÉÆÎÏËÐÚÇÄÍ ÄÕÅÚÒÆËÛÔÐÏÂÇÎËÖÂ
ÎËÉÜÐÆÇËÛÂÚÆÏÚÇÄÆÎÇÒËÅÆÚÇÜÆÌÜÇÉÇ ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜ ËÇÊËÃÃÎÎÍÒÌÍ
ÚÐÂÒÅ ÇÖÇÓÛ ÔÑÇÅËÒ ÜÚÃÓÇÒËÃÆÛÚÐÇÎÑÍÜËÇ ÕÅÇÚÆÂÇÆÛÆÃËÚÐÃ
ÏÒËÂÏÆËÒÛÇÂÚÙÅÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÅÇÛÇÚËÖÃÎ ÈÉÅÂÒÛËÎÙÚÂÎÂÇÒËÂ ËÒÜÐÃ
  ÌËÚÂÆÎÏÇÙÐÆÑÂÍÑËÂÎÃÂÏËÎÎÍÂÎÂÜÇÚÇÙÔ

ÂËÄÇÓÆ ÖÎÔÄÇÒÃÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÜÚÃÓ ÖÃÄËÎÖÅËÆÒÎ ÒÆÛ ÂÚÆËÚÃÅÎÇ
ÑÎÒÐÎÃÂÕÅÇÚÆËÇÄÆÅØÐÙÚÇÌÂÂÃÑËÒÔÆÜÚÐÉÆÎÍÛÇÒËËÆÅÚÇÓÐÅ
ËÃÄÎ ÑÇÄÍÏËÚÉÂÏËÒÖÇÂÍ ÄÎÇÎÍËÂÎ ÚÐÍÐÂÇÜ ÛÄËÎÖÛÆÈÐÂËØÇÆÎ
Ë ÔÏÚÄÒÍ ÄÑËÒÔÆÜÚÐÉÆÛÍ ÑÇÄÍÇÏËÇÄÎÙÚÂÙÇÇÅÇÂÎÇÏËÅÇÆËÏËÚÉÂ
ÜÔÅËÖÎ ÐÄÆÂËÃÆÛÆÈÅÛÚÖÎÛËÚËÖÛÅÜÚÜÉÐÃÑÇÄÍÕÅÚÒÆÜÇÅÄÒÜÆ
ÆÈÍÆÄÆÒÆÛËÏÆÎÂÙÇÇÅÛÆÚÇÙÔÙÉÆÒËÂÏÇÍÔËÃÄÎÚÇÓÐËÒËÅÛ ÂÚÆ
ÍÍÎÇÎÔÇÜÇÎËÄÚÆÇÆÈÏËÇÄËÃÄÎÛ ÐÄÆÜÒÇÇÍÂÎÂÚÉÂËØÐÜËÍËÆÏÇÛÃÂÎÇ
ÇÚÅÄÍÄËÅÇÆËÎØÂÇÎËÖÂÆÈÍÃØÐÛËÛÜÇÚÂÃÜÆÛËÏÂÎÃÂÂÇÆËÂÅÇÇÍÅ
ÌËËÛÍ ÄÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÅÛ ÂÚÆÆÅÇÐËÎÇÂÑÍÇÐÍÇÅÐÇÔÇÐÇÙÐÃÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÎÛ
 ÆÒÍÓÎÛÃØÐÆÎÛÜÇÉÜÖÜÆÆÎÏËÐÚÇÄÆÑÐÍ ÄÕÅÚÒÆÜÇÅÄÒÜÆÛÍ

ÜÐÔÊÆÎÚÐÍÐÂÇÜÎÛÙÇÓÖÆÏÔÃÛÉÜÆÂÎÛÇÒËØÐÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÃÙÚ
ÂËÄÇÓÆÚÂËÃÐ Ð ÇËÎÔÂÚÙÐÂÚÙ ÙÚÃÚÛÆÉÅËÚÆÛÑËÒÔÆÜÚÃÓ
 Î ÒÍÜÚÜÉÐÜÚÃÓÍÆËÔÇÙÎÆËÊÐÛÅ
 
Ï ÚÆÐÏÛÃÉ ÖÛ ÓÃÌ ÛÆËÚÃÅËÜÂÃÆÛÆÐÎÆ ÚÜÍÜËËÉÅÑËÒÔÃ 
ÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐ
ÅËÐÜÇÎËÄÚÑÖÇÂÃÇÚËÃÉÆÍÐÛËÐÛÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐÆËÚÃÅÏËÚÇÚÃÂÎÆÅ
ËÜÖÚËØ Ç ËÚÆÐÜ ÇÛÕÇÓÃÂÃÇÐÆÇÒÇÛÎÃÂËÅÆÃÂÇÆÑÍÅ ÇÎÕÅÇÚÑËÅ
ÂÅË×ÙÂÒÇÆ ÚÅÉ ÒÑËÚÅÆÒÓÐÂËÃÆÑÍÇ ÇÄÚÆÎÇÎËÖÂ ÃÜÍÅÇÔÇ ÙÜÔÆ
 ÇËÚÃÂÐ ÂÃÇÎËØÆÎÎÇÍË ÚÅÄÃÆËÆÂÅË×ÙÅÂÆÅÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐÇÚÂËÃÇ
ÎÍÃÂÇÆÕÅÇÚÅËÐÜÇÎËÄÚÑÖÇÂÃÇÚËÃÉÆÍÐÆÛÇÜÔÅÛÜÇÉËÍÇÐÜÇÅËÇÎÂÎÍÇ
 ÕÅÇÚËÒËÅ

ÏËÚÃÅËÚÇØËÙÙÚÇÌÂËÇÇÆÆÈÑËÒÔÃÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÐÚÆÐËÚÃÅÎÍÛËÜÂØÐÏÇÎÆÇ
ÇËÚÃÅËÚÆÛÆÃÇÛÜÆÐÙÜÔÆËÜÖÚËØÇ ÃÐÙ ÓÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉÚÆÐÜÃÇÛÜÐ
 ÇÒËÒÖÎÏËÚÃÅÆÇÚÂÃÜËÅÇÔÛÇÐÍÅ ÅÒÎÍÑÄÇÆÎÔÑËÃÆÎÏËÒËÔÎÑËÚÇÎËÙÆÐÛ
ÇÒËÅÜÇÍÆÎÅÔÇÐÇÎËÄÚÆÏÅÂÎÍÛÆÂÚÒÑÍÎÔÇ ÎÈÇÂËÅÆÃÙËÓÐÆÐÛÇ
 ÏËÚÇÚÃÏËÚÃÅÇÎÂÇÎ ÍÔ ÚÇÓÐÎÅÔÇÐÆÚÇÓÐÍ
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ÆËÔÇÙÎÆËÊÐÛÅÂÒÆÍ ÚÅÂÅÃÇÔÍÇ Å ÂÃÎ ÈÇÆÐÛÇÒÇÛÎÃÙÅÙÅÎÛËÅÇÔÇ
ÇÎÆÂÚÒÆËÆÂÐÛÇ ÇÍÇÆÈÃÆÎÜÂÎÃÚÏÄÇÏÉÎËÂÎÜÇÍÎÐÆÅÄÒÍÛ ÇÍÇ
ÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎÇÂÇÃËÂÐÛÌÍÌÇÜÐÇÚÇÓÐÆÑÐÇÐØÔÏÇÙÒÎÂÃËÚÓÐÒÆÛ
ÇÂÇÃËÂÐÛ ÑÇÛÎÆÐÙÅÙÅÎÛËÇÎ ÍÔ ÇÍÇÇÄÚÆÇÕÅÇÚÇÐÍÇÃËÛÉÆÑÍÎÔÇ
ÂÒÛËÎÐÚÜÇËÅÇÔÇ ÇÂÇÃË ÅÏËÃÚÑÇÛÎÆÐÑËÃÏÜÇÔÐÛÐÅ ÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎ
ÂÎÂÇÆÄÚÆËÛÂËÅÆÃÃÜÍÂÎÆÐÎÎÇÂÛÎÛËÅ± ÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎ
 ÕÅÇÚÑËÅÜÇÎÉÎÇÜÐÉÐÏÚÇÄÛ ÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÆÎÛÛÛÉÆÛÂÇÆÜÇÔÐÛÐÆÛ
ÆØÐÆÌÇÜÐÛÂÇÆÛÛÉÆÅÇÒËËÆÅËÒÛÆÅØÐÑËÃÇÑÇÛÂÚÆÅØÐÑËÃÂÇÆ
ÜÂÄÇÚÆËÕÅÚÒÆÂÐÛÇÂËÒÛÆÄÚÆËÎËÉÜÐÆÑÇÛÂÚÆÛÇÂÏÆËÒËÃÛÆÃËÚÐÆÇ
ÃÛÉÒÑÇÛÂÚÆÍ ÖÔÂÇÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎÇÂÇÃËÌÍÑËÃÇÌÍÑËÃÇÑÇÛÂÚÆ
ËØÉÛÕÂÎÔËÒÛÆÎÔÂÎÇÕÅÇÚËÒËÅÎÍÎÉÇËÎÔÇÎËÉÜÆÂÇÆËÚÆÛÕÅÇÚÆÎ
 ÕÅÚÒÆË ÔÕÅÇÚÆÄÚÆËËÛÂÇÆÛÛÉÆ
ÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎ ÑÇÛÎËÇÊËÃÇÜÇÂÃÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÆÛÐÜÛÆÑÍËÚÉÂÏÄÇÑÍËÒÖÎÑÍÇ
ËÅËÎÂÇÃËÃËÚÆÛÃËÚÆÎÔÇÜÒÇÇÍÅËÉËÑÇÛÎÃÂÇÃËÃÜÍÆÐÛÛÕÂÇ ÏËÐÅ
ÏÆÕÂÇÏÇÙÒÎÏÃÃÎÇÐÉËÛÎÂÇÄÇÃÇÚÙÜÇÃÚÔÜÆÏÄÎÎÇÍËÚÆÛÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛ
ÚÐÂÙÂÙÇÇÅÕÅÇÚÆÎÔ ÂÇÃË ÅÜÇÉÅÎÛËÛÕÂÇ ÇÄÚÆËËÛÇÂÇÄÚÆËÛÇÂ
ÆÅÇË ÂÎÍÐ ÐÑÍÙÇÉÅÎÛËÛÕÂÂÇÆÚÖÇÓÜÇÔÊÏËÃÚÅÂÒÛËÎÆÇÂÇÃËÇ
ÑÇÛÎÆÃËÚÆÎÔ ÂÇÃË ÆÇÏÎÇÍÎÔÇÒËËÆÂÙÇÇÅ ÇÂÇÃË ÆÛÑÇÛÂÚÆ ÖËÖÎÛ
ÎÔÎÍÆÇÏËËÙÜÐÑÇÛÎÆÆÈÃÛÎÃÙÜÐÇÊÇÛÖÚÜÇËÛÏËÔÐÇÛÆÈÎÇÚÜÇËÃÉÇÇÚÐ
  ÏÇÎÛÃÂÇÃËÇÐÇÙÐ

ÂÇÃËÂÐÛÂËÆÇÚËÃÉÜÂÆÍÐÎÔÕÅÇÚÑËÅÜÇÎÉÎÆÃÓÆÛÑÇËÍÐÛÂØÇËÑÍÃÇ
ÑÇÛÂÚÆÎÛÇËÛÔÐÏÂÕÂÅÊÇÛÖÆÂÚÒÂÇÆÛÌËÂÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎÃËÚÆ
È ÂÉ ÚÆÐÆÜÚÅÄÆÃÎÎÍÒÍ ÄÇÐØÔÜÂÄÇÚÆËËÒÛÆÛÆÃËÚÐÆË ÔÛÏÇÚÄË
Í ÄÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÃÂÐËÚÆÛ Ì ÛÇÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐÙÓÖÃÍ ÄÜÎÎÍÒÂÎËÐÐÇ
Û ÔÆ ÍÖÂ É ÏËËÉÆÚÛÄÃÚÂÇÃÐÍÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÏÇÛÐÃËËÉÇÂÇÆÉØÇÚ
ÌÖÛËÎÆÐÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÎÏÚÄËÅËÐÜÆÇÜÂÍÆË ÔÕÇÓÕÇÓËÚÆÇ ÜÇÚÇÙÐÆ
ÏÆÐ ÂÇÂÃÇÚÙÎÕÅÇÚÇÂÕÅÇÚÎÃÇÚÙÇÂÕÅÇÚÎÕÅÚÒÇÂÕÅÚÒÎÕÅÇÚÏÅ
ÎÉÇËÎÔÇÎËÉÜÐÆÂÇÆÛÇÎÛÇËÛÔÐË ÔÏÚÄÒÇÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÎÍÆËÚÆÏÐØÔÎ
 ÕÅÇÚËÒËÅÎÍ

Æ ÒÚ ÓÃÑÐÙÎÆÃÇÛÜÃÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÙËÓÐÛÆÐÐÂÇÆÑÍÛËÚÃÅÎÆËÂÚÇ 
ÃËËÉÑËËÅÔÚÓÇÐÆÏÂÊÐÛÒÂÎÇÊÐÛÆÎÎÇÍËÆËÆÛÚÓÐÒÎÔÑÅÆÐÛÅ
ÆËÂÚÕËÓÇÆÑÍÇÃËËÉÚÓÇÐÆÐ ÐÅÇÐØÔÈ ËÙÙ ÃÅÂËÄÇÓÐÉËÍÇÆÆÎËÉÜÐÇ
ÏÂÑÇÅÎÂØËÍ ÉÂÇÃËËÉÍ ÄÛ È ÍÙ Ã ÇÚËÃÉÎÛÇÅÄÃËÃÄÎÔÜÎÉÄÉËÒÆÐ
ÙÎÉÎÃÜÍÆÎËÉÜÐÇ ÊÐÛÆÎÎÇÍËÛÍ ÚÓÐÒÎÛÇÖÇÄËÙÈÒÃÕÂÚÓÇÐÆÃËËÉ
ÑËÂÛÇÐÍÅÇÚÛÃÎÔÜÎÉÄÉËÒÐÃÇÐÍÇÚËÓÆÎÚÓÐÒÆÎÇÎÆËÆÇÖÇÄËÙÈÒÃÅ
ÑÍÇÐÍÇÚËÓÆÎÐÇÐØÔÃÙÈËÒÆÔÛÖÛÆÐÃÆÉËØÚÃÇÂÑËÙÈÒÃÃËËÉÉËÒÐÆ
ÜÇÒÚØÐÐÉËÍÇÆÇÚÈÉÍ ÉÂÎÃÂÊÐÛÆÎÚÓÐÒÆÎÇÍËÛÍÚÊÖËÍ ÄÚÓÇÐÆ
ÅÔÆËÎÑÒËÜÐÛÐÛÇÚÃÉÎÂÚÛËÚØËÐÎÔÏ ÇÍÔÎÚÍÇÐÆÎÂÚÛËÛ Å ËÙÙ Ã
ÏËÒÇÛÂÚÆÃÇÚÍ ÚÇÊÖÑËÅÆÚÙËÔÐÅÖ ÔÂÇÆËÜÐÉÐËÜÂÅÂÅËÓÖÎÍÎËÃÙÅ
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ËÂÆÛ ÍÇ Î ÈÇÙËÓÐÇÌËÛÐÐÇ Æ ÔÙ ÓÃÂ ÐÚÇË Ã ÔÛ ÂÚÆÍÂÎÅÇÆÐÛ
ÇÎËÖÂÇÇÈÆÚËÓÐÜÐÉÐËÜÂÅÂÅËÓÖÎÍÆËÎÔÎËÃÙÅÅÔÆËÎÑÒËÜÐÛÐÅÚÇÓÐ
ÂÎÇ Î ÈÇÌËÛÐÐÃÇÛÇ ËÂÆÐÆÎÇÅÄÆËÚØÐÂËÔÃÚÂÂËÚÂÌÎÑËÂÅÇÖÇÄÙÈËÆ
ÑÂÍÎÃÂÏÇÎÍÙÈÒËÂÎÇÇÚËÓÆÎÎÇÍËÏÜÆÅÇÚÛÃÎÔÜÎÉÄÉËÒÆÎÌÍÎÍËÐÅ
ÇÎÂ ÂÆÐÎÏËÐÔÊ ÄÚËÃÓÐÇÆÒÇÐÙÇÎ ÍÔ ÅÓÖÆËÎÃÊÐÛÆÎÇÎÂ Â
ÅÓÖÆËÎÃÊÐÛÆÎ

ÑÍÜÇÛÔÎÏÅÂËÒÃÌÚÅÑËÂÛÇËÎÔÚÐÇÎÏËÎËÄÚÛÚÃÅÑÇÄÍÃÕÂÅÇËÚÃÅÐÂØÇËÆ
ÎÔÜÇÎÔÆÎÜÎÉÄÆÉËÒÐÎÇÎÆËÆÂÎÑÍÎÇÇÖÇÄÜÂÙËÈÆÎÇÂÇÄÚÆÎÉËÒÆÎÇÒËËÆ
ÚÇÊÖÑÍÎÇÇÐØÔÜÂÎËØËÂÎÛÇÇËÎÔÐÜÎÉÄÆÜÂÕÅÚÒÆ?ÙÈËÒÆÚËÓËÂÎÛÇÜÔÅ
ÚÊÖËÇÆÂØÇÜÆÎÔËÂÚÉÂÇÒËÂÃÇÛÛÑÍÎÎÄÃÛÑÒËÚÐÂÂÎÚÇÓÐËÃÄÎÐ Ð
ÇÜÐÉÐÏÚÄÒÍÂËÆÛÆÂØÇÜÎÍÃÛÉÒÅÓÖÆËÎÃÊÐÛÆÎÇÎÂ ÂÛÑÇËÍÐÂÎÂ
ÇÜÇÂÐÇÃ ØÇËÍÚÇÓÐËÃÇÛÉÂÎÑÍËÒÖÎÇÑËÐÇÎÛÜÃÆÛÔÐÆÚÉÂÇËÎÔÃËËÉÇ
ÂÇÆËÚÆÛÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÃÂÎÚÓÐÒÆÎÏÚÄÃÕÂËÂÚÉÂÆËÆËÚÇÓÐÆÏÔÊÆ
ÑËÂÇÇÐØÔÅÇÃËÂËÅÍÅÔÇÜÔÅÃÕÚÊËÆÈÛÆËÎÔËÔÃÚÂÅÂËÚÂÆË ÔÏÚÄ
ÜÎÉÄÜÚÓÆÜÔËÒÐÏÔÅÉÂÆÒÙÃÆÎÇÔÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÇÃËÂÅÆÈÎÆÈÑËÃÙÇÎËÉ
ÂËÚÂÅËÂÚÉÂÆËÆËÚÇÓÐÆÍ ÖÔÂÇÏÎÇÔÆÜÄÆÒÆËÚÅÄÐÏËÂØÇËÏÆËÒÛÛ
 ËÜÂÅÂÅËÓÖÎÍÆËÎÔÎËÃÙÅÅÔÆËÎÑÒËÜÐÛÐÇÆËÎÔËÔÃÚÂ

ÜÇÎÉËÃÄÎÜÇËÅËÐÜÃÇÚËÃÉÆÍÐ ÂÇÚÇÓÐ ÂÛÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÆÚÇÆÚÃÍÛÑÇËÍÐÇ
ÇÒËÅÜÇÍÆÎÅÔÇÐÇÎËÄÚÆÏÅÂÎÍÛÆÂÚÒÑÍÎÔÇ Î ÈÇÏÆÏËÅÉÂÕÅÇÚÑËÅ
ÜÇÂØÇÜÆÑÐÍ ÄÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÇÃËÂÛÂØÇËÂÎËÐÐÎ ÍÔ ÚÇÓÐÎÅÔÇÐÆÚÇÓÐÍ
ÇÒÚÂËÃÅÍÇÇËÎÔÎÉÚËÖÛÕÅÇÚÏÛÇÇÜÇÂÍÆÜÎËÉÜÃÆÍÐÆËÂÚÉÂÆËÎÔÛ
 ÆÎÔÐÎ
ËÃÄÎÇÏËÒÊÙÏÆÕÅÚÒÆ?ÙÈËÒÆÅ ÅÒÃÂÆÅÏËÚÃÅÆÏÆÇ ÙÅÆÂÚÒÅ ÅÒÃÇ
ÂÎÇÂÎÇÅÄÍÇÒËÅÏÂÏËÙÓÇÖÇÏËÛÚÖÐÃÂÇÆÅ ÇÅÑÊÙÎÛÇÃÎÎÔÜÎÉÄÉËÒÐ
ÚÂÃÆÇ ÆÛËÚÅÇÔ ÐÓÇÂ ÐÚÃÉ ËÜ ÓÕÇÓ Ô ÇÙÎÓÎÇÎÆËÆÅÚÇÊÖËÃÄÎ
ÇÙÓÖ É ËÜ ÓÂ ÐÚÆÍ ÄÂÎËÐÐÇ ÚÃÉÐÆÛÉËÍÇÆ ÃÜÇÂÄ ÖÛ ÓÆÎÇÄÆ
Ù ÓÉ ËÜ ÓÃÇ ÂÙ ÓÄ ÖÛ ÓÂ ÚÄÃÂÇÆÑÍÇ É ÃÇÔ ÐÓÍÂÎÅÇ Ë ÛÚÍ
ÆËÆ ÜÚÃÓÑÊÙÇÆÐÆÃÎÔÑÒËÚÐÂÅ ÓÇÜÆÜÊËÛËÖÎÇÎËÖÂÅÂ ÚÄÆÕËÓÇÆ Ð
ÇÎÆËÆÅ ÓÇÜÜÊËÛÎÇÎËÖÂÅË ÒÆÇÂ ÃÛÚÆÇÃÜÍÐ ÐÚÇÊÖÎËÅÍ ÉÇÚÃÎÇÎ
 ÑÒËÚÐÂÂÎ ÇÙÎÓÎÇÎÆËÆ Ð ÐÑÒËÚÐÂÉÇÚÃÎ
ÂÚÃÓÆÇÛÇÉÆ ÛÎÛÇÂÏËÜÛÎËÄÃÅÔ ÅÂÐÑÊÒÊÙÃÛÕËÓÇÆÎÛËÅÇÔÇ
Í ÄÇÎËÖÂÇ ÉÇÚÃÎÇÎÆËÆ ÎËÅÍÇÎËÖÂÎÍÛÏÇÛÆÈÍÑÊÒÊÙÎÑËÂÛÏËÅËÔÐ
ÃËËÉÜËÉ ÃÇÔ ÐÓ ÓÇÜÜÊËÛËÖÎÕÂÂÎËÐÐÇ ÏËÍÇÃÙÚ  ÇÙÎÓÎÇÎÆËÆ Î
  ÑÃÇÐÍÇÙÎÓÎÇËÃÄÎÔÅÐÇÔÛÑÊÒÊÙÆÎÚÐÇÛÛËÅÇÂÎËÂ ÜÎÉÄÆÉËÒÐ

ÚÍÇÐÎÜÎÉÄÉËÒÐÑËÃÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÙÎËÉÛÑÇÚÉÂÆÙÇÎËÉËÖÎÂÇÆÛ ÍÚÜÇËÇ
ÙÈÒËÂÎÛÑÇÐÐÃÑÙÜÎÉÇÊÃ ÙÈËÒÆÇÒËËÆ ÂÇÆÅÑÇËÍ ÅÎ ÈÇÇÚØÐÎÔÏ ÇÍÔÎ
ÑÍËÂÅÇÅ ÅÒÃÂÎËÐÐÇÎ ÍÔ ÇËÙÈÒÎÍÚÇÓÐÆÃËËÉÇÊÐÛÆÎÇÎÑËÂÂÐÛÇÖÇÄÃ
 ÑÊÙÑËÃÎÇÅÄÑËÃ ÏËÙÇÈËÒÆÑÐÅÉÂÕÂËÒËÐÜÇÎÎÔÜÆÜÂÍÆÃÂÆÅÂÇÆ
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ÚËÍÐÍ ÉÂÙÚÂÎÂÆÛÔÐÆÜÔÛÃÎÎÔÜÐÆÜÔËÄÖÃÛËÛÜÎÉÄÆÉÍÏËÚËÍÐ
 ÇÃÜÚÔÇÃÇÜÍÎÇÆÜÎÉÄÚÃÍÛ

Ï ÚÆÐÆÂÒËÅÎÇÐËÍÓÆÇËÚÉÂÇ Ã ÐÙ ÓÃÈ ÂÉ ÚÆÐÜÒÙÓÐÎÚÇÈÉÒ 
Ì ÛÆÇÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐ
ÇÒËËÆÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÆÐÇÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐÆËÃËÚËËÂÅ ÜÇÍÆÎ ÆÛÚÇÚÃËÂÅÇÃ
ÛÇÅËÉÆÈËÂÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÇÃÛËËÂÅÇÐØÔÅØÐÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÇÃÑËÂÛÆÂÍÆÃËÂÅÇ
ÎÍÎÇÍÚÊØÆÆÐÎÇÔÇÚÈÚÇÂÉ ÚÆÐÇÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐËÚÃÅÎÍÃÛËÑËÅ
 ÏËÒÇÅËÒÆ
ÏÅÂÎÛÇËÚÃÂÎÍÂÎÂÎÙÐÃÇÂÅËÜÂÍÆÃÂÙÇÇÅÇÂÎÅÚÇÚÃËÂÅÇÍ ÄÇ
ÛÛÉÛËÛÑÖÇÂÃÑÍÜÇÛÔÎÎËÄÚÆÅÑÊÙÚÃÂÃÑËÃÎÄÚÃÑËÃÅËÃÑËÃÆÈÃÏËÎÎÍÒ
ÜÇÍËÖÛËÅËÎÂÇÃËÛÅÔÎÅÄÜËÇÃÉÚÜËÛ Î ÒÆÅ ÔÙ ÓÉ ÖÛÂ ÚÄÆÑÇÛÎÍ
ÑÖÇÂÃÇÎËØÆÎÎÇÍËÏÂÂÎÂÇÛÖÒÃÇÎËØÆÎÑÜËÒÇÂÇÆÕÅÇÚÎËÉÜÐÆËÚÆÏËÐÅ
ÇÆÇÚÓÐËÛÇÂÚÉÂÚÃÂÇÂÙËÈÐÆÇÚÃÂ×ÇÙËÛÇËÚÃÂÐ ÂÃÇÂÇÒËËÆÚÉÂ
  ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÏ ÇÍÔÎ
ÜÂÆÍÐËÚÆÛmolesterÎÃÊËÆÌËËÛÙÚÇÃÈËÚÐÏ ÚÆÐÜÂÚÇÆÛÚÇÚÃÑÍÎÇ
 ÇÎÕÅÇÚËÒËÅÎÍÑÍÎÇÅËÐÜÇÎËÄÚÑÖÇÂÃÇÚËÃÉ
 
ÑËÚÅÆÒÓÂÜÖÓÇÜÆÎÔÏËÚÇÍËÃÜÉÒÐÆÇÅÇÅËÅÓÉÆÐÆËÂÚËÜÂÃÆÛÆÈ 
ÆÂÚÒÂÜÖÓÇÜÆÎÛÇÒËÒÖÎÛÂÓÚËÄÆÎÛÇÊÇÛÖÜÐÂÃÛÎÎÄÃÂÇÆ ÆÂ Ë
ÎÇÂÛÎÛËÑÍÎÇÏËÎËØÐÑËÂÇÂÃÂÇÆÜÇÛÖÒÙÖÓÎÔÅÎÂÙÈÉËÑÇÈÉÆ ÖÍÚÇÚÃ
ÂÃÚÅÂÇÏËÚÃÅÆÎÛÏÊÇÛÖÍÛÚÖÎÐÏËÚÇÍËÃÜÉÒÐÆÇÅÇÅËÅÓÉÆËÅËËÒÆÐÎ
 ÑËÂ ÜÎÐÎÇÙÉÐÇ ÇÜÇÂÑËÎËØÐ ÎÇÜÇÂÇÆËÄÆÕÂÇÂÜÐËÙÇÂÑÖÇÂÃ ÖÎÇÙÉÅ
ÊÇÛÖÍ ÍÚÃÅÆÏÜÔÅËÖÎÇÉÒÐÆÍÏËÚÃÇÓÅÉÚÍÇÐÂÎÂÂÙÉÇÅÆÎÍËÂÐÂÇ
ÆÈÍÚÈÇÐÍÍÚÃÅÓÇÚÄËÂÜÖÓÇÜÆÛÑÖÇÂÏÇÛÃÂÂÛÕÅÇÚÍÕÅÇÚÙÖÓÅ
 ÇÆËÄÆÕÂÇÑÇÛÎÙÉÇÅÃÇÆÇÛÚËÖÑÍÎÇ


ÑÃÇÐÂÎÐÎÍÃÇÎÕÅÇÚÑËÅmolesterËÂÅÇÛÔÐÛÒÎÍÆÚÃÅÕÇÓÎÍÆÜÇÎÍÍËÚÉÂÇ
 ÏËÐÔÊÆÇÎÂÎÍÎÎÄÃÇÇËÜÇÚÅÄÆÎÍÃÇÆÎÐÆ

ÆËÚËÄÇÜËÐÆÎËÅÍÆÃÛËÆÜÔÃÆÆÇÏËÅËÃÂÎÂÂÐÚÄÇÒËÂÛÆÜÔÃÆÃÜËÔÃÐÛ 
ÃÚÂÃÜÒÅÍÂÇÆÆËÅËÅ
ÂÐÚÄÙÚÇÒËÂÛÕÂÇÂÇÆÕÅÇÚÅ ÇÚÇÂËÃÃÅ ÔÙ ÓÉ ÖÛ ÓÃÂ ÚÄÆÖ Ô 
ÑÍÇÚÇÓÐÇÐÍÂÛÛÉÙÚÇÒËÂÛÕÂÇÂÒÃËÜÇÐÍÎÙÑÇÐÐË ÔÕÂÛÚÇÓÐÃÇÐÍ
ÃÚÂÃÜÒÅÍÂØÇËÍÇÜÚÜÉÐ
ÕÅÇÚÏÅÌÖÛËÎÆÐÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÎÏÚÇÄËÅËÐÜÆÇÜÂÍÆË ÔÕÇÓÕÇÓËÚÆÛ 
ËÚÆÏÐØÔÎÏÆÐ ÂÇÂÃÇÚÙÎÕÅÇÚÇÂÕÅÇÚÎÃÇÚÙÇÂÕÅÇÚÎÕÅÚÒÇÂÕÅÚÒÎ
ÕÅÇÚËÒËÅÎÍÎÉÇËÎÔÇÎËÉÜÐÆÂÇÆÛÇÎÛÇËÛÔÐË ÔÏÚÄÒÇÏËÐÅÜÇÍËÖÛÎÍÆ
ÃÚÂÃÜÒÅÍ
Ë ÔÏÚÄÂÇÆËÚÆÛÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÃÂÎÚÓÐÒÆÎÏÚÄÃÕÂËÂÚÉÂÚÇÓÐÆÛÇÐÍ 
ÆÈÑËÃÙÇÎËÉÑËÂÇÇÐØÔÅÇÃËÂËÅÍÅÔÇÜÔÅÃÕÚÊËÆÈÛÆËÎÔËÔÃÚÂÅÂËÚÂÆ
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ÏÆËÒÛÛÜÎÉÄÜÚÓÆÜÔËÒÐÏÔÅÉÂÆÒÙÃÆÎÇÔÜÔÅÎÇÐØÔÅÇÃËÂÅÆÈÎ
ÃÚÂÃÜÒÅÍÏÎÇÔÜÄÆÒÆËÚÅÄÐÏËÂØÇË
Î ÒÆÂ ÚÄÆÙÓÖÑÍÅËÚÆÛÌÇÒËÉÜÉÒÐÆÜÊËÛÍÕÅÇÚËÂÅÇÍÕÅÇÚÙÖÓÇ
ÏËÚÇÍËÃÜÉÒÐÆÇÅÇÅËÅÓÉÆËÚÃÓÑÍÇÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÐÑÍÅÐÎÒÏËÒÇÛÂÚÃÇÚÐÇ
ËÜÚÂËÃÅÍÏÆËÎÔÏËÙÎÇÉÑ ÚÆÇÂ×ËÇÇÚÇÆËÇÎÆÐ ÂÚÄÆÛÉÚÍÆÏÇÛÑËÂÇ
 ÆÂ ËÑËÚÅÆÒÓ ÎÂÙÈÉËÑÇÈÉÆÍËÚÃÓÇÏËÙÎÇÉÛÎ ÜÂÇÎËÖÂÇËÒÛÆËÃÜÍÐÃ
 ÃÚÂÃÜÒÅÍÆÛÔÐÎÆÍÎÆÆÜÔÚÍÆÑËÒÔÎÃÇÚÃÏËÎÊÃËÚÆ



 
 ÇØËÚÔÐÇÇÅÃÍÐÇÚËÙÇÐ
ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
105 Meade Ave.
Passaic, NJ 07055
973.614.8446
kaganoff@juno.com

 Â ÔÛÜÜÃÊÊ Ë
 ÂÚÂÇ Ö Â

ÑÓËÅÔÅÕÓÇËÃÙÔËÇÒËÃÚÜÃËÛËÛÂÚÂ ÊËÎÛÑËËÊÛÒÍËËÂË ÚÄÆÅÇÃÍÎ
I want to thank the Rosh Yeshiva for the correspondence of this
past 11 Menachem Av. I had intentionally delayed my response in
anticipation of the publication of a Sefer on our topic. I had wanted
to include some quotations from the Sefer that I feel are very
pertinent and elucidating.
R’ Doniel Eidensohn (author of Yad Moshe on Igros Moshe and
Yad Yisroel on the Mishne Berura) has B”H finally been able to
publish the Sefer, Child & Domestic Abuse [in the Orthodox
Jewish community], about  weeks ago. (It is available at
Amazon).
Volume II is a comprehensive compilation of the Halachic
resource material and Volume I contains:
1) a digest of the pertinent Halocho l’Maaseh (pgs. 72-81) that
include Piskei Din of Rav Yehuda Silman, Shlit’a, senior member
of Rav Nisson Karelitz’s Beis Din in Bnei Brak,
2) a synopsis (pgs. 104-112) that was reviewed and annotated by
Rav Moshe Sternbuch, Shlita (Ra’avad, Eidah Chareidis) and
3) relevant scientific and legal background information.
The following quotations are from Vol I:
Pg 78 - Rav Silman has poskened that there is no distinction
regarding reporting an abuser or an uncertain abuser. A sofek
rodef is treated as a certain rodef. Similarly if there is a question
whether someone did teshuva or whether after a number of years
he seems to have controlled his lusts – it is better to make the
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choice which protects the child – and the molester is not trusted
again with children. It is important to understand that the sickness
of pedophilia is a lifelong condition and therefore even with old
age his desires are not necessarily diminished. Even those who
have been imprisoned and received psychotherapy have been
found to sometimes renew abusing even 20 or thirty years later!
Therefore it cannot be presumed that an abuser has learned his
lesson and is now controlling his lusts. He is to be considered a
danger to children unless a careful psychological/physiological
evaluation verifies that his lust has disappeared.
Pg 72 - Rav Sternbuch said that present or future victims must be
protected even if it hurts the reputation of a community, family or
individuals. He also said that the centrality of this concern for the
victim also means that even if institutions such as yeshivos will
suffer financial damage because of the disclosure - the victim’s
welfare still takes precedence….. The halachic imperative to save
the victim simply means that the well-being of the victim is not
sacrificed to protect the reputation or financial well being of
others.
Pg 73 - The protection of the victim is the halachic imperative.
Therefore Rav Sternbuch told me that if a person receives a psak
from a rabbi which clearly doesn’t protect the victim – that rabbi’s
psak should be ignored. Rav Sternbuch told me that such a rabbi is
not acting as a rabbi and that one should find another rabbi whose
advice will protect. Thus one is not allowed to accept a psak from
a talmid chachom - and is required to ask another rabbi - if the
psak will not protect the children. There is no requirement to show
respect to the first rabbi’s psak if it means sacrificing your child. It
is a well established principle, that if a rabbi errs in a dvar mishna
(a clear cut halacha) that one does not have to listen to him.
Therefore if a child is being molested, and a rabbi says not to call
the police – you should find another rabbi who will say to go to the
police or social services. ……. Your responsibility is not simply to
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report the matter – but to actually bring about protection for the
victims.
Pg 74 - Rather the prime concern in abuse is how to protect the
individual and community from harm. At the same time, it is
important to involve and utilize rabbinic and community leaders
since they have unique and valuable resources and authority.
There is no reason – in Jewish or secular law - that the religious
and secular authorities can’t form a partnership. This has been in
fact done by Rav Yehuda Silman – member of Rav Nisson
Karelitz’s beis din – in Bnei Brak.
Pg 74 - In contemporary society, dealing with a molester is simply
an issue of how to protect the victim – not a judiciary issue in
which rabbis must judge the guilt or innocence of the accused and
decide on punishment. This is a point that Rav Yehuda Silman has
repeatedly made. In a non-judicial framework there is no halachic
requirement of first seeking the guidance of a rabbi, beis din or
even proper witnesses. Knowledge of the facts do not have to be
absolute in order to act. This knowledge can come from rumors,
the testimony of women and children as well as non-Jews. Rav
Sternbuch told me that the reason for consulting a rabbi is
basically, “so that the world is not hefker (lawless).” However,
this consideration is not more important than obtaining protection.
When seeking protection, there is no need to utilize only observant
religious Jews. This is clearly stated in the classic Torah literature
and there is no dissenting opinion. If a rabbi claims that nothing
can be done to protect the victim because of the prohibition
against informing (mesira) or chilul hashem or lashon harah – Rav
Sternbuch told me that his view should be ignored. Such a psak for
inaction and passivity is unequivocally wrong because it is
contrary to the mainstream Torah authorities throughout history as is obvious from the sources cited in this sefer.
The following are from the synopsis reviewed and annotated by
Rav Sternbuch:
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pg 108 - However there is no question that mesira does not apply
in the case of rodef when someone's life is in danger or the
perpetrator is committing a sin that is punished by kares or capital
punishment. There are many poskim who permit turning for
protection to the police or government agencies. These include
Rambam (Hilchos Chovel u'Mazik 8: 11) the Rema (388:7), the
Shach (388:45), the Sema (388:30) and
many others. The Chasam Sofer (Gittin 7a) also permits informing
the police or social agencies even when the abuse is only monetary
or not lifc-threatening. This is also agreed upon by Minchas
Yitzchok (8: 148)……… In sum the majority of poskim permit
going to the police when there is a clear threat of
physical or sexual abuse.
Pg 109 - In addition, a dangerous person -such as a wild driver -is
also required by the poskim to be reported to the police because of
the law of rodef. A child molester is also a dangerous person.
Pg 109 - Despite the fact that the halacha is clear that a child
molester should be reported to the police and in fact it is often
required by secular law -the poskim generally state that a rabbi
should be consulted first. It is obvious of course that if waiting to
consult a rabbi results in danger or harm to the child -that the
police should be informed without consulting a rabbi. In the
normal case where there is time, however, why should it be
necessary to consult a rabbi? Rav Sternbuch commented that
where there
are serious consequences of making a mistake -it is required that a
rabbi be consulted for the sake of objectivity. Even if there is little
chance of making a mistake, he said that a rabbi needs to be
consulted "so the world should not be hefker (without structure
and authority)."
Pg 110 – We don't sacrifice innocent people for the sake of
negative consequences to others. Rav Moshe Sternbuch
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commented that any rav who would say such a thing is not
practicing as a rav. A rabbi has an obligation to provide
protection to the victim. By definition it seems it is an unjust
ruling. Any rabbi who makes such a ruling may be ignorant of
either the halacha or he doesn't understand what the molesting or
wife abuse causes. Therefore if there is time ~ another rabbi
should be consulted.
Pg 111 - The law of rodef is that he is to be stopped from his crime
with the minimal intervention. Thus if physical force is needed one cannot use more than is needed and if he is killed when he
could have been stopped by lesser means -the one who killed him
is viewed as having done the sinner of murder. Rav Sternbuch
commented that if the only way to stop him from rape is castration
maybe he could be castrated. It is preferred to use chemical
castration rather than surgical castration. However this is a
serious problem and a rav must be consulted.
Pg 111 The rabbi of the community could publicize that he is a
molester so that children can be kept away from him. Sanctions
include not counting him as part of minyan or honoring by calling
him up to the Torah or allowing him to lead prayers. He should
not be allowed to be a witness or serve as a judge. Rav Sternbuch
commented that he is not eulogized.
:ÑÇÚÉÂÆÇÃÜÍÐÃÆ ÚÜÍÜÇÚÔÆÚÂÛÎÔÄÇÒÃÇ 
The Rosh Yeshiva correctly pointed out that in my emphasis at the
end of part # 2 of my last Teshuva, where I quote the GRO 388:74
that "even a Chshosho can be a rodef - source: Mosur and
Machteres” that I had incorrectly added the word (Chshash)
Rochok to the words of the GRO. The Rosh Yeshiva has
understood this, that I had wanted to say that even the farthest,
“way out”, Chshash also constitutes a rodef ! This is, of course,
absolutely absurd and the Rosh Yeshiva correctly objected to such
an absurdity. Indeed this was not my intent at all, even though the
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written presentation was fraught with ambiguity. In reality my
intent was that even a chshash, which is more rochok than a gromo
in ascribing culpability,.... nevertheless can constitute a rodef.
Indicative that this was in reality what I had in mind, is that I did
not ‘tamper’ with the actual quotation of the Gro but I only added
this word in my interpretation. Nevertheless, I have taken the Rosh
Yeshiva’s ʤʸʲʤ to heart and have notified all others with whom I
have shared this Teshuva to just delete the word “Rochok" so that
it shouldn't give opportunity for others to misunderstand. The
thrust of my argument, however, still remains intact without the
distracting word “Rochok”
ÂÃÅÅ ËÆÚÖÓÛËÚÃÛÜÇÇØÐÆÑËÒÐÃÏ ÃÐÚÆÐÑÇÛÎÙÇÅÙÅÆ ÚÜÍÂËÃÆÛÆÐÃ 
ÚÖÓÃÏ ÃÐÚÆÃÜÍÛÆÐÐÜÇÉÅÎÛËÆÈÙÇÅÙÅÃÒÄÅÂÃÇËÉÐÍ ÆÈÄÂÇÆÜÚÜÉÐÃ
 ÜÇÇØÐÆ
ÚÖÓÃÃÜÇÍÛÆÐÂÇÆÜÇÇØÐÆÎÇÜÚÅÄÆÚÙËÔÛÚÂÃÐÜÇØÐÆÚÖÓÎÇÜÐÅÙÆÃÏ ÃÐÚÆÇ
ÛËÑÍÃÇÂÐÎÔÃÏËÚÃÅÚÍÈÍ×ÚÐÒÚÇØËÙÂÇÆÅ ËÆÜÎÉÜÆÃÂËÃÐÛÆÐÍ ÉÂÇÜÇÇØÐÆ
ËÒÖÎÇÂÅ ËÆÜÎÉÜÆÃÏËÚÃÅÆËÚÇØËÙÃÌÇÐÓÎÂÎÇÜÇÇØÐÆÚÖÓÃÇÒÇÛÎÃÙÅÙÅÎÕËÅÔÆÎ
 ÜÇÍÎÆÚÅÓÎÍ

ÔÇÅËÍÙÚ ÎÇÒÇØÛ ÑÇÒÄÓÃÛÐÜÛÆÎÆÛÔÜÇØÐÃÇÚÃ ÇÍÚÅÜÇÇØÐÆÚÖÓÃÆÐÛËÚÆÇ
  ÑËÅÃÇÒÇÇØÛ ÇÂ ÑÇÅÎÇÒÇÇØÛ ÃÜÍÛÜÇÇØÐÇÎÂÛËÛ
ÂËÆ ÃÜÍ É ÐÚÆ ÐÚÅ ÐÚÄ ÐÚÃ ÐÚÐ ÚÊ ÎÚÉ ÙÆ Ø ÜÇÇØÐ ÊÃËÚÆÇ
ÏËÎÎÇÍÜÇÇØÐÆÇÎÂÛÛËÄÅÆÎÂÇÆËÇÒËÛÆÆÈÃÇÜÒÇÇÍÛÆÂÚÒÇ ÑËÅÃÇÒÚÇÆÛÆÚÇÜÆ
ÆÃÚÆÜÎÎÇÍÏÚÐÔÑÃÇÒÃÚÆÛÐÜÚÇÜÇÐÍÅÂÇÆÏËÚÃÅÆÛÇÚËÖÇÏÐØÔÎ ÆÚÇÜ
ÜÚÚÄÒÆÈÎÔÕÓÇÒËÚÙËÔÆËÊÚÖÆÇÒËÒÔÎÔÚËÛËÆËÇÇØÅÃÎÐÇÎÂÜÇÇØÐÑÍÇÐÍÜÇÇØÐ
 ÚÂÃÒÇÏËÒÇÛÏËÒËÒÔÆÃÇÎÎÍÒÛÇÂÜÇÅÚÖÒÜÇÚÉÂÜÇÇØÐÃÜÇÙÓÔÜÆÆÐÇËÙÃÇÆÐÔ

 ÆÇ ÅÇÎÖÍÎÛÜÇÓÒÙÆÂÇÆËÊÚÖÆÇËÇÇØÚÙËÔÃÒÄÑËÅÃÇÒÚÇÆÛÆÚÇÜ±Ê ÎÚÅ ÒÃ
ÑËÒÐÃÆÅÃÎÜËÒÐÒÆËÚÃÔÅÃÔÜÇØÐÂÇÆÛÅÃÔÎÇÚÍÐÎÕÂ ÙËÚËÉÃ Â ÆÜÂÚÚÄÒÎÃÂ
 ÆÐØÔÎÜËÒÐÒÍ ÄÛÕÅÚÒÜÎØÆÜÇØÐÂÇÆÛÜÚÜÉÐÃÂÃÏÂÇÄÚÆÎÑÍÇÜÇÇØÐÆ
 Å ËÆÜÐÅÙÆÃÃÒÄÜÇØÐÎÔÅ ÃÂÚÆÜÄÛÆÃÛËËÜÐÆÈÃÇ

ËÚÆÅÉËÏÎÎÇÍÆÆÇØÐÆÑÍÎÇËÚÐÄÎÏËÅÚÖÒÏËÒËÒÔËÒÛÎÄÚÇÑÛËÙÈÒÎÎÇÍÚÔÃÆ±Ð Ú
  ÑËÅÃÇÒÚÇÆÛÆÚÇÜ ÂËÆ

ËÇÆÚÇÍÃÅÏËÒÛËÖÎÇÊËÃÑÍÎÇÆÐØÔËÒÖÃÜËÒÐÒÛÎÈÄÂÇÆËÚÆÆÎÉÒÜÚÃÔÆÉ ÐÚ
  ÑËÅÃÇÒÚÇÆÛÆÚÇÜ Í ÄÜÇÎÉÒÑÍÎÇÎÈÄ
 Ã ËÆÛÔÜÂÎÏ ÃÐÚÆÏÉÍÛÛÆÛÔÉÂÎÃÑ ÃÐÚÆÜÇÄÛÆÃÛËËÉÐÆÈÃÇ
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  ÇÍÇÆÐØÔËÒÖÃÆÇØÐÆÔÇÃÛÇÏÆËÒËÅÎÍÇÜÇÔÇÃÛÏËÎÎÍÒÏËÚÐÇÛËÒËÅÃ±Å ÐÚÃ ÐÚ
ÇÒÚÇÆÛÆÚÇÜ ÂËÆÑÍÃÇÏËÒÇÛÏËÒËÒÙÇÏËÅÚÖÒÏËÒËÒÔÆÃÚÆÎÎÇÍÚÍÐÐÇÉÙÐÆ ÐÚ
  ÑËÅÃ
ÏËËÒÇØËÙÏËÒËÒÔËÇÆÏËÚÇÆÊÆÜÂÂÐÊÐÇÏËÂÐÊÆÜÂÚÆÊÐÆÐÇÅÂÆÚÖÛÉ Ù
  ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÏËÅÚÖÒ
  ÇÍÇ ÇÍÇÏËÅÚÖÒÏËÒËÒÔÍ ÄÏÍÉÜÚÜÆÇÃÂÆÇÎÔÃÆÜÚÖÆ±Æ Ø

ÑËÂÛÂÅ ËÆÜÎÉÜÆÃÃÒÄÜÇØÐÎÄÇÒÇÛÎÚÇØËÙÐ ËÂÚÂËÃÆÎÑËÂÂÎËÐÐÅÅ ÒÎÚÇÈÉÒ
 ÜÚÉÂÔÐÛÐÜÇÇØÐÆÚÖÓÃÇÒÇÛÎÛÃÙÇÅÙÅÃÏÛÇÒÇÛÎ

ÇÜÒÇÇÍÅ±ÜÇÇØÐÆÚÖÓÎÇÜÐÅÙÆÃÏËÐÔÖ ÄÂËÃÐÛ ÊÎÉÇÐÑÇÚÍÈ ÇÒÇÛÎÃÆÔÊÜÎÂÇ
ÇÒËÂÅprecise and exactÇÛÇÚËÖÅ ÊÎÉÇÐ ÔÚÇØÐÎ ÈÉÑÇÛÎÍ ÊÎÉÇÐ ÜÎÐÃÆÐÛ
ÚÖÓÎÛËÚÇÙÐÆËÃÚÔÆÃÑÇÍÒÛÇÚËÖÆÈÑËÂÛÏËÒÇËØÃÎÙÒÚÖËÜÃÛÜÂØÇÆÃÑËËÔÎÂÒÅÑÍ
ÇÐÄÚÜÛÇÂÇÒËËÆÅÇÜÇÐÍÇÐÄÚÜÂÎÇÇÅÒÏËÚÉÂÑÍÇÐÄÚÜÑÇÃÜÑÃÂÛÏÄÆÑÍÎÇÜÇÇØÐÆ
ËÂÅÇÎÃÇÚÙÑÍÇbrief notes ÑÃÇÐÆÑÖÇÂÎÍÃ ÉÎÇÛÐÑÇÚÍÈ ÇÐÄÚÜÛÇÂ ÏÜÓ ÑÇÚÍÈ
ÊÇÎÉÏÉÎÑÇÄÍÂÎÂÎ ÒÆÎ ÈÉÑÇÛÎÃÆÎÐÆÛÇÚËÖÍÇÐÇÄÚÜÃÑÇÇËÍÂÎÑÇÃÜÑÃÂÕÂÛ
ÏËÍÇÃÒÆÚÇÐÚÖÓÇËÚÈÇÍÆÚÖÓÎÔÏËÐÇÄÚÜÃËÜÂØÐÑÍÇparboiledÇÒËËÆ
 casual, imprecise, inexact, indefiniteÜÒÇÇÍÃÊÎÉÇÐÜÎÐÃÇÛÐÜÛÆÛ

ËÒÛÆËÃÜÍÐÃÇÎËÜÃÛÆÚÃÍÆ ÚÜÍÜÎËÉÐÃÇËÛÇÅËÉÃÑ ÚÆËÚÃÅÐËÎÔÇÜÚÔÆ 
Ñ ÚÆÑÍÇ ÓÇÜÆËÚÃÅÎÍ×ÚÐÒÚÇØËÙÃÏËÚÃÅÆÎÔÚÇÈÉÂÇ ÆÊÐÎÆÖËÜÙÜÔÆ
ÂÇÆÏÜÙËÚÖÇÏÜÒËÔÊÎÍÂ È ÂÒËÐÂËÇÆ Ç ËÚÂÙÅ ÚÅÄÃÏÆËÚÆÂËÄÇÓÆÎÔÏÛÇÚËÖÃ
ÆËÆÏÆÐ ÂÚÓÉÆËÆÇÎËÂÅÜÇÛÚÅÆÎÍÇÏËÙÇÅÙÅÆÎÍÇÏËÙÇÓÖÆÎÍÇÒÎÆËÆÂÎÇÎËÂ
Õ ÍÙËÚËÉÃÂ ÆÂÇÛÃÅ ÐÎÙËÚËÉÃÏ Ð ÎÎÍÆÎÐËÜÚÜÇÂÂÅÉÂÃÃÏËÂËØÇÐ
 ÂÆÍÎÆÇÑËÅÃÇÎÎÍÒÜÇÃÃÆÎÍ ÇÍÇÏËÙÇÓÖÆÎÍÇÒÎÛËÛÇÛÍÔÎÃÂÕÅÇÚÑËÅÃ ÆØÇÐÙ
ÜÇÖÍÎÔÃÎ ÏËÚÇÖËÍÆÏÇË ÓÇÜ ÃÛÚËÖÑÍÇÆÈÐÆÈÏËÒÇÛÜÇÃÃÆÜÇÂËØÐÃÛÖ ÔÂ
ÆÐÛÏËÚÐÜ

ÏËÅËÐÎÜÜÅÐÔÆÌÛÐÆÃÎËÉÎÂÎËÉÐÉÎØËÇÆÎÔËÆ ÚÜÍÛÊÇËÅÆÑÆÍÜÍÚÃÃÏËËÓÂÇ
Î ÒÆÑÜÐÇÂÛÐÃËÎÂÇÜÇÙÙÅÈÆÎÔÜÇÅÇÆÃÇÚÃÇÏËÒÇÃÒÇÏËÚÙË

 ÇØËÚÔÐÇÇÅÃÍÐÇÚËÙÇÐ
ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
beginning of quote
“This last exposition on the Ran, however, is only according to that
which is commonly acceptedin the Yeshivos that Tosfos, the Ran,
and Rambam etc are indeed differentiating between Machteres and
Rodef. I personally do not believe that this is the intent of any of
the Rishonim. I believe the entire conversation of the Ran and
Tosfos, as well as the purported Dikdukim in the L’shonos
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HaRambam are of a different thrust and nature entirely. Please let
me explain:
the Tosfos Yom HaKipurim (Ba’al Kapos Temorim) on Yoma
82a, (pg 25 col 2 of traditional edition ) the following:
How can Tosfos differentiate and say that for others to kill
the Bo b’Machteres is only a Reshus, but a “true” Rodef is a
Chiyuv? The Gemoro (72b) itself says very specifically, in its
discussion of others being allowed/obligated to kill in order to
rescue, that the Bo b’Machters is a Rodef! The Gemoro doesn’t
say K’Rodef but Rodef. The two are identical!
What Tosfos means is, “what would have been the status, if we
would not have had both pesukim?” but now that we do have
the full complement of Pesukim, in regards to executing the
Halachic requirements, they are the same.
I believe that the Ran’s intent is also the same. In the piece of
the Ran following ours, in regards the Gemoro’s discussion
comparing Lo Saamod and v’Hasheivoso Lo, the Ran states that
one verse does not intrinsically reveal any more information than
the other, but it is m’Yituro d’Kro that exists between the 2, that
adds the sought after extra dimensions of the Halocho. It is my
belief that likewise this is the theme of the Ran’s conversation in
regards to our Pesukim as well. Each question is addressing the
point, “why do we need so many Pesukim?” And the responses are
that with one Posuk alone we would have learned out only the
minimum (Reshus, Borur etc.) but each additional Posuk allows
me to include more information and that the Pesukim in
symphony all together, reveal the one set of rules and
parameters that apply in all of the cases - Rodef, Sofek Rodef
and Machteres . I base this assertion on the following Dikdukim:
a. The Ran on the Mishna (72a) says, since the Mishna brought
the case of Machteres which is Chayov “Mishum Rodef”, it now
digresses and brings the other cases that Matzilin Oso b’Nafsho.
He says “Mishum Rodef”, – not K’mo Rodef .
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b. In the following piece, the Ran concludes, “ v’Hu sh’Hischil
b’Meriva Techila u’Bo b’Machteres Asohu HaKosuv Rodef NOT k’Rodef
c. Within the previous quoted expansion of Tosfos (73a), the Ran
says that the Bo b’Machteres is Chayov “l’Fi SheHu Rodef”
end of quote
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 Ã ÔÛÜËÚÛÜÉ Ë
 ÜÇÍÓÅÔÇÐÆÎÇÉÅ Å

 ÑÓËÅÔÅÕÓÇËÃÙÔËÇÒËÃÚÜÃËÛËÛÂÚÂ ÊËÎÛÑËËÊÛÒÍËËÂË ÚÄÆÅÇÃÍÎ

ÓÇÚËÓÚËÜÆÎÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÜÒÇÇÍÛÆ ÚÜÍÜÔÅÎÔÆÎÔÛÑÍÜËÌËÂËÜÂÎÖÒÜÇÂÚÇÒ
 ÂÚÇÓËÂÐËÛÇÚÖÂÎÏÇÛÐÂÇÆ Å ÒÃÆËÎËÉÎÍÃ ØÇËÍÇ

ÏÅÂÎÇÎÏËÚÐÇÂÑËÂÅÆÚËÃÔÆÛÔÇÔÛÖÅÉÂÛÍÆÔÇÃÙÆÍÎÆÍÑÎÂÐËËÙÂÆ 
ËÂÅÇÅ ÒÃËÚÆÇ Ç ÒÙ ÓÇ Û ÓÇ ÐÙ ÓÅ ÒÚ ÓÃ Ð)ÌÚÃÉÆÍÈËÛËÅÍÂÊÉ
  ÐÜÇÂØ ÆÔÛÃÅ ÒÚ ÓÛ Ô)ÂÇÆÔÛÇÖmolestorÆ
ÜÇÂ Æ  ÓÔ ÆÃÂ Â ÚÄÆËÖÎÂÜËËÚÇÂÅËÇÆÏËÐÓÃÙÚÇÎËÖÂÏÅÂÓÚÓÎÇ

ËÅËÐÐ ÐÑÒÃÚÅÐ ÂÎÂÇÒËÂÅÏËÚÃÇÓÇ ÏËÙÎÇÉÛËÅËÆÒÇ ÏËÒÇÚÉÂÚÂÛÇ É Í
 ÂÇÆÂÜËËÚÇÂÅÐËÂÅÇÅÆÛÔÐÃÓÚÓÎÛ ÍÇ ÑÒËÙÖÒ ÂÎÂÜËËÚÇÂÅÂÙËÖÓ

ÇÒÇÐÐÙËÈÆÎÇÂÇÃÎÇÃÉÎÇÇÜÇÙÎÆÎÙÚÂÇÆÂÚÇÓËÂÐËÛÇÚÖÂÎÚÜÇÆÛÆÐÇ

ÃÛÎÃÇÛÎÚÖÇÍÇÉÙÜÂÎÉ ÍÙ ÃÃÂÛÚÅÆÑÐÇÙÖÒÇ ÇÅÐÎÒÛÏÆÅÃÎÇÎÂÇ
ÓÚËÂËÜÇÇÉÇÇ ØÛ ÓÛ ÃËÚÃÂÃÇÆÑÍ ÆÐÛÜÇÂÃÇÐÆ ÜÇÜËËÚÃÆÑÐÑÍÇ ÇÍÇ
  Æ ÓÙ
ÇÂÆÎÃÉÐÆÅÎÇÜÇÂÆÂØÇÜÇÒËÂÇ ÂÇÆËÚÐÄÎÚÉÂÇÂÎÇÚÇÓËÂÓÇÚËÓÚÇÓËÂÇ

Æ ÚÜÍËÚÃÅËÖÎÇÂÚÇÓËÂÐËÛÇÚÖÂÎ ËÅÍÓÇÚËÓÚÇÓËÂ ÚËÜÆËÐÇ ÕËÓÇËÑÖ
 ÂÆÐÜÂÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆ ÎÛÇÜÙËÖÓÂËÆÆÐÇÌËÂ
ÚÂÛÍÓÇÚËÓÚÜÇÆÛÊÇÛÖËÂÅÇÇÄÚÆÎÂÃÆËÅËÐÇËËÉÎÔÕÅÚÒÎËØÆÎÎÃÂ

ÚÂÃÜËÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÎÛÇÜÙËÖÓ ÏÇÙÐÇÎÂÚÛËÛÖÒÎËØÆÎËÅÍÆÚÇÜËÚÇÓËÂ
 ÑÐÙÎ

ÉËÒÐÆ ÖÄ Ë ÓÃÛ ÂÚÆÂÆÅÂÚÇÓËÂÐËÛÇÚÖÂÎËÅÍÆÚËÓÐÚËÜÆËÐÅÇÔÇ 
ÙÚÆ ÚÜÍÚËÍÈÆÛ Ä Ë ÔÓÂ ÍÜ ÓÐ ÉÔ ÛÇÚÇÊÃÆÍÎÆÎÇËÚÃÅÂÃÇÆÛ
ÅËÃÆÚËÓÐËÚÆÇÎËÔÎÚÍÈÒÍÂÚÇÓËÂÐËÛÇÚÖÂÎËÅÍÎÇÃÉÎÇÜÇÍÆÎÚËÜÆ
ÙËÈÐÇÎÃÇÉÉ Ö Ï ÃÐÚÆÑÇÛÎÇÎÂËÚÆÇÇÃÎÇÃÉÎÐÆÃÚÆÚÇÐÉÚÜÇËÏ ÇÍÔ
ÇÎËÖÂÇ ÇÍÇÏ ÇÍÔÅËÃÎÂÚÛË Î ÚÇÓÐÎÚÇÓÂ Ê ÔÓÉ ÖÛÐ É Ô ÛÆÇ Ê Æ
  ÇÍÇÜÇÚËÃÔÎÔÃÇÔÛÚÆËÆ
ÂÚÇÓËÂÐ ËÛÇÚÖÂÎÏÂÇÏ ÇÍÔÎÚÇÓÐÎÚËÜÆÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÅ ÒÃËÚÆÇ

 ÆÈÇÎÑËÒÐ
Ï ÇÍÔÅËÃÆÚËÓÐÚÜÇÆÛËÂÅÇÇÄÚÆÎÂÃÆËÅËÐÇËËÉÎÔÕÅÚÒÎËØÆÎÎÃÂ

 ÑÐÙÎÔ ÔÇÇÛÖÒÃÕÂÇÎËØÆÎÑÜËÒËÚÆÛ
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ÃËÛËÎÂÛ ËÚÄÆ ËÚÃÅÍ Â ÔÛÜÜÒÛÃ Ã ÛÐ ÚÄÆÜÒÇÇÍÛÓËÐÔÆÎÑËÂÇ
Û ËÚÄÆÑÚÐÑËÃÇÑÆÍÖ ÛÚÄÆ ÑËÃÊ ÇÛÆÜÔÛÃÛ Å ÓÛÜÜÒÛÐÇÜÃÇÛÜÃ
ÆÐÛÛ ÇÎÂÜÇÎËÎÔË ÔÆÛÔÒÛÙÈËÆÆÕÙÇÜÇÚÐÇÉ ÎÍÑËËÅÔÆÎÄÜÒÂÎÃËÛËÎÂ
ÚÅÄÚÇÅÄÎ ÚÇÅÇÚÇÅÎÍÃÛÎÂÚÛËËÐÍÉÎÉÍÛËÛÏÎÇÔÑÇÙËÜÏÇÛÐ ÙÚÚËÜÆ
 ÛÇÒÔÎÚÜÇÆÑÍÎÇ ÇÍÇ×ÚÖÃÅÇÐÔÎÇ
ÇÐÛÃÙÜÔÇÆÛÜÇÒÇÛÎÐÚÇÚÃËÚÆÛÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆËÚÃÅÎÏÆËÚÃÅÜÇÇÛÆÎÂ ÂÇ
ÑËÅÐÂÎÇÇËÎÔÇÜÂ ÕÅÇÚÐ ÆÚËÐÛ ÑËÅÐÛÑÐÎËÓË ÚÄÆÐ ÑÍÇÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÎÛ
  ×ÚÖÃÆÅËÐÔÇÏÎÇÔÑÇÙËÜÇÏËÛÒÇÔ

ÚÇÓÂÇÏÎÇÔÃÜÇÛÚÏÇÛÑËÂÚÇÚÃÇËÂÅÇÕÅÇÚÎÕÂÛÅÂÐÏÓÚÇÖÐÇÚÇÚÃÚÃÅ 
ÜÇÉÖÇÂÇËÚÃÂÐ ÂÃ ÚÉÂÑÖÇÂÃÕÅÚÒÆÎËØÆÎÚÛÖÂÌÂÏÂÇÄÚÆÎÊÎÉÆÃ
ÇÍÇ
Ë ÔÛÅ ÒÃÛÑÇËÍÐÂÆÅÓÇÚËÓËÃÄÎÎ ÒÆÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆËÚÃÅÚÂÃÜÐÂÎËÐÐÇ
ÏÛÇÒÐÐÙÎÜÓÐÇÒËÂÐ ÐÇÆÈÕÅÇÚÄÇÚÆÎÚÇÓÂÏËÖÅÚÒÆÏËÎËØÐÓÇÚËÓ
Ð ÐÂÇÆÕÅÇÚÎÛÇËÚÃÂÐ ÂÃÕÅÚÒÆÎËØÆÎÚÛÖÂÛÕÅÇÚÇÆËÚÆÂÎÂÕÅÇÚ
ÎÛÇÜÇÙËÖÓÑËÔÍÇ ÂÖËÅÔÈ ÆÐÈÃÜÇÂÍÚÔÎÆÚËÓÐËÎÇÂÅÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÙÖÜÓÐ
ÆËÆËÍ ÄÓÇÚËÓÆÑÍÎÇ ÚÛÎÇÚÓÐÎÇÂÆÍÐÎÛÇÅË×ÇÙÎÙÚÇÃÈÚËÐÏ ÚÆÐ
ÕÅÇÚÑËÅÆÇÏÛÆÂÇÆÆÚËÓÐÆÑËÃÓÇÚËÓÆÑËÃÇÎÂÎÍÎ ÚËÜÐ ÆÐ ÐÇÚÇÓÂ
 ÕÅÚÒÆÎËØÆÎËÅÍÏËÛÔÐÃÊÇÔËÐÆÇÜÇÉÖÆÆÐÙÚÇÌÂÑÇËÅÆÇÇËÎÔÛ
 
ÂËÃÆÛÆÐ Å ÒÎÏÙËÉÂÑÃÆËÎÅÄÜËÄÇÓÎÍÐÆËÂÚÏÇÛÑËÂÍ ÄÆÈËÖÎÔÇ
ÕÇÓÃÂËÃÆÛÆ ÚÜÍËÚÃÅ ÌÇÒËÉÜÉÒÐÆÎÑÍÇ ÑÇÚÉÂÆÇÃÜÍÐÜÎËÉÜÃÆ ÚÜÍ
  ÃÒÃ
ÅÇÔÇ ÄÂ ÐÇÆËÐÚË ÂÚÙÃÚÂÇÃÐÍÇÚÈÇÔÃÏËÅÛÍÎËÉÆËÎÅÄÎÇÎÆËÆËÚÆÛ
ËÎÍÏÆËÎÔÚËÂÛÆÆÐÎÇÇËÛÒÂÇÎÂÔÐÛËÏÔÇÅÃÎÎÍÂÆÐÎ ÏËÒÖÇÂÆÃÚÆ
ËÛÒÂÐÑÍÇÏÒÇËÈËÎÍÃÏËÅÛÍÆÎËÉÐÆÅÇÔÓÆÚÅÉÃÅËÐÔÆÂÎÆÐÎÇÏÒËËÈ
ÕÂÔÇÄÖÎËÎÃÇÐØÔÎËØÆÎ ÜÇØÔÅÇÔÇÅÇÔÇÇÜÔËËÓÃÛÏËÅÇÆËÆÎÛÆÐÉÎÐÆ
ÑÃÑÒÉÇËÎÔÚÓÂÛÍÅÂÐÙÅØÑÍÃÇÆËÒÜÒÑÃÎÂÔÐÛËÎÛÇÛÂÚÃ ÂÆÚÔÛÃ
ÂÎÛ ÔÚÆÑÇÛÎÆÎÃÙÐÆËÆÏÂÇÎËÖÂ È ÊÇ ÊÐÏÛ ÎÂÔÐÛËÎÄÇÚÆÎÉÚÙ
ÆÎÐÆÑÃÇÐÂÇÎÐÃÕÅÇÚÑËÅÇÎÛËÇÛÐÐÇÛÖÒÕÅÇÚÎÂÔÐÛËÛÃÇÛÉËÇ ÑËÅÍ
ÚÇÓÂÆËÆËÚÆÛÑÒÉÇËÎÛÆÂÍÆÜØÔË ÛÚÊËÐÛÆÑÍÎÇÇÄÚÆÎÚÇÓÂÆËÆÐ Ð
ÌÂÇÒËÂËÛÇÛÉÎÇÂËÎÇÃÙÎ ÐÄÆÑÇËÅÎÍÇÇÊÇÛÖÍÛÐÐÔÚÆÑÇÛÎÆÎÃËÙÇÎËÖÂ
 Ë ÛÚÙÅÙÅÛÇÐÍ ÌÄÚÆÎÂÃÎÂÔÐÛËÛËÜÔÐÛ ÙÎÉÎÔÙÚÇ
ÇÎËÖÂÇÕÅÇÚÍÕÅÇÚÙÖÓÅËÆÒÅÌÇÒËÉÜÉÒÐÆÑÇËÅÎÜÇÍËËÛÏÇÛÆÈÃÑËÂÑÍÎÇ
ÎËØÆÎÚÛÖÂÛÑÇËÍÐÅÚÇÚÃÇËÂÅÇÕÅÇÚÐÎÇÅÄÏÒËÂÐ ÐÕÅÇÚÍÕÅÇÚÛÛÉ
É ÉÆËÚÃÅÍ ÛÇËÃÇÂÆÔÚÏÇÛ ÇÎÜÇÛÔÎÚÇÓÂËÂÅÇÃÚÉÂÑÖÇÂÃÚÇÐÛÎÇ
 ÚÉÂÑÖÇÂÃÎËØÆÎÚÛÖÂËÚÆÛËÂÅÇÕÅÇÚÆËÆÇÎËÖÂ
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ÜÇÉÖÆÛÂËÆÂÅÃÇÔÆÛ ÕÅÇÚÛÛÉÃÇÂËÂÅÇÕÅÇÚÃ ÜÇÂËØÐÚËËÇØËÇÎÇ
ÚÉÂÆÔÚÏÇÛÇÂÕÅÇÚÆÜÂÛËËÃÎÂÇÆÕÅÚÒÆÚÇÐÛÎÇÎËØÆÎËÅÍÊÇÔËÐÆÇ
ÆÛÔÐÃÇÅËÐÕÅÚÒÆÎËØÆÎÏËÃËËÉÛÕÅÇÚÎÛÇÃÇËÉÆÈËÚÆÛÇÜÇÛÔÎÃËËÉËÂÅÇ
 ÇÎËØÆÎÙËÖÓÐÛÜÇÉÖËÍÆ

ÇÐØÔÚÇÐÛÎÇÛÇÛÉÎÇÎÆËÆÆËÎÅÄÛÔËØÐËÚÆÛÇÐØÔÉ ÉÆËÚÃÅÐÉÍÇÐÑÍÇ
ÚÇÐÛÒÍ ÔÆÔÚÇÒËÎÔÃÛÇÉÂÇÆÛÏËÚÐÇÂËÜÔÐÛ ÏÎÇÍÎÅËÄËÛË ÔÇËÛÒÂÇ
ÔÚÈÐÆÅÇÆËÜÇÍÎÐÃÃÇÛÉÚÛÎÎÇÅÄÛÇËÃÆÈÃÛËËÂÅÇÛ ÇÒÐÐÇÒËÐØÔÜÂ
ÇÆËÐÚËÅÇÅÜÅÇØÐ Ô ÇÐÔÎÑÐÂÒÏÛÇÎÆËÆÛÆËÒÜÒÑÃÎÂÔÐÛËÍÆÍÇÎÐÆ
ÅÚÇÐÇÅÄÇÃÍÃÛÉÜËÇÎÂÏËÚÇÃËÅÚÐÂËÛÆËÎÅÄÎÉ ÉÆÜÔØÆË ÔÇ ÂÂ Ð
ËÜÃÜÍÛÜÇÔØÆÆÛÚÐÇÂËÜËËÆÂÒËÖÜÓÐÅËÎÇÎÇ ÆÈÐÎÇÅÄÛÇËÃÌÎÑËÂÊÔÐÍ
ÆËÆËÉ ÉÆÜÔØÆÂÎËÐÐÇÏËÛËËÃÜÐÍ ÍÏÒËÂÇÏÚÐÛÎÏËÙËÖÓÐÍ ÄÆÎÔÐÎ
  ÜÇÛÔÎÚÇÓÂ

 ÇÐÇÎÛÛÙÃÐÇÇØËÚÔÐÇÅÃÍÐ
 ÑÆÍÆÔÛÇÆËÓÉÒËÖ
Ä Ö ÓÆÔÃÛÜÎÉÒÆÜÇÃÇÛÜÜÔÅÎÔÌÇÐÓÎÆØÚÃ ÛÐ ÚÄÆÛÜÇÉÅÎÑËÂÇ PS
ËÅÍÂÊÉÑÒËÚÐÂÏËÐÔÖÎÆÔËÛÖÃÇÎËÖÂÅ ÆÙ ÓÆ Û ÓÉ ÂÃÊËÆÚÂÃÃÏËÂÃÇÐÆ
Ã ÐÆÕÂÇÇ Û ÓÕÇÓ ÔÚ ÂÆË ÔÆÍÎÆÐÜËÉÅÒÛ ÒÆÜÊËÛÂÂÆÅÌÚÃÉÜÇÍÈÎ
ÚÃÇÓÇÐØÔÛ ÒÆÅÚÜÇËÅÇÔÇÙÉÅÆÜÔÛÃÇËÎÔÌÇÐÓÎÇÚËÍÈÆÂÎÕÂËÚÐÄÎÇÊËÐÛÆ
 ÇËÚÃÅÌÇÜÃÛ ÔÕÇÄÆÜÒÍÓÍËÒÉÇÚÛÖÒÎÆÒÍÓÅ
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RABBI YEHOSHUA KAGANOFF
kaganoff@juno.com
Rabbi Pinchos Lipschutz, Publisher/Editor
Yated Ne’eman
53 Olympia Lane
Monsey, NY 10952
28 Nisan, 5769
22 April, ‘09
Dear Rabbi Lipschutz,
I am sure that you have been inundated with letters in response to
your Editor’s View article “Lifting the Veil of Silence” in the 2
Nisan issue of Yated; but I am Davening very intensely that my
message should not be lost in the din of the deluge.
Perhaps you may remember me. I had contacted you about 8 years
ago concerning advertising and publicity for the then recently
opened drug rehab for frum kids. It was under the direction and
auspices of Rabbi Dr. Avrohom Shia Twerski. It was called The
Yatzkan Center (It has now metamorphosed and for all practical
purposes it is now, de facto, defunct). Our request for publicity and
advertising space, at that time was denied. I even spoke to Gedolim
to override your decision but as your recent article indicated, that
was not the Daas Torah at that time.
I am not writing here to gloat, Cholila voChas, but rather in a spirit
of once again attempting to make my Hishtadlus in sharing the
latest findings on these matters. It would be a shame and only
further add insult to injury, if our community would still lag 8-10
years behind, in guiding these unfortunate victims of molestation
and abuse in getting the help and assistance that they so sorely
need.
Your article was very poignant and meaningful. And you deserve
many accolades and kudos on articulating such difficult
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information and the reversal of attitude and policy with such
sensitivity and aplomb. I am in a certain sense gratified by this
“coming out of the closet”.
However, one aspect of the information that was presented caused
me concern. There were two sentences that are woefully
inaccurate, even though, they are, unfortunately, maintained as
operational by too many so-called experts in the field. I speak
about cutting edge research that has surfaced in the last 2-3 years.
The troubling statements are underlined below:
“The overwhelming majority of survivors suffer in silence, unless
they are lucky enough to endure agonizing, arduous, expensive
therapy. However, even a lifetime of therapy doesn’t ensure that
the victim can ever be fully healthy again. Not every young victim’s
psyche can be healed.”

I too believed these statements to be true until a year ago. However
these statements are only accurate if one chooses to ignore the
most recent research.
Since learning of the newest findings last spring, I have
substantially modified my activities as a pastoral counselor in this
field. Since then I have referred 1-2 people weekly for therapy
consistent with this new data and the results have been no less than
astounding. People who have suffered for 20-30 years and more
and have been through many, many therapists (10+) have
experienced soothing and healing in a manner that they have never
experienced before. This therapy is not new; but it has for the most
part been rejected by the New York Metro Therapy Establishment.
All of these phenomena will be explained in more detail below:
Trauma therapy done correctly is absolutely not “agonizing”.
Moreover, even though trauma therapy, depending on many factors
outlined below, can often be prolonged; it is very much shortened
by some of these new therapies.
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I, for one, have voted with Dr. Bessel Van der Kolk, one of the
leading world experts in trauma and its treatment. I quote:
“If I have a choice between –
Looking professional in my administration of treatment and the
patient will take years to heal - if at all; And in the process line
my pockets with lots of money at the client’s expense; OR
I can use a procedure which may leave me looking less than fully
professional and expert; But the patient will show improvement
and relief in a more reasonable time frame; Hey!! I vote for the clients’ welfare and not for my own ego and
income!“
And as a result of my following Dr. van der Kolk’s advice, I have
seen many people, former clients’ of mine, turn around their lives.
This treatment methodology is in wide spread use in Eretz Yisroel.
When you hear in a news report that as a result of a terror attack,
someone was treated ‘for severe emotional trauma’ and released,
this is therapeutic modality that they are referring to.
My sole purpose and intent in communicating is to strongly urge
you that in your stating of the new public position adopted by the
Chareidi community (The Gedolim) that you should disseminate
up-to-date information. I am hopeful that my attempts will be more
successful this time that they were 8 years ago; Even if not, I can,
at least, come before Hashem with a clear conscience that I tried to
bring this healing to the attention of the “Powers That Be”.
Yodai Lo Shofchu es HaDam HaZeh.
I would like to elaborate upon some of my above statements:
3- I have attached (pg 416) an article that published (Science
News, Vol. 168 #10, Sept 3, 2005 pgs.155-163) the
findings of the most current medical research. MRI brain
scan studies have proven that there are physiological
changes in the brain function of these afflicted people. By
the way I have shared, within the past year, with Rav
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Yisroel Belsky, Shlita (Torah v’Daas, Camp Agudah, OU
Kashrus) and Rav Dovid Cohen, Shlita (G’vul Yaavetz,
Brooklyn, Ohel, Nefesh) this article and they responded to
me that they found it very informative and enlightening.
The Halachic and Hashkafic consequence is that to assert
that addictive behaviors are just bad midos or Ta’avos is
contrary to these findings and that, quite to the contrary,
those afflicted are truly Cholim; in most cases, if left
untreated SheYesh Bo Sakana.
4- Even more recently (November ’07), Dr. Bessel Van der
Kolk presented more updated research at a Nefesh
Professional Training to 130 attendees in Manhattan. (The
2 CD or cassette tape set recording, which I received a little
more than a year ago, of his presentation is available for
$25 plus $2 for shipping by contacting Umlas at 718-2525274 or zalmanumlas@netzero.net.) His most salient point
- that the MRI research demonstrates that the part of the
brain effected by trauma is NOT amenable to rational or
cognitive modification but that ONLY non-cognitive
therapies will be effective. Primary among this genre of
therapy that he recommended highly was “EMDR”. I am
attaching a short article describing this type of therapy
(www.emdr.com/briefdes.htm) and also a flyer re: a
training in Eretz Yisroel about an outgrowth of EMDR
called “Brainspotting” – (www.biolateral.com) also based
on the principle of bilateral stimulation of the brain (the
basis of EMDR). EMDR and the other neurobiologically
based therapies like Somatic Experiencing, Mindfulness,
and IFS (Internal Family Systems Model) address the needs
of the patients in ways that have never been used before in
psychotherapy.
3- The factors which influence the length of therapy include
the developmental age at which the trauma (s) occurred; the
severity of the trauma; the resilience and resources of the
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client; the client’s current circumstances; and the presence
of other psycho-emotional disorders.
If this is a “single incident” trauma such as surviving a
terrorist attack or a car accident, it can usually be resolved
very quickly. But, if we are dealing with ongoing childhood
abuse in which the client has developed a dissociative
disorder, then the treatment takes much longer.
Unfortunately the overwhelming majority of Mental Health
professionals in the USA in general and NY metro area in
particular, are burdened in this area by misunderstanding
and resistance. This is due to the fact that the attitudes,
protocols, policies and training of the Mental Health field
are predicated on their “bible” – The Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (“DSM
IV”).
The most critical problem is that most of current research
data and efficacious treatment modalities for trauma and its
aftermath postdate the publication of the DSM IV which
was in ’94.
Moreover, please see the attached articles from US News
and World Report
(http://www.usnews.com/articles/health/2007/12/20/whosbehind-the-bible-of-mental-illness.html)
and
from
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/12/ff_dsmv/all/1
that adequately describe the bias and prejudice upon which
the DSM IV was developed and the DSM V is being
developed. Consequently, the attitudes, information and
treatment modalities upon which Mental Health
professionals have been operating are based on data that is
far from rigorously honest and therefore even at its moment
of publication was undependable and unreliable.
Consequently, unless a mental health professional has
especially studied and experienced the most recent up-todate research-based Trauma training and appropriate-
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therapy training, he or she are totally incapable of making
any judgment call or giving any guidance concerning
trauma and the recovery therefrom. In fact, if someone is
not trained in the current trauma therapies they can at best
maintain the status quo and at worst be harmful.
So I write to beg of you to utilize your platform, K’Chochmosecha,
to overcome the resistance that exists in significant parts of our
community by disseminating up-to-date information and to raise
awareness of the needed retraining by our professionals so that so
much unnecessary suffering can be avoided and alleviated.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Please feel free to contact me for any clarification or comment.
Tizku L’Mitzvos Rabbos!
Bichvod Rav,
Yehoshua Kaganoff
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Abstract
Objective: This study assesses the relationship of childhood sexual abuse (CSA)
to nine other categories of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), including
childhood abuse, neglect, and multiple types of household dysfunction.
Methods: Retrospective cohort study data were collected from 17,337 adult
health plan members who responded to a survey questionnaire. Regression
models adjusted for age, race, and education were used to estimate the strength
of the association of CSA to each of the other nine ACEs and a graded
relationship between measures of the severity of CSA and the number of other
ACEs (ACE score).
Results: CSA was reported by 25% of women and 16% of men. In comparison
with persons who were not exposed to CSA, the likelihood of experiencing each
category of ACE increased 2- to 3.4-fold for women and 1.6- to 2.5-fold for men
(p < .05). The adjusted mean ACE score showed a significant positive graded
relationship to the severity, duration, and frequency of CSA and an inverse
relationship to age at first occurrence of CSA (p < .01).
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Conclusions: CSA is strongly associated with experiencing multiple other
forms of ACEs. The strength of this association appears to increase as the
measures of severity of the CSA increases. The understanding of the
interrelatedness of CSA with multiple ACEs should be considered in the design
of studies, treatment, and programs to prevent CSA as well as other forms of
ACEs.
© 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Child abuse; Sexual; Child neglect; Household dysfunction

Introduction
Childhood sexual abuse (CSA) is a major public health concern because it
increases the risk of a wide range of subsequent behavior problems, mental
health disorders and adjustment difficulties in childhood as well as the serious
long-term sequelae in adult life. Although most CSA goes unreported
(Leventhal, 1998; Smith et al., 2000), in 1997, about 130,000 children were
identified as victims of substantiated CSA (US Department of Health and
Human Services, 1999). In the last two decades, epidemiologic studies of CSA
and its adverse effects on human health have received broad attention
(Beitchman et al., 1992; Bensley, van Enwyk, & Simmons, 2000; Finkelhor,
Hotaling, Lewis, & Smith, 1990; Fleming, Mullen, Sibthorpe, & Bammer,
1999; Leventhal, 1998; Molnar, Buka, & Kessler, 2001; Neumann, Houskamp,
Pollock, & Briere, 1996).
Most CSA studies have focused on the CSA experience alone. In the 1980s,
however, Finkelhor and his colleagues pointed out that it is possible that the
long-term effects of CSA are not solely a function of the sexual abuse but
include other pathological elements, such as psychological abuse, neglect, or
family disorganization (Finkelhor, Araji, Baron, Peter, & Wyatt, 1986). Thus,
simplistic, single-factor approaches to predicting abuse (including CSA) and
neglect are incorrect because they do not address the complicity of the events
and their multiple determinants and modifiers (Sedlak, 1997).
In the past decade, an increasing number of studies have reported that children
exposed to CSA were also physically and emotionally abused (Fergusson &
Mullen, 1999; Finkelhor & Dziuba-Leatherman, 1994; Fleming, Mullen, &
Bammer, 1997; Madu & Peltzer, 2000; Mullen, Martin, Anderson, Romans, &
Herbison, 1996). In addition, psychological disorders and other complicating
problems in adulthood have been linked to CSA (Beitchman et al., 1992; Davis
& Petretic-Jackson, 2000; Fleming et al., 1999; Molnar et al., 2001; Mullen et
al., 1996; Neumann et al., 1996).
In a study of the impact of CSA on its victims, Burkhart and Fromuth (1996)
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found an association of CSA with other forms of interpersonal violence in
adulthood. Children who have been neglected, have a parent with a problem of
alcohol abuse, or have a battered mother have been reported to be at
significantly increased risk of CSA (Dube, Anda, Felitti, Croft, et al., 2001;
Finkelhor, Moore, Hamby, & Straus, 1997; Fleming et al., 1999; Vogeltanz et
al., 1999).
Previous reports from the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study are
consistent with the assertion of Finkelhor et al. (1986) that the effects of CSA
need to be considered in concert with other traumatic or developmentally
disabling exposures. Such Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) are a complex
set of highly interrelated experiences (Anda et al., 1999; Felitti et al., 1998). In
fact, where multiple ACEs were considered, strong graded relationships to many
health-related problems, such as smoking, adult alcohol problems, unintended
pregnancies, sexually transmitted diseases, and suicide attempts, as well as to
leading causes of death in the United States have been reported (Anda et al.,
1999; Dietz et al., 1999; Dube, Anda, Felitti, Chapman, et al., 2001; Dube,
Anda, Felitti, Croft, et al., 2001; Dube, Anda, Felitti, Edwards, & Croft, 2002;
Felitti et al., 1998; Hillis, Anda, Felitti, Nordenberg, & Marchbanks, 2000).
In this paper, we used data from the ACE Study to provide a detailed description
of the relationship between CSA and nine other forms of ACEs. Specifically, we
quantified the strength of the associations between CSA and exposure to
childhood emotional or physical abuse, emotional or physical neglect, and
multiple forms of household dysfunction, including having a battered mother,
substance abusing, mentally ill, or criminal household members, and parental
separation or divorce. In addition, we tested for a graded relationship between
characteristics that may indicate the severity of the CSA (type of sexual contact,
perpetrators' relationship, frequency and duration of CSA) and the number of
other ACEs. We assessed these interrelationships to identify factors that may
contribute to the apparent negative long-term effects of growing up with CSA,
and to highlight circumstances that may increase the likelihood of experiencing
multiple ACEs which may provide directions for the development of prevention
and intervention strategies.
Methods:
The data were collected as a portion of the ACE Study, a collaboration between
Kaiser Permanente (San Diego, CA) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia. The overall objective of this study is to evaluate
the association of numerous, interrelated ACEs to a wide variety of health
behaviors and health conditions that are of national importance. A more
complete description of methods for the ACE Study has been published
elsewhere (Felitti et al., 1998). The study was approved by the institutional review boards of Kaiser Permanente, and the Office of Protection from Research
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Risks at the National Institutes of Health. Potential participants received letters
that accompanied the ACE study questionnaire, informing them that their
participation was voluntary, and their answers would be held in strictest
confidence, and would never become part of their medical records.
Study sample selection and data collection
The study population included adult members of the Kaiser Health Plan who
received a standardized medical and biopsychosocial examination at Kaiser's
Health Appraisal Center in San Diego, CA. Kaiser is a large health maintenance
organization (HMO) whose subscribers represent a broad range of the general
population. Each year more than 50,000 members receive such an examination,
and in any 4-year period, 81 % of adult members have received it. The ACE
study consisted of two survey waves (Wave I and Wave II). The sample for
Wave I was drawn from 13,494 members who received an evaluation at the
Health Appraisal Center between August 1995 and March 1996; the Wave II
sample was drawn from 13,330 members who received their evaluations
between June and October 1997. The primary purpose of the evaluation is to
perform a complete health assessment rather than provide symptom- or illnessbased care. The response rate was 70% (n = 9,508) for Wave I and 65% (n =
8,667) for Wave II, which resulted in an overall response rate of 68% (18,1751
26,824).
The ACE questionnaire was mailed to members two weeks after their evaluation
and contained detailed questions about childhood abuse (sexual, emotional or
physical), neglect (emotional or physical), growing up with family and
household dysfunction (domestic violence, parental separation or divorce,
mental illness, substance abuse, or crime) as well as information about healthrelated behaviors from adolescence to adulthood. The Wave II questionnaire
added questions about emotional and physical neglect and to obtain more
thorough information about health topics shown to be important during the
analysis of Wave I data (Dietz et al., 1999; Felitti et al., 1998).
Assessment of representativeness, and response or reporting bias
As part of the Wave I study design, the standardized health examination data
were abstracted for both respondents and nonrespondents to the ACE Study
questionnaire; this enable a detailed assessment of the study population in terms
of possible bias in demographic characteristics and health-related issues
(Edwards et al., 2001). Although nonrespondents tended to be younger, less
educated, or from racial/ethnic minority groups, the probabilities of both
psychosocial and health problems were remarkably similar between respondents
and nonrespondents after controlling for demographic differences.
In addition, assessment of the strength of the relationships between CSA and
numerous health behaviors, diseases, and psychosocial problems showed that
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their strength was virtually identical for respondents and nonrespondents
(Edwards et al., 2001). Thus, there was no evidence that respondents were
biased toward attributing their health problems to childhood experiences such as
sexual abuse (Edwards et al., 2001).
Definition of childhood sexual abuse
CSA was assessed using four questions adapted from Wyatt (1985) that assessed
the progression in severity of sexual contact from fondling to attempted and
completed penetration. The subjects were asked whether an adult, relative,
family friend, or stranger who was at least 5 years older than themselves had
ever (1) touched or fondled their body in a sexual way, (2) had them touch
his/her body in a sexual way, (3) attempted to have any type of sexual
intercourse with them (oral, anal, or vaginal), or (4) actually had any type of
sexual intercourse with them (oral, anal, or vaginal). Subjects were classified as
sexually abused during childhood if they responded affirmatively to anyone of
these four questions and were 18 years of age or younger when the abuse
occurred.
For each of the four questions about CSA, persons who responded yes were
asked to provide further information, including age at the first occurrence of the
abuse, the number of times it occurred, the relationship of the perpetrator to the
respondent, and whether force or coercion was employed.
Definitions of other forms of ACEs
All questions about ACEs referred to the respondents' first 18 years of life. To
assess emotional and physical neglect we used the Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein et al., 1994), which is scored on a Likert scale
(1-5) (response categories of never true, rarely true, sometimes true, often true
and very often true). Some items from the CTQ were reverse-scored to reflect
the framing of the question (Bernstein et al., 1994). Questions used to define
emotional and physical abuse and growing up with a battered mother were
adapted from the Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS; Straus & Gelles, 1990) with the
response categories of never, once or twice, sometimes, often, or very often.
Emotional abuse. Participant were defined as being emotionally abused during
childhood if they responded often or very often to either of the following two
questions: "How often did a parent, stepparent, or adult living in your home
swear at you, insult you, or put you down?" and "How often did a parent,
stepparent, or adult living in your home act in a way that made you afraid that
you might be physically hurt?"
Physical abuse. Two questions were used to ascertain childhood physical abuse:
"Sometimes parents or other adults hurt children. While you were growing up,
that is, in your first 18 years of life, how often did a parent, stepparent, or adult
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living in your home (1) push, grab, slap, or throw something at you? or (2) hit
you so hard that you had marks or were injured?" A respondent was defined as
being physically abused if the response was either often or very often to the first
question or sometimes, often, or very often to the second.
Emotional neglect. To measure emotional neglect, five questions were used: (1)
"There was someone in my family who helped me feel important or special." (2)
"I felt loved." (3) "People in my family looked out for each other." (4) "People
in my family felt close to each other." (5) "My family was a source of strength
and support." For each respondent all responses were reverse-scored and
summed to determine the CTQ clinical scales. A respondent with a score of >
15 (moderate to extreme) was defined as having experienced emotional neglect.
This information was available only in Wave II data.
Physical neglect. To determine physical neglect, response to five statements
were requested: (1) "I didn't have enough to eat." (2) "I knew there was someone
there to take care of me and protect me." (3) "My parents were too drunk or too
high to take care of me." (4) "I had to wear dirty clothes." (5) "There was
someone to take me to the doctor if I needed it." Responses to all five items
were scored and summed for each respondent. Questions 2 and 5 were reversescored. A respondent with a score or > 10 (moderate to extreme) was defined as
having experienced physical neglect. This information was collected only in
survey Wave II.
Battered mother. We used four questions from the CTS to consider childhood
exposure to a battered mother, all of them preceded by the following statement:
"Sometimes physical blows occur between parents. While you were growing up
in your first 18 years of life, how often did your father (or stepfather) or mother's
boyfriend do any of these things to your mother (or stepmother): (1) push, grab,
slap, or throw something at her, (2) kick, bite, hit her with a fist, or hit her with
something hard, (3) repeatedly hit her for at least a few minutes, or (4) threaten
her with a knife or gun, or use a knife or gun to hurt her?" A response of
sometimes, often, or very often to at least one of the first two questions or any
response other than never to at least one of the third and fourth questions defined
a respondent as having had a battered mother.
Household substance abuse. Two questions were used to determine whether
respondents, during their childhood, lived with a problem drinker or alcoholic
(Schoenborn, 1991) or anyone who used street drugs.
Mental illness in household. A respondent was defined as being exposed to
mental illness if anyone in the household was depressed or mentally ill or had
attempted suicide during the respondent's childhood.
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Parental separation or divorce. This adverse experience was defined as an
affirmative response to the question "Were your parents ever separated or
divorced?"
Criminal household member. The respondent was defined as having childhood
exposure to a criminal household member if anyone in the household had gone
to prison during the respondent's childhood.
Exclusions from the study cohort
Given the many thousands of persons seen at the Health Appraisal Center, it was
inevitable that some respondents underwent examinations during both waves (n
= 754). Thus, the unduplicated number of respondents was 17,421. After the
exclusion of 17 respondents due to missing information about race and 67 due to
missing information about education, the final study sample included 95% of the
respondents (17,337118,175); (Wave 1= 8,708, Wave 11=8,629).
Statistical analysis
Adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were obtained
from multivariate logistic regression models that estimated the associations
between CSA and each of the other nine categories of ACE. The ACE score was
calculated by summing the number of ACEs (except CSA) reported for each
respondent (range: 0-9). Adjusted mean ACE scores by indicators of severity of
CSA were obtained using a multiple linear regression. Covariates in all models
included age at time of the study, sex, race (other vs. White), and education
(high school diploma, some college, or college graduate vs. less than high
school).
Persons with incomplete information about an ACE (n = 172; 1% of
respondents) were considered not to have had that experience. Theoretically, this
exclusion would result in conservative estimates of the relationships between
CSA and ACEs, because persons who had potentially been exposed to an
experience would always be misclassified as unexposed. To assess this potential
effect, we repeated our analyses after excluding any respondent with missing
information on anyone of the ACEs but found no differences in the final results.
Results:
Characteristics of the study population
The study population included 9,367 (54%) women and 7,970 (46%) men. The
mean age (± standard deviation) was 55 (± 15.7) years for women and 57 (±
14.6) years for men (data not shown). Percentage for women and men for other
variables were white race, 73% and 76%; college graduate, 35% and 45%; some
college education, 37% and 34%; and not a high school graduate, 8% and 6%.
Prevalence and characteristics of CSA
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Overall, 21% of respondents reported being sexually abused during their
childhood (25% of women and 16% of men) (Table 1). By each categories of
ACE, women had a higher prevalence than men for all but physical abuse and
physical neglect (Table 1).
The mean age (in years, ± standard deviation) at the onset of sexual abuse was
10.2 (± 4.2), with the age of onset for female victims younger (9.3 ± 3.9 years)
than for males (11.3 ± 3.9 years). Among 1,523 CSA victims who responded to
the question about their relationship with the perpetrator, 34% described the
perpetrator as someone (a relative or non-relative) who lived in their home.
CSA and the likelihood of other types of ACEs
We found strong relationships between CSA and each of the other nine ACEs.
Overall, for each category, the presence of CSA increased the likelihood of
experiencing the ACE significantly, with ORs of 2.0 to 3.4 for women and 1.6 to
2.5 for men (Table 2). The association was highest for emotional abuse, with
physical abuse, physical neglect, and having a battered mother during childhood
also having strong associations (Table 2).
CSA and the ACE score
Because the prevalence of the ACE Score is not substantially different for men
and women (Dube et al., 2001), we present the distribution of unadjusted ACE
scores for men and women combined. As revealed in Figure 1, the distribution
of the ACE score differed remarkably by a history of CSA. The prevalence of 0
ACEs was 22% for respondents who had CSA versus 41% for those who had
not; the prevalence of > 4 ACEs was 29% and 10% for persons who had
experienced and who had not experienced CSA, respectively (Figure 1).
The adjusted mean ACE scores for persons who had and had not experienced
CSA were 2.5 and 1.3, respectively (p < .0001). We also found a statistically
significant graded relationship between the indicators of the severity ofCSA and
the adjusted mean ACE score (p < .01) for all indicators of severity (Table 3).
This graded relationship did not differ for men and women.
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Table 1
Prevalence of childhood sexual abuse and other adverse childhood experiences
by gender
Category of ACE

Childhood sexual abuse

Prevalence (%)
Women (n = 9,367)

Men (n = 7,970)

Total (n = 17,737)

24.7

16.0

20.7

Other adverse childhood experiences
Abuse
Emotional abuse

l3.1

Physical abuse

27.0

29.9

28.3

l3.7
24.5
23.3
29.5

ll.5
21.8
14.8
23.8

12.7
23.3
19.8
26.9

Household dysfunction
Battered mother
Parental separation or divorce
Mental illness in household
Household substance abuse
Criminal household member
Neglecta

7.6

5.1

10.6

4.1

(n = 4,674)

4.7
(n = 3,955)

Emotional neglect
16.7
12.5
Physical neglect
9.2
10.8
a Data about neglect were available for the ACE Study Wave II survey only.
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(n = 8,629)
14.8
9.9

Table 2
Prevalence and adjusted odds ratio for each adverse childhood experience by
history of childhood sexual abuse, stratified by gender

Category of ACE
(dependent variable)

Childhood
sexual abuse

Women (n = 9,367)

Men (n = 7,970)

%

%

Adjusted odds
ratio (95% CI)a,*

Emotional abuse

Physical abuse

Adjusted odds
ratio (95% CI)a,*

No

8.8

1.0 (Referent)

6.3

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

26.1

3.4 (3.0-3.8)

14.3

2.5 (2.1-3.0)

No

21.0

1.0 (Referent)

27.4

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

45.5

3.0 (2.7-3.3)

42.7

2.0 (1.7-2.2)

Battered mother

No

10.4

1.0 (Referent)

9.8

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

23.6

2.6 (2.3-2.9)

20.5

2.3 (2.0-2.7)

Household substance abuse

No

24.9

1.0 (Referent)

21.8

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

43.4

2.1(1.9-2.3)

34.3

1.9 (1.7-2.2)

No

18.8

1.0 (Referent)

13.3

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

37.0

2.3 (2.1-2.6)

22.5

1.9 (1.7-2.3)

No

20.7

1.0 (Referent)

19.6

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

35.9

2.0 (1.8-2.2)

33.2

2.0 (1.8-2.3)

No

3.6

1.0 (Referent)

3.7

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

9.9

2.3 (2.3-3.3)

6.2

1.6 (1.3-2.1)

Household mental illness

Parental separation/divorce

Criminal household member

Emotional neglect"

Physical neglect"

No

12.6

1.0 (Referent)

11.0

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

29.6

2.8 (2.4-3.3)

19.9

2.0 (1.6-2.5)

No

6.8

1.0 (Referent)

9.4

1.0 (Referent)

Yes

16.6

2.9 (2.3-3.5)

17.3

2.1(1.6-2.6)

a In a logistic model adjusting for age at survey, race, and educational attainment.
b ACE Survey Wave II data only, which included 4,674 women and 3,955 men.
* p < .05.

Table 3 (next Page)
Crude and adjusted means of ACE score by severity of childhood sexual abuse for participants in
Wave II
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Severity of childhood sexual abuse (N = 8,629)

%

ACE score
Adjusted mean"

SE

No sexual abuse
Fondling only
Attempted intercourse
Completed intercourse

79.0
12.6
2.4
6.0

Crude mean
1.3
2.2
3.0
2.8

1.3
2.2
2.8
2.7

.02
.05
.1l
.07

Age at onset of sexual abuse (years)
No sexual abuse
12-17
< 12

82.2
5.7
12.1

1.3
2.2
2.8

1.3
2.2
2.7

.01
.08
.05

No sexual abuse

82.0

1.3

1.3

.02

Fondling only
12-17
< 12

2.9
7.5

2.0
2.5

2.0
2.4

.11
.07

Attempted/completed intercourse
12-17
< 12

3.5
4.0

2.7
3.2

2.6
3.0

.10
.09

82.8
5.3
6.0
5.9

1.3
2.1
2.4
3.0

1.3
2.1
2.4
2.8

.02
.08
.07
.08

81.1
13.3
3.4
2.3

1.3
2.4
2.8
3.6

1.3
2.3
2.7
3.4

.02
.05
.10
.12

Severity by age group (years)

Number of times of sexual abuse experienced
0
2-4
~5
Number of perpetrators
0
2
~3
Duration of abuse (years)
No sexual abuse

82.6

1.3

1.3

.02

Fondling only
<3
~3

8.3
1.8

2.2
2.9

2.2
2.8

.07
.13

Attempted/completed intercourse
<3
~3

5.7
1.5

2.9
34

2.8
3.2

.08
.15

1.3
2.2
3.4

1.3
2.2
3.3

.02
.05
.07

Perpetrators' relationship
No sexual abuse
81.9
Stranger/relative/caretaker who did not live at home 12.0
Relative/non-relative who lived at home
6.2

Coercion or violence by perpetrator
No sexual abuse
79.0
1.3
1.2
.02
Abused, no coercion
9.2
1.9
1.9
.06
Abused witb trick or given alcohol or drugs
6.3
2.5
2.4
.07
Threatened with harm, or physical force used
5.5
3.4
3.2
.08
a The trend for increasing mean ACE scores was statistically significant (p < .01) for every measure of severity
of sexual abuse based upon multiple linear regression adjusted for age, race, sex, and educational
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Figure 1. Distribution of ACE score by history of childhood sexual abuse for
participants in Wave II.

ACE Score
Discussion:
Our findings suggest that CSA rarely occurs as an isolated event and clearly
overlaps with other types of negative childhood experiences. In our study, CSA
was significantly associated with experiencing each of the other nine ACEs. Our
findings support and expand on previous studies that have reported associations
between CSA and other types of childhood abuse, neglect, and household
dysfunction.
We found that the likelihood of enduring multiple ACEs, as demonstrated by
having a high ACE score, is considerably elevated among persons who reported
CSA. Thus, children who are sexually abused are more likely to experience
various forms of abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. The common cooccurrence of CSA and other ACEs is important because the negative short- and
long-term influences of ACEs on behaviors, emotional and social well-being
and physical health have repeatedly been shown to be cumulative (Anda et al.,
1999; Dietz et al., 1999; Dube, Anda, Felitti, Chapman, et al., 2001; Dube et al.,
2002; Felitti et al., 1998; Hillis et al., 2000).
Biological plausibility of the reported effects of childhood experiences is
supported by recent findings from the neurosciences suggesting that early life
experiences, whether negative or positive, contribute to the neurological
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development of children. Specifically, child abuse, neglect and other stressors
can adversely affect the developing brain in ways that result in emotional, social,
and cognitive impairments, increasing the risk for substance abuse, depression,
suicide, and a variety of other problems (Bensley et al., 2000; DeBellis et al.,
1999; Perry, Pollard, Blakely, Baker, & Vigilante, 1995; van der Kolk & Fisler,
1994).
In the present study, we found that CSA is more likely to occur in children
younger than 12 years of age. Victims who are age 9 or 10 (our average age of
onset for female was 9.3 years) are unequivocally children, not young women.
Hence, further study of when ACEs occur, such as early age at onset of sexual
abuse in childhood and their relation with health outcomes in adulthood, may
help to clarify how the central nervous system is affected by these exposures at
various developmental stages.
We found a strong dose-response relationship between the severity of CSA and
the mean ACE score. Adults who reported multiple occurrences of CSA, more
severe CSA, or multiple and intrafamilial perpetrators were more likely to have
experienced multiple ACEs. Multiple ACEs are indicative of a disordered social
environment and social ecology in which children are not adequately protected
against such incidents (Fleming et al., 1999). This may also explain why CSA
victims who reported earlier age of onset, longer duration, and higher levels of
physical intrusion were more likely to report multiple other forms of ACEs.
Thus, additional factors such as the severity of CSA and co-occurring ACEs
should be considered in future studies of the effects of CSA.
Because severity of CSA has been reported to be strongly related to long-term
disorders (Johnson, Pike, & Chard, 2001), negative sequelae of CSA may be
more common or more severe because the burden of ACEs intensifies with
increasing severity of CSA. For example, a child who is coping with an existing
problematic family background or emotional abuse, may be more vulnerable to
the additional trauma of CSA. In fact, this may help to explain the graded
relationship between the number of ACEs and health-risk behaviors in
adulthood, previously shown from the ACE Study (And a et al., 1999; Dube et
al., 2002; Felitti et al., 1998).
Practitioners who treat sexually abused children should be aware that the
families of these victims need assessment for child abuse and neglect, and forms
of household dysfunction. This approach could unite what are traditionally
considered categorically different health and social disciplines. Specifically,
improved coordination of adult and pediatric health care and related social and
legal services may lead to earlier recognition, treatment and prevention of CSA
and numerous other types of ACEs.
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A potential weakness of the present study is the retrospective reporting of
childhood experiences. Longitudinal follow-up of adults who suffered welldocumented CSA, however, has shown that their retrospective reports of
childhood abuse are likely to underestimate actual occurrence (Della Femina,
Yeager, & Lewis, 1990; Williams, 1995). Other issues that may result in
underreporting are the sensitive or socially "taboo" nature of the experiences and
memory impairments that can be a consequence of these exposures (Fish &
Scott, 1999; Shin et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2000). Thus, both CSA and the other
ACEs we studied are prone to underreporting. If both the exposure (CSA) and
the outcome (other ACEs) are underreported, results become biased towards the
null (Rothman, 1986). Thus, the relationships between CSA and other ACEs that
we report probably underestimate their true strength.
It is possible there is differential recall, depending upon the nature and
significance of the events (e.g., sexual abuse compared with emotional neglect).
Despite the debate that problems in adult life, which stimulate a focus on the
negative aspects of childhood, would increase the reporting of CSA or other
ACEs, our study setting was based on a general population, and the data were
collected from HMO members receiving a health evaluation. This approach
could serve to clarify some aspects on recall experience.
Another potential limitation is uncertainty about the temporal sequence of
experiences that we studied. We do not intend to infer that CSA causes the
occurrence of other ACEs. Rather, our findings support our assertion that
regardless of the temporal sequence of events, when examining CSA, other
forms of abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction must be considered.
Our estimates of the prevalence of childhood exposures are similar to estimates
from large population based surveys (Finkelhor, 1994; Wyatt, Lobe, Solis,
Carmona, & Romero, 1999), indicating that the experiences of our participants
are comparable to the larger population of adults. For example, in our study we
found that 16% of the men and 25% of the women met the case definition for
contact sexual abuse; a national telephone survey of adults in US conducted by
Finkelhor et al. (1990) using similar criteria for sexual abuse estimated that 16%
of men and 27% of women and had been sexually abused. Of the men from our
study, 28% had been physically abused as boys, which closely parallels the
percentage (31%) found in a recent population-based study of Ontario men in
Canada that used questions from the same scales (MacMillan et al., 1997). The
similarity in estimates of the prevalence of these childhood exposures between
the ACE Study and other population-based studies suggests that our findings are
likely to be applicable in other settings.
In summary, adults who reported CSA were far more likely to have suffered
multiple other adverse experiences during childhood. Thus, the tendency to
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focus on CSA alone in research studies about the effects of abuse clearly needs
to move in the direction of assessing the other experiences that commonly cooccur with CSA. This is important to consider when identifying and treating
children exposed to sexual abuse. Alternatively, children who have been
identified as being exposed to abuse, neglect, or household dysfunction must
also be screened for possible sexual abuse. The strength of the relationships we
report and the dose-response relationship between exposure to CSA and the
number of ACEs further underscores this need. The common co-occurrence of
CSA with other adverse experiences and the cumulative negative impact of
multiple ACEs have important implications for the development of health, social
and legal systems which address the needs of CSA survivors for therapy,
support and redress their victimization.
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Resume:
Objectif: Cette etude examine la relation entre les agressions sexuelles des enfants et neuf autres
types d' experiences nocives en enfance, y compris les mauvais traitements, la negligence et une
gamme de problemes familiaux
Methode: On a recueilli des donnees retrospectives sur 17.337 membres d'un programme d'assurance
sante, a qui on a administre un questionnaire. Des modeles de regression ont servi a juger de l'
importance des liens entre les agressions sexuelles et chacun des neuf facteurs, puis on a utilise une
cote graduee pour me surer la gravite des agressions et Ie nombre d'autres experiences nocives.
Resultats: Vingt-cinq pour cent des femmes et seize pour cent des hommes declarent avoir ete
victimes d' agressions sexuelles. Lorsqu' on les compare a des personnes qui n' ont pas ete agressees,
la probabilite que ces victimes connaitront aussi d' autres experiences nocives augmente de 2 a 3,4
fois pour les femmes et de 1,6 a 2,5 fois pour les hommes. La cote graduee, ajustee pour Ie sexe,
l'age, la race et la scolarite indique une importante relation directe graduee entre les neuf facteurs et
la gravite, la duree et la frequence des agressions sexuelles. Les auteurs notent une relation inverse
en ce qui a trait a I'age au moment de la premiere agression.
Conclusions: Les agressions sexuelles augmentent la probabilite que l' enfant connaitra d' autres
experiences nefastes, Plus l' agression est grave, plus la probabilite augmente. Ces constats devront
etre pris en consideration lorsqu'il s'agit de concevoir des etudes, des therapies et des programmes de
prevention des agressions sexuelles et de prevention d'autres problemes touchant l'enfance.
Resumen:
Objetivo: Este estudio evahia la relaci6n del abuso sexual a los nifios (CSA) con otras nueve
categorias de experiencias infantiles adversas (ACSs), inc1uyendo abuso a los nifios, negligencia, y
multiples tipos de disfunciones familiares.
Metodos: Se recogieron los datos retrospectivos de 17,337 adultos pares, miembros de un plan de
salud quienes respondieron a una encuesta. Se utilizaron modelos de regresi6n ajustados por edad,
raza, y educaci6n para estimar la fuerza de la asociaci6n del CSA con cada uno de los otros nueve
ACEs y una relaci6n corregida entre las medidas de la gravedad del CSA y el ntimero de los otros
ACEs (puntaje ACE).
Resultados: EI 25% de las mujeres y el 16% de los hombres reportaron CSA. En comparaci6n con
personas que no habian estado expuestas al CSA, la probabilidad de experimentar cada categoria de
ACE aument6 de 2 a 3.4 veces para las mujeres y de 1.6 a 2.5 veces en los hombres (p < .05). La
media ajustada de los puntajes 3 de ACE present6 una relaci6n corregida positiva significativa con la
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severidad, duraci6n, y frecuencia del CSA y una relaci6n inversa con la edad en que ocurri6 la
primera experiencia de CSA (p < .01).
Conclusiones: EI abuso sexual a los nifios (CSA) esta fuertemente asociado con la presencia de
multiples formas de experiencias adversas en la infancia (CSA). La fuerza de esta asociaci6n parece
aumentar segun aumentan las medidas de la gravedad del CSA. Debe considerarse la comprensi6n
de la interrelaci6n entre el CSA con multiples ACE en el disefio de estudios, tratamiento, y
programas para prevenir el CSA asf como otras formas de ACEs.
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Marsha Linehan “CBT for BPD” pgs 56-58
THEORY AND CONCEPTS
…………... The environment outside the home does little in these
cases to ameliorate the problem, since the same values are held
across the culture. It is difficult to imagine how such a child could
not grow up believing that there must be something wrong with
her.
In my clinical experience, just this state of affairs seems to be
common among borderline patients. We have been struck in our
clinic with the number of patients who are talented in areas valued
highly in men but little in women, such as mechanical and
intellectual pursuits. Our borderline group therapy is entirely
female, and a frequent topic of discussion is the difficulties the
patients experienced as children because their interests and talents
appeared more masculine than feminine. Another common
experience seems to have been growing up in families that valued
the boys more than the girls, or at least gave them more leeway,
more privileges, and less punishment for the behaviors that led the
girls to grief. Although sexism is clearly a fact, its relationship to
BPD as I have described here is just as clearly speculative. We
simply need more research data on this point.
Types of Invalidating Families:
My colleagues and I have observed three types of invalidating
families among patients in our clinic: the "chaotic" family, the
"perfect" family, and, less commonly, the "typical" family.
Chaotic Families:. In the chaotic family, there may be problems
with substance abuse, financial problems, or parents who are out of
the home much of the time; in any case, little time or attention is
given to the children. For example, the parents of one of my
patients spent almost every afternoon and evening at a local tavern.
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The children came home from school each day to an empty house
and were left to fend for themselves for dinner and structure in the
evenings. Often they wandered over to a grandmother's for dinner.
When the parents were home, they were volatile; the father was
often drunk; and they could tolerate few demands from the
children. Needs of the children in such a family are disregarded
and consequently invalidated. Millon (1987a) has suggested that
the increase in chaotic families may be responsible for the increase
in BPD.
Perfect Families: In the "perfect" family, the parents for one
reason or another cannot tolerate negative emotional displays from
their children. Such a stance may be the result of a number of
factors, including other demands on the parents (such as a large
number of children or stressful jobs), an inability to tolerate
negative affect, self-centeredness, or naive fears of spoiling a child
with a difficult temperament. In my experience, when members of
such a family are asked directly about their feeling toward the
borderline family member, they express a great deal of sympathy.
However, without meaning to, these other members often express
consistent invalidating attitudes-for example, expressing surprise
that the borderline individual can't just "control her feeling." One
such family member suggested that his daughter's very serious
problems would be cured if she just prayed more.
Typical Families: When I originally observed the invalidating
environmental style, I called it the 'American way syndrome’;
since it is so prevalent in American culture. However, when I gave
a lecture in Germany, my German colleagues informed me that I
could have called it the "German way syndrome." It is most likely
a product of Western culture in general. A number of emotion
theorists have commented on the tendency in Western societies to
emphasize cognitive control of emotions and to focus on
achievement and mastery as criteria of success. The individuated
self in Western culture is defined by sharp boundaries between self
and others. In cultures with this view, the behavior of mature
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persons is assumed to be controlled by internal rather than external
forces. "Self-control;' in this context, refers to the people's ability
to control their own behavior by utilizing internal cues and
resources. To define oneself differently-for example, to define the
self in relation to others, or to be field-dependent-is labeled as
immature and pathological, or at least inimical to good health and
smooth societal functioning (Perloff, 1987). (Although this
conception of the individual self pervades Western culture, it is
universal neither cross-culturally nor even within Western culture
itself.)
A key point must be kept in mind about the invalidating family.
Within limits, an invalidating cognitive style is not detrimental for
everyone or in all contexts. The emotion control strategies used by
such a family may even be useful at times to the person who is
temperamentally suited to them and who can learn attitude and
emotional control. For example, research by Miller and associates
(Efran, Chorney, Ascher, & Lukens, 1981; Lamping, Molinaro,
& Stevenson, 1985; Miller, 1979; Miller & Managan, 1983;
Phipps & Zinn, 1986) indicates that individuals who tend to
psychologically "blunt" threatrelevant cues when faced with the
prospect of uncontrollable aversive events show lower and less
sustained physiological, subjective, and behavioral arousal than
individuals who tend to monitor or attend to such cues. Knussen
and Cunningham (1988) have reviewed research indicating that
belief in one's own behavioral control over negative outcomes,
instead of blaming others (a key belief in the invalidating family),
is related to more favorable future outcomes m a variety of areas.
Thus, cognitive control of emotion can be quite effective in certain
circumstances. Indeed, this approach got the railroad across the
United States, built the bomb, got many of us through school, and
put up skyscrapers in big cities!
The only problem here is that the approach "only works when it
works."
That is, telling persons who are capable of affect self-regulation to
control their emotions is quite a different proposition from telling
this to an individual who does not have this capability. For
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example, one mother I was working with who had a 14-year-old
daughter with a "difficult" temperament and a 5-year-old daughter
with an "easy" temperament. The older daughter had difficulty
with anger, especially when her little sister was teasing her. I was
trying to teach the mother to validate this daughter's emotional
reactions. After the 5-year-old pushed a complex puzzle of the 14year old's onto the floor, the older child screamed at her sister and
stormed out of the room, leaving the sister in tears. The mother
happily reported that she had "validated" the older daughter's
emotions by saying, "Mary, I can understand why you got angry.
But in the future, you have got to control your explosions!" It was
difficult for the mother to see how she had invalidated the
daughter'S difficulties in controlling her emotions. In the cases of
emotionally reactive and vulnerable persons, invalidating
environments vastly oversimplify these person's problems. What
other people succeed in doing-controlling emotions and emotional
expression - the borderline individual can often succeed at only
sporadically.
Emotion Dysregulation and Invalidating Environments:
A Transactional Vicious Cycle
A transactional analysis suggests that a system that may originally
have consisted of a slightly vulnerable child within a slightly
invalidating family can, over time, evolve into one in which the
individual and the family environment are highly sensitive to,
vulnerable to, and invalidating of each other. Chess and Thomas
(1986) describe a number of ways in which the temperamental
child, the slow-to-warm-up child, the distractible child, and the
persistent child can overwhelm, threaten, and disorganize
otherwise nurturing parents. Patterson (1976; Patterson &
Stouthamer-Loeber, 1984) has also written extensively on the
interactive behaviors of child and family that lead to mutually
coercive behavior patterns on the part of all parties in the system.
Over time, children and caregivers shape and reinforce extreme
and coercive behaviors in each other. In turn, these coercive
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behaviors further exacerbate the invalidating and coercive system,
leading to more, not fewer, dysfunctional behaviors within the
entire system. One is reminded of a Biblical quotation: " ... for
anyone who has will be given more; from anyone who has not,
even what he thinks he has will be taken away" (Luke 8:18; The
Jerusalem Bible, 1966).
There is no question that an emotionally vulnerable child puts
demands on the environment. Parents or other caregivers have to
be more vigilant, more patient, more understanding and flexible,
and more willing to put their own wishes for the child on
temporary hold when these wishes exceed the child's capabilities.
Unfortunately, what often happens is that the child's response to
invalidation actually reinforces the family's invalidating behavior.
Telling a child that her feelings are stupid or unwarranted does at
times quiet the child down. Many people, including those with
emotional vulnerability, sometimes withdraw and appear to feel
better when their emotions are made light of. Invalidation is
aversive, and thus suppresses the behavior it follows…………..
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Abstract
Background: Childhood maltreatment has been linked to a variety of
changes in brain structure and function and stress-responsive
neurobiological systems. Epidemiological studies have documented the impact of childhood maltreatment on health and emotional well-being.
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Methods: After a brief review of the neurobiology of childhood trauma, we
use the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study as an epidemiological
"case example" of the convergence between epidemiologic and
neurobiological evidence of the effects of childhood trauma. The ACE Study
included 17,337 adult HMO members and assessed 8 adverse childhood
experiences (ACEs) including abuse, witnessing domestic violence, and
serious household dysfunction. We used the number of ACEs (ACE score)
as a measure of cumulative childhood stress and hypothesized a "dose-response" relationship of the ACE score to 18 selected outcomes and to the
total number of these outcomes (comorbidity).
Results: Based upon logistic regression analysis, the risk of every outcome
in the affective, somatic, substance abuse, memory, sexual, and aggression
related domains increased in a graded fashion as the ACE score increased (P
< 0.001). The mean number of comorbid outcomes tripled across the range
of the ACE score.
Conclusions: The graded relationship of the ACE score to 18 different
outcomes in multiple domains theoretically parallels the cumulative
exposure of the developing brain to the stress response with resulting impairment in multiple brain structures and functions.
• Key words: child development · neurobiology · stress - childhood abuse domestic violence - substance - mental health
--------------------------------------------------Introduction
The organization and functional capacity of the human brain depends upon
an extraordinary set and sequence of developmental and environmental
experiences that influence the expression of the genome (Perry and Pollard
1998; Teicher 2000, 2002). Unfortunately, this elegant sequence is
vulnerable to extreme, repetitive, or abnormal patterns of stress during
critical or circumscribed periods of childhood brain development that can
impair, often permanently, the activity of major neuroregulatory systems,
with profound and lasting neurobehavioral consequences (Teicher 2000;
Heim and Nemeroff 2001; Repetti 2002; Gutman and Nemeroff 2002; Gorman
2002; De Bellis and Thomas 2003a; Bremner and Vermetten 2001). Now,
converging evidence from neurobiology and epidemiology suggests that early
life stress such as abuse and related adverse experiences cause enduring brain
dysfunction that, in turn, affects health and quality of life throughout the
lifespan.
An expanding body of evidence from rodent, primate, and human research
suggests that early stressors cause long term changes in multiple brain circuits
and systems (Sanchez 2001; Bremner 2003a). The amygdala mediates fear
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responses, and the prefrontal cortex is involved in mood as well as emotional
and cognitive responses (Bremner 2003b). The hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal
(HPA) axis plays a critical role in the stress response. There is an important
interaction between development and stress, e. g., young infants do not have a
fully developed glucocorticoid (cortisol in humans) response to stress, although
other markers such as c-fos show that they do respond to stressors (Smith 1997).
Substantial research has focused on the relationship between development, early
stress, the HPA axis, and the hippocampus, a stress-sensitive brain region that
plays a critical role in learning and memory (McEwen 1992; Sapolsky 1990,
1996; Gould and Tanapat 1999). The hippocampus has the capacity to grow new
neurons in adulthood (neurogenesis), but stress inhibits neurogenesis (Nibuya
1995; Duman 1997; Gould 1997) and memory function (Diamond 1996; Luine
1994). Early stressors cause long-term increases in glucocorticoid responses to
stress (Plotsky and Meaney 1993; Ladd 1996) as well as decreased genetic
expression of cortisol receptors in the hippocampus and increased genetic expression of corticotrophin-releasing factor in the hypothalamus, both of which
may contribute to dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical
(HPA) system (Ladd 1996; Liu 1997). Early environmental deprivation inhibits
hippocampal neurogenesis; conversely, neurogenesis is enhanced by enriched
environment (Kempermann 1997), learning (Gould 1999a) and, at times, some
antidepressant treatments (Malberg 2000; Czeh 2001). The noradrenergic/locus
coeruleus system also plays a key role in stress (Bremner 1996a) and early
stressors lead to long-term decreases in genetic expression of alpha-2
noradrenergic receptors in the locus coeruleus, which may lead to loss of
feedback inhibition of noradrenergic activity with associated increases in
noradrenergic responses to subsequent stressors (Sanchez 2001; Caldji 2000;
Francis 1999). Alterations in serotonergic (Rosenblum 1994; Bennett 2002) and
GABAergic (Caldji 2000) receptors also contribute to deficits in social
attachment and regulation of mood and affect following early stress. Cognitive
problems have also been identified in children with PTSD (Beers 2002).
Studies in clinical populations of abuse survivors with posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) are consistent with animal studies. Smaller hippocampal
volume is found among adults with early abuse-related PTSD (Bremner 1997,
2003a; Stein 1997), adult women with early abuse and depression (Vythilingam
2002), and borderline personality disorder (Driessen 2000; Schmahl 2003) but
not in children with PTSD (De Bellis 1999a, 2002; Carrion 2001) suggesting
that early abuse with chronic long-term stress-related psychiatric disorder is
required for this finding. Consistent with deficits in hippocampal function are
deficits in verbal declarative memory (Bremner 1995) and failure of hippocampal activation with memory tasks (Bremner 2003a) in adult women with early
abuse-related PTSD. Children with PTSD have smaller whole brain and corpus
callosum volume (Carrion and Steiner 2000; De Bellis 2002) and alterations in
structure of the cerebellum (Anderson 2002) and frontal cortex. (De Bellis and
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Thomas 2003b; Carrion 2001). Abused children also show alterations in EEG
activity in the frontal cortex (Teicher 1994, 1997; Ito 1998). Studies in adult
women with early abuserelated PTSD have shown altered function in the anterior cingulate/medial prefrontal cortex while they were remembering their
childhood trauma (Bremner 1999; Shin 1999). Similar to animal studies there is
evidence of dysregulation of the sympathetic nervous system in humans; early
abuse and PTSD is associated with increased cortisol and norepinephrine levels
in children (Carrion 2002; De Bellis 1999, Gunnar 2001), down-regulated
platelet alpha-2 adrenergic receptors (Perry 1994), and increased resting heart
rate (Perry 2001) while adults with early abuse and PTSD have low baseline
(Bremner 2003b) and increased stress-induced cortisol responses (Elzinga 2003;
Bremner 2003c) and increased norepinephrine at baseline (Lemieux and Coe
1995; El-Sheikh 2001). Women with early abuse and depression also have
increased cortisol reactivity to stress (Heim 2000, 2001).
Deprivation of developmentally appropriate experience may reduce neuronal
activity, resulting in a generalized decrease in neurotrophin production, synaptic
connectivity, and neuronal survival (Gould and Tanapat 1999; Nibuya 1995;
Duman 1997; Gould 1997) resulting in profound abnormalities in brain
organization and structure (Perry 2002; Read 2001). Thus, childhood abuse and
exposure to domestic violence can lead to numerous differences in the structure
and physiology of the brain that expectedly would affect multiple human
functions and behaviors (Perry and Pollard 1998; Teicher 2000, 2002).
Numerous studies have established that childhood stressors such as abuse or
witnessing domestic violence can lead to a variety of negative health outcomes
and behaviors, such as substance abuse, suicide attempts, and depressive
disorders (Brodsky 1997; Kingree 1999; van der Kolk 1991; Kendall-Tackett
1993; Osofsky 1999; Hefferman 2000; Kendler 2000; Putnam 2003; Rohsenow
1988). This paper presents a conceptual framework that integrates findings from
recent studies of the neurobiological effects of childhood abuse and exposure to
domestic violence on brain structure and function (as reviewed above) with
epidemiologic data from the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study.
Although the literature about the effects of childhood maltreatment is extensive
(Bremner 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Kendall-Tackett 1993), we use the data and
findings from the ACE Study as series of epidemiologic "case examples" in this
paper because it simultaneously assessed a wide range of interrelated adverse
experiences including abuse (emotional, physical, or sexual); witnessing
domestic violence; parental marital discord; growing up with mentally ill,
substance abusing, or criminal household members (Dong 2003a; Dube 2004a,
2002b) whereas most prior studies have focused on single forms of abuse. In
addition, the ACE Study assessed numerous social, behavioral, and health
outcomes (Anda 1999,2001, 2002a, 2002b; Dube 1999, 2002a, 2003a, 2003b;
Felitti 1998; Dietz 1999; Hillis 2000, 2001, 2004; Dong, 2003b; Edwards 2003a,
2003b; Chapman 2004; Whitfield 2003a) that would necessarily involve the
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performance of multiple brain functions and neuroregulatory systems. These
aspects of the study design along with a large sample size allow for the
illustration of how the effects of multiple forms of abuse and related stressors
are cumulative and affect a wide variety of outcomes that might be expected
based upon the neurobiological alterations reviewed above.
We used data from the ACE Study to test the following hypotheses, which have
their basis in the neurosciences:
• The damaging effects of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) would be
nonspecific, thereby affecting a variety of functions and behaviors, because
abuse/traumatic stress affect a variety of brain structures and functions.
• The likelihood of disturbances in any given function or behavior such as
anxiety, sleep disturbances, substance abuse, sexuality, and hyperarousal or
aggression would have a cumulative or "dose-response" relationship to the
number of ACEs, theoretically paralleling the total exposure of the
developing central nervous system to the activated stress response during
childhood.
• The number of comorbidities (Lilienfeld 2003) (mean number of human
behaviors and functions affected), which theoretically parallels the number of
brain systems and associated functions affected, would also have a doseresponse relationship to the number of ACEs.
_________________________________________________
Methods
The ACE Study is an ongoing collaboration between Kaiser Permanente's
Health Appraisal Center (HAC) in San Diego, California, and the U. S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. The objective is to assess the impact of
numerous, interrelated, ACEs on a wide variety of health behaviors and
outcomes and on health care utilization and the methods of the study have been
described in detail elsewhere. (Anda 1999; Dube 1999; Felitti 1998). Pg 367 of
this volume
The study population was drawn from the HAC, which provides preventive
health evaluations to adult members of Kaiser Health Plan in San Diego County.
All persons evaluated at the HAC complete a standardized questionnaire, which
includes health histories and health-related behaviors, a medical review of
systems, and psychosocial evaluations which are a part of the ACE Study
database.
Two weeks after their evaluation, each person evaluated at the HAC between
August 1995 and March 1996 (survey wave 1; response rate 70%) and June and
October 1997 (survey wave 2; response rate 65%) received the ACE Study
questionnaire by mail. The questionnaire collected detailed information about
ACEs including abuse, witnessing domestic violence, and serious household
dysfunction as well as health -related behaviors from adolescence to adulthood.
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Wave 2 respondents were asked detailed questions about health topics that
analysis of wave 1 data had shown to be important (Anda 2003a; Felitti 1998;
Dube 2003a; Dong 2003b). The response rate for both survey waves combined
was 68 %, for a total of 18175 responses.
We excluded 754 respondents who coincidentally underwent examinations
during the time frames for both survey waves, leaving an unduplicated total of
17421. After exclusion of 84 respondents with missing demographic
information, the final sample included 95% of the respondents (17337/18175);
(wave 1=8708, wave II = 8629).
• Definitions of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
Questions used to define ACEs are listed in Table 1. All questions about ACEs
pertained to the respondents' first 18 years of life (<18 years of age). For
questions adapted from the Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS) (Strauss and Gelles
1990) there were 5 response categories: “never", “once or twice", “sometimes",
“often", or “very often". We defined 3 types of childhood abuse: emotional
abuse (2 questions), physical abuse (2 questions), or contact sexual abuse (4
questions) by Wyatt (1985). We defined 5 exposures to household dysfunction
during childhood: exposure to alcohol or other substance abuse (defined by 2
questions) (Schoenborn 1991), mental illness (2 questions), violent treatment of
mother or stepmother (4 questions) (Strauss 1990), criminal behavior in the
household (1 question), and parental separation or divorce (1 question).
Respondents were defined as exposed to a category if they responded "yes" to 1
or more of the questions. Despite the sensitivity of these questions, the test-retest
reliability for every ACE and the ACE score were in the good to excellent range
(range of Cohen's kappa: 0.46-0.86) (Dube 2004). Furthermore, a comparison of
respondents and nonrespondents to the ACE Study questionnaire found no
evidence of response rate bias or that respondents were biased toward attributing
their health problems to childhood experiences (Edwards and Anda 2001).
The number of ACEs (range: 0-8) was summed to create the ACE scores, with
scores of 4 or more included as one category (24). Analyses were conducted
treating the ACE score as 4 dichotomous variables (yes or no for scores of > 4,
3, 2, and 1) with a score of 0 (no ACEs) as the referent.
• Epidemiological evidence of disordered brain function in adulthood
The data and definitions used for the outcomes that provide evidence of
disordered function were selected on an a priori basis using a general
framework of health and social problems that likely represent dysfunction of
specific brain systems and/or improper integration between systems. We
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Table 1 Definition and prevalence of each category of adverse childhood experience and the ACE score
Total
Childhood abuse
N = 17,337
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Emotional abuse
10.6
(Did a parent or other adult in the household….)
1) Often or very often swear at you, insult you, or put you down?
2) Sometimes, often, or very often act in a way that made you fear that you might be physically hurt?
Physical
(Did a parent or other adult in the household…...)
1) Often or very often push, grab, slap, or throw something at you?
2) Often or very often hit you so hard that you had marks or were injured?

28.3

Sexual
(Did an adult or person at least 5 years older ever.....)
1) Touch or fondle you in a sexual way?
2) Have you touch their body in a sexual way?
3) Attempt oral, anal, or vaginal intercourse with you?
4) Actually have oral, anal, or vaginal intercourse with you?

20.7

Household dysfunction
Substance abuse
1) Live with anyone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic?
2) Live with anyone who used street drugs?

26.9

Mental illness
1) Was a household member depressed or mentally ill?
2) Did a household member attempt suicide?

19.4

Mother treated violently
(Was your mother (or stepmother)):
1) Sometimes, often, or very often pushed, grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her?
2) Sometimes, often, or very often kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with something hard?
3) Ever repeatedly hit over at least a few minutes?
4) Ever threatened with or hurt by a knife or gun?

12.7

Incarcerated household member
1) Did a household member go to prison?

4.7

Parental separation or divorce
1) Were your parents ever separated or divorced?

23.3

Number of adverse childhood experiences (ACE score)
0
1
2
3
>4

36.1
26.0
15.9
9.5
12.5
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recognize that functional neuroanatomical and physiologic systems are
interactive and integrated and that behaviors and health problems cannot
generally be attributed to the function of any single or particular system.
To define the health-related behaviors or problem sources, we used information
from the medical review of systems (ROS), the physical examination (PE), and
the ACE Study questionnaire (ACEQ). In the definitions of these problems that
follow, the source of the data is in parentheses.
Mental health disturbances
• Panic reactions (ROS). A "yes" response to the question: "Have you had or do
you now have special circumstances in which you find yourself panicked?"
• Depressed affect (ROS). A "yes" to the question, "Have you had or do you now
have depression or feel down in the dumps?"
• Anxiety (ROS). A "yes" to the question, "Do you have much trouble with
nervousness?"
• Hallucination (ROS). A "yes" response to the question, "Have you ever had or do
you have hallucinations (seen, smelled, or heard things that weren't really
there)?"
Somatic disturbances
• Sleep disturbance (ROS). A "yes" to "Do you have trouble falling asleep or staying
asleep" or a "yes" to "Tiredness, even after a good night's sleep?"
• Severe obesity (PE). Body mass index (kg/rn-) 235.
• Multiple somatic symptoms (ROS). A total of 6 or more somatic symptoms in at
least 2 different organ systems in the absence of a diagnosis specific to those
systems.
Substance abuse
• Current Smoking-Nicotine (ACEQ). A "yes" to the question, "Do you currently
smoke cigarettes?"
• Self-reported alcoholic (ACEQ). A "yes" to the question, "Have you ever
considered yourself to be an alcoholic?"
• Ever used illicit drugs (ACEQ). A "yes" to the question, "Have you ever used street
drugs?"
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• Injected drug use (ACEQ). A "yes" to the question, "Have you ever injected street
drugs?"
Impaired memory of childhood
• Impaired memory of childhood (ACEQ). A "yes" to the question, "Are there large
parts of your childhood after age 4 that you can't remember?"
• Number of age periods affected (ACEQ). Those who responded "yes" to the previous
were asked to check boxes indicating age periods (in years) of impaired memory
(4-6, 7-9, 10-l2, 13-15, and 16-18). We summed the number of boxes checked to
assess the relationship of the ACE score to the mean number of age periods
affected. Information about impaired memory was available only for the wave 1
(N=8708).
Sexuality
• Early intercourse (ACEQ). Age at first intercourse of 14 years or younger.
• Promiscuity (ACEQ). Lifetime sexual partners >30 (approximately the 90th
percentile for males and the 95th percentile for females).
• Sexual dissatisfaction (ROS). A "no" to the question: "Are you currently satisfied
with your sex life?"
Perceived stress, anger control, and risk of intimate partner violence
• High level of perceived stress (ROS). A response indicating "high" to the
instruction, "Please fill in the circle that best describes your stress level (high,
medium, low)."
• Difficulty controlling anger (ROS). A "yes" to the question, "Do you have or have
you had reason to fear your anger getting out of control?"
• Risk of perpetrating intimate partner violence (ROS). A "yes" to the question, "Have
you ever threatened, pushed, or shoved your partner?" Data about the risk of
perpetrating intimate partner violence was available only for wave 2 (N = 8629).
Number of comorbid outcomes
We summed the number of outcomes (range: 0-18) for each respondent to
quantitate the amount of comorbidity (mean number of disordered functions)
associated with increasing ACE scores.
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• Statistical analysis
Adjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95 % confidence intervals (CI) were obtained
from logistic regression models using The SAS System Version 8.2, which
assessed the associations between the ACE score (0, 1, 2,3, or >4) and each of
the 18 outcome measures. We used multiple linear regression to estimate the
number of comorbid outcomes by ACE score. Covariates in all multivariate
models included age, sex, race (other versus white), and education (high school
diploma, some college, or college graduate versus less than high school).
Results
The final study sample included 9367 (54 %) women and 7970 (46 %) men. The
mean age was 56 years for women and 58 years for men. Seventy-three percent of
women and 76 % of men were white; 34 % of women and 45 % of men were college
graduates, and another 37 % and 34%, respectively had some college education.

Prevalence of the adverse childhood experiences
At least 1 ACE was reported by 64% of respondents. The prevalence of each
ACE is shown in Table 1.
ACE score and the risk of health and behavioral outcomes
The ACE score had a strong, graded relationship to the prevalence and risk (adjusted
OR) of affective disturbances (P < 0.001; Table 2, mental health disturbances). For
persons with >4 ACEs, the risk of panic reactions, depressed affect, anxiety, and
hallucinations were increased 2.5-, 3.6-, 2.4 and 2.7-fold, respectively (Table 2).
The ACE score also had a graded relationship to the prevalence and risk (adjusted
OR) each of the somatic disturbances (P < 0.001; Table 2, somatic health
disturbances). The risk of sleep disturbance, severe obesity, and multiple somatic
symptoms were increased 2.1-, 1.9-, and 2.7-fold, respectively, for persons with 4 or
more ACEs.
Substance use and abuse also increased as the ACE score increased. The risk of
smoking, alcoholism, illicit drug use, and injected drug use were increased 1.8-, 7.2,4.5-, and 11.1- fold, respectively, for persons with >4 ACEs (Table 3, substance
abuse).
Similarly, all three measures of sexuality were associated with the ACE score (Table
3, sexuality). The risk of early intercourse, promiscuity, and sexual dissatisfaction
were increased 6.6-, 3.6-, and 2-fold, respectively, for persons with >4 ACEs (Table
3).
The risk of impaired memory of childhood was increased 4.4-fold for persons with
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Table 2

Table 3
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* All odds
ratios are adjusted for age, sex, race, and educational attainment using logistic regression;
** The mean number of age periods affected was adjusted for the same demographic variables using linear regression;
*** The sample size is 8708 because data about memory impairment were available for the wave 1 survey
only
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 5
Relationship of the ACE score to the prevalence and relative risk (adjusted odds ratio)* of high perceived stress, difficulty
controlling anger, and risk of perpetrating intimate partner violence during adulthood

* All odds ratios are adjusted for age, sex, race, and educational attainment using logistic regression. The
adjusted odds ratio (95 % CI) forthe relationship between difficulty controlling anger and the risk of
perpetrating IPV were: 6.3 (4.4-9.0) for men; 7.6 (5.3-11.1) for women. The adjusted odds ratio (95 %
CI) for the relationship between high perceived stress and the risk of perpetrating IPV was the same for
both men and women: 1.8 (1.4-2.3).
** The sample size is 8629 because data about memory impairment were available for the wave 2 survey
only
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>4 ACEs (Table 4). The number of age periods affected for memory disturbances
increased in a graded fashion as the ACE score increased (P < 0.0001; Table 4).
High perceived stress, difficulty controlling anger, and the risk of perpetrating
intimate partner violence (IPV) were increased 2.2-,4.0-, and 5.5- fold, respectively,
for persons with >4 ACEs (Table 5). We found (data not shown) that the adjusted
odds ratio (95 % CI) for the relationship between difficulty controlling anger and the
risk of perpetrating IPV were 6.3 (4.4-9.0) for men and 7.6 (5.3-11.1) for women

(P < 0.001). Similarly (data not shown), the adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) for the
relationship between perceived high stress and the risk of perpetrating IPV was
the same for both men and women: 1.8 (1.4-2.3), (P < 0.001).
• ACE score and number of comorbid outcomes
As the ACE score increased, the mean number of comorbid outcomes increased
in a graded fashion (Fig. 1), nearly tripling between ACE scores of 0 and ACE
scores of 7-8.

Fig.l The mean number of comorbid outcomes in the study sample was 2.1 (range: 0-14); means are adjusted for age, sex,
race, and educational attainment. The trend in the means is significant (P < 0.0001); vertical error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals

Discussion
These epidemiological findings converge with evidence from neurobiology
about numerous effects of childhood stress on brain and physical systems
(Glaser 2000). Extreme, traumatic or repetitive childhood stressors such as
abuse, witnessing or being the victim of domestic violence, and related types
of ACES are common, tend to be kept secret, and go unrecognized by the
outside world. Likewise, the fight-or-flight response among children
exposed to these types of stressors, and the attendant release of endogenous
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catecholamines and adrenal corticosteroids are both uncontrollable and invisible (Perry 1998; Teicher 2002; De Bellis 1994, 1997; Scaer 2001).
Furthermore, the detrimental effects of
traumatic stress on developing neural networks and on the neuroendocrine
systems that regulate them have until recently remained hidden even to the
eyes of most neuroscientists. However, the information and data that we
present herein suggest that this veiled cascade of events represents a
common pathway to a variety of important long-term behavioral, health, and
social problems (Table 6).
The convergence of evidence from neurobiology and epidemiology calls
for an integrated perspective on the origins of health and social
problems throughout the lifespan. This constellation of effects from
childhood stressors calls to mind the wisdom of Occam's razor, a
celebrated dictum in medicine, which holds that if a single unifying
explanation can be found for multiple symptoms and problems, then it
is likely that the correct explanation lies in the simplest account (Lo Re
and Bellini 2002). In the context of what we present herein, the
application of this dictum has the potential to unify and improve our
understanding of many seemingly unrelated, but often co-morbid health
and social problems that have historically been seen and treated as
categorically independent in Western culture.
Certain neurobiological findings are especially congruent with the data from
the ACE Study reported herein (Table 6). Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) has revealed reductions in hippocampus (Bremner 1997, 2003a; Stein
1997), and amygdala (Driessen 2000; Schmahl 2003) volumes as well as
deficits in verbal declarative memory measured with neuropsychological
testing (Teicher2000; Heim and Nemeroff 200I) among women who were
sexually abused as children. The hippocampus plays a role in memory
storage and retrieval; we found that impaired memory of childhood increases
as the ACE score increases. Neurobiological evidence supports the
hypothesis of dysfunction in hippocampus, amygdala, medial prefrontal
cortex, and other limbic structures believed to mediate anxiety and mood
dysregulation following early abuse (Teicher 2002). We, in turn,
demonstrated a graded relationship of the ACE score to affective symptoms
and unexplained periods of panic among our study participants. We found
that a history of hallucinations increases as the ACE score increases; these
symptoms may be related to alterations in hippocampal and/or prefrontal
cortical function. The amygdala plays a critical role in fear responses and
probably sexual and aggressive behaviors (Pinchus and Tucker 1978) and in
the current study we show strong relationships of the ACE score to sexual
behaviors, poor anger control, and the risk for perpetrating intimate partner
violence.
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Table 6. Summary of the convergence between neurobiological effects of childhood maltreatment
with ACE study epidemiological findings
Area of function or
dysfunction studied
---------------------Anxiety, panic,
depressed affect,
hallucinations, and
substance abuse

Demonstrated neurobiological defects
from early trauma
-----------------------------------Repeated stress & childhood trauma
Æ hippocampus, amygdala & medial
prefrontal cortex atrophy and dysfunction
that mediate anxiety & mood problems

Smoking, alcoholism,
illicit drug use,
injected drug use

Repeated stress & childhood trauma
Æ Increased locus coeruleus &
norepinephrine activity, decreased by
heroin & alcohol

Table 3
Increased smoking, alcohol and
other drug use

Early intercourse,
promiscuity, sexual
dissatisfaction,
perpetration of
intimate partner
violence

Repeated stress & childhood trauma
Æ amygdala defects; role in sexual &
aggressive behavior and deficits in
oxytocin with impaired pair bonding

Tables 3 and 5
Risky sexual behavior, anger
control, risk for aggression
against intimate partners

Hippocampus role in memory storage
and retrieval; hippocampal & amygdala
size reduction in childhood trauma;
deficits in memory function

Table 4
Impaired memory of childhood
and number age periods affected
increases as the ACE score
increase

Body weight and
obesity

Repeated stress & distress, via
glucocorticoid pathways, leads to
increased intra-abdominal & other fat
deposits

Table 2
Increased obesity

Sleep, multiple
somatic symptoms,
high perceived stress

Repeated stress & distress, via several
pathways, leads to increase in other
physical problems

Co-morbidity/Trauma
spectrum disorders

Multiple brain and nervous system
structure and function defects, including
monoamine neurotransmitter systems

Memory storage and
retrieval
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ACE study findings
-------------------------------Tables 2 and 3
Unexplained panic, depression,
anxiety, hallucinations & alcohol
& other drug problems

Tables 2 and 5
Increased somatic symptoms and
disorders, including sleep
problems
Fig.1
The graded relationship of the
ACE score to psychiatric and
physical symptoms or disorders,
including multiple co-occurring
problems (comorbidity)

The current study adds support for numerous effects of childhood adverse
experiences on physical health. Stress is known from animal studies to be
associated with a broad range of effects on physical health, including
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, asthma, metabolic
abnormalities, obesity, infection, and other physical disorders (Musselman
1998; Kaplan 1982; Rozanski, McEwen and Stellar 1993; Anda 1993).
Findings of increased obesity as the ACE score increases in this study and
reported elsewhere (Williamson 2002) are consistent with animal studies
showing that stress, acting through the effects of glucocorticoids on the
glucocorticoid receptor on intra-abdominal adipocytes, leads to increased
intra-abdominal fat which carries its own independent mortality risk.
We found a strong relationship between early adverse experience and
substance use and abuse (illicit drugs, alcohol, and nicotine) later in life.
Studies in animals show that early stressors lead to increased activity of the
locus coeruleus with resultant increased release of norepinephrine in the
brain (Abercrombie and Jacobs 1987). Substances such as heroin and
alcohol decrease firing of the locus coeruleus, while substance withdrawal
has the opposite effect (Bermner 1996). Consistent with this, the onset of
substance abuse corresponds to the time of traumatization in PTSD patients,
and these patients report that heroin and alcohol decrease symptoms of
PTSD (Bremner 1996b). Stress also results in altered release of dopamine in
the nucleus accumbens (striatum), the primary reward system within the
brain (Deutch and Roth 1990). Smoking causes release of dopamine in this
area, which is felt to underlie the addictive properties of nicotine (Volkow
2003). Early adverse experiences may disrupt this dopamine circuit, leading
to increased risk of smoking, with its attendant negative health
consequences. In summary, findings from animal studies provide a
physiological rationale for how early stress can be associated with substance
abuse and smoking in later life.
Another interesting finding is the relationship between ACE score and
sexuality (early intercourse, promiscuity, sexual dissatisfaction) in
adulthood. Animal studies show that early stressors result in long-term
changes in peptides such as oxytocin that regulate pair bonding and social
attachment (Insel and Winslow 1998; Francis 2002). Early adverse
experiences may disrupt the ability to form long-term attachments in
adulthood. The unsuccessful search for attachment may lead to sexual
relations with multiple partners, with resultant promiscuity and other issues
related to sexuality.
The monoamine neurotransmitter systems (norepinephrine, dopamine,
serotonin) (Valentsein 1998) act within a primary regulatory system of large
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neural networks; these monoamine systems help to orchestrate complex
neural functions. Their ubiquitous patterns of connectivity originate in the
lower regions of the brain and send projections throughout the brain; in
addition, they receive input from the autonomic nervous system and
peripheral sensory apparatus (Foote 1983). In young animals, experimental
manipulation of these systems can create behaviors similar to those seen in
abuse victims, including aggression, eating problems, alcohol use, stressresponse dysfunction, hyper-reactivity, anergy, and many other behavioral
problems. A similar situation exists in humans in whom monoamine
dysfunction has been hypothesized in a host of neuropsychiatric syndromes,
including aggressive and violent behavior, suicidality, alcoholism, substance
abuse and dependence, depression, anxiety disorders, and social/relational
problems. We know from several studies that the functioning of these
monoamine systems in adults is influenced by childhood experiences (De
Bellis 1999b; Whitfield 2003b). In addition, a recent study of a polymorphism for the promoter region of the serotonin transporter (5-HTT) gene
found that childhood maltreatment increased the risk of depression in early
adulthood for persons with the common "short" allele compared to persons
with the long allele; the short allele is associated with lower transcriptional
efficiency of the promoter (Caspi 2003). Not surprisingly, many currently
prescribed psychoactive drugs act by altering the dynamics of these
monoamine systems. In some circumstances, the effects of these drugs may
have caused an oversight of the important distinction between understanding
intermediary mechanisms (alterations in monoamine neurotransmitter
systems) and recognizing the underlying causes of these alterations
(childhood traumatic stress).
Numerous studies have shown that early abuse survivors have multiple
overlapping psychiatric disorders (Kessler 1995) which have been described
as "comorbidity". The term comorbidity, however, can imply that these
represent unique disorders with distinct etiologies (Lillienfeld 2003). An
alternative explanation is that several disorders (e. g., depression, PTSD,
dissociative disorders, substance abuse, borderline personality disorder) have
to varying degrees a common etiology and are modulated by genetics (Caspi
2003) and repeated exposure to stress such as childhood maltreatment.
Indeed, the term "trauma spectrum disorders" has been used to describe
these overlapping conditions (Bremner 2003b). In addition, the artificial
distinction between psychiatric and physical disorders has represented an
impediment to the effective treatment of the numerous problems among
survivors of childhood maltreatment. Epidemiological findings are
consistent with a need to develop more broad based approaches to
addressing the wide spectrum of effects of childhood maltreatment (Fig. 1).
There are several potential limitations with retrospective reporting of
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childhood experiences and self reporting of the outcome measures. For
example, respondents may have had difficulty recalling certain childhood
events (Edwards 2001) or may choose not to disclose certain experiences or
personal behaviors. Longitudinal follow-up of adults whose childhood abuse
was documented has shown that their retrospective reports of childhood
abuse are likely to underestimate actual occurrence (Della Femina 1990;
Williams 1995). Interestingly, evidence of the effects of traumatic stress in
childhood on the hippocampus provides a neurophysiologic explanation for
this phenomenon. Difficulty recalling childhood events likely results in
misclassification (classifying persons truly exposed to ACEs as unexposed)
that would bias our results toward the null (Rothman and Greenland 1998).
Thus, this potential weakness probably resulted in underestimates of the true
strength of the relationships between ACEs and the 18 outcomes we
examined.
The historical mind-body dichotomy that persists in traditional Western
medical training points medical researchers and clinicians away from risk
factors that may be judged psychosocial. Thus, the original traumatic
pathophysiological insults may be "silent" until much later in life (Brown
2001; Putnam 1998), when they are likely to be overlooked by investigators
and clinicians who are understandably prone to focus on proximate
determinants of human well-being. This leads to treatment of symptoms
without a full understanding of their potential origins in the disruptive
effects of ACEs on childhood neurodevelopment.
The argument for a causal relationship between ACEs and a variety of
outcomes is strengthened by the combined evidence from neurobiology and
epidemiology. This argument is important because evidence of causation
affects decisions about prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment and can enhance
understanding of the role of the childhood stressors on the developing brain
in producing changes in affect, behavior, and cognition (Putnam 1998).
We summarize the application of Sir Bradford Hill's 9 criteria for
establishing an argument for causation (van Reekum 2001) in the context of
this converging evidence:
• Demonstration of a strong association between the causative agent and the
outcome. The strength of the relationship between ACEs and numerous
outcomes is consistently strong as reported herein.
• Consistency of findings across research sites and methods. Numerous
studies in different study populations and measures of abuse, neglect, and
related experiences have shown relationships of ACEs to a variety of
symptoms and behaviors.
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• Specificity. In the context of the converging evidence from epidemiology
and neurobiology, specificity is lacking, but this in no way detracts from
the argument of causation. The ACE score is a combined score
representing cumulative stress and was not designed to provide evidence
of specificity. Moreover, ACEs would be expected to be associated with
multiple outcomes because of their effects on a variety of brain structures
and functions.
• Temporal sequence. Most of the outcomes presented herein occurred
during adulthood; the exposures (childhood experiences) clearly antedate
the outcomes in these cases.
• Biological gradient. The "dose-response" relationship between the number
of ACEs and each of the outcomes (as well as the number of comorbid
outcomes) is strong and graded. This is consistent with cumulative effects
of childhood stress on the developing brain.
• Biological plausibility. The strength of the convergence between
epidemiology and neurobiology is most evident here. Recent studies from
the neurosciences show that childhood stress can affect numerous brain
structures and functions providing convincing biologic plausibility for the
epidemiologic findings.
• Coherence. "The term coherence implies that a cause and effect
interpretation for an association does not conflict with what is known
about the natural history and biology of the disease (Rothman 1998)." In
fact, recent research shows that childhood maltreatment interacts with a
common functional polymorphism in the promoter region of the
serotonin transporter 5-HTT, resulting in higher risk of depression and
suicidality (Caspi 2003), both of which are associated with the ACE
score. This information is consistent with an effect of early maltreatment
on monoamine pathways known to be involved in depressive disorders.
• Experimental evidence. This is the most persuasive evidence, but for ethical
reasons randomized experiments depend on animal studies. Evidence from
studies in rodents and primates show that stressful exposures induce
neuroanatomical and neurophysiologic differences as well as aggression and
drug seeking behaviors.
• Analogous evidence. A widely acknowledged analogy for an exposure
causing a multitude of outcomes (as seen with ACEs, including a doseresponse relationship) is the causal relationship of cigarette smoking to
cardiovascular diseases, neoplasms, lung disease, and other health problems
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(CDC, 2002).
In conclusion, there is a striking convergence of recent findings from the
neurosciences with those from a large epidemiologic study of the long-term
effects of ACEs which has the potential to open multidisciplinary approaches to
studying and improving human well-being. Current practices of medicine and
public health are fragmented by categorical funding, organizational boundaries,
and a symptom-based system of medical care. Prevention and remediation of our
nation's leading health and social problems is likely to benefit from understanding that many of these problems tend to be comorbid and may have
common origins in the enduring neurodevelopmental consequences of abuse and
related adverse experiences during childhood
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Food Fix –
Neurobiology highlights similarities between obesity and drug
addiction
Christen Brownlee
It was 1990, and Neal, a 55-year-old salesman from Silver Spring,
Md, was hitting rock bottom. For years, he had soothed the stress
of his chaotic life with an evening bowl of vanilla ice cream. But in
time, that just wasn't enough. Neal started adding a second bowl,
then a third. Even after he'd moved on to wolfing down an entire
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gallon in a single sitting, he soon needed yet a bigger fix. He added
doughnuts - one, two, and then an entire box.
Neal's not-so-sweet nightly habit eventually blew his weight up to
350 pounds. What he gained in size, he lost in other parts of his
life: His marriage fell apart, he lost his job, and he spent his nights
wondering whether his persistent chest pain meant that he'd die
before morning. As his life spiraled downward, he spoke to a
friend who was a recovering alcoholic.
"When he was telling me the story about what he was doing with
alcohol, I could see that's what I was doing with food, how I was
using it," Neal says. At the time, he says, food seemed like an
innocuous fix - it was hard for him to imagine overdosing on ice
cream and doughnuts. "But if it wasn't food," he adds, "then it
would have been cocaine, heroin, alcohol, or something else for
me."
Many people have suspected that addiction underlies much of
obesity. In fact, in 1960, an overweight woman started a weightloss group that used a 12-step program modeled after that of
Alcoholics Anonymous. Neal turned to Overeaters Anonymous
and has since lost more than 100 pounds. Several other groups use
12-step programs to deal with overeating.
In recent years, scientists have discovered neurological
connections between overeating and drug addiction. They've
conducted studies showing that the brains of individuals with
either of these conditions differ from other people's brains in
similar ways. The researchers have also described a few
enlightening differences between the brains of overeaters and those
of drug abusers.
Understanding the neurological causes of overeating and drug
addiction, say the researchers, could lead to new treatments for
both conditions.
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Filling a void
Overeating and drug addiction probably come from ancient roots
but have taken a modern twist, says Roy Wise of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in Bethesda, Md. He and others
espouse the hypothesis that these problems have arisen as a byproduct of the brain circuitry that motivated our ancestors to find
sustenance, mates, and other necessities that enhanced the longterm success of the species.
"The brain circuitry that we use to find drugs or food has the same
mechanisms involved in looking for anything rewarding," says
Wise.
As humans became more adept at manipulating their material
world, people recognized and later created substances that
especially satisfy these reward-seeking brain circuits. A similar
situation has turned up in recent history with food, says Wise: As
the availability of cheap, tasty food has skyrocketed, so has the
number of people who are obese as a result of overeating.
Nora Volkow, the director of NIDA, agrees. "When you hunt
animals, you may succeed or not. But when you open the fridge,
you will succeed 100 percent of the time," she says.
Volkow wants to know why some people can't seem to close the
fridge. "Is the signal [to eat] really stronger in overeaters, or is the
part of the brain controlling these urges not normal?" she asks. She
and her collaborators began to answer this question in 2001, when
they studied differences between the brains of normal-weight and
of obese people.
In previous research that had focused solely on drug abusers,
Volkow and other researchers found that many addicts had a
deficiency in a particular type of receptor for dopamine, one of the
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brain's feel-good chemicals. Most drugs of abuse reward their
takers - and reinforce the habit - by flooding the brain with more
dopamine than normal. So, the researchers theorized that some
drug users become addicts as a way of making up for a shortage of
dopamine receptors.
Scientists have known for decades that eating also floods the brain
with dopamine. When Volkow and her colleagues looked at the
brains of 10 obese people, the team found a dopamine-receptor
deficiency identical to that in drug addicts. Volkow stresses that
obesity seems to be a significantly more complex disorder than
drug abuse because of many unrelated factors, such as glandular
problems, lack of exercise, or a genetic predisposition to storing
fat, can lead to weight gain.
However, the brains of several of the obese volunteers in Volkow's
study seemed to
be telling another story: "These people were compulsively driven
to eat as if food were their stimulus of choice," she says.
Constant craving
A more recent study sheds light on the mechanism behind
cravings, whether they are for illicit drugs or specific foods.
In the past decade, many studies have sought the identity of the
brain areas and chemical signals that trigger drug cravings information that could eventually result in pharmaceuticals that
help addicts stick to treatment programs. However, notes Marcia
Pelchat of the Monell Chemical Senses Center in Philadelphia,
hardly any neurological studies have focused on food cravings.
Pelchat and her colleagues designed a study that separated food
cravings from hunger by denying people desired foods but keeping
them satiated.
At the beginning of the study, the scientists asked each person to
name a couple of foods that he or she "really liked." Then, the
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researchers gave some study subjects as many nutritionally
complete vanilla shakes as they could eat, but nothing else. Other
subjects
could eat whatever and as much as they wanted,
including the shakes.
After keeping 20 people on one of the two diets for a day and a
half, Pelchat’s team gave each of the subjects a functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan, which measures brain
activity. During the scan, the researchers flashed the names of the
volunteers' favorite foods on a screen, alternating them with the
brand name of the vanilla shakes. The study subjects were asked
to imagine each food in great detail - how it looked and smelled
and what it felt like to eat - and to report any cravings they were
having.
Not surprisingly, the people fed only vanilla shakes reported
significantly more cravings than did participants who'd had no diet
restrictions. When the researchers examined the fMRI images
generated by patients with food cravings, they found activation of
the hippocampus, the insula, and the caudate, which are the same
brain areas that other researchers had pinpointed in drug cravings
and the reinforcement of addictive habits.
"This is consistent with the idea that cravings of all kinds whether for food, drugs, or designer shoes - have common
mechanisms," says Pelchat.
Pure pleasure
With so many enticements surrounding people every day, how
does someone become addicted to food rather than alcohol, drugs,
gambling, video games, or various other alluring pleasures? A
2002 study by Gene-Jack Wang and his colleagues at Brookhaven
National Laboratory in Upton, N.Y., gave researchers food for
thought.
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For the study, Wang's team recruited 30 healthy volunteers - 10
who were obese, the rest of normal weight. After having the
volunteers fast for 16 hours, the researchers gave them a sugary
solution containing a trace of a radioactive chemical. Wang and his
colleagues then conducted positron-emission tomography scans on
the participants. This test showed where the brain was using the
sugar as fuel, a measure of brain activity.
Right away, Wang says, his team noticed a stark difference
between the brain scans of many of the obese and the non-obese
volunteers. Specific areas of the parietal cortex, an area that takes
in sensory information from the body, lit up only in the obese
subjects.
Wang checked an anatomy textbook and found that the areas
highlighted in the obese study participants responded to various
sensations from the mouth, lips, and tongue. Studies by other
researchers had shown that these areas aren't overactive in people
addicted to drugs.
Wang's team hypothesizes that some obese people get more
pleasure from eating than people of normal weight do. As such,
"they may be more susceptible or vulnerable to some types of
food," he says.
Scientists are currently investigating neurological differences
between obese individuals. For example, Wang is employing an
implanted device, called a gastric pacemaker, designed to make the
stomach feel full. The device decreases appetite by stimulating
nerves that control the digestive system. Most obese people eat less
in response to this pacemaker, but some don't respond.
Wang's team hypothesizes that these people's dopamine systems
and other brain areas motivating them to eat may be overriding the
system that senses satiety.
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Want a new drug?
As more information turns up on how drug addiction and obesity
are neurologically similar, some researchers are using the findings
to craft treatments aimed at both problems. The most logical target
seems to be the dopamine system. However, notes Wise, chemicals
that completely block dopamine are "too blunt a tool."
"If you block all dopamine, it blunts all the pleasures of life. We
need to make just a small adjustment to [patients'] lives, like
technicians fine-tune the ratio of fuel and oxygen in a racecar," he
says.
Many researchers are therefore targeting brain systems that have
some sway over the system regulated by dopamine. An
experimental drug called rimonabant appears promising. It works
by dampening activity in the endocannabinoid system, a brain
network that indirectly hikes dopamine concentrations in the brain.
In the most recent study of rimonabant's performance, published
in the April 16 Lancet, researchers tested the drug in people who
were overweight or obese. They gave 1,507 volunteers various
doses of the drug or a placebo for 1 year. Of the 599 people on the
highest dose - 20 milligrams (mg) - of rimonabant, almost 70
percent lost at least 5 percent of their body weight. Only about 50
percent of the volunteers taking a placebo lost that much weight.
In March 2004 at the American College of Cardiology Scientific
Sessions in New Orleans, researchers announced positive, although
modest, results in a study using rimonabant for smoking cessation.
Of the people who received a 20-mg dose of the drug, about a third
quit smoking within 15 days. Only about one-fifth of the placebo
takers quit in the same time period.
However, another result may give hope to weight-conscious
smokers. People getting 20 mg of rimonabant lost 0.5 pound, on
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average, according to Julissa Viana of Sanofi-Aventis, the
company that makes rimonabant and sponsored the study. People
who got the placebo gained about 2.4 pounds.
Wise notes that rimonabant is probably only the first of many
drugs intended to fight both obesity and drug addiction. But until
such drugs are available for prescription, many researchers suggest
following the same tenets that have helped Neal battle his
overeating for the past 15 years.

Letters:
I note that pleasure activates the neurobiological response that
fuels addictive behavior. It has long been a tenet of the 12-step
programs that there is no pleasure greater than to use one's talents
to help others similarly afflicted. Perhaps we shouldn't discount the
neurological effect of that activity.
Betsy (last name withheld)
It's a fact that drug addicts have a deficiency in certain dopamine
receptors. However, without determining that such deficiency
predates
the addiction process, we can't be sure that this
represents a cause rather than an effect. It is equally credible that,
once addicted, the drug abuser's brain attempts to compensate for
the flood of
induced dopamine by reducing the number of
sensitive receptors. This
fits with induced drug tolerance, in
which an addict becomes less sensitive to the euphoric effects of
a drug over time, requiring increasing doses to achieve equal
effect. Perhaps, over time, people for whom food is the euphoriant
also require larger doses to achieve satisfaction.
David P. Vernon
Tucson, Ariz.
Of course, drug-based approaches (however ironic) may help
addicts. But it seems like a really interesting question to ask what
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happens in the brains of the people who choose to change their
lifestyles, whether by a 12-step program or some other method.
David Wine
Seattle, Wash.
If you have a comment on this article that you would like
considered for publication in Science News, send it to
editors@sciencenews.org. Please include your name and location.
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Long-term Effects and
IntergenerationaI Transmission of
Victimization: A Lesson From
Holocaust Survivors and Their
Children
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(An earlier version of this chapter was funded by the National Institute of Mental Health
Contract # 092424762, 1982)

The heterogeneity of responses of families of survivors to their Holocaust
and post-Holocaust life experiences, described within and beyond the
current notions of post-traumatic stress disorder, emphasizes the need to
guard against expecting all victim-survivors to behave in a uniform fashion
and to match appropriate therapeutic interventions to particular forms of
reaction. The discussion delineates the meanings of the victimization
rupture, preventive and reparative goals, and principles and modalities of
treatment (professional and self-help) of the long-term effects and intergenerational transmission of the traumata. Highly needed training, which is
traditionally absent, should include working through therapists' "countertransference" difficulties.
Once upon a time there were gas
chambers and crematoria; and no
one lived happily ever after.
(Langer, 1975, p. 124)
Having heard this "modern fairy tale," Langer states "one is compelled to acknowledge the new reality rushing into the void and to
rewrite the little Red Riding Hoods of our youth and past, granting
to an amorphous wolf the triumphant role that fairy tales may deny
but the history of the Holocaust confirms" (1975, p. 165). In his
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book, The Destruction of the European Jews, Hilberg (1961) too states
that "only a generation ago, the incidents described in this book
would have been considered improbable, infeasible, or even
inconceivable. Now they have happened" (p. v). A country
considered the most civilized and cultured in the western world
committed the greatest evils that humans have inflicted on humans,
and thereby challenged the structure of morality, human dignity,
and human rights, as well as the values that define civilization. The
Nazi Holocaust massively and mercilessly exposed the potential
boundlessness of human evil and ugliness, in a silently acquiescing
world.
Of the 8,861,000 Jews living in Europe prior to World War II, It is
estimated that 400,000-500,000 survived the Nazi Holocaust in the
underground, by hiding or escaping, in ghettos, or in slave labor
camps, and no more than 75,000 outlived the Nazi death camps
(Epstein, 1977, 1979 see also Dawidowicz, 1975).
Common sense dictates that it is inevitable for the massive
traumata experienced by the remains of European Jewry to have
had immediate and possibly long-term effects on these victimsurvivors and even their offspring. Nevertheless, the vast literature
on these consequences reveals an arduous struggle in law
(Kestenberg, 1982), but particularly in psychiatry, to prove the
existence of these effects. Some excellent reviews of the
psychiatric literature can be found m articles in Krystal (196B)
Krystal & Niederland (1971), Chodoff (1975), Israel-Netherlands
Symposium (1979), Dimsdale (1980), and others. Only in 1980 did
the evolving descriptions and definitions of the survivor syndrome
m that literature win their way into the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 1980) as a separate, valid category
of "mental disorder" -309.81 Post-traumatic Stress Disorder.
Literature on the intergenerational transmission of the
psychological effects of the Holocaust on survivors' offspring
(children born after the war) began with Rakoff's article (1966). A
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review of this literature and an up-to-date bibliography can be
found in Wanderman (1979), Danieli (1981c, 1982a) and Bergman
and Jucovy (1982). The most recent literature voices concern about
the transmission of pathological intergenerational processes to the
third and succeeding generations.
In this chapter, I will first present a brief summary of the differing
post-war adaptational styles in survivors' families, which I have
identified and described in detail elsewhere (Danieli, 1981a,
1981c). This typology and the observations in it have been
supported in a study by Rich (1982). The heterogeneity of
responses to the Holocaust and to the post-Holocaust life
experiences in families of survivors - implied herein in the
proposed taxonomy - is, in part, intended to guard mental health
professionals against the grouping of individuals as "survivors," all
of whom are expected to exhibit a single "survivor syndrome"
(Krystal & Niederland, 1968), and the expectation that children of
survivors will similarly manifest a single "child of survivor
syndrome" (cf. Phillips, 1978). I will then present a preliminary
theoretical model of victimization trauma and some implications
for treatment considerations and goals, modalities, and modes.
While my discussion is based primarily on work with Jewish
survivors of the Holocaust and their offspring, I believe that it also
applies to other victim-survivor populations.
DIFFERING ADAPTATIONAL STYLES AMONG HOLOCAUST
SURVIVOR FAMILIES
Background
One way that survivors coped with the prolonged horrors of the
Holocaust was to sustain the hope of reuniting with their families.
While some did find a few surviving relatives, most learned where
and how their family members and friends had perished. Unable to
fully comprehend their tragedy or to express their grief or rage,
they were confronted with the task of rebuilding their lives.
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"Marriages of despair," formed on short acquaintance, which
disregarded differences in pre-war socioeconomic and educational
status, life-style, age, or other ordinary criteria for marriage, were
frequent between adult survivors. Recreating a family was a
concrete act to compensate for the losses, counter the massive
disruption in the order and continuity of the survivors' lives, and
undo the dehumanization and loneliness they had experienced.
The most tangible fulfillment of hope for the continuity and
renewal of life was to bring a child into the world. Many survivors
gave birth in displaced persons (DP) camps as soon as it was
physically possible. Almost without exception, the newborn
children were named after those who had perished. Often viewed
as a blessing, miracle, gift, or symbol of victory, the children were
to be the future in a world free of oppression and equal to or even
better than the idealized pre-war world of their parents.
In addition to the difficulties shared by most immigrants to the
United States, the majority of Holocaust survivors encountered a
unique cluster of pervasive negative societal reactions and attitudes
comprised of indifference, avoidance, repression, and denial of
their Holocaust experiences.
The "Conspiracy of Silence"
Survivors' war accounts were too horrifying for most people to
listen to or believe. Additionally, bystanders' guilt led many to
regard the survivors as pointing accusing fingers at them.
Survivors were also faced with the pervasively held myth that they
had actively or passively participated in their own destiny by
"going like sheep to the slaughter" and with the suspicion that they
had performed immoral acts in order to survive. Reactions such as
these ensured the survivors' silence about their Holocaust
experiences.
The resulting "conspiracy of silence," which has existed both
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between the Holocaust survivors and society, and between
survivors and the mental health professionals for over 30 years,
had a significant negative impact on the survivors' post-war
familial and socio-cultural adaptation and, consequently, on their
long-term capacity for intra-psychic integration and healing.
Survivors were forced to conclude that nobody cared to listen, and
that no one who had not undergone the same experience "could
really understand" them. Their profound isolation, loneliness, and
mistrust of society intensified, and the task of mourning their
massive losses became impossible. The silence imposed by a world
that did not want to hear them proved particularly painful to those
who had survived the war determined to bear witness.
The only option left to survivors, other than sharing their
Holocaust experiences with each other, was to withdraw
completely into their newly established families. Children of such
families, although remembering their parents' and lost families' war
histories "only in bits and pieces" attested to the constant
psychological presence of the Holocaust at home, verbally and
nonverbally, or in some cases, reported having absorbed the
omnipresent experience of the Holocaust through "osmosis."
From data obtained in clinical and semi-clinical work with
survivors and offspring participating in the Group Project for
Holocaust Survivors and Their Children, begun in the New York
City area in 1975, I have formulated four major categories of
survivor families: victim families, fighter families, numb families,
and families of “those who made it”. These categories are of
special significance in establishing the resulting identity and selfimage of the children. .
These findings were derived from work with 75 survivors, ages 3774, and approximately 300 children of survivors, ages 17-33, some
of whom are married and parents themselves. All families had at
least one member who survived the Holocaust, and at least one
child born after the war. Since many of these people were well-
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adjusted by most external criteria, this sample consisted of a wider
range of adjustment than is traditionally reported in clinical
literature on the sequelae of the Holocaust in the families of its
survivors, which usually focuses on what I call "victim families"
(see, for example, Barocas, 1975; Rakoff, et al, 1966;
Sigal,
Silver, Rakoff, & Ellin, 1973; Trossman: 1968).
Below is a brief summary of the four family classifications which I
have described in detail elsewhere (Danieli, 1981a, 1981c, 1981d).
It should be noted that, although the survivor parent's post-war
posture may or may not be identical with his or her war
experiences, most survivors who headed victim or numb families
were former concentration camp inmates; most of those in the
fighter category were partisans and resistance fighters during the
war.
Victim families. The post-war home atmosphere of survivors whose
dominant identity was that of victim was characterized by
pervasive depression, worry, mistrust and fear of the outside world,
and by symbiotic clinging within the family. Catastrophic
overreactions to everyday change were common. Somatization,
while serving as an unconscious expression of survivors' chronic
grief and rage, was also used to control and manipulate other
family members.
Physical problems were far more acceptable in 'Victim families
than psychological problems, which the parents viewed as
evidence of Hitler’s posthumous victory. Psychological help was
also seen as a threatening intrusion into the symbiotic network of
the family.
Yet another means of keeping the family a totally closed system
was teaching mistrust to the children. Taking orders or instructions
from outside authorities was experienced, at best, as passive
humiliation. Children in such families were often trained to be
survivors of future Holocausts and frequently reported panic and
guardedness when Holocaust imagery intruded into their daily
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experiences. The long-term result of such experiences was often
keen political liberalism.
Victim families insisted that the inside doors of their homes remain
open at all times. Any assertion of healthy independence and
privacy needs by their children threatened parents, who felt they
were reliving their war experiences, when being separated meant
total and permanent loss. The demands for symbiotic devotion and
for fulfilling family goals were most heavily visited upon first-born
children.
Security based on physical, nutritional, and material survival was
of paramount concern in these homes. For most parents, joy, selffulfillment, and existential questions were "frivolous" luxuries.
Survivor parents appeared to be both very certain and “disaster
smart" to their children in protecting them against any negative
eventuality in life. Being "right" and in control in their families,
even if arbitrarily so, seems to have compensated for the survivors'
prevailing sense of passive helplessness and demoralization during
the Holocaust. Because wrong decisions during the war invariably
meant death, many children also behaved as though every decision
were a matter of life and death. Surivor parents were frequently
lost and disoriented, however, in dealing With the American reality
and it then became the children's task to become the family's
mediators with the outside world. Thus, roles in these families
were reversed and overprotection became mutual.
The children were also called upon to be the mediators inside the
homes, as parents' marriages of despair frequently turned into
interminable complaining about their mutual disappointments. For
the male survivor, at a disadvantage compared to the female in
achieving psychological recovery and in reestablishing his
traditional role as head of the family (Danieli, 1981a), making a
new life often became merely "making a living." Typically, the
husband became a compulsive worker and took a subsidiary
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position in the emotional and interpersonal life of the family. The
wife would frequently berate her husband in front of her children.
The offspring were called upon to take sides, to serve as
confidants, to compensate for a parent's disappointment in
marriage, and to parent their parents.
For reasons related to the war, the management of rage and
aggression was an enormous problem for survivors. Moreover, life
after the war did not afford the survivors adequate opportunity for
expression of their bottomless rage, leaving them only indirect,
mostly intrafamilial, means to express and experience it. The
immense conflict and the meaning of aggression in their lives and
their roles as parents severely inhibited the victim survivors' ability
to serve as authority figures for their offspring - to set limits and to
provide them with reasonable discipline and constructive channels
for their normal aggression. The children’s fear of being wrong,
and their inhibition of anger and assertiveness, tended to block
creative self-initiated tasks of these often disproportionately bright,
ambitious, and talented offspring.
Guilt was one of the most potent means of control in these victim
families, keeping many adult children from questioning parents
about their war experience, expressing anger toward them, or
"burdening" them with their own pain.
Being totally passive and helpless in the face of the Holocaust was
perhaps the most devastating experience for victim survivors, one
that was existentially intolerable. Because guilt presupposes the
presence of choice and the power to exercise it, much of what has
been termed "survivor's guilt" (Niederland, 1964) may be an
unconscious attempt to deny or undo this helplessness. Guilt as a
defense against utter helplessness links both generations to the
Holocaust. The children, in their turn, are helpless in their mission
to undo the Holocaust both for their parents and for themselves.
Guilt also operates as a vehicle of loyalty to the dead, keeping both
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generations engaged in relationships with those who perished, and
maintaining a semblance of familial continuity.
Over protectiveness and over involvement in all aspects of their
parents' lives diminished the offspring's ability to establish outside
relationships in general and marital and sexual relationships in
particular. Many dreaded being on their own and becoming adults.
Most feared having children, to whom they might transmit their
Holocaust legacy and upon whom they would inflict a world that
might suffer another Holocaust. Despite their conscious wish to
make the family whole and large once again, this fear usually
prevailed.
Although many children of survivors were extraordinarily driven
to achieve academic or professional success, the offspring of
victims often felt that surpassing their parents meant leaving them
behind, and as a result often unconsciously destroyed their success
and accomplishments. Overly concerned not to hurt, and keenly
sensitive to another's pain, the children of victim survivors
frequently entered the helping professions.
Fighter families. The term fighter was chosen to convey either the
way such survivors described their physical or spiritual role during
the Holocaust or the posture they adopted after the war to
counteract the image of the victimized Jew. However, many who
were fighters during the war lived as victims after liberation and
this incongruous transformation bewildered their offspring,
impairing their development of cohesive self-images.
It is important to emphasize that using the word fighter to connote
the dominant identity of these survivors does not imply that active
fighting, rather than sheer luck, saved all who escaped the fate of
the six million Jews who died in the Holocaust.
The home atmosphere of fighter survivors was permeated by an intense drive to build and achieve, and the home was filled with
compulsive activity. Any behavior that might signify victimization,
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weakness, or self-pity was not permitted. Illness was faced only
when it became a crisis. Although physical illness was more
acceptable than psychological disturbance, both were experienced
as narcissistic insults. Pride was fiercely held as a virtue; relaxation
and pleasure were superfluous.
Families of fighters, like those of victims, did not trust outside authorities. Unlike victims, however, they permitted and encouraged
aggression against and defiance of outsiders, thus escaping the
victim families' double bind.
Intergenerational over involvement and over protectiveness were
found in fighter families, but without the burden of distress and
worry characteristic of victim families. Some fighter marriages
were formed during the war, after a longer acquaintance period
than the marriages of despair mentioned earlier.
Children of fighters-had difficulty in sharing and delegating
responsibility to others, both interpersonally and professionally.
Their contempt and intolerance of any dependency in themselves
and others acted as a deterrent to forming peer and marital
relationships.
In these families, the offspring had to establish a fighter/hero
identity in order both to belong to the family and to separate from
it. In their search for validation and esteem, children frequently
sought out or created dangerous situations.
Numb families In numb families, both parents were frequently the
sole survivors of their individual families which before the war had
included a spouse and children. The post-war home atmosphere
was characterized by pervasive silence and depletion of all
emotions, the parents capable of tolerating only a minimal amount
of stimulation, either pleasurable or painful. Some children were
too frightened to imagine what could have led to such constriction
and lifelessness in their parents. As a result, their own inner
spontaneity and fantasy life were severely restricted.
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In numb families, the parents protected each other and the children
protected the parents. Children were expected to somehow grow up
on their own and to take care of themselves. Despite the
infrequency of physical and verbal contact with their parents, they
were also expected to understand that they were loved because of
their parents' pained efforts to support them financially.
Offspring often adapted by numbing themselves, which resulted in
their appearing less intelligent and capable of achieving than they
were, or by being perpetually angry in an apparent effort to evoke
negative attention instead of none at all.
The children frequently adopted outside authorities and peers as
family in an attempt to seek identification models and to learn how
to live. In desperate attempts to please their parents, they tried to
achieve generally accepted social standards, but often felt out of
place, forlorn, and not genuinely involved in their pursuits.
Since they rarely felt central or important at home, the children did
not believe that others would consider them worthy of attention. In
their unconscious fantasies, their (future) spouses served as the
parental figures they were deprived of. Their powerful need to be
babied often curbed a desire for children of their own.
"Families of those who made it" This fourth group is less
homogeneous than the other three. Many of these survivors were
motivated by a wartime fantasy and desire to "make it big," if they
were liberated, in order to defeat the Nazis. Persistently and singlemindedly, they sought higher education, social and political status,
fame and/or wealth. As with other survivor families, they used
their money primarily for the benefit of their children.
Outwardly, this group was more completely assimilated into
American society than other survivors. Some achieved a "normal"
posture by completely denying and avoiding their past and any
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reminders of it. Children of this group reported feeling cheated and
bitter at finding out, usually indirectly, about their heritage. The
denial in these families often resulted in inner numbing, isolation
and somatization, and in this respect they resembled the numb
families (see also Krystal, 1975, 1978; Oswald & Bittner, 1968).
This is the only survivor group of the four discussed to have a high
rate of divorce. Some who, right after the war, married other
survivors, eventually divorced. While most of "those who made it"
were too young at liberation to rush into marriage, they also tended
to marry non-survivors.
The survivor's role in these families was the dominant one. His or
her ambitions became those of the family members. Although
proud of their parents' achievements, the children reported feeling
emotionally neglected by them, except in those areas leading to
their own demonstrable success. In contrast to their emphasis on
good appearances, the parents unconsciously encouraged semidelinquent behavior in their adolescent children, using their money
or position to rescue them from the consequences.
Some survivors in this group devoted much of their careers,
money, and political status to demand commemoration of and
attention to the Jewish experience during the Holocaust, and
dignity for its victims. They used their Holocaust experiences as a
means to understand the roots of genocide, to find ways to prevent
its recurrence, and to aid victimized populations in general. The
Holocaust was also a central theme in the works of members of
this group who were involved in the arts.
Despite some willingness to undertake psychotherapy as a
culturally acceptable pursuit, "those who made it" tended to deny
the long-term effects of the Holocaust upon themselves and their
children and would rarely discuss the Holocaust as a factor in their
psychological lives.
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR TREATMENT:
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My focus on the relationship between Holocaust experiences and
postwar adaptational styles among survivors' families precludes
discussion of pre-Holocaust background considerations that are
critical to understanding post-war adjustment. These may include
the characteristics and dynamics of the survivor's family of origin
in pre-World War II European Jewish life, as well as such
demographic factors as the nationality, age, education, occupation,
and marital and social status of the survivor at the onset of the
Holocaust. These background considerations should be explored in
psychotherapy with survivors and their children in order to
(re)establish the sense of integration, rootedness and continuity so
damaged by their traumata. Furthermore, since children of
survivors seem to unconsciously repeat their parents' Holocaust
experiences in their own lives, those experiences should be
explored in detail with the children as well.
The individual survivor's war history is crucial to the
understanding of survivors' offspring. They seem to have
consciously and unconsciously absorbed their parents' Holocaust
experiences into their lives almost in toto. Holocaust parents, in
the attempt to give their best, taught their children how to survive
and, in the process, transmitted to them the life conditions under
which they had survived the war.
Many children of survivors, like their parents, manifest Holocaust
derived behaviors, particularly on the anniversaries of their parents'
traumata. Moreover, some have internalized as parts of their
identity the images of those who perished and, hence,
simultaneously live in different places (Europe and America) and
different time periods (1942 and the present.)
Very close to most, if not all, families of survivors is the concern
about the meaning of being a Jew after the Holocaust (Daniell,
1981b). Most of these families are extremely small. The Holocaust
deprived them of the normal cycle of the generations and ages, and
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of natural death (Ettinger. 1980). Each family tree is laden with
death and losses. Indeed, the most painful and intolerable struggle
underlying all attempts at coping with and integrating the impact of
the Holocaust into the lives of these families is the genuine
impossibility of mourning. As one 74-year old fighter, recently
rewidowed and the sole survivor of a family of 72 people, put it,
"Even if it takes one year to mourn each loss, and even if I live to
be 107 [and mourn all members of my family], what do I do about
the rest of the six million?"
The taxonomy that I have proposed for categorizing the families of
Holocaust survivors is not intended to represent or imply pure and
mutually exclusive types, nor to blur the commonality of core
issues confronting Holocaust survivors and their offspring. I
intended to alert mental health professionals to the heterogeneity
within and beyond the post-traumatic stress syndrome, and its
(potentially) differential effect on victim/survivor family members.
Indeed, the heterogeneity of responses to the Holocaust and to
post-Holocaust life experiences in families of survivors
emphasizes the need to match appropriate therapeutic interventions
to particular forms of reaction, and to respect the unique
individuality of each victim/survivor. This need similarly exists in
working with other victim/survivor populations.
SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Before discussing my approach to treatment I will discuss a set of
reflections which is the basis of my approach.
The goals of the Group Project for Holocaust Survivors and Their
Children, which are preventive as well as reparative, are predicated
on two major assumptions: 1) that awareness of the meaning of
post-Holocaust adaptational styles and the integration of Holocaust
experiences into the totality of the survivors' and their offspring's
lives will be liberating and potentially self-actualizing for both;
and 2) that awareness of transmitted, intergenerational processes
will inhibit the transmission of pathology to succeeding
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generations.
While psychological/internal liberation from the trauma of
victimization is the ultimate goal of treatment for survivors, the
central and guiding dynamic principle is integration. That is,
integration of the trauma into one's life span in such a way that it
will become a meaningful part of the survivor's and the survivor's
offspring's identity, hierarchy of values, and orientation of living.
It is a longitudinal integration along the time dimension which
gains a full perspective of the victimization experiences and their
impact upon one's life space at any point in time. An essential
aspect of the establishment of such perspective is that when we
speak of integration in the case of victimization, we speak of integrating the extraordinary into one's life - that is, confronting and
incorporating aspects of human existence that are not normally
encountered in ordinary everyday life. In the case of victimization
in the Holocaust, we often speak of reconstituting the (inner) world
of one's shattered life.
In Figure 1, the concentric circles on the horizontal plane represent
the individual within his or her complex physical/intra-psychicidentity, familial, social/communal, religious/cultural, national, and
international spheres or systems. If one envisions this plane as
moving along the vertical vector (like an elevator shaft), which
represents the continuous life-time dimension in one's conception
of life from past to present through one’s future, an individual
ideally should simultaneously be able to freely along both
horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Victimization causes a rupture, a possible regression and a state of
being "stuck" in this free flow, which I will call fixity. The time,
duration, extent and meaning of the victimization for the
individual, as well as post-Victimization traumata and the
conspiracy of silence or second wound (Symonds 1980) will
determine the elements and degree of
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rupture, the disruption, disorganization and disorientation, and the
seventy of the Fixity. The massive catastrophe of the Holocaust not
only ruptured continuity but also destroyed all the individual's
existing supports and was, as previously described, pervasively
exacerbated by the conspiracy of silence that followed it.
Elsewhere (Danieli, 1981e) I questioned, in principle, the
possibility of full integration of the Holocaust by its survivors and
their offspring alone, while humanity, Western culture, and society
in general have not yet done so. However, the Group Project for
Holocaust Survivors and Their Children still maintains that the
attempt to reestablish the sense of continuity, belongingness and
rootedness, and to effect perspective and integration through
awareness, are our optimal vehicles in possibly achieving our
reparative and preventive goals of liberation from the traumata (see
Lifton, 1973, 1979).
Especially with these individuals, repairing the rupture and thereby
freeing the flow rarely has the meaning of "going back to normal."
This is true both in terms of (re)adapting to "normal society" or
returning to pre-victimization ways of being and functioning, as if
one could resurrect one’s previous (destroyed) fabric of life. In
fact, the latter hope in particular is not only unrealizable, but
clinging to it possibly attests to attempted denial of the survivor's
Holocaust experiences and thereby to fixity.
Cognitive recovery involves the ability to develop a realistic
perspective of what happened, by whom and to whom, and
accepting the reality that it happened the way it did. For example,
what was and was not under the victim's control, what could not
be, and why. Accepting the impersonality of the events also
removes the need to attribute personal causality and consequently,
guilt and false responsibility. An educated and contained image of
the events of victimization is potentially freeing from constructing
one's view of oneself and of humanity solely on the basis of those
events. For example, having been helpless does not mean that one
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is a helpless person; having witnessed or experienced evil does not
mean that the world as a whole is evil; having been betrayed does
mean that betrayal is an overriding human behavior; having been
victimized does not necessarily mean that one has to live one's life
in constant readiness for its reenactment; having been treated as
dispensable does not mean that one is worthless; and, taking the
painful risk of bearing witness does not mean that the world will
listen, learn, change, or become a better place.
The task of therapy within the theoretical framework presented
above is to help Survivors and children of survivors achieve
integration of an experience which produced the state of fixity that
has halted the normal flow of life in at least the four styles
described earlier. Indeed, when psychotherapy dwells on certain
periods in the survivors' lives and neglects others, it hinders
survivors and their offspring from meaningfully recreating the flow
within the totality of their lives, and may perpetuate their sense of
disruption and discontinuity (see also, de Wind, 1972).
The long-term treatment modalities especially aim at the
individual's "getting better" rather than merely "feeling better."
"Getting better" involves a continuous and consistent unraveling
and working through of the individual's or the family's particular
(unconscious) rigidified and self-perpetuated victim-survivor
context or stance, in the direction of liberation and (full) selfactualization. In this process, we harness and ally ourselves with
the individual's or family's present as well as past strengths and
pro-life forces, such as general cognitive abilities, the elements of
one's active control and mastery in the act of survival, and the
rebuilding of life, hope, determination, courage, loyalty, humor,
and source of goodness, support, and love in one's memories and in
one's current life. The latter potentially engender one's ability for
self soothing, giving, trusting, experiencing and accepting love,
asking for and accepting another's help, attaining a sense of
wholeness, healing, and recovery. These abilities must develop for
the individual to be able to gain perspective, integrate and contain
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elements of his or her Holocaust or other victimization
experiences, such as evil, hate, (helpless) rage, murder, violence,
brutality, destruction, chaos, injustice, shame, degradation and
humiliation, indifference, loss and mourning.
The Project provides individual, family, group, and community assistance in a variety of non-institutional settings. The meaning of
institutions for survivors and their offspring, and their particular
sensitivity to being stigmatized or labeled crazy (stemming in part
from the Nazi practice of gassing the sick and mentally ill),
specifically precluded making the Project part of a mental health
institution.
Therapeutic methods and foci used by the professionals who staff
the Project - all dictated by our goals and the needs of this
population - are the dynamic psychoanalytic, Gestalt,
Transactional Analysis and Psychodrama, desensitization and
Cognitive Behavior. These may be applied to all the treatment
modalities provided by the Project.
The Group Project offers opportunities to participate in six types of
groups (for a schematic presentation of these groups, see
Danieli,1981f). Each prospective participant is interviewed in
order to determine the appropriate therapeutic modality. Many of
the participants choose to combine a variety of modalities (e.g.,
individual and group therapy).
The central therapeutic goal of integrating disruption and discontinuity in part informed the diagnostic and therapeutic decision to
construct a three-generation family tree (Danieli, in press) during
the initial interviews with newcomers to the Project. Although it
triggers an acute sense of pain and loss, it reaffirms the importance
of continuity. One invaluable yield of exploring the threegeneration family tree is that it opens communication within
families and between generations. Breaking the silence about the
Holocaust and pre-Holocaust experiences within the family is
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generally helpful in family therapy, but it is particularly crucial for
aging survivors and their children (Daniell, 1981e). For issues and
concerns particular to aging survivors, see Blau and Kahana
(1981).
THE CENTRAL ROLE OF THE GROUP MODALITY
From its inception in 1975, the Project has recognized the vital importance of self-help and has capitalized on group and community
therapeutic modalities to counteract the sense of isolation and
alienation suffered by Holocaust survivors and their children. By
participating in groups, survivors and offspring who are plagued by
mistrust and the feeling that nobody who had not undergone the
same experiences would "really understand" them, can discuss and
share their current concerns and past experiences (Hays & Danieli,
1976).
Group modalities have been particularly helpful in compensating
for counter-transference reactions. Whereas a therapist alone may
feel unable to contain or provide a "holding environment"
(Winnicott, 1965) for his or her patients' feelings, the group as a
unit is able to. While any particularly intense interaction invoked
by Holocaust memories may prove too overwhelming to some
people present, others invariably come "forth with a variety of
helpful holding reactions.
The group offers a place for abreaction and catharsis as well as a
multiplicity of options for expressing feelings, and naming,
verbalizing and modulating them. It also encourages mutual caring
which ultimately enhances self-care in these individuals.
Identification with "their group," initially based on common background alone, facilitates positive change. As Foulkes (1948)
suggested:
“The deepest reason why these patients . . . can reinforce each
other's normal reactions and wear down and correct each other's
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(pathological) reactions, is that collectively they constitute the very
norm, from which, individually, they deviate. (p.29, author's italics)”
In addition, the groups and community established by the Project
serve to rebuild a sense of extended family and community lost to
these individuals during the Holocaust.
Finally, these modalities acknowledge the central role of "we-ness"
in the identity of the survivors, as manifested in their common use
of "we" rather than "I," particularly when describing their
Holocaust experiences. The Holocaust was a group phenomenon,
and perhaps only collectively can its survivors find a meaningful
response to it. This seems true particularly with regard to
mourning, issues of Jewish identity after the Holocaust, and the
relationship of the survivors and their children with the nonJewish world.
TRAINING AND COUNTERTRANSFERENCE
Traditional training does not usually prepare professionals to deal
with massive, real, adult traumata and their long-term effects (see
also Wallerstein, 1973). I therefore cannot overemphasize the
paramount importance of the training/peer supervision seminars
and workshops held by the professionals staffing the Project for the
survivors and their offspring. While the eagerness to read and
research all available and relevant materials has produced much
knowledge and understanding, and the genuine caring and desire to
help have been unquestionable, the commitment that made the task
of integration a fulfillable one was the professionals' struggle and
openness to work through their counter-transference reactions-their contribution to the conspiracy of silence, the obstacles they
had erected on the road to awareness and integration of their
patients' Holocaust experiences, and their long-term and intergenerational effects. Attention to their own reactions and mutual
support have also helped reduce the incidence of burnout among
these professionals.
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I hope that increased awareness of the counter-transference
reactions, which I have identified and elaborated upon elsewhere
(Daniell, 1980, 1984), will liberate professionals to optimally serve
this and other victim-survivor populations. My research (Danieli,
1982a) strongly suggests that the source of these reactions is the
Holocaust, rather than the actual encounter with its survivors and
their offspring. I believe that therapists' difficulties in treating other
victim-survivors may similarly have their roots in the nature of the
victimization.
-------------------------------------------------------------
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“CHILDREN of the LAGER”
By Ruth Lichtenstein, HaModiah
12 Elul, 5769; September 1, ‘09

This is the story of the children of the survivors. Although they had
not suffered the Holocaust, these children were often survivors
themselves, victims of the Nazi hell that their parents had escaped
in body but never in spirit. This account, culled from numerous
conversations with other children of survivors is, first and
foremost, the story of my life as a child of Holocaust survivors.
Many years ago, I discovered a New York Times article by Helen
Epstein, writing in 1972, covering the issue of the “second
generation” after the holocaust. Epstein had conducted interviews
with a group of children of survivors, and the issue she addressed
in her article resonated profoundly with the feelings that I had
buried deep within me for most of my life. They were feeling that I
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had never dared express and yet were now emblazoned across a
newspaper page.
I wanted to find others who felt as I did. Yet the year was 1985,
and not too many spoke about the holocaust - definitely not the
children of the survivors. But I was determined to change that. I
prepared a list of questions and tried them out on a group of
women, all children of survivors, who had been born in America,
Europe, or Israel. The setting was idyllic; it was in a bungalow
colony in the Catskill Mountains of New York, and the women
often gathered outside in little circles to talk. Yet instead of the
usual chit-chat, this time a very different kind of conversation took
place.

These women never knew that others like them
also shared these same feelings
The first session began slowly, but then it exploded into a fastpaced, excited discussion as the women found that my questions
aroused feelings and memories they all shared. These women
never knew that others like them also shared these same feelings,
given that through all these years, even as these women now had
children of their own, they had vigilantly maintained the fearful
silence of their parents.
Now they had the opportunity to open up. And they did. Most of
them had grown up believing that part of being a parent was to be a
Holocaust survivor. It was required. There were almost no parents
who did not have numbers tattooed onto their arms. Slowly, the
bungalow was transformed into a therapy center of sorts, a place
where a small change began to take place. The silence of decades
was broken, and the pain of those who had grown up in a dark
world of loss and anguish finally emerged into the light of day.
As a teacher, I continued my research by distributing these
questions to the twelfth graders in the high school in which I taught
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Jewish history. As the years passed, the number of girls who were
second generation steadily decreased, while granddaughters of
survivors took their place.
Yet it became clear to me that the responses to the questions, and
the depth of the impact the Holocaust has had on these girls,
depended not on the generational distance but on their personal
interest in the subject. Often the youngest daughters of survivors
would try desperately to distances themselves from the subject,
terrified to link themselves to the dismal, miserable images in the
black and white photos that their parents so rarely showed them.
However, when the students were assigned research projects
requiring that they interview relatives who were survivors, the
students would frequently discover powerful bonds linking them to
their elderly relatives, bonds they never knew existed. One student
found that her father was an entirely different person than she had
ever imagined:
"I now feel a deep emotional bond with my father that I have never felt before.
Now I understand what his life was like as an only child of survivors, and I can
fully appreciate what he went through ...
"I know, now, that only by making the effort to understand what they went
through, what they endured, can we begin to appreciate the lives our parents
and grandparents went on to build from the ashes."

The experiences that children of survivors underwent were not all
identical, much as the children could identify with each other.
They were as varied as the Holocaust survivors themselves, each
of whom had undergone unique experiences. Some had survived
the ghettos, some had spent most of the war in labor or
concentration camps, and others had joined the partisans. There
were those who had passed themselves off as Aryans, those who
were mere children when their parents were shot before their eyes,
and those who had been mothers whose babies were ripped from
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their arms.
There were, however, some experiences that many victims of
the Nazis shared. One of them was the loss of family. No one
survived Nazi Europe with his or her entire family intact. Many
had been forcibly separated during the selektzia in the camps.
Tzipporah, one such survivor, remembers the selection by Dr.
Mengele:
“We stood on the ramp arranged in rows; we did not see what was
happening up ahead ... it seemed that there was some eerie order here. No one
spoke, the little ones sobbed quietly, we looked around and all we saw were
prisoners in striped uniforms, Germans in spotless uniforms, barbed wire - and
pillars of rising smoke from the buildings before us ...
“We waited until the group began to move. We could see someone
standing at the front, a long thin stick in his hand, directing each person
either to the right or to the left.
"And then I understood. I could see clearly that the little children and
older people were going to one side, and the young, stronger ones to another. I
clutched my grandmother's hand tightly. She was ninety-three, intelligent, and
alert. She knew what was going on here ...
"The line advanced and suddenly there was the man, his feet encased
in tall, shiny boots, towering aver us. He pointed with his finger: Right···Left···
I did not absorb his words. I simply did not, could not, hear him. I
walked together with my grandmother, my parents, and the little children to the
left, but suddenly I felt a whip at my back. The man was standing there, and
with clenched lips he hissed: "Right! You don't understand?"
"1 want to be with them!" I pointed desperately toward the group that
was growing more and more distant. "Over there!” I said in German.
"There?" the officer said sardonically."Maybe next week ... "
"Fifty-one years have passed since then, and I can still feel the
whiplash across my back.”
The brutal separation, the loss of any material item that ever
belonged to them, even their hair, was capable of destroying any
sense of humanity in them. And to ensure that it did, the Nazis
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stamped each Jew with a number, an enduring symbol of the
meaningless entities that they had had become.
What was the Germans' goal?
The Germans' goal was to destroy the humanity, the uniqueness of
every Jew. The Jews were shaven, dressed identically, tattooed,
and starved to the same skeletal frames as one another. These
measures were undertaken so that they would utterly internalize
the shattering message: they were nothing more than branded
animals, animals that would very soon be gone. No one was
allowed any individuality, and anyone who did not blur his or her
personality into the mass of faceless prisoners was immediately
singled out for extinction.
The barbed wire, the torn prison uniforms, the glinting boots of the
Nazis, each blared a message that wormed its way into the deepest
recesses of the prisoners' souls: You are nothing more than a
number. You are not a kind person, not a good person, not even a
bad person. You are nothing. Nothing at all.
And so any feelings they might have had were buried in the
struggle to survive. There was no happiness, no sadness, only the
battle for another bowl of soup, another place to hide from the
ever-triggered guns of the Germans.
Unfortunately, the Nazis were largely successful. They turned
vibrant, thinking individuals into a mass of robotic, walking
corpses. When the prisoners were finally liberated, and if they
actually survived the liberation, unlike the thousands who died
after the war ended, these survivors found that the emotions they
had buried so deeply and for so long were still there. There was no
longer any need to hide them. The survivors now had as much
bread and soup as they wanted, and nobody was cocking a gun at
them.
They had survived, but they didn't know why.
They were haunted by the question, "Why me, when
there were so many others who
455 were better than me?"

But there was still no time, no space, no place for them to recover
from their trauma and to adjust to their profound psychological
scars. Many spent months or even years after the Holocaust
crowded into DP camps - sometimes sharing barracks with the
very Nazis who had persecuted them - where they had to struggle
to be heard, to be fed, to be allowed to leave. Many survivors were
very ill, both physically and mentally, and recovering their health
became a first priority. Most of them occupied themselves in
pouring their energy into the often-futile search for family. If and
when they finally settled into a new land, the survivors had to
contend with a new language, a new society, a different lifestyle.
Daily struggles forced them to reject, forget, and erase the past as
if it bad never happened.
And they also bad to do battle with their own feelings of guilt, of
loss, of self-hatred. They had survived, but they didn't know why.
They were haunted by the question. "Why me, when there were so
many others who were better than me?" Survivors wanted to
rebuild themselves so intensely that they often married less out of
personal compatibility than because of a desperate desire to put
down roots, and to reestablish themselves among the living. A
common city of origin was sometimes enough to bind two people
together in a marriage that often had nothing else going for it.
These were the individuals who bad survived the Nazis, but they
would never be free of them. Memories of lost spouses, mothers,
fathers, children, haunted them. surrounded them, and imprisoned
them. Terror of hunger, of loss, never left them.
And so the survivors carried their terrible burdens into their new
lives. Their children would become unwitting inheritors of this
terrible legacy. The Holocaust shaped the survivors new
lives and their parenting abilities.
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The children were everything for the survivors. They were their
past, their present and their future. They were kind of a kind of
memorial candle for the ravaged past, and they were and they were
expected to perpetuate the memories of entire families far into the
future. They were supposed to give meaning to their parents'
existence, a reason for their survival. They were supposed to
avenge their parents' suffering, fulfill the crushed potentials of
myriad dead relatives, and carry on the mission that their
grandparents had never completed, that their parents' murdered
children had never begun.
"1 have four names," says Nechama. "I'm named after every person whom my
parents wanted to remember but were afraid they would never have a chance
to do so. I feel like my parents expected me to follow in the footsteps of each
of the persons after whom I'm named. I carry the burden of the entire family."
"1 am named after my grandmother. "'says Sara, "As a child, when someone
asked me my name, I said I am Sara from Warsaw.' I've neither been there in
my life, nor was I born there, but I felt like I was part of my grandmother, a
continuation of her life, which had been so abruptly cut short. "
Although they tried to rebuild their lives, survivors could never
quite leave it behind. Those who found it particularly difficult were
those mothers whose children had been ripped away from them.
They could never quite escape the questions that whipped at their
minds endlessly: "Did my children suffer? What happened to
them? Were they cold? Were they lonely? Did they die quickly, or
did they die a slow, anguished death?"
Some survivors tried to shield their children from their own pain
by remaining fearfully silent about their experiences. Yet the
children inevitably found out about the past that their parents had
survived. There were not too many books on the topic, and even
fewer books that discussed the issue with respect to children, so
often the children's introduction to the most horrific chapter of
their parents' lives occurred when they were very young.
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Gila: "1 was seven when I asked my mother: 'Who put that number on your
hand? And why don’t I have a grandfather and grandmother like other
children? Where are they?'
"My mother tried to explain that bad people, called the Germans,
had killed them.
"Why did they kill them?" I asked. "'Where are they buried?"
My mother couldn't explain it to me. These conversations always ended in
tears”
Sara: "I remember that I was perhaps in third grade, and my mother shouted
at me angrily when I scribbled all over my hands with ink.
"Are you angry because the ink on your arm never goes off?" I asked her.
And then she told me where she had gotten the ink on her arm ...”
Some children were raised in communities in which most of the
parents were Holocaust survivors. It was a world shadowed by the
ghosts of lost family and nightmares about the Nazis. These
children did not know any other way of being, and they believed
that everyone was like them.
Rivka, who was raised in Crown Heights, Brooklyn,
remembers:
"I never felt different than anyone else. I was sure that all the
parents of all the children in the world were in the war ...”
Yet Dina, who had grown up in Israel, had very different
memories:
"I always felt that l was different. My parents were older, and, like
other survivors, my parents only had a few children, unlike the large families of
those who hadn't experienced the Holocaust. I had no grandparents, no aunts
or uncles, and anyone who had hidden with my father in the bunker was called
'uncle.' Anyone who had a real uncle was considered incredibly lucky, and if
you had a grandfather, you were richer than Rothschild!"
The parents were often slow to tell their children about their
painful past, and the stories would emerge in pieces: a tale here, a
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memory there, with no beginning or end, no chronology of any
sort, all scattered throughout the years. It was usually the mothers
who spoke. The fathers were silent, their faces shutting down when
questioned. The fathers didn't speak until later, when the
grandchildren had arrived, and it was clear that if they did not speak
now, there would be no one left to speak for them.
Unfortunately, though, not all of them got the opportunity to share
their experiences.
Rina: "My father would study with us and discuss everything with us.
He was interested in all subjects, yet there was one issue he wouldn't touch
- the Holocaust. I was the closest to him of all my siblings, yet I didn't know
anything about this part of his life….
"And then he died, suddenly, from one minute to the next.
"The pain and shock were so tremendous, The loss was so deep, and it
was made even more difficult by the jarring realization that now I would never
know about his past."
And then there those who couldn't stop talking about it:
"As long as I remember,” says Rachel, "my mother was telling me these
terrible stories, over and over. It got so that when she began speaking, I could
finish the story for her. Then she would smile and say, “That's what I want. I
want you to pass this on, instead of my voice dying out alone.
When survivors would gather together for celebrations or holidays,
the children were privy to hours of accounts about life in the
ghettos, or camps, or prewar Europe. Some of those stories
seared themselves into the minds of the young children, forever
shaping their understanding of their parents and of their world.
Dina: "My mother was always very tense. I constantly heard the
dreadful stories about the Nazis, but I never really understood how that
impacted her, until my aunt pulled me aside one day and told me that when my
mother was twelve years old, incarcerated in a concentration camp, someone
in the camp stole some food and the Germans discovered that it was missing.
An anonymous person told the Germans that it was my mother although she
had never done it, and the capo whipped her twenty-four times on her head.
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"The image of a 12-year-old suffering twenty-four lashes to the head,
and that head belonging to my mother... it drove me insane. The cruelty was so
awful that even today; I remember the story as if I had just heard it. "
"When my mother applied for compensation from the Germans I
told her to add us, the children, to the list of victims. ’Why?' she asked,
'You were not there.'
"Well," I answered, "we are also children of the lager."
Bracha remembers when she discovered her father's personal life, a
past about which she had never known:
“It was years after my father had died. I was visiting an elderly
aunt, and she began to tell me stories from the war. She told me that when
my father appeared at her home after fleeing the Nazis, she - his sister did not recognize the bloodied man with the half-slashed beard, a result of
the Gestapo forced beard-cuttings, who stood at her door.
"I froze. I could neither speak nor move. My aunt was convinced that I
was well aware of the details of my father's past. I had never heard this
story, but I didn't want her to realize what she was doing to me, so I did
not break down until after I left ...”
Fears and pain overwhelmed so many of the survivors,
and their children bore the brunt of it.
When some parents couldn't bring themselves to speak, their
children sometimes blamed themselves:
"I wanted to ask my father about his past,” says Shaul, "Yet when I saw
his face, and when I asked him, I understood that it was better to avoid
the issue. I felt so very guilty that I couldn't share his pain, that I couldn't
understand what he had suffered, despite my desperate desire to be close
to him. What kind of son was I?"
There was one issue that was always taboo. Those survivors who
had been married before the war, who had lost spouses and
remarried afterwards, never mentioned their first marriages. It was
a topic shrouded in secrecy, too painful to recall aloud. And when
children of survivors, who had always believed that they were the
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only children of their parents, suddenly discovered that they had
had a half-brother or sister, now dead, the impact was shattering.
"Today," Hanna says softly, "everyone wants to talk about the Holocaust. Then
no one wanted to talk about it, and no one did. It was a taboo subject. I
remember cleaning out a closet and discovering an old envelope. I
opened it and inside was a picture of a woman, whom I had never seen,
with a little boy.
"Instinctively, I thought of asking my mother about it, but
something restrained me from doing so. Somehow I knew that this picture
wasn't meant for me to see. If it had been, it would have been with the
other pictures. And so I never asked anyone about it. It was only years
later that someone told me that the two people in the picture were my
father's first wife and their child.
"Yet to this day, my mother believes that I do not know about my
father’s first wife ...”
"Nobody ever told me that my father was married before the war,"
says A. "I knew a lot of people who remarried after the war, but my
father…..? It couldn't be. But once a family member mentioned it. I
stared at him horrified, my mind exploding into numb silence, and then I
shrieked from the depths of my being: 'No! It can't be!’"
Holocaust survivors never told their children about these past
marriages not only because of their own pain and loss that such
revelations would entail, but also because of their desperate desire
to shield their families from the experiences they had suffered
when they, the parents, were their children's age. These survivors
had been mere children when they were abandoned in the world
and forced to battle for their existence.
"Instead of studying in school", says Esther, a survivor, "I was in a
nightmare, fighting with beasts that barely resembled humans. When my
daughter was born, I was obsessed with the question of what I could do so
that she wouldn't suffer as I did ...”
Those children who were swept up in the Holocaust, those few
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who survived, were often barely teenagers when the war ended.
Yet their parents were gone, and their path to rebuilding their lives
was a long and lonely one. Having never had a normal childhood,
the survivors tried their best to provide one to their children, but
often did not know how. Fears and pain overwhelmed so many of
the survivors, and their children bore the brunt of it.
Leah remembers the thick sweaters and warm underwear they had
to wear to appease their anxious parents.
"We never went on unsupervised field trips," says Riva. "Even if a
counselor was there, that often wasn't enough. We had to beg our parents to
go. Yet toda,y 1 understand them."
These stories, these experiences, created a unique kind of trauma in
the children of survivors, who then grew up to become adults with
their own children. Sometimes their parents' pain became their
own; their parents' fears became an integral part of their psyche.
"When my mother told me war stories, the memories of them haunted
me for weeks," Nechama says, "I would be riding a train into Manhattan,
and suddenly it would seem to me that the train was
"We never went on unsupervised field trips. Even if a
counselor was there, that often wasn't enough. We had
to beg our parents to go; yet today, I understand
them."
racing toward the camps ...
"Violence still horrifies me, violence of any sort. There are fears that
are handed down from parent to child," she says. "My mother was always
waiting for a catastrophe to hit the Jews. She never let us renovate the house
more than what she thought was necessary. 'For what?' she asked. And to this
day, I think of that phrase from time to time. Once the Jews settled
comfortably in Europe, and they never thought anything would change. But
then Hitler came. So why are we so sure of ourselves today?"
Survivors lived a life dominated by fears, fears they inevitably
passed on to their children. Anxieties and behavioral dysfunctions
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were inherited by a generation that had vicariously experienced
Nazi oppression.
Sometimes, the survivors' anxieties took on almost absurd
proportions, yet the children were helpless to act in the face of the
grim history that underlay their parents' behavior.
'We never threw out a crumb,“ Eli asserts. "On Thursday, my father
would eat dry bread from the week before, as if it had just come out of the
oven. I couldn't understand him.
"'If you would know what it means to starve, you would understand
that you can’t throw out bread!' he told me. I understood, then, but just a
little.”
And then there was the guilt. There was always that one sentence
that reduced the child to acquiescence, no matter how he opposed
his parents' will, the one statement that broke down their child's
defenses: "For this we survived the camps?"
David remembers that he could never tell his parents about his
problems.
"I was afraid to cause them more pain. They have no idea who I really am.
But I have always believed that my parents are at the very edge of the cliff,
and I am terrified of causing them that one more bit of pain that would push
them over it.”
David's feelings reflect those of many of his generation. The
children of survivors had a much harder time ignoring the reality
of the Holocaust and its devastating scars and festering wounds.
They understood what others must labor to understand.
In order to understand their parents, to relate to them, or even
simply to live with them, the children of survivors had to imagine
what it meant to lose a parent, to witness the murder of every
friend and loved one, to live for years under the constant dread of
death, mostly in starvation, and to discover, when it was finally all
over, that not one friend or relative was left, and that life had to be
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rebuilt before it had ever really been lived.
Sara says quietly: "I'm always worried. The children leave - who knows when
they'll return? If they're late - what has happened to them? If my son doesn't call,
something terrible must have happened. I[ often tell myself to stop this insanity,
but it's very hard for me to control it.”
Sara's daughter, Dina, smiles ironically. "My husband always says that I sound
like a Holocaust survivor. That's his way of politely telling me that I sound like
his mother-in-law.”
For many Holocaust survivors, life was still about survival, about
struggling constantly against the threat of death, even if the threat
had long since passed. Yet this same dread that propelled outsized
reactions to small incidents also fueled their passion for rebuilding
their lives and giving their children the best opportunities they
could afford. The religious survivors, who clung to their faith, even
while rebuilding their personal Jives, also invested incredible
efforts into rebuilding Jewish communities, institutions, and
families, thus providing their children and grandchildren the
opportunity to understand what had been destroyed.
In fact, no matter the pain that many of the children suffered, they
also gained opportunities that they would never surrender,
opportunities to appreciate a lost world, a world rebuilt through the
iron will and strength of the men and women, their own mothers
and fathers, who had the energy and the faith in themselves
necessary to survive and start anew from the beginning.
Because it was never really over. When the children of the
survivors married and had children of their own, greater numbers
of Holocaust survivors began to open up, to tell their stories.
Nonetheless, when tragedies occurred, all the old memories
returned. The terrible events of September 11, 2001, rocked the
world. For the survivors whose children or spouses were trapped or
killed in the attacks, it was the coming of the Nazis all over again.
"I remember that after the attacks, there were lists of survivors, of those
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missing, posted everywhere. Memories from decades ago rushed back to me.
Emaciated prisoners, recently liberated from the Nazis, peering over long lists
of names that were passed around from camp to camp, each Jew desperately
searching for one familiar name, someone who had survived. How few of us
found anyone...And now again, we are searching for survivors in the rubble
and in the lists."
One elderly man who had endured the camps discovered that his
son was missing - and that his body would probably never be
identified. It was Auschwitz all over again. No body, just ashes; no
grave, no funeral, nothing. Nothing remained. The man's rabbi
couldn't bear to witness his pain. He obtained permission for the
congregation to visit Ground Zero, the site of the attacks. The
bulldozers were still removing rubble, groups of mourners huddled
near the gate, and one old man stood in the middle of it all, and
recited Kaddish for his son. His son may not have been buried, but
at least he received Kaddish.
Today survivors are passing away. It is their children who are
trying to create a way to pass on the terrible stories of destruction,
along with the powerful memories of the thriving world that had
been destroyed - and the strength of those who have rebuilt it. Yet
these children of the survivors don't want to pass on the fear and
the anxiety with which they were raised. Is it possible to do that?
They are not sure. But they are trying. They are trying to convey a
history that cannot, must not, and will not be forgotten. The faces
of the victims, peering out at us from black-and-white
photographs, the prisoners' emaciated bodies, the children's solemn
faces and ancient eyes, the Nazis' features contorted and deformed
by hatred, all this cries out to us, never to be forgotten. They, the
survivors, suffered, and we must never forget that.
Yet we also have the black-and-white images of smiling children
in old fashioned caps, of elderly scholars surrounded by eager
crowds, of neat Jewish homes, synagogues, and study halls, all of
which are now gone, none of which we may forget.
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And then we have the world of today. Only a million of the six
million have been made up so far, yet we have study halls again,
synagogues, Jewish homes, and children who speak in the same
language their murdered great-uncles did. We have a new world,
recreated from its very roots by those who had seen their old one
destroyed. The Jewish world owes its gratitude to them, and an
obligation to continue their legacy
It's time for Yizkor, the prayer for immediate family members who
have died. In our synagogue, a small building in Jerusalem, most of the
congregation is streaming outside, leaving only those few who have lost family
members inside to pray for their lost relatives in peace. An elderly man turns to
me, clutches my arm and asks: "Do you see all the people leaving?"
"Yes," I said.
His face contracted, his eyes dampening, "This is incredible," he
whispered. "In the '40s, nobody left the room when we prayed for those who
had passed away. Who had both parents? Who hadn't lost family members? Even
as the years passed, only a few people were able to leave. And now .. .look, most
people are outside! People have families. whole families.
Our people have survived!
______________________
The author would like to thank all the children of survivors who
shared with her their memories, stories, fears, and hopes.
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The Chosen People
(Originally appeared in “Child & Domestic Abuse” by Eidensohn & Shulem, ‘10)

We are the Chosen People! Our relationship with Hashem and the
world about us is unique! The Torah tells us so again and again;
and we affirm and reaffirm this daily in Birchos HaTorah and our
Tefillos; And again on every special occasion of Shabbos,
YomTov and Simchos etc
Our ‘Chosenness’ is the uniqueness of our Mission. As the
Rambam (C5 Yesodei HaTorah) writes, “The entire household of
Klal Yisroel is commanded to be a source of sanctification of
God’s great name in this world.”
And we fervently pray and proclaim many times daily that we
should merit this achievement – that we should stand out as living
manifestation of Boruch Shem Kvod Malchuso and Y’hei Shmei
Rabba M’vorach!
And when we adhere carefully to our mandate, and live in
accordance with our Toras Chaim, then the Beauty of our lifestyle
is manifest and is the envy of all nations. They stand back in awe
and exclaim, “ʤʦʤʬʥʣʢʤʩʥʢʤʯʥʡʰʥʭʫʧʭʲʷʸ (Devorim 4:6)
Consequently, it is very painful, yea extremely painful, to point out
and highlight some flaws and failings of Hashem’s special children
- the Torah community.
I believe that I speak for all the contributors to this compendium,
when I state that we are all wracked by pain as we discuss the topic
of this Sefer. We are overwhelmed by the pain of intense shame
and embarrassment as we criticize our Holy brothers and sisters.
And yet, simultaneous to our feeling of this pain and angst, we are
also overcome by yet other dimensions of pain. And as these
different torments mix and blend within us, the latter aspects
supersede and overtake the former. These added elements are
twofold – they are the pain that we feel for the victimized
individuals and families who are suffering because of our
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collective neglect, and by the pain that we feel at the tarnishing of
the Jewish people’s very special IMAGE – that is consequently
caused by the Chilul Hashem generated by a misrepresentation of
Torah values.
It is this cacophony of conflicting pain that has prompted us to
speak out, hopefully to raise the awareness of our people and
initiate action to bring about a rectification of the situation.
In shocking disbelief we hear and read the reports about the
depravity of pedophilia that is occurring in our midst. And every
fiber of our beings mightily protests, “THIS CANNOT BE SO!
It is inconceivable that perpetrators of such heinous behavior could
live amongst us; and could be even from our “elite”!
And so prevalent! Impossible!! Surely, it must only be an isolated
incident!”
But sadly to our great dismay this is not the case.
And in our discomfort, we recall 2 other distressing facts that are
also agonizingly current:
“The following are well documented problems facing the general,
contemporary, secular society within which we reside: Dysfunctional
Homes, Domestic Abuse and Violence, Addictions (alcohol, drugs,
gambling, pornography, sex, food, shopping, etc.), Mental Illness
(Depression, OCD, Anxiety Disorder, Bipolar, etc.)
The research indicates that the rate of incidence of these
phenomena in the Chareidi community is the same as the outside
world…….. (Letter to Editor – Jewish Observer, Iyar 5759)
And also about our children:
“…..the tragic phenomenon of our Yeshiva and Bais Yaakov
"drop-outs". The ones on drugs and promiscuity. The ones "just"
suffering from rejection and depression. Not to mention the poor
self-image and self-worth felt by our "good" students. And this has
become an epidemic in all of our Chareidi communities - even in
the most prestigious families.” (ibid)
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In this author’s perspective there are 3 major issues that need to
begin being addressed by us, courageously, collectively as a
community - laity and leadership alike, in order for us to begin the
process of uncovering the root of these problems that are festering
in our midst:
Issue #1 –
The Chazon Ish (Igros I #31) and the Gro (Mishlei 6:4, 22:12)
decry very forcefully a not uncommon occurrence, which
predominates in our present topics. They point out very
emphatically that most erroneous and misguided Piskei Halacha
and Piskei Din Torah do not result from a lack of Torah
Knowledge on the part of the Posek. Rather the error derives from
his lack of an adequate grasp upon the situational particulars (the
‘Metzius’) of the presenting case; and/or he lacks the scientific
background to understand the ramifications that the differences in
these particulars make. Because the Dayan doesn’t fully
distinguish between the details of the event and/or
miscomprehends the ramifications thereof, tremendous damage
can result - damage that is irreparable beyond all hopeʬʷʥʲʮʨʴʹʮ
ʺʥʰʮʤʬʬʫʥʩʠʬʯʥʸʱʧʥʯʥʷʺʬʬʫʥʩʠʬʺʥʥʲʮ (Chazon Ish ibid).
Indeed it is not a secret that there has been widespread distrust by
the Rabbinate of mental health theories, theses and personnel. This
is in no small part due to the heretical attitudes and beliefs of the
founders and developers of the mental health field. But what needs
to be recognized and emphasized, is that with the advent of the use
of very sophisticated diagnostic tools such as MRI, PET and CT,
Mental Health research and conclusions have moved very far away
from the era of mere conjecture and operates on the more firm
principles of scientific rigor and discipline. There have been
numerous new discoveries in the past 5-10 years and indeed this
properly evaluated, scientific data has been accepted by some
major Poskim and has begun to filter down to some Rabonim and
laity as well.
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What is being realized is that the situation has changed, and our
earlier justified attitude to the earlier conjecturing of some
Apikores is inappropriate and out of place, when applied to the
modern mental health research. Rather it is more appropriate for us
to heed the words of Chazal, “Chochma BaGoyim Ta’amin” - That
the nations of the world do possess secular knowledge and
information that is accurate and can be relied upon. It would be at
our own peril, initially to both our physical and spiritual wellbeing, and eventually to our public image as an Am Chochom
v’Novon, to tie the Torah to antiquated data and/or attitudes. (Of
course, we need to verify the veracity of the new discoveries
before we accept it; but to just dismiss it out of hand – just because
it’s “Goyish” – is just not responsible!)
A Moshol or two, I believe will help illustrate this point:
- If someone from the Chareidi community is afflicted with
heart disease, no one would dream of suggesting that
treatment should be with the methodology of 10 years ago;
and not even of 5 years ago. We insist (and rightfully so)
on the latest, up-to-date, research-based treatments!
-

No Sane person today would subject himself to
‘bloodletting’ as a therapy or treatment!

For the sake of clarity, I am recording here some brief highlights of
the recent research and its conclusions that are pertinent to our
present topics. (More detailed excerpts are to be found in the end
notes pg 487)
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, identifies 10
categories ofAdverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). All of these
can adversely affect the developing brain in ways that result in
emotional, social, and cognitive impairments, increasing the risk
for substance abuse, depression, suicide, and a variety of other
problems. The 10 categories are: 1-childhood sexual abuse, 2Emotional abuse, 3-Physical abuse, 4-Emotional neglect, 5-
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Physical neglect, 6-Battered mother, 7-Household substance
abuse, 8-Mental illness in household, 9-Parental separation or
divorce, and 10-A Criminal household member.
These adverse effects upon the developing brain are biological!
What that means is that actual, measurable, physiological changes
occur in the brain – it is not just psychological or emotional. This
is supported by fifty years of research on humans and other
mammals!
In the words of a major researcher in Harvard University,
(correspondence of January ’10), “This impairment of multiple
brain circuitries involved in fear, reward, and other fundamental
aspects of organismic regulation significantly disrupts the
biological foundations of:
-

meeting basic physiological needs like food/nutrition
regulating states of physiological arousal, emotions and
impulses…………………………

In short, what has become abundantly clear is that physical and/or
emotional abuse can very easily precipitate a scenario of Pikuach
Nefesh. The Halachic ramifications of this determination will be
explored further in the next section under issue #2.
And therefore it behooves us to reassess our responses and
attitudes in the arena of mental health and what fosters good
mental health and what is contraindicated. Only by so doing, will
we be able to receive truly proper Torah Guidance as to the proper
prevention beforehand, and to receive the appropriate care and
corrective treatments after adverse experiences have occurred
and/or the onset of symptoms.
Why should mental health be treated any different than our
Physical health?
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Issue #2 - Misperceptions of Torah Rav Shimon Schwab, Ztvk’l, (“Breuer’s Kehilla”- Washington
Heights, NY), one of my mentors, remarked to us on a number of
occasions, “All of Rabonus is basically the same 50 Shaalos!”
What he meant by that statement was that the vast majority of
Halachic queries that come before a Rav can be reduced to 50
different basic questions – most of the content of the query is a
minor nuance on the basic 50. It is only on rare occasion that a
novel situation/Shaaloh arises which requires of the Rav/Posek to
initiate new research and examination of the basic texts on a non
run-of –the-mill topic.
In essence Rav Schwab was echoing the following, articulated by
the Chazon Ish (Emuna u’Bitachon 4:7):
“For even though the practical mitzvos in their superficial form,
as they are seen among the masses, are easy to perform; they are
very difficult for those who know the meticulousness of Torah law
and who have the love of Halacha instilled in their hearts; for
Halachos are like “mountains hanging from a single
hair”…………………
The topic, about which the Chazon Ish is writing and of which Rav
Schwab spoke, is even about the aspects of Mitzvo performance
that are applicable, practically, on a regular, even daily, basis. We
can certainly appreciate, How much more so, that this is the case,
in areas of Halocho which occur irregularly!
Matters that are not in our common experience, we certainly will
be handicapped by an unfamiliarity with the depth of the halachos.
We may be even guilty, due to our lack of Iyun, of a childish grasp
and primitive understanding of the basic concepts and texts.
And therefore we need to be on guard, not to become lazy in our
Torah research! It is, oh, so easy, to fall back on the status quo and
accepted platitudes. Inertia speaks very cogently - especially to a
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very busy Rav or Posek. The temptation of “Why rock the boat” is
very appealing?
Our spontaneous, less-than-fully-informed, perception, all too
often, fits very comfortably with our and our Kehilla’s style of life.
However, we need to beware; when we to lapse into these preconceived ill-considered mindsets and perceptions, we revert to the
dangerous territory of ʤʣʮʥʬʮʭʩʹʰʠʺʥʶʮʩʺʥʠʭʺʠʸʩ
The present topics are a perfect example. As expressed before, who
would ever have imagined that the day would arrive that Mishkav
Zochur would be a Halachic topic l’Maaseh? Or that we would
need to consider, in real terms, the extent of damage caused by the
various forms of molestation and abuse! We have profound
difficulty analyzing these topics adequately because we had always
considered them to be so alien and foreign! Our mind is even
repulsed by their very mention! These are certainly not from the 50
Shaalos referenced by Rav Schwab!
And as every Yodea Sefer knows, the Cognitive toil and
investment needed to say a “good” Drosho or to explicate a
difficult Rambam or Tosefos pales greatly in comparison to the
meticulous focusing that is required when intent on arriving at the
Halocho l’Maaseh. (Asukei Shmaatseh Aliba d’Hilchoso.) Those
who are experienced know that the difference is not just
quantitative, but profoundly qualitative; it is a difference of kind,
not just of number!
Consequently our rabbinic leadership cannot self-assuredly rely on
their Yeshiva training, or even on their Smicha training and
Shimush to be confident that they have the full repertoire of the
Halacha at their disposal when they come to render a Halachic
opinion or Psak on these arcane topics. It requires much Iyun and
reflection; and a revisiting to all the source material – Halachic,
scientific, and a clear grasp of the situational dynamic.
Some examples, if you will, concerning our present topics:
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I believe that it is obvious to most everyone in our circles and
communities, that if someone is experiencing chest pains or
symptoms of Swine flu or suspected of having been bitten by a
rattlesnake, that all other halachos are suspended and overridden in
order to save the person’s life. (With the notable exceptions of
Idolatry, adultery/incest and murder, of course.) This is a firmly
established, well publicized halacha!
What is not as obvious and well-known is that Halocho and
Current medical science (as discussed in issue #1) informs us that
someone exposed to an event or substance that can be
traumatizing, or if symptoms of traumatization develop, that this
too needs to be treated the same as the chest pains etc described
above. That until a proper assessment (workup) has been done, we
are completely “in the dark” as to the extent of the affliction. And
since a Sakonas Nefesh entity has possibly been introduced into
the victim’s system, Halocho requires us to conduct ourselves as if
their life is endangered (Sofek Sakonas Nefoshos).
Besides the impact this has on Hilchos Shabbos, namely, that one
would be permitted, nay, obligated, to violate the Shabbos to
prevent or interrupt the abuse from occurring, this also changes
substantially the operational applications of Loshon Horo and
Moser.
Loshon Horo is not one of the three cardinal Aveiros and therefore
is also suspended in cases of Pikuach Nefesh (e.g. if someone were
indiscriminately igniting fires in a manner that jeopardizes
people’s lives - he has the Halachic designation of a “Rodef” and it
is a Mitzvo to report him and the laws of Loshon Horo are
suspended) the same would be true in cases of abuse.
And just as the prohibition of “Moser” (reporting a fellow Jew to
the secular authorities) is overridden when we are dealing with a
Rodef. As a result of the findings of the recent research, we now
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know that an abuser is not just someone who disturbed moral
sensibility, but is now Halachically regarded as a Rodef. And
consequently it is a Mitzvo to report him to the police or other
governmental authority! (See Teshuvos pgs 281-360 of this
compendium for further detail and clarification)
Another example:
The Torah in the Parshiyos of ‘Ones’ and ‘Mefateh’ (rape and
seduction) seems to treat these attacks as only tort damages!! So
we have difficulty accepting the scientific notion that the sustained
injury is of such substantially greater magnitude and therefore we
reject the scientific research out of hand.
Perhaps we should consider that this may be another case of
Nishtane HaTeva which Tosfos and M’Forshim posit in many
other instances. The Chazon Ish (Noshim 27:3) lists many
examples of physiological changes between what existed in the
times of Chazal/Tanach and our times. A most notable parallel is
the one cited above of Hakozas Hadam. “Earlier generations had
excess blood that required “Letting” for good health; today it is a
Sakono to undergo this procedure.” (Chazon Ish ibid)
Moreover, were we to examine with a little more breadth and depth
the punishment of the Me’Anes as the Torah prescribes it, we may
find that the punishment fits the crime in such a way, that the
situation is transformed, by prescribing a Refuah that heals the
Sakonas Nefoshos, into Efshar l’Hatzilo b’Ofan Acher which
negates the Sakonas Nefoshos /Rodef aspect. To wit:
Rav SR Hirsch deduces the following insight on the K’nas of the
Me’Anes: By comparing the monetary systems and the cost of
living as described by the Mishna, he demonstrates that the 50
Shekel of the K’nas of the M’Anes and M’fateh will provide at
least 8 years income.
That is - if it is not invested as principle. Would it be invested as
principle then it would provide income for an entire lifetime!
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We can infer from this insight that the Torah is anticipating that the
result of this attack will cause full lifelong impairment of the
possibility of holding adequate gainful employment; or of
marrying and being provided for by a husband. At the very least
the Torah anticipates 8 years of such impairment.
And, the Me’Anes is Shoseh b’Atzitzo – he must marry (with her
and her family’s consent) and remain married to his victim and
treat her with all the dignity and respect of the Torah and Kesuba
requirements, and nurture her back to health (mental and physical)
or live with the defect or any of its residual effects. In effect he
must very personally oversee her healing from this devastating
attack. Justice is served and support and healing are provided in
one fell swoop - what better way to counteract and arrest the
advance of this insidious disease that he perpetrated.
A second area of Misperceptions of Torah that needs to be
revisited is in the area of Hashkafa.
Two points come to mind:
The first is that we need to correct a common misunderstanding:
It is axiomatic that Hashkafa derives from Halacha; not the other
way around.
Examples abound:
Ones and Mefateh above is just such an example. It is not “just”
damages”! It is a totally incapacitating attack! Unless the justice
system of the Torah is brought to bear as a consequence, it could
quite possibly even be mortal. Very clearly, only once we have the
full panorama of the details of the practical Halocho, then and only
then, can we begin to attempt to derive the Musar Haskel that the
Torah is teaching us.
Another example is that of the Ben Sorer uMoreh. Most Droshos
on this topic focus on the perspective that this scenario could never
happen. Because of the Halachic details, it is well-nigh impossible
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to occur. However all such “lessons” learned utilizing this
perspective must be held suspect because the Halocho as Paskened
by the Rambam and clearly corroborated by the Sugyas HaGemoro
is in contradiction to this opinion. To the contrary, the scenario of
Ben Sorer uMoreh is not predicated on impossible details, but can
(and did) occur.
It is illogical and dishonest to maintain that the philosophy and
Hashkofo that Hashem wants us to learn from a given Mitzvo, runs
contrary to the practical halachic performance.
And secondly, a most basic Hashkafic principle needs to be
reasserted:
Namely, That a given Hashkofo finds its proper application only in
its appropriate situation:
Rav Yitzchok Hutner, Zt’l , (Igros u’Kesavim # 43 commenting on
Chazon Ish Orach Chaim 56) explains:
“After some serious contemplation, it becomes apparent that the
world of Divine Service is divided into numerous arenas - each
arena having its unique rules of operation. Moreover, the
differences are so pronounced, that the rules that are appropriate
for one are not applicable and even entirely inappropriate for the
other.
“This premise explains and resolves the statement of the Chazon
Ish, “There is substantively no difference at all, between the
behavior of a retarded person and that of an unscrupulous person –
not even a hairsbreadth [of difference].”
“It is clear that this statement is intended only for the arena of the
Chochom’s battle for self-control over his emotion to take revenge
or to act vindictively. (Chochom is defined as a person who is
intellectually alert & actively involved in self-improvement &
character modification as per Rambam Hilchos Deos.)
“In this arena the statement is 100% accurate because in order to
exercise control over one’s lower impulses, one must be
completely accepting of Divine Providence. In this context, we
must completely deny the principle of the free choice of man. “Just
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as the brain-damaged person behaves without personal control but
acts by the laws of instinctive nature = Divine decree; so too, in
this arena, the Chochom is to perceive the actions of the
unscrupulous.”
“However, when we transfer to the arena of justice between man
and his fellow, then the whole operating principle is that of
personal responsibility which is predicated upon the free choice of
man. The Tzadik, who has just been victimized by a grand larceny
and who accepts Divine Providence with a full heart, knows that it
is for his benefit. Nevertheless, he will not thereby exempt the
larcenist from the appropriate restitution!
“And this IS the proper, Torah, perspective.
“The fact that we see in our time, an erosion of acceptable social
behavior, with concomitant lack of responsibility and
accountability, is due to a confusion of the above distinction.
General society has interposed the denial of free choice into the
arena of justice. This is a reprehensible blunder that undermines
the very fabric of society.
“Great Tzadikim (Rav Yisroel Salanter and others) have already
instructed us upon this principle in a similar vein. Whereas,
concerning our own personal needs, to minimize our efforts and to
rely upon Heaven is the appropriate modus operandi; however in
regards to the needs of our fellow, the opposite is true. In the latter,
we are to have the perspective that only human efforts are what
count.
“This is a paradigm of the principle with which we started. Divine
service consists of many arenas. What is appropriate behavior in
one arena may be totally prohibited in another.”
Unfortunately, for some inexplicable reason, many of our Torah
community have stumbled into the same error as that of the secular
world decried by Rav Hutner. Specifically, if we inadvertently or
unthinkingly ‘blame the victim’ and/or misplace the responsibility
for rectifying the aftermath upon the victim, we are, in effect,
falling into the trap described by Rav Hutner. We are then reacting
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and practicing in a non-Jewish and non-Torah manner! (That type
of behavior is precisely the idolatry of Calvinism.)
And if this is committed by a Rov, it becomes antithetical to the
essence of his “job description” as delineated by Reb Chaim
Brisker. In his famous statement, Reb Chaim formulated that the
primary function of a Rov is ʭʩʠʫʣʰʡʬʺʥʩʧʤʬʥʭʩʬʴʹʧʥʸʺʥʩʧʤʬ.
So we end up with a shocking anomaly. Whereas the Rov should
be the foremost venue for Klal Yisroel to fulfill the adage of
Chazal, “Daaga b’Lev Ish Yasicheno l’Acher, Regrettably, because
of inaccurate perceptions (of both issues #1 and #2), in place of
performing the great Mitzvo of “mefayso”, of comforting,
mollifying and appeasing the distressed person, all too frequently
we unwittingly commit Onoas Dvorim instead!
A common example is concerning ‘Anger at Hashem’ (pg 101).
The majority opinion of Rishonim (the Halocho) states that the
expression of that which otherwise would be considered as
blasphemous, if it is expressed out of the pain of suffering, it is
completely disregarded by Hashem. It just didn't happen. No
atonement or apologies, even after the angst has passed, is
necessary at all! This is the basis of the famous aphorism of the
Berditchever Rebbi: "You can be for God, or you can be against
God; you just can't be without God!"
When we are dealing with a person who is in the throes of pain and
suffering, even the minority dissenting opinion agrees that at that
point in time, s/he is blameless and that is what Halachically (and
therapeutically) should be conveyed to her/him. Anything said or
done that would somehow make him/her feel guilty of her
emotions would fall under the Halacha of Onoas Dvorim (The
Torah prohibition of verbally taunting or antagonizing another, as
per the last Mishna in the 4th Perek of Bovo Metziah.)”
This paradigm is certainly equally applicable to the distraught
person spewing venomous Loshon Horo about a real or perceived
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tormentor to his/her Rov or Rebbi. This person needs validation
and calming; NOT Musar about the enormity of the Issur of
Loshon Haro!
And similarly, in a Sholom Bayis situation, where a wife is filing a
grievance about a reprehensible behavior on the part of her
husband, she needs to be heard out and empathized with; not
summarily and curtly asked, “What did you do to provoke him?”
Yet another notion that is prevalent that this author finds extremely
perplexing is the position and idea that the fiscal solvency and
viability of the ‘community’ and the community’s institutions are
more important than the protection of the individual from abuse. I
find this statement untenable.
It is rather clear and unequivocal that remaining unresponsive and
thereby, jeopardizing an individual’s safety would involve the
transgression of at least 2 Lo Taasehs. And when faced with the
transgression of a Lo Taasah, the Shulchon Aruch states quite
clearly, in more than one place, that one is obligated to surrender
ALL his money and possessions rather than transgress a Lo
Taaseh. Nowhere is a distinction made that a community or its
institutions is exempt from this ruling. Quite to the contrary, the
converse appears correct (as demonstrated in the Teshuvos
section). Indeed, I would be very indebted if I could be shown the
primary Halachic sources that support the above perplexing notion.
In summary: the essence of this section is reflected best by the
words of Rav SR Hirsch. In his 19 letters (letter #18) he writes,
“If something is ailing in Klal Yisroel, then make no mistake about
it! Do not deceive yourselves! It is nothing else other, than an
ailing relationship of Klal Yisroel to Torah and its proper
understanding, that is being manifest!
Issue #3
This brings me to the 3rd overarching issue, which in my opinion
is, in more way than one, at the root and perpetuation of the topic
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of this compendium and numerous other related ills in our Chareidi
society! The Fuel that drives the engine, so to speak, of so many
of our problems today, and is very glaringly culpable in our present
topic, is superficiality.
Superficiality has become a ubiquitous presence of our mindset
and activities. We as a community, by and large, have become
possessed by a Façade-mentality. Externals have become our
guiding lights. It is as if we are in a world of make-believe, where
reality doesn’t count, but where as long as we fit into a contrived
superficial mold of our own making, we believe that everything is
and will be OK!
And The Superficiality which plagues us is deeper that just in
Mitzvo performance ʤʣʮʥʬʮʭʩʹʰʠʺʥʶʮ ! But it extends itself to the
underpinnings of how we perceive ourselves and how we react
internally, emotionally to stimuli (secular and religious) from the
environment around us.
The “mold” has become so dominant a value in our communities
that any deviation from the contrived mold is deemed totally
unacceptable. Regardless of the person’s torah scholarship or
punctilious mitzvah observance, a person deviating, even slightly
from the accepted mores, is deemed outside the pale and castigated
as a non-entity. A Cherem Chomur couldn’t be more punitive.
This behavior pattern is not consistent at all with the wise, allinclusive directive of Shlomo Hamelech, "Chanoch Lenaar Al Pi
Darko, Gam Ki Yazkin Lo Yosur Mimenu!" That the basis of
Chinuch and Torah-living is the nurturing and nourishing of the
uniqueness of individuality of the neshomo/personality that resides
within each and every one of us! (Please see the commentary of the
Vilna Goan on this Posuk. The Chazon Ish Emunah uBitachon C.4
#12 and Rav S.R. Hirsch in the beginning of Parshas Toldos.)
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Instead, superficial external props have become our yardsticks and
we spend too much energy and time on trivial matters – matters not
of meaningful substance from a true Torah perspective.
And because we do not nourish a sense of unique individuality, we
therefore are not able to develop a sense of connectedness - Not to
Hashem; Not to His Torah; Not to His children - the Jewish
community.
In my conversations with the children “drop outs”, I have found
that generally they are more sensitive and honest to the hollowness
of the façade-mentality performance that they are being presented
with and it gnaws away at their souls. We, the adults, suppress and
contain these disquieting feelings to a sufficient level that allows
us at least, to “keep the show going”; Or we otherwise distract
ourselves or rationalize them away. But these, of the younger
generation, reject it as being dishonest and no longer want to
engage in the charade. Indeed, cavalier, shallow attitudes and
behaviors, besides being inconsistent with the pride we have in
ourselves of being a sophisticated people, is also terribly dishonest
with ourselves in regards to our performance.
And truth be told, it is this superficiality that energizes the
resistance for implementing the necessary changes to address the
above issues #1& #2 of this essay.
Another folly that our façade-mentality and performance brings
about is the deluded thinking that we can successfully execute a
‘perfect cover-up’. In our conditioned pattern of thought, we
believe that, of course if we hide and/or ignore the evidence, then
everything will be just fine. We become very frustrated and
humiliated when we find out that just because we want to “Keep It
Quiet”, there are others who do not want to cooperate. This is
especially true in our day and age of “instant” communication and
“omnipresent” technology. The parable of the Emperor’s Clothes
is well known. If what we preach is not what we do, then we leave
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ourselves wide open to be the subject of parody, ridicule and
Chilul Hashem.
Hence, when we attempt to impart our beliefs and Hashkofos to
others, if we are merely chirping lip service, then we will not be
able to accomplish the desired effect. No matter how vociferous
we are, it is irrelevant. The hollowness within us is transmitted
more effectively.
This begins to open the door and throw some light of
understanding on the paradox, “how can such depravity as
pedophilia co-exist within a Chosen people? And even in those
who have all the trappings of the elite of our nation?”
Indeed, it is the ‘Conspiracy of Superficiality and Complacency’
that perpetuates and compounds the cycle of abuse and
geometrically increases the profundity of the consequent physical
and spiritual damage to each individual victim; and to us, as a
community and people - the Chosen People, the Holy Nation.
We had cited and described at the outset of this essay a plethora of
social/societal ills that are festering unaddressed in our
communities. Based on my experiences of more than the 2 decades
that I have had the charge and privilege of dealing with these
problems (‘in the trenches’, so to speak) on a very practical, daily
basis, I would like to conclude with the following, which, at one
and the same time, is very subtle and sophisticated and yet simple
and uncomplicated.
Above we had already expressed the criticism that the
superficiality has extended to even how we perceive ourselves
internally. In actuality however, it is profoundly deeper!
My study of these issues has made it clear to me, that we, as a
people, have become overcome, almost as if possessed, by a
compulsion to maintain a facade of infallibility and perfectionism.
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At all costs, as if our very life depended upon it, we need to protect
our public visage, and put a ‘positive spin’ on any and all of our
actions. Being somewhat less than perfect or slightly blemished is
just simply intolerable. Never mind what we feel like inside, it’s the
countenance that counts! So indeed the cause/result relationship is
the other way around! It isn’t our superficiality of deed that is
influencing and affecting our attitude; but rather it is our compulsive
attitude that is informing and affecting everything else that we do.
And this would indeed be very bad news!
Rav Yisroel Salanter posited a century and a half ago that our
behaviors and actions, in spite of us being Baalei Bechira, are
more governed and influenced by subconscious motivators; more
so than by conscious decisions. And his demonstrations of this
phenomenon are more than adequate to establish that this is the
reality of our human existence. This would be very distressing. So
how can we ever have realistic expectations at modifying ourselves
and our actions? No matter how much effort we invest consciously at
rectifying our attitudes, how in the world are we going to be able to
alter the buried subconscious?
Nonetheless, the words of the Chazon Ish and my experience in
working with many so-afflicted people teaches me that at the same
time this really is a source of good news and hope.
However, before, I present the words of the Chazon Ish, I would
like to delve and explore the nature of the problem just a little bit
more.
Those who have studied the source material and the subject matter
of issue #1 of this essay, realize that these behaviors are none other
but manifestations of the classic symptoms of a traumatized person
(and people). (I.e. simple, repetitive, rigidly-structured, status quo
activities with little or no depth and certainly no motivation to
grow or change.)
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The rest of us, who have not as yet been enlightened, are inhibited
by a lack of information or an unwillingness to accept, that we,
communally and individually carry the legacy of Hitler, Stalin,
Nasser, Arafat et al, ymsv’z.
In reality, however, this should not be of any surprise to us –
neither that we have been so affected, nor that many of us choose
to deny the effects. Does not the Torah foretell: ʤʠʸʮʮʲʢʥʹʮʭʺʩʩʤʥ
ʪʩʰʩʲ ? That we will suffer a derangement of proper thinking as a
result of the Tzoros of the Tochocho!
To which Yeshaya clarifies and expounds: ʯʩʩʮ ʠʬʥ ʺʸʥʫʹ ; Our
behavior patterns will parallel those of a drunkard in the inability
to make wise appropriate choices and of following through on
commitments.
The definition of deranged thinking (referred to by the Torah and
Yeshaya) is not limited to just an extreme case of a raving, flailing
madman. Putting “one’s head in the sand” and pretending that a
mortal danger does not exist, or to continue self-destructive
behaviors in spite of contrary evidence, more than adequately
classifies as “deranged thinking”!
To return to my basis for optimism and hope; The Chazon Ish
(Kovetz Igros; Torah; #2) gives a profound and startling directive to
a struggling Talmid, “The main thing to keep in mind at all times is
that everything is in the hands of Heaven; EVEN growth and upward
movement in understanding Torah and acquisition of Yiras
Shomayim IS ALSO in the hands of Heaven….. If so what is there
for us mortals to do? DAVEN! Our success in ALL (literally all) of
our endeavors is solely dependent on our Davening…….. Moreover
Hashem desires and is just waiting to hear our voices…….
So here is the very simple solution to the most complex and difficult
challenges that confront us.
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Our first and foremost challenge that requires our courageous
attention and maximum effort is to jettison our aura of infallibility
and face the reality that confronts us. We must modify our
perceptions of our self and our deeds and come to accept our
imperfections at a soul-depth level and not let the complacent
Gemuetlichkeit defeat us.
Rav Yisroel Salanter has taught us though, that left to our own
devices, this is a formidable, probably insurmountable task. But the
Chazon Ish shows us the way. If we would but just honestly
beseech Hashem to help us jettison the false aura that has become
so entrenched in our psyche, and honestly commit to the “legwork”
that needs to be done, Hashem will open the doors……….
As Rabenu Nisim expressed in his famous Viduy of Yom Kippur
Koton:
“The protocol of Your heavenly court is unlike the protocols that
govern human courts.
In human courts, he who denies the charges is acquitted and he
who admits guilt is culpable.
However, in Your heavenly court, the opposite is true!
He who denies, woe to him! and woe to his soul!
But he who is contrite and penitent, You deal mercifully with
him!”
Reb Tzadok HaCohen (Tzidkas HaTzadik #44) writes that, “he,
who has been deceived and misled by the wiles of his base nature
to a very extreme degree, should not despairingly resign himself
that he is sullied and damaged beyond repair. To the contrary, the
extreme degree of his iniquity is none other than an indicator as to
the great magnitude of his capacity to be a receptacle for intense
love and passion for the pursuit of absolute truth.” (He merely
needs to change his focus - which Reb Tzadok proclaims, in
Resisei Laylo, echoing the words of the Chazon Ish, is achieved
through Tefila.)
Indeed Reb Tzadok is only paraphrasing the words of Shlomo
HaMelech:
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ʣ ʩʦ ʺʬʤʷ  ʭʩʷʬʠʤ ʠʸʡ ʤʦ ʺʮʥʲʬ ʤʦ that the realm of Avodas
HaShem is to be likened to a pendulum. To the degree that it
swings in one direction, to that exact same degree is the potential
for the precisely opposite movement.
In Summation: the challenges that are confronting us, require of us
to heed the words of Gedolei Avoda quoted by Rav Hutner
(Pachad Yitzchok, Rosh Hashana #29 end):
"Teshuva Is Nisht Der Taitsh Besser Verren; Teshuva Is Der
Taitsh Andersh Verren."
(Teshuva is NOT being better and doing better…………….
The essence of Teshuva is (transforming oneself and) becoming a
different person)
It is this critical element that we need to Daven for!
May we be Zocheh to hear the cry and implement the change!
Pinchos Yehoshua HaCohain
27 Shvat, 5770

----------------------------------------------------I would ask the reader to consider the following excerpts in regards
these topics:
(Nefesh international ListServe posting Wed, 14 Dec 2005 15:49:47 -0800 (PST))

I am surprised at some of the reactions that have been expressed. That [sexual]
abuse occurs to the extent cited, that it occurs in schools, that it occurs by people
in trusted positions [is an ugly open secret].
While the statistics state that one in four girls and one in six or seven boys are
molested, I believe the rate for boys is underestimated. The shame for boys who
are not supposed to be victims is greater, the recognition that this was abuse is
sometimes more subtle and difficult to identify. (etc)
Today studies have shown that the impact, especially of long term abuse are
reflected and reshape parts of the brain (etc) Studies on inpatient hospital
patients diagnosed with BPD (Borderline Personality Disorder) have indicated
that a vast majority have had a history of abuse.
I have found that when I work with the symptoms of abuse, those clients who
have been exposed to severe neglect or emotional deprivation manifest the same
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or similar symptoms as those of sexual abuse sometimes severe neglect can be
more symptomatic (etc)
The child or person who has been abused can appear body perfect, no visible
blemish on the outside. If we were to turn them inside out what would confront
would ofttime be the equivalent of a bomb victim.(etc)
Because there is no accounting or too little accounting or reporting of the
offender they continue to work, receive honors within the community and
continue to put our children at risk. Unfortunately, it is often the spouse who
protects the offender or even the parents of the victims. In protecting
themselves, or with the encouragement of some of the Rabbis to protect the
offender, the rest of society is placed at risk. (etc)
--------------------------------------------------------------------[Although this following paragraph was recently published by Israel 21c - October 29, 2009),
because it is awaiting peer review and critiquing, I am basing the balance of my remarks on the
earlier, universally-accepted, findings that sexual abuse (molestation) is on par with other traumas.@

“While American and European researchers have already found that rape can cause
severe psychotrauma, this new study builds on existing literature. The main point of this
research is that rape victims are different from all other trauma victims. Even when
compared with the trauma of war, a serious car accident, prolonged illness and the death
of a loved one, the experience of being raped appears to have a more lasting effect than
all other forms of psychotrauma, including terrorism, Israeli researchers found in a
recent study.
The research is now being prepared for publication in an international peer-reviewed
journal.”

------------------------------------------

%HVVHO$YDQGHU.RON0'
2QQRYDQGHU+DUW3K'
-HQQLIHU%XUEULGJH0$
Originally appeared in S. Hobfoll & M. de Vries (Eds.), Extreme stress and
communities: Impact and intervention (NATO Asi Series. Series D, Behavioural
and Social Sciences, Vol 80). Norwell, MA: Kluwer Academic. Note that this
online version may have minor differences from the published version.
Trauma Clinic, 27 Babcock Street, Brookline, MA 02146, Associate Professor of
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School
the resulting trauma sets up a response in which the body continues to go into a
fight, flight, or freeze responses at the least provocation: traumatized people
keep experiencing life as a continuation of the trauma, and remain in a state of
constant alert for its return. Many traumatized people who have consciously put
the trauma behind them continue to experience anxiety and increased physical
arousal when exposed to situations that remind them of the trauma, or even to
unexpected events such as loud noises, and go into fight/flight reactions, without
necessarily being aware of the origin of these extreme behaviors.
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Though the biological underpinnings of response to trauma are extremely
complex, forty years of research on humans and other mammals have
demonstrated that trauma (particularly trauma early in the life cycle) has long
term effects on the neurochemical response to stress, including the magnitude of
the catecholamine response, the duration and extent of the cortisol response, as
well as a number of other biological systems, such as the serotonin and
endogenous opioid system
--------------------------------------------------------------------

On Wed, 6 Jan 2010 12:23:57 -0500 "Jim Hopper"
<hopper@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu> writes:
ĞĂƌZĂďďŝ͕
dŚŝƐĂƌƚŝĐůĞĨƌŽŵĞƐƐĞůǀĂŶĚĞƌ<ŽůŬŝƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞůĂƚĞϭϵϵϬƐ͕ĂŶĚƌĂƚŚĞƌĚĂƚĞĚ͘
dŚĞƌĞ͛ƐŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞƚŚĂƚŝƚŝƐĂǀĂƐƚŽǀĞƌƐŝŵƉůŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŶŽƚŽŶůǇŝŶƚĞƌŵƐ
ŽĨƚŚĞŵŽƌĞǁŝĚĞƐƉƌĞĂĚĚĞĨŝĐŝĞŶĐŝĞƐŝŶĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐĂŶĚƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĞŵŽƚŝŽŶƐ
ĂŶĚďŽĚŝůǇĂƌŽƵƐĂů͕ďƵƚĂůƐŽďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚŝŐŶŽƌĞƐƚŚĞƉƌŽĨŽƵŶĚĞĨĨĞĐƚƐƚƌĂƵŵĂĐĂŶ
ŚĂǀĞŽŶǁŚĂƚŝƐƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚƚŽĂƐƚŚĞďƌĂŝŶ͛Ɛ͚ƌĞǁĂƌĚ͛ĐŝƌĐƵŝƚƌǇ͘
dŚŝƐŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚŽĨŵƵůƚŝƉůĞďƌĂŝŶĐŝƌĐƵŝƚƌŝĞƐŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶĨĞĂƌ͕ƌĞǁĂƌĚ͕ĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌ
ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂů ĂƐƉĞĐƚƐ ŽĨ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐŵŝĐ ƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚůǇ ĚŝƐƌƵƉƚƐ ƚŚĞ
ďŝŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĨŽƵŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ͗
Ͳ
ŵĞĞƚŝŶŐďĂƐŝĐƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐŝĐĂůŶĞĞĚƐůŝŬĞĨŽŽĚͬŶƵƚƌŝƚŝŽŶ
ͲƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŶŐƐƚĂƚĞƐŽĨƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂƌŽƵƐĂů͕ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŝŵƉƵůƐĞƐ
ͲǁĂŶƚŝŶŐĂŶĚƐĞĞŬŝŶŐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚŶĞĞĚƐ;ĞŐĨŽƌƚŚĞůĂƚĞƐƚŵŽďŝůĞƉŚŽŶĞͿ
ĂŶĚŽďũĞĐƚƐŽĨĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶ;ŶŽƚŽŶůǇĂůĐŽŚŽůĂŶĚĚƌƵŐƐďƵƚĂůƐŽƉŽƌŶŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͕
ŐĂŵďůŝŶŐ͕ĞƚĐ͘Ϳ
Ͳ ǁĂŶƚŝŶŐ͕ ƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ďĞŝŶŐ ĂďůĞ ƚŽ ĞŶũŽǇ ƚƌƵůǇ ĨƵůĨŝůůŝŶŐ ŐŽĂůƐ ĂŶĚ
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ ŐĞŶƵŝŶĞ ǁĞůůďĞŝŶŐ͕ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ŽĨ
ĂƵƚŽŶŽŵǇͬĨƌĞĞĚŽŵ͕ĐŽŵƉĞƚĞŶĐĞĂŶĚƌĞůĂƚĞĚŶĞƐƐ
Ͳ ǁĂŶƚŝŶŐ͕ ƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ďĞŝŶŐ ĂďůĞ ƚŽ ĞŶũŽǇ ƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂů ŶĞĞĚƐ͕ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ
ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚŽĨŽŶĞƐĞůĨǁŝƚŚ'ŽĚ͛ƐůĂǁ͘
ŶŽƚŚĞƌŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĂƐƉĞĐƚƚŽŬĞĞƉŝŶŵŝŶĚŝƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĞǆƚĞŶƚŽĨĚǇƐƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ
ĂŶĚͬŽƌ ŝŵƉĂŝƌŵĞŶƚ ĐĂŶŶŽƚ ďĞ ƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƉƌĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŽĨ ŵĂŶǇ
ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ;ďĞƐŝĚĞƐƚŚŽƐĞŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚďǇĞƐƐĞůͿƚŚĂƚŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶƐŚŽǁŶƚŽŵŽĚŝĨǇ
ƚŚĞĞĨĨĞĐƚ͘
ŵŽŶŐƚŚĞƐĞĂƌĞ͗
Ͳ ƐŽĐŝĂůͬƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚƌĂƵŵĂ Ͳ ǁŚŽ ƚŚĞ ƉĞƌƉĞƚƌĂƚŽƌ ǁĂƐ͖ ŚŽǁ
ŽƚŚĞƌƐƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞĚƚŽƚŚĞƚƌĂƵŵĂ͖
Ͳ ŚŽǁ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĂƐƐŝŐŶ ƚŽ ƚƌĂƵŵĂƚŝĐ ĞǀĞŶƚƐ ĂƌĞ͕
ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞŝƌǁŽƌƚŚĂŶĚĐĂƉĂĐŝƚŝĞƐ
ĂƐ ŚƵŵĂŶ ĂŶĚ ŵŽƌĂů ďĞŝŶŐƐ ;ǁŚŝĐŚ ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ ŵĞƌĞůǇ ĚŝƐĞŵďŽĚŝĞĚ
ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝŽŶƐͿ
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Besides childhood sexual abuse (CSA) 9 other categories of Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACEs) have been identified. They are: 1-Emotional
abuse,2- Physical abuse, 3-Emotional neglect, 4-Physical neglect, 5-Battered
mother, 6-Household substance abuse, 7-Mental illness in household, 8Parental separation or divorce, and 9-a Criminal household member. All of
these can adversely affect the developing brain in ways that result in
emotional, social, and cognitive impairments, increasing the risk for
substance abuse, depression, suicide, and a variety of other problems.
----------------------------------------------------------

Under Emotional Neglect are included that which is described in
Marsha Linehan’s and James Jones groundbreaking works as
“Invalidating Family Experiences”.
(Linehan:)
1- The Chaotic family - little time or attention is given to the children. Needs of
the children in such a family are disregarded and consequently invalidated.
2-The Perfect Family - zero tolerance for any negative emotional display from
the children. “Why Can’t he/she just control their feelings!! Perhaps they should
just pray more! [or concentrate on their learning or Mitzvos]
3-The Typical (“Western Culture”) family – emphasis on cognitive control over
emotions. And to define and focus on achievement and mastery of such
cognitive control as the only criteria for successful “self-control”.
(Jones:)
A very ubiquitous pattern that exists in our families is the over-controlling
parent (mother or father or both). The parent –child relationship is just one of
complete domination and entanglement that suppresses self-expression and
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prevents individuation of the personality of the child. Although appearing
initially as successful parenting, in the long-term it brings disastrous results. The
internal dynamic of this style of parenting in reality, just breeds resentment,
repressed seething anger and rebellion, or to the other extreme complete helpless
passivity, on the part of the child…….

----------------------------------------------Now within the context of the preceding data, I would ask the
reader to consider these excerpts of a HaModia (Fall, ’02) series of
articles.
Holocaust Survivors’ children
based on interviews conducted by R. Lichtenstein
As mentioned previously, Holocaust survivors frequently maintained a code of
silence, mainly because the pain was too deep — way beyond the scope of
“normal” human experience — and also because they wanted to shield their
children from pain
Despite their parents’ best efforts, the terrible trauma of the Holocaust left
permanent scars on this population. Even without talking about their
experiences, survivors’ actions and attitudes told the bitter story in rough and
blurry hues
The following thoughts of survivors’ children were gathered in extensive
research, and represent feelings shared by thousands and thousands of “second
generation Holocaust survivors³
´My parents were among the tiny percentage of concentration camp inmates
who didn’t perish in that gehinnom. Whenever I hear the term ‘Holocaust
survivors’ I can’t help thinking, ‘What an anomaly. The concentration camps
had no ‘survivors’, only remnants, crushed and broken refugees. Even those who
didn’t die didn’t really ‘survive’ either.’ A part of them died in the concentration
camps, as their souls and guts were wrenched out from them by the inhuman
Nazis, day after day. Their minds, hearts and souls were never again whole, the
pain of their past still burning inside
´Hitler, ym”sh, did a very thorough job. My parents were never released from
the camps. Physically, yes, but not emotionally. For the rest of their lives, their
experiences affected the way they looked at the world³
Another child concurs
´Nightmares were a normal part of my mother’s day-to-day life. During the day,
she was amazingly successful in burying the past, but at night the deep pain that
was right beneath the surface overpowered her. She was dragged right back to
those torturous years, haunted by the ghosts of her loved ones who perished at
different points of that endless trauma. She never shared those nightmares with
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me, thinking she could protect me from pain forever. But I was a light sleeper,
and woke up every single night to her anguished cries and incomprehensible
shouts
´When I asked her about her experiences, she brushed me off with pain-filled
eyes. When her nightmares woke me up each night, I often wondered about her
experiences, wishing that I could understand her and identify with her. From
little snatches of conversation that I had overheard, I knew that some members
of her immediate family had perished in the cattle-cars, dying from suffocation,
hunger, thirst, or a combination of all three. I also picked up that her family had
been in a public place with many otherJews when the Nazis surrounded them,
arrested and deported them to Auschwitz, where they all perished, Hy”d, with
the exception of my teenage mother³
Many children, despite the lack of familiarity with their parents’ particular
stories, identified so strongly with their trauma that they actually experienced
“flashbacks” themselves
´Less vivid, but no less debilitating, was my chronic fear of public places. If I
attended any type of gathering of Jews, even a tzeddaka function, I was always
afraid that at any moment the Nazis would come and arrest us all. I only daven
in small shuls for this reason³
Broken in body, mind and spirit, the Holocaust survivors sought refuge from the
overwhelming loneliness that engulfed them. They had a mission: to rebuild the
decimated Jewish nation, one family at a time. They married, and invested their
whole lives into this mission
Consequently, their children meant everything in the world to them. Most
survivors had no parents, and often no siblings. Their children were not only the
focus of their day-to-day existence; they also represented the future, and the link
to the past
´I have four names. When I was born, my parents didn’t know if they would
have any more children, let alone girls. So I was named after both grandmothers,
and two beloved aunts
´And it wasn’t just the names. I was expected to eternalize them. I had to fulfill
their individual goals, strive to accomplish their dreams, and give life to their
neshamos. Can you imagine the burden I was shlepping all my life, trying to
fulfill these missions³"
Holocaust survivors sacrificed everything for their children’s happiness. They
wanted their children to have what they didn’t
´My mother always motivated me to succeed in school, to cherish the
opportunity to learn, which she never had. She never even finished elementary
school. But she got an education that one never forgets. She graduated from a
jungle, where she fought for her survival daily, fending off wild ‘beasts’ in
human guise. My job was relatively easy. All I had to do was concentrate on my
studies. I had no other responsibilities, no pressures³
But, despite their intentions to shield their children, they could not control their
fear. It surfaced in myriad ways, from overprotectiveness, to constantly
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repeating instructions, to tremendous difficulty in allowing their children to go
on trips, etc
´When I was growing up, all my friends’ mothers acted like mine, being
Holocaust survivors. I was in for a shock when I befriended a girl whose Polishborn parents lived in Canada during the war. When I visited her for a few days, I
felt that I was on a different planet. What happened to all the instructions
mothers were supposed to give? No one paid attention to the food she wasn’t
eating, throwing it in the garbage carelessly; no one told her to put on a sweater,
or to call when she got to her destination. No one hovered over her and worried
about every step that she took. Maybe her mother didn’t care, I thought. Maybe
she didn’t love her³
Survivors’ children, who represent a very unique segment of our population,
grew up with their parents’ suppressed pain and torment, haunted by vague but
grotesque images that also made them increasingly vulnerable to experiencing
deep pain and anxiety
Consider the following testimony, from survivors’ children
October, 2001: I always knew that disaster was going to strike again. My parents
nurtured us on this feeling, that Jews could never be safe anywhere until
Moshiach comes. It was not a question of “if” something was going to happen, it
was only a question of “when³
But children of Holocaust survivors have not relaxed. They have absorbed their
parents’ history and their warnings, their worries and their fears
Our lives and our attitudes have been permanently affected by our parents’
experiences, even though we didn’t often talk explicitly about them
We were always told to dress warmly “just in case”; likewise, we were chided
not to throw out any edible food, “because you never know.” Nor were clothing
or other items discarded either, “just in case.”
Holocaust survivors are shackled by guilt and shame, remembering a relative
who perished; whom they think may have been “more worthy” of survival than
they themselves. This misplaced sense of guilt can be devastating, especially
when childhood memories reinforce the superiority of the victims. In other
cases, dormant feelings of sibling rivalry surface when childhood memories and
experiences are reawakened and reexamined from a very painful vantage point
When storm clouds were gathering over Europe, too many people dismissed it
with a wave of the hand. Why? Paradoxically, both because of the eternal
optimism of Jews, and because of their helplessness
But the main impediment was the incredulity, the sheer absurdity of the reality
that was going to unfold. Very few people took “Mein Kampf” seriously,
because it just couldn’t happen. Certainly not in Germany, where Jews enjoyed
unparalleled positions of power in every realm of that “progressive” country,
probably a standing unique since Spain’s Golden Age
Well, as a child of Holocaust survivors, I know that anything can happen,
anywhere. Yes, even here in the benevolent United States of America, where we
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have to thank Hashem every day for this wonderful haven. But, if we recognize
that He is the master planner, He can just as easily turn the hearts of our hosts
against us, chas v’shalom, in the blink of an eye, as history has proven

---------------------------------------------Dear Rabbi,
Thank you for the essay you sent me. In a word: WOW!
Did you see the "Children of the Lager" piece (pg 451 in this
volume) in the Project Witness supplement to the Sept 1 2009
issue of Hamodia. Mrs. Lichtenstein returns to the topic of the
2002 series you quote -- some of quotes are similar, but one new
one stands out. (If you don't have the updated essay, I'll make a
copy and drop it off.)
David remembers that he could never tell his parents about his
problems. "I was afraid to cause them more pain. They have no
idea who I really am. But I have always believed that my parents
are at the very edge of the cliff, and I am terrified of causing them
that one more bit of pain that would push them over it."
The boldface is mine -- what a prescription for addiction!
A Grateful SA in Recovery

--------------------------------------------------------
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:KHQ,VWDUWHGVHULRXVO\UHVHDUFKLQJWKHLVVXHRIDEXVHVHYHUDO\HDUVDJR,ZDV
LQIRUPHG WKDW FRQWUDU\ WR FRPPRQ EHOLHI  FKLOG DEXVH LV D SUREOHP IRU WKH
FKDUHLGL ZRUOG MXVW DV LW IRU WKH UHVW RI WKH ZRUOG 8QIRUWXQDWHO\ LW LV VWLOO D
FRPPRQPLVFRQFHSWLRQ,VWLOOJHWFRPPHQWVWKDWDEXVHLVUDUHLQWKHFKDUHLGL
ZRUOGDQGVRLW LVFODLPHGWKDWDOOWKLVWDON DERXWWKLVGLVJXVWLQJWRSLFLVMXVW
JLYLQJWKHZURQJLPSUHVVLRQWKDWWKHUHLVDVHULRXVSUREOHPDQGLWLVSROOXWLQJ
WKHSXULW\RIWKHHQYLURQPHQW
(YHQDPRQJWKHHQOLJKWHQHGRQHVWKHUHLVDVWURQJIHHOLQJWKDWWKHVHULRXVQHVV
RI WKH SUREOHP VKRXOG EH SXEOLFO\ PLQLPL]HG ,Q IDFW RQH RI P\ IULHQGV
FDXWLRQHGPHHYHQWKRXJKLWLVWUXHWKDWDEXVHLVWKHVDPHDVWKHUHVWRIWKH
ZRUOGEXWLWLVDFKLOOXOKD6KHPWRVD\VXFKDWKLQJ<RXFDQEULQJDERXWQHHGHG
FKDQJHE\PHQWLRQLQJWKHUHLVDSUREOHPZK\SXEOLFL]HWKDWZHDUHDVEDGDV
WKHJR\LPLQWKLVDUHD
/DVWZHHNWKHUHZDVDFRQIHUHQFHRQFKLOGDEXVHLQ-HUXVDOHP'U%XQ]HOD
SURPLQHQW IUXP SV\FKLDWULVW IURP %QHL %UDN DQG RQH ZKR KDV D FORVH ZRUNLQJ
UHODWLRQVKLSZLWK5DY6LOPDQPDGHDQXPEHURILPSRUWDQWREVHUYDWLRQV
  WKH UDWH RI DEXVH LQ WKH &KDUHLGL VRFLHW\ LV DFWXDOO\ KLJKHU WKDQ LQ WKH
RXWVLGHSRSXODWLRQ7KHUHDUHVRPHFKDUHLGLDEXVHUVZKRKDYHDEXVHGKXQGUHGV
RINLGV
 0DQ\ RIWKHFKDUHLGL DEXVHUVGRQ WXQGHUVWDQGWKHSUREOHPZLWKZKDWWKH\
DUH GRLQJ 7KH\ VD\ %XW , GLGQ W NQRZ WKDW WKLV EHKDYLRU LV DVVXU ,W LV
VRPHWKLQJ , GRQ W ZDQW RWKHUV WR NQRZ WKDW , DP GRLQJ EXW WKH 7RUDK GRHVQ W
SURKLELWLW7KHSUREOHPLVWKDWPDQ\GRQ WKDYHZRUGVIRUVH[XDODFWLYLW\DQG
GRQ W UHDOO\ XQGHUVWDQG ZKDW WKH 7RUDK SURKLELWV (YHQ ZKHQ WKH\ GR WKH\
WKLQNWKDWLIWKHUHLVQRJHQLWDOLQWHUFRXUVHZLWKWKHFKLOGDERYHIRUDJLUODQG
DERYH  IRU D ER\  WKH SK\VLFDO FRQWDFW ZKLFK JHWV WKHP DURXVHG LV QRW
SURKLELWHG7KH\DVN:KHUHGRHVLWVD\LQWKH7RUDKWKDW\RXFDQ WWRXFKRU
ORRNRUWDNHSLFWXUHVRUVKRZSLFWXUHVRUPRYLHVWRNLGVZKHUHGRHVLWVD\WKDW
RUDOVH[LVSURKLELWHG"7KHJR\LPSURKLELWWKHVHWKLQJVEXWWKDWLVQRWZKDWWKH
7RUDK VD\V DQG ZH DUH RQO\ FRQFHUQHG ZLWK WKH 7RUDK 3HUKDSV ZRUVW RI DOO
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WKH\KDYHQRDZDUHQHVVWKDWZKDWWKH\DUHGRLQJWRWKHFKLOGLVGHVWUR\LQJWKH
YLFWLP
  %QHL %UDN LV D SDUDGLVH IRU SHUYHUWV EHFDXVH LW KDV D QDLYH SRSXODWLRQ RI
FKLOGUHQZKRGRQ WXQGHUVWDQGWKDWWKHXQSOHDVDQWDFWVWKDWVRPHRQHLVGRLQJ
WRWKHPLVVH[XDODEXVHDQGHYHQLIWKH\UHDOL]HLWQRRQHLVJRLQJWRFDOOWKH
SROLFHHVSHFLDOO\QRWWKHLUSDUHQWV7KDWLVEHFDXVHWKDWZRXOGEHDYLRODWLRQ
RIWKHKRUULEOHVLQRIPHVLUDZKLFKWKH\YLHZVDVPRUHVHULRXVWKDQWKHDEXVH
LWVHOI 7\SLFDOO\ WKHLU UDEEL ZLOO WHOO WKHP KH ZLOO WDNH FDUH RI WKH SUREOHP 
EXWGRQ WJRWRWKHSROLFH
  &KHPLFDO FDVWUDWLRQ LV RIWHQ WKH RQO\ WKLQJ WKDW FKDQJHV WKH PROHVWHU DQG
HYHQWKDWLVQRWVXFFHVVIXO
3RVWHGE\'DDV7RUDKDaniel

Eidensohn <yadmoshe@012.net.il
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Hashem,
Please Grant US:
Courage
Wisdom
Serenity
Courage & Wisdom
To Seek & Face the Truth!!

and
Courage:
To Change the Things We Can;
Serenity:
To Accept the Things We Cannot
Change;
Wisdom:
To Know the Difference!
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ËÜËÛÔËÅÇÃÍÎÂÎÛÌËÒÖÎÔÇÅËÇËÇÎÄ
ËÜËÛÔÂÃÂÜËÃÅÇÃÍÎÂÎÇ
ËÜËÛÔÌÅÇÃÍÎÂÎÂ

ÆÚÇÜ ÏËÐÇÆËÛËÅÍ
ÍÜËÒÔÜ  ÌËÒÖËÛÙÃÐ ÏËÎÄÚËÎÇÔÎÑËËÇØÐ

ÄÆÎËÄÐ ÎÂÚÛËÃÜÙÇÎÉÐÇÃÚËÂÎÛËÅÍÇ
ÏËÐÇÜÓÜÇÂÚÙÐÛÚÖÎË ÛÚÖ

ÎÔÙÇÎÉÎÎËÄÚÐÆÅËÉËÃËÒÇÅÛÉËÂÎÂÒÂÇ
Ê ÒÐ ÃË ÛÚÖ ÏËÃÇÚÐÆ


ÇÍÇÆÎËÖÜËÒÂÇ
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